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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE OFFICE OF EDU-
CATIONAL RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT
[OERI]

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20, 1988

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10.10 a.m., in room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Major R. Owens (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Owens, Williams, Bartlett,
Hayes, Sawyer, and Good ling.

Staff present: Maria Cuprill, staff director; Laurence Peters, leg-
islative counsel; Bob Tate, legislative analyst; Jillian Evans, com-
mittee clerk; Gary Granofsky, research assistant.

Mr. OWENS. The hearing of the Subcommittee on Select Educa-
tion will come to order. Today we are pleased to have a distin-
guished array of very knowledgeable panelists. We do appreciate
their being here. We want to assure them that this is the begin-
ning of a long and thoughtful process. We take it very seriously.
We are pleased to have their investment of energy and time and
concentrated thought power, and we hope that they will stay with
us throughout this very important process.

I have an opening statement which I will read only partially, in
order to maximize the amount of time that we have for the panel-
ists. A well-focused and adequately funded research and develop-
ment program will produce the same quality and amount of results
and benefits for American education that similar research and de-
velopment activities produce in other spheres of human endeavor.
Our public health programs, our space race, and our defense appa-
ratus are all replete with obvious examples of the fruits of substan-
tial investments in research and development.

Since amo-g civilized people in general and public decision-
makers in particular it is no longer necessary to offer arguments to
prove the value of research and development, this hearing will be
concerned primarily with the focus of our past, current, and future
research and development effort in education.

What have we learned from our investment to date? Are we
having an impact on current critical needs? Is the present system
of research centers, laboratories, information bureaus, and inde-
pendent researchers meeting the needs of the education communi-

(1)
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ty? Given the inevitable limitations on resources, are we concen-
trating first on the most urgent needs?

Last but not least is the question of how we can enlist the sup-
port of the larger decisionmaking community as we strive to close
the awesome gap between the present research and development
investment for education and the amount of research and develop-
ment funds needed to mount a realistic and scientifically respecta-
ble level of activity. The present paucity of appropriations is a
scandal. There is no legitimate defense for the failure of this
Nation to apply standards to its mission in education similar to the
standards applied to its mission for the exploration of space.
Indeed, the space exploration effort has reached a plateau partially
due to the absence of the brain power needed to obstacles at many
levels. The complexities of our present society mandate a close re-
lationship between the quality and quantity of our education effort
and the quality and quantity of all other social, scientific, and in-
dustrial activities.

The process of winning support for higher authorization and ap-
propriation levels must begin internally, within the education com-
munity. Can we agree on priorities? Can we agree on the need for a
greater sense of urgency in meeting certain critical education
needs? Can we forge meaningful systems of accountability to
combat academic apathy and academic corruption? Can we correct
our own shortcomings in the areas of communication and cross-co-
ordination, in the areas of elitism and scholar tribalism? Finally, to
doubting decisionmakers, can we pledge to achieve meaningful re-
sults if our efforts are adequately funded?

Perhaps the long overdue new initiative of the Office of Educa-
tional Research and Improvement, which proposes to fund a center
on the study of the education of disadvantaged students, can be uti-
lized as a lightning rod to open a new era of adequate funding for
critical problems. Perhaps the limited amounts presently being pro-
posed for such a center should be used to finance independent re-
search on this urgent topic and to develop a master plan for a re-
search center which is worthy of the task, to be funded later on at
a much higher level in the next fiscal year. Perhaps additional
funds should also be made available for existing centers, laborato-
ries, and information bureaus which join the effort to establish
such a pivotal center by offering to collaborate with each other and
with independent researchers on activities which are relevant to
the achievement of the goals of the center.

And, finally, perhaps we can maximize an effort to reach out to
the private sector for its contribution toward the very ambitious
but worthwhile goal of improving our efforts to educate disadvan-
taged students. Publishers, consultants, computer manufacturers,
and others should be vigorously recruited. And beyond the special
thrust to launch this new center, the private sector should be invit-
ed to be an ongoing partner with the Federal Government in the
Nation's overall research and development mission. The explora-
tion of new ways to structure such a partnershippossibly even a
"quango"is an item of great interest to the Subcommittee on
Select Education. We are anxious to hear new ideas and proposals.

I yield to 1,:r. Bartlett for an opening statement.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Major R. Owens follows:)
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SELECT EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE OFFICE OF
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT (OERI), APRIL 20, 21, 1988

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN MAJOR R. OWENS

A WELL FOCUSED AND ADEQUATELY FUNDED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM WILL PRODUCE THE SAME QUALITY AND AMOUNT OF RESULTS AND BENEFITS

FOR AMERICAN EDUCATION THAT SIMILAR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

PRODUCE IN OTHER SPHERES OF BLAAN ENDEAVOR. OUR PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAMS,

OUR SPACE RACE, AND OUR DEFENSE APPARATUS ARE ALL REPLETE WITH OBVIOUS

EXAMPLES OF THE FRUITS OF SUBSTANTIAL INVESTMENTS 'N RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT.

SINCE, AMONG CIVILIZED PEOPLE IN GENERAL, AND PUBLIC DECISION MAKERS

IN PARTICULAR, IT IS NO LONGER NECESSARY TO OFFER ARGUMENTS TO PROVE THE

VALUE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, THIS HEARING WILL BE CONCERNED

PRIMARILY WITH THE FOCUS OF OUR PAST, CURRENT, AND FUTURE RESEARLR AND

DEVELOPMENT EFFORT IN EDUCATION. WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED FROM OUR

INVESTMENT TO DATE? ARE WE HAVING AN IMPACT ON CURRENT CRITICAL MiDS/

IS THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF RESEARCH CENTERS, LABORATORIES, INFORMATION

BUREAUS AND INDEPENDENT RESEARCHERS MEETING THE NEEDS OF THE EDUCATION

COMMUNITY? GIVEN THE INEVITABLE LIMITATIONS ON RESOURCES, ARE WE

CONCENTRATING FIRST ON THE MOST VRGENT NEEDS?

LAST BUT NOT LEAST IS THE QUESTION OF HOW WE CAN ENLIST THE SUPPORT

OF THE LARGER DECISION MAKING COMMUNITY AS WE STRIVE TO CLOSE THE AWESOME

GAP BETWEEN THE PRESENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT FOR

EDUCATION, AND THE AMOUNT OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FUNDS NEEDED TO

MOUNT A REALISTIC AND SCIENTIFICALLY RESPECTABLE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY. THE

PRESENT PAUCITY OF APPROPRIATIONS IS A SCANDAL. ,HERE IS NO LEGITIMATE

DEFENSE FOR THE FAI,IRE OF THIS NATION TO APPLY STANDARDS TO ITS MISSION
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IN EDUCATION SIMILAR TO THE STANDARDS APPLIED TO ITS MISSION FOR THE

EXPLORATION OF SPACE. INDEED, THE SPACE EXPLORATION EFFORT HAS REACHED A

PLATEAU PARTIALLY DUE TO THE ABSENCE OF THE BRAIN POWER NEEDED TO

OVERCOME OBSTACLES AT MANY LEs.ELs -- ADMINISTRATIVE AND ORGANIZATIONAL AS

WELL AS TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC. THE COMPLEXITIES OF OUR PRESENT

SOCIETY MANDATE A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF

OUR EDUCATION EFFORT AND THE QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF ALL OTHER SOCIAL,

SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES.

THE PROCESS OF WINNING SUPPORT FOR HIGHER AUTHORIZATION AND

APPROPRIATION LEVELS MUST BEGIN INTERNALLY WITHIN THE EDUCATION

COMMUNITY. CAN WE AGREE ON PRIORITIES? CAN WE AGREE ON THE NEED FOR A

GREATER SENSE 0: URGENCY IN MEETING CERTAIN CRITICAL EDUCATION NEEDS?

CAN WE FORGE MEANINGFUL SYSTEMS OF ACCOUNTABILITY TO COMBAT ACADEMIC

APATHY AND ACADEMIC CORRUPTION? CAN WE CORRECI OUR OWN SHORTCOMINGS IN

THE AREAS GF COMMUNICATION AND CROSS COORDINATION; ELITISM AND SCHOLAR

TRIBALISM? AND FINALLY, TO DOUBTING DECISION MAKERS, CAN WE PLEDGE TO

ACHIEVE gFANINGFUL RESULTS IF OUR EFFORTS ARE ADEQUATELY FUNDED?

PERHAPS THE LONG OVERDUE NEW INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL

RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT WHICH PROPOSES TO FUND A CENTER ON THE STUDY OF

THE EDUCATION OF DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS CAN BE UTILIZED AS A LIGHTENING

ROD TO OPEN A NEW ERA OF ADEQUATE FUNDING FOR CRITICAL PROBLEMS. PERHAPS

THE LIMITED AMOUNTS PRESENTLY BEING PROPOSED FOR SUCH A CENTER SHOULD BE

USED TO FINANCE INDEPENDENT RESEARCH ON THIS URGENT TOPIC, AND TO DEVELOP

THE MASTER PLAN FOR A RESEARCH CENTER WORTHY OF THE TASK TO BE FUNDED AT

A MUCH HIGHER LEVEL IN THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR. PERHAPS ADDITIONAL FUNDS

SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE FOR EXISTING CENTERS, LABORATORIES, AND

INFORMATION BUREAUS WHICH JOIN THE EFFORT TO ESTABLISH SUCH A PIVOTAL

-2-
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CENTER BY OFFERING TO COLLABORATE WITH EACH OTHER AND KITH INDEPENDENT

RESEARCHERS ON ACTIVITIES WHICH ARE RELEVANT TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE

GOALS OF THE CENTER.

AND FINALLY, PERHAPS WE CAN MAXIMIZE AN EFFORT TO REACH -"T TO THE

PRIVATE SECTOR FOR ITS CONTRIBUTION TOWARD THE VERY AMBITIOUS UUT

WORTHWHILE GOAL OF IMPROVING OUR EFFORTS TO EDUCATE. DISADVANTAGED

STUDENTS. PUBLISHERS, CONSULTANTS, COMPUTER MANLFACTURERS, AND OTHERS,

SHOULD BE VIGOROUSLY RECRLITED. AND BEY3ND THE SPECIAL THRUST TO LAUNCH

THIS NEW CENTER, THE PRIVATE SECTOR dULD BE INVITED TO BE AN ONGOING

PARTNER WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN THE NATION'S OVERALL RESERACH AND

DEVELOPMENT MISSION. THE EXPLORATION OF NEW WAYS TO STRUCTURE SUCH A

PARTNERSHIP -- POSSIBLY EVEN A "QUANGO" -- IS AN ITEM OF GREAT INTEREST

TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATIOA. WE ARE ANXIOUS TO HEAR NEW

IDEAS AND PROPOSALS.

IT IS FITTING TO BEGAN THIS SET OF HEARINGS BY QUOTING FROM THE

LEGISLATION THAT FOUNDED THE RATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, LANGUAGE

STILL PRESERVED UNDER CURRENT LAW GOVERNING THE OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL

RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT (OERI):

"THE CONGRESS DECLARES IT TO BE THE POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES TO

2ROVIDE EVERY INDIVIDUAL AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY TO RECEIVE AN EDUCATION OF

HIGH QUALITY REGARDLESS OF RACE, COLOR, RELIGION, SEX, AGE, HANDICAP,

NATIONAL ORIGIN, OR SOCIAL CLASS. ALTHOUGH THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL

SYSTEM HI'S PURSUED THIS OBJECTIVE, IT HAS NOT ATTAINED THAT OBJECTIVL.

INEQUALITIES OF OPPORTUNITY TO RECEIVE HIGH QUALITY EDUCATION REMAIN

PRONOUNCED. TO ACHIEVE THE GOAL OF QUALITY EDUCATION REQUIRES THE

-3-
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CONTINUED PURSUIT OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT EDUCAION THROUGH RESEARCH,
IMPROVEMENT ACTIVITIES, DATA COLLECTION AND INFORM/1ION DISSEMINATION."

THE ENABLING LEGISLATION, WHILE
ACKNOWLEDGING THE RESPONSIBILITY OF

THE STATES AND LOCAL GOVERMENT IN THE AREA OF THE NATION'S SCHOOLING,
HAKES CLEAR THE CENTRAL MISSION OF THE FEDERAL RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT AND
DISSEMINATION ENTERPRISE. THESE HEARINGS WILL BE AN EFFO,T TO D /ERMINE
HOW FAR WE ARE FROM REACHING THE CENTRAL GOAL OF REDUCING INEQUALITIES OF
OPPORTUNITY. TO WHAT EXTENT IS THE PRESENT STRUCTURE OF OERI ADEQUATE TO

THE CHALLENGE OF MEETING THESE HISTORIC GOALS? HOW HAVE RESOURCES BEEN

DIRECTED TO MEET THE ECUCATIONAL RESEARCH NEEDS OF THE NATION, AND HAVE
THEY BEEN USED EFFJC/ENTLN AND EFFECTIVELY? WHAT PROGRESS HAS BEEN MADE

IN THE FIFTEEN YEARS SPICE THE DEPARTMENT'S NG AND THE TWO DECADES

OF WORK CARRIED OUT BY THE LEGISLATIVELY OLDER LABS AND CENTERS? THL:t

QUESTIONS MAY BE COMPLEX, BUT THEY HAVE NEVER BEEN MORE URGENT, GIVEN THE

BLEAK ASSESSMENTS OF THE NATION'S SCHCOLN THAT HAVE BEEN MADE

CONTINUOUSLY SINCE THE PUBLICATION OF THE LA"Dr1ARK 1983 REPORT gam=

WE CONTINUE TO EXIST WITHIN AN EDIMAT!oNAL CRISIS, ONE MARKED BY

DECAYING INNER-CITY SCHOOLS,
UNACCEPTALLE DROPO"T RATES OF AS MUCH AS

FIFTY PERCENT IN OUR MAJOR URBAN CENTERS, AND DECLINING LEVELS OF

ACHIEVEMENT, PARTICULARLY WHEN WE COMPARE AMERICAN STUDENTS Tr THOSE OF

OUR LEADING INDUSTRIAL COMPETITORS. PHE COSTS TO SOCIETY ALONE WOULD

FORCE US TO COME UP VITH CREATIVE
SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEMS OF WELL OVER

HALF A MILLION DROPOUTS EACH YEAR.

THE SOCIAL COSTS OF ONE DROPOUT IS APPROXIMATELY $4,000 A YEAR IN

HGIHER SOCIAL SPENDING AND LOST TAXES. EACH CLASS THAT DROPS OUT COSTS

THE ENTIRE NATION APPROXIMATELY $240 BILLION DOLLARS. WHERE IS THE

4.
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FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH TO OFFER US THE HOPE THAT THIS STATE OF

AFFAIRS CAN BE CORRECTED?

IN THE EARLY 1960'S THE PERRY PRE-SCHOOL PROJECT, DEVELOPED IN

YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN WITHOUT FEDERAL SUPPORT, SHOWED US THAT BY OFFERING A

PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM TO THREE-YEAR-OLDS FROM P')OR HOMES A DIFFERENCE COULD

BE MADE. THE CHILDREN WHO WERE PROVIDED WITH THE EXTRA ONE OR TWO YEARS

OR EARLY SCHOOLING GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL AND WENT ON TO JOBS AT

TWICE THE RATE OF CHILDREN WHO DID, NOT BENEFIT FROM THAT EARLY

INTERVENTION. THE CAREFUL WAY THAT LONGITUDINAL STUDY WAS ORGANIZED

BUILT UP A POWERF4L MOMENTUM FOR -EDERAL INTERVENTION WHICH HELPED PATE

THE WAY FOR THE HEAD START PROGFtn. IN THESE HEARINGS WE WILL BE ASKING

WEHRE THE RESEARCH IS THAT CAN EFFECTIVELi DEMONSTRATE TO CONGRESS NEW

SOLUTIONS TO EDUCATING DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN.

WHILE THE U.S. SPENDS A LARGER PERCENTAGE OF ITS GNP ON EDUCATION

THAN JAPAN, ONLY SEVENTY-THREE PERCENT OF OUR STUDENTS RECEIVE A DIPLOMA,

AS OPPOSED "..1 NINETY-EIGHT PERCENT OF JAPANESE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS.

CONFRONTED WITH A POSSIL.A SEVERE LABOh SHORTAGE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE

NEXT CENTURY, PARTICULARLY OF HIGHLY SKILLED WORKERS, WE FACE MORE THAN

JUST HIG SOCIAL COSTS IF WE FAIL TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM OF

DISADVAN' ED AND "AT RISK" STUDENTS. OUR CAPACITY TO COMPETE

EFFECTIVELY IN THE NEW WORLD ECONOMY IS ALSO JEOPARDIZED, AND SO IS OUR

ABILITY TO RETAIN OUR TECHNOLOGICAL EDGE WHEN AMERICAN STUDENTS COME NEAR

THE BOTTOM IN INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS OF SCIENTIFIC ACHIE;EMENT. WE

ARE TOLD THAT THE SOVIET'S LAUNCHING OF THE SPUTNIK SATELLITE IN THE

1950'S JOLTED AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION INTO RAPID AND INNOVATIVE

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT. WHAT HAS OERI DONE TO STIMULATE THE NEW KINDS OF

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT THAT MUST TAKE PLACF GIVEN THE DISTURBING

-5-
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (IEA) WHOSE

CHAIRMAN WILL TESTIFY THIS MORNING?

THE UNITED STATES RANKS FORTY-NINTH AMONG ONE HUNDRED EIGHTEEN

NATIONS IN LITERACY LEVELS. TWENTY-FIVE MILLION AMERIAN ADULTS CANNOT

READ THE HEADLINES OF A DAILY NEWSPAPER. FIFTEEN PERCENT OF RECENT

GRADUATES READ AT LESS THAN A SIXTH GRADE LEVEL. ONE MILLION TEENAGERS

BETWEEN AGES TWELVE AND SEVENTEEN CANNOT READ ABOVE THE THIRD GRADE

LEVEL. IN THIS CONTEXT, IT IS NECESSARY TO WONDER WHAT RESEARCH DATA

INFORMED SECRETARY B:NNETT'S DECISION TO CUT NEARLY $17 MILLION DOLLARS

IN FUNDING FOR THE LITERACY TRAINING FOR HOMELESS ADULTS AND WORKPLACE

LITERACY PARTNERSHIPS PROJECT IN NEXT YEAR'S FY '89 BUDGET PROPOSALS. IT

IS A NATIONAL SCANDAL THAT A SOCIETY THAT PURPORTS TO CALL ITSELF

COMMITTED TO EQUAL EDUCATION CANNOT TEACH ALL OF ITS CITIZENS TO READ AND

WRITE.

IN THESE HEARINGS, WE MUST QUESTION THE ADMINISTRATION'S COMMITMENT

IN SO MANY OF THESE AREAS TO RESEARCH DESIGNED TO HELP EDUCATE ALL OF THE

NATION'S CHILDREN. THE DEPARTMENT'S VIEW OF EDUCATION RESERACH APPEARS

TO BE, UNFORTUNATELY, YET ANOTHER ADMINISTRATION EFFORT TO ALLOW FORM TO

TRIUMPH OVER SUBSTANCE. INSTEAD OF ACTING WITH THE KIND OF URGENCY IT

SHOULD ON SOME OF THE KEY EDUCATIONAL PRIORITIES EVIDENT TO MOST

AMERICANS, SUCH AS THE NEEDS OF "AT RISK" CHILDREN, THE PROBLEMS OF

ILLITERACY AND SCIENCE EDUCATION, OERI'S POLICIES HAVE MADE IT MORE

DIFFICULT TO ATTRACT THE KINDS OF RESOURCES NECESSARY TO TACKLE THE REAL

JOB AT HAND.

THE RECORD OF THIS ADMINISTRATION IN THE YEARS BEFORE THE ASSISTANT

SECRETARY TOOK OFFICE HAS BEEN WELL DOCUMENTED BY A RECENT GAO REPORT,

EDUCATION INFORMATION: CHANGES IN FUNDS ANC PRIORITIES HAVE AFFECTED

-6-
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PRODUCTION OUALITI THE AUTHOR OF THAT DOCUMENT WILL BE TESTIFYING

BZFORE US TODAY. AS THAT REPORT MAKES CLEAR, SHIFTS AWAY FROM BASIC

RESEARCH GATHERING BETWEEN! 1980 AND 1985 TO;NARDS DISSEMINATION HAVE

WORKED TO UNDERMINE THE RESEARCH ENTERPRISE ACROSS THE ENTIRE DEPARTMENT

OF EDUCATION.

IN THE AREA OF SPECIAL POPULATIONS, READING AND WRITING INFORMATION

GATHERING DROPPED DRAMATICALLY. FOR EXAMPLE, IN 1980 TH-RE WERE FORTY

AREA STUDIES COMMISSIONED IN THE AREA OF READING AND WRITING; IN 1985

THERE WERE TWO.

INSTEAD OF HELPING TO COALESCE AHD COORDINATE AN ALREADY FRAGMENTED

SYSTEM OF LABS AND CENTERS IN ADDITION TO DISSEMINATION AGENCIES SUCH AS

ERIC, THE ADMINISTRATION HAS SOUGHT TO FRAGMENT THE SYSTEM EVEN FURTHER

BY FUNDING AN ENTIRELY NEW SERIES OF "MINI-CENTERS." USING SOME DOUBTFLL

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY FOUR AWARDS HAVE BEEN MADE FOR STUDIES IN THE

CONTENT AREAS. THEIR RATIONALE MUST BE QUESTIONED WHEN WE NOW HAVE TWO

DIFFERENT CENTERS STUDYING THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ONE MAJOR CENTER AT

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY IN BALTIMORE STUDYING EFFECTIVE ELEMENTARY

SCHOOLS ANG A NEW "MINI-CENTER" DEVOTED TO ELEMENTARL SCHOOLS SUBJECT

AREAS AT MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY IN EAST LANSING. DUE TO CONGRESSIONAL

PRESSURE THE ADMINISTRATION WAS PREVENTED FROM DEFUNDING EVEN FURTHER AN

EXISTING SYSTEM OF SIXTEEN ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES, IN AN EFFORT TO DEVELOP

SOME NOT VERY WELL THOUGHT OUT NEW PROPOSALS.

IN HIS LAST YEAR IN OFFICE, THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY HAS BEEN

CONVINCED OF THE NEED TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM OF THE DISADVANTAGED, FROM

THE SAFETY OF FISCAL YEAR 1989. YET THE PROPOSED "MINI-CENTER" CONTINUES

TO REFLECT THIS ADMINISTRATION'S LACK OF UNDERSTANDING AND BASIC

INSENSITIVITY TO MINORITY ISSUES. OERI HAS SOUGHT TO DAMAGE THE

-7-
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CREDIBILITY OF THE PROJECT FROM ITS INCEPTION BY INCORPORATING WITHIN THE

PARAMETERS FOR STUDY, BILINGUAL RESEARCH. THIS FIELD OF INQUIRY REQUIRES

SEPARATE INSTITUTION STAFF AND RESOURCES. CONGRESS MANDATED SUCH A

SPECIAL EMPHASIS UNDER TITLE VII OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL

ACT FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION. IN AN EFFORT TO CIRCUMVENT THE WILL OF

CONGRESS, THE ADMINSITRATION IS IN THE PROCESS OF TERMINATING A KEY

BILINGUAL EDUCATION CENTER AND TRAN6FERRING ITS FUNCTIONS TO THE PROPOSED

CENTER ON THE DISADVANTAGED. NEARLY AS OUTRAGEOUS IS THE ASSISTANT

SECRETARY'S OMISSION OF LEADING MINORITY RESEARCHERS IN HELPING TO FRAME

THE NATURE OF THE CENTERS' MISSION.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO CHANGE THIS STATE OF AFFAIRS? WE NEED TO USE

THESE HEARINGS TO CAREFULLY EXAMINE HOW WE MAKE THE EXISTING STRUCTURE

INSIDE OERI AND THE NETWORK OF LABS AND CENTERS MORE RESPONSIVE TO

NATIONAL PRIORITIES. FROM A ROUGH SAMPLING OF THE W.DRK PRODUCED FROM THE

LABS AND CENTERS IT IS CLEAR THAT THE EXREMELY MINIMAL EFFORTS BEING

CARRIED OUT TO IMPROVE THE EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE OF "AT RISK" AND

DISADVANTAGED YOUTH ARE INSUFFICIENT. ONE "MINI-CENTER" DEVOTED TO THIS

ISSUE IS NOT ENOUGH; WE NEED AT LEAST ONE MAJOR RESEARCH INSTITUTE

WORKING WITH A MANHATTAN-PROJECT LIKE INTENSITY TO DEVELOP SOLUTIONS FOR

PERSISTENT UNDERACHIEVEMENT.

AN ATTEMPT SHOLLD BE MADE AT A FULLY INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH.

USING THE BEST RESEARCHERS FROM THE FIELDS OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, HEALTH,

AND COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY, WORKING TOGETHER WITH EDDCJIIONAL RESEARCHERS

AN[ PRACTITIONERS WHO HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF THE REALITY OF URBAN SCHOOLS, WE

CAN FIND THE KINDS OF TEACHERS, SCHOOL LEADERSHIP, COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

AND CURRICULA THAT ACCOMPLISH MEANINGFUL RESULTS.

MECHANISMS ALSO NEED TO BE DEVELOPED WHEREBY WE CAN LEVERAGE THE

-2-
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MORE SIGNIFICANT RESOURCES SUCH A RENEWED EFFORT WILL CONSUME. WE SHCULD

LOOK AT THE KINDS OF PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS THAI A RESEARCH AGENCY

SUCH AS THE MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORPORATION (MDRC)

EXEMPLIFIES.

MDRC PRODUCES UNDER CONTRACT WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CAREFULLY

EVALUATED STUDIES WHICH, LIKE THE PERRY PRE-SCHOOL PROJECT REFEPRED TO

EARLIER, HAVE THE CAPACITY TO EFFECT REAL AND POSITIVE CHANGES IN PUBLIC

POLICY.

MDRC MAY NOT BE THE ONLY M( DEL OF SUCH PARTNERSHIPS THAI MIGHT BE

DEVELOPED. WHAT WE NEED ABOVE ALL IS THE COMMITMENT TO INVOLVE ALL

SECTORS OF SOCIETY IN THE VITAL RESEARCH ENTERPRISE AND HELP TO

COORDINATE THEIR EFFORTS; WE )TEED, FOR EXAMPLE, EDUCATIONAL. RESEARCHERS

BETWEEN PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND BUSINESS SUCH AS THE BOSTON COMPACT. SUCH

PARTNERSHIPS NEED TO BE INCORPORATED WITHIN AN EXPANLED VISION OF THE

ROLE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.

IN SHORT, WE NEED LEADERSHIP. THE NEXT ADMINISTRATION, WHATEVER ITS

POLITICAL PERSUASION, WILL UNDOUBTEDLY WANT TO MAKE EDUCATION "A

PRIORITY." SUCH A POLICY WILL BE IN ACCORD WITH PUBLIC OPINION SURVEYS

WHICH SHOW THAT THE AMERICAN PEOPLE RANK SPENDING ON EDUCATION ABOVE

POURING MONEY INTO THE BOTTOMLESS DEFENSE BUDGET. IT IS ALSO CONSISTENT

WITH THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF A WHOLE HOST OF BLUE RIBBON COMMISSIONS WHICH

HAVE COMMENTED ON THE CURRENT CRISIS. WITHOUT EXCEPTION, THESE

COMMISSION REPORTS HAVE ADVOCATED INCREASED FEDERAL SPENDING ON THE

NATION'S PUBLIC SCHOOLS. HOWEVER, UNLESS WE HAVE THE KINDS OF RESEARCH

NECESSARY TO SHOW HOW TO E:FECTIVELY SPEND THE MONEY THAT WILL

UNDOUBTEDLY FOLLOW FROA THE WAVE OF RHETORIC, WE MA FIND OURSELVES

NO BETTER OFF.

THE KEY TO OUR FUTURE PRODUCTIVITY AND SURVIVAL AS A NATION RESTS ON

EDUCATION AND THERE CAN BE NO BETTER INVESTMENT IN THAT FUTURE THAN

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH. IT IS TO THIS SIMPLE PROPOSITION THAT THESE

HEARINGS ARE DEDICATED.
-9-
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Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't know which of
these microphones to use, but let me borrow yours for a second.

Mr. Chairman, I want to begin by commending Chairman Owens,
the chairman of this subcommittee, for holding these 2 days' worth
of oversight hearings on the Office of Educational Research and
Improvement. This is the first time, I am told, since the creation of
labs and centers some 20 years ago, that the Congress has held
oversight hearings on their activities. Labs and centers are the pri-
mary research instruments conducting educational research, and I
am particularly interested in hearing how their research reaches
the average teacher and student in the classroom. Let me correct
that. Labs and centers are the primary Federal instruments con-
ducting that research.

Now in particular I want to commend Chairman Owens for his
bipartisan approach and the bipartisan approach of this subcom-
mittee to this issue. Education is not an issue in which there are
divisions either between the parties or between philosophies or be-
tween the legislative and the executive branch. It is an area in
which there are differences and there are issues as we try to find
the truth, but the issues over academics and accountability, cur-
riculum and excellence in education, know no partisan bounds.

It is my hope and belief that this subcommittee will explore the
questions on educational research in depth and will ask questions
and determine, then, the truth as to where we go from here.
Through this hearing, the subcommittee hopes to learn what the
Federal role should be in sponsoring educational research and to
what extent the Nation's research agenda reflects America's key
educational priorities. It seems to me that the Federal Government
does have a legitimate and a necessary role in educational re-
search, particularly in collecting data on educational accomplish-
ments as well as areas in which improvements in education are
needed.

One of the issues that I will be focusing on today is whether a
more balanced and a more productive approach can be determined
in distributing Federal dollars in the educational research field.
Currently, OERI puts nearly all of its research funds into labs and
centers. While these institutions may well be appropriate to exam-
ine certain research questions, I think this subcommittee has to
ask the question and must examine other mechanisms which will
allow individual researchers to contribute more to educational re-
search.

Another issue I am particularly interested in is in dissemination
of educational research. It is my intent to find ways to improve the
dissemination of educational research so that the third grade
teacher in Del Rio, TX, or in Brooklyn, NY, can benefit from the
research that is being done.

Chairman Owens and I come to this hearing in the bipartisan
manner I spoke of earlier, to determine what changes need to be
made that will improve the state of educational research in this
country. It is my hope that these hearings will provide suggestions
for improvements and possibly for new approaches regarding the
organization of Federal efforts in educational research, the funding
of those efforts, and in other related areas which affect the quality
of instruction in our schools.

is
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Now, as is too often the case in the Congress, the hearings are
being conducted, by the luck of the draw, simultaneously with a va-
riety of rather significant legislation on the House floor that also
involves the Education and Labor Committee, both on the House
floor and in the Rules Committee. I do look forward to the full 2
days of hearings. I will be present for most of those but from time
to time, along with other members of the subcommittee, I will have
to be elsewhere on the House floor.

I do want to say to the distinguished witnesses that the testimo-
ny that I have seen is quite good. I look forward to hearing the tes-
timony, to reading the testimony. Much of it I have already been
able to review, and I believe that these hearings will give the sub-
committee the direction that we need to make the necessary
changes at the Federal level in educational research.

I thank the chairman for the time.
Mr. OWENS. I yield to Mr. Williams for an opening statement.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am intrigued by this proposal of a "quango." I read the New

York Time$ editorial of last August, and it was not the first time I
had seen a oroposal for a quango and I tend to be supportive of
what I know of those proposals. However, the Times editorial did
elicit a negative response from me because it indLated, as I recall,
that quangoes were needed because we needed more research about
our failed system of public education. I tend to think a better
reason for a quango is to research how we have succeeded as well
as we have with our system of public education, and then share
that not only with schools and instructors who aren't doing as well
as they might, but also share it with other nations in the world
who are notwith few exceptionsup to our standards.

The Times editorial said this, quoting: "Cities and States, with
help from Washington, are spending billions on schools, yet stu-
dents aren't learning." Well, there are some segments of our popu-
lation, particularly some segments of mitio-city Americans living in
certain places, that aren't doing as well a -^ would like but are
doing better than they did in the early 196 And previous to that
time. They are doing better than they once did, but we still aren't
doing well enough. We ought to research what are we doing that
ha... improved education for certain segments of Americans during
the past quarter of a century, and how can it be even better.

There is also the teaching of certain disciplines in the United
States that, if one accepts certain measurements in comparison
with other nations, we find that we may be falling somewhat
behind in the standard achievement scores of Americans' learning
in those disciplines versus the learning of other students in other
nations in those same disciplines. I am thinking particularly about
the sciences.

So we do need research on both our failings and particularly on
our successes and, as my colleague from Texas knows, he and I
have been in agreement for a long time, and particularly when I
was chairman of this subcommittee, with the fact that good re-
search should improve practice in the classroom. That is the pur-
pose of good research. In the end, it ought to mean better teaching
and improved learning, and I know under the guidance of Chair-

.......,..i
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man Owens this subcommittee will move to try to do what we can
to en-ourage such research.

Th k you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OWENS. Because of the broad impact of the nature of the

subject we are dealing with, all the members of the Education and
Labor Committee were invited to join us for the hearing, and I see
Mr. Charles Hayes of Illinois is here. I want to welcome Mr. Hayes
and ask him if he has an opening statement.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, but my presence here, as
you said, indicates an interest. I am vitally concerned about the di-
rection that we are going, in terms of trying to maintain our public
educational system. I think under your leadership we might be
able to change our direction, where we put so much money into de-
fense, and one of the best defenses that this Nation can have in my
opinic i is to educate its young, but we aren't going in that direc-
tion. I hope through research we might be able to influence some
changeafter November, though.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Our first panel is Mr. Michael Timpane, president, Teacher's Col-

lege, Columbia University; Nathaniel M. Semple, Committee for
Economic Development; James S. Coleman, National Opinion Re-
search Center; Dr. Faustine Jones-Wilson, the Bureau of Education-
al Research, School of Education, Howard University; and Dennis
Doyle, a senior fellow of the Hudson Institute.

Will you please take your seats? I think you are all veterans of
this procedure and quite familiar with how we operate. We have
copies of your testimony, and your prepared statements will be in-
serted immediately following your oral presentations. We would
like for you to just dwell on points which you would like to high-
light, and you can elaborate in the question and answer period
afterward.

We hesitate to limit the time of such a distinguished panel, but
we would like you to know we have a 7-minute warningnot warn-
ing, but indicator to let you know you have talked 7 minutesbut
take the time you feel is necessary to finish, round out your
thoughts. Why don't you begin, Mr. Timpane?

STATEMENT OF P. MICHAEL TIMPANE, PRESIDENT, TEACHER'S
COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Mr. TIMPANE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Congressman, Bartlett,
Congressman Williams, Congressman Hayes. It is a pleasure to be
here. I am the president of Teacher's College, Columbia University.
I was director, deputy director of the National Institute of Educa-
tion at an earlier time, and have been involved in these discussions
for a couple of decades.

It is a particular pleasure to congratulate you on holding these
hearings, and perhaps if I say it, take a moment of my time, there
will be 30 or 40 others who may not have to say it at such length.
It is little short f thrilling to have a hearing on educational re-
search be begun on such a positive note and with such a keen sense
of the stake which the Nation's future has in our successful ad-
dress of this problem.

2O
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Having said that, I would like to make just four points, and very
briefly, based on but not repeating my testimony. The first is that
the opportunity offered is a matter of great urgency. We have
made education an issue of the first rank in this Nation in the last
4 or 5 years. We have made significant strides in many areas but
we have discovered, I believe, problems in our schools, particularly
in some of our urban schools, which are far more serious than we
dreamed when we started. So while there are ways in which we
should be pleased with our progress, it seems to me we have discov-
ered problems of an even greater magnitude than we thought, and
the issue is urgent.

The issue is particularly urgent, it seems to me, by the testimony
of the business community, which I am sure you will hear from
Mr. Semple in a few moments of their growing conviction of the
absolute stake that the Nation has in the future success of our
schools, and the role that research he to play in that. They bring
a particular cognizance, I believe, of the necessity of investment in
research, from their own experience.

Certainly Mr. Kearns, the president of Xerox Corp., has spoken
eloquently on this, as have other business leaders. They cannot
imagine an enterprise succeeding in the long run which does not
make substantial investment in research, and they speak of num-
bers like 1 and 2 percent of expenditures as the minimum that suc-
cessful enterprises spend on research. The American educational
enterprise does not spend a fraction of 1 percent of its total on re-
search, and I think that is a very important perspective that the
business community in particular has brought.

Secondly, I hope that these hearings are the occasion, as I said in
my testimony, to clear away what I think is a checkered and un-
happy political history of educational research, and that we can
just face that history and understand it a bit and move on from it.
I have always been struck by a quote that a distinguished Con-
gressman, Daniel Flood of Pennsylvania, the late Congressman
Flood, formerly chairman of the Labor and Public Welfare Subcom-
mittee of the Appropriations Committee, made in 1970, and it was
a prophetic statement. It is very short, and I will read it.

He said this to educational researchers gathered at a table like
this 18 years ago. He said,

Since the Russians fired Sputnik, there has been no horizon to research of all
sorts and kinds, and it is just too bad that you fellows should come in at the tail end
of this thing, after a generation of research being the word and the thing. Now you
come limping in at the end of this thing all steamed up about research, after every-
body else is beginning to slacken. It's just a burden you are going to have.

He said that in 1970, and that is as fair a summary of what actu-
ally happened in the succeeding 18 years -r educational research as
I know of. You will hear more of the lurid details, but I think that
that is simply the case, and has been. I hope that we can use these
hearings as the time to stop limping, in Congressman Flood's
words, and move forward.

The third thing I would like to do is to begin to identify, as many
others will after me, I am sure, the clear if limited benefits that
have already been generated by our investment in educational re-
search, and they are in my judgment very clear. I have mentioned
a few in my testimony. If we were to look at four or five of the
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principal issues gripping American education today, in each of
them we can identify contributions educational research has al-
ready made.

In literacy and reading, it was the National Listitute of Educa-
tion over a decade ago which focused the rese:...:ch community in
forging f.-, national consensus about effective and appropriate ways
to teach basic reading skills and to move ourselves along to the
more complicated questicns of comprehension and cf critical think-
ing, and I bel!lve that the success of our Nation's schools reflects
that.

In school improvement and effective tee., it was federally sup-
ported research on school organization ini implementation of Fed-
eral programs which was realty the sing,...! most important source
of information for what has become kncw.-i as the effective schools
or the school improvement movement. The insight of the critical
significance of the behavior of the local school building and the
people in it, in whether or riot a; .y of the bright ideas we had at
the national level really worked, came from research begun pains-
takingly 15 years ago.

Similarly, in bilingual education and in testing, while the issues
still rage in those areas, the Federal Government has been an ex-
tremely important contributor of new research information.

Finally, in the area of school finance, my colleague Dennis Doyle
at the end of the table knows better than I that the Federal Gov-
ernment played an instrumental role in developing the research
which undergirded the school finance reforms which were most
prominent in the mid to late 1970's. They have petered out in this
decade to some extent, but I believe that they have put school fi-
nance on a new scientific footing.

I believe those are considerable accomplishments, and they talk
about the real issues that face people in our schools.

And finally, I would urge the committee and all of my colleagues
testifying today that our job is precisely as you have stated it, and
that is to develop a clear and simple perspective and strategy for
educational research to go forward in the future. I believe we need
a few priorities, clearly expressed.

My suggestions are very similar to Mr. Williams' and to your
own, Mr. Chairman, and that is that the education of poor minori-
ty youngsters is the single most important problem facing us, and
we should organize at least an important r art of our educational
researc'i enterprise around that enduring and most difficult issue.
We should construe it very broadly, not narrowly in the schools. It
is a problem much broader than the schools.

Secondly, we must have a mixed or a balanced portfolio of enter-
prises. As Mr. Barrett suggested, we need to fund both institutions
doing researchmy institution has one of the research and devel-
opment centers, and I am proud of what it doesbut we must also
have resources to fund individual researchers. We cannot put all of
our eggs in the institutional basket, nor all of our eggs in the
basket of individuals in the academy. We must be able to fund
both. Good ideas come from both sources.

We must have a balance between research on the one hand and
communications and synthesis activities on the other. I would like
(n this occasion to acknowledge the important contributions one of
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my successors, Assistant Secretary Finn, has made in that realm of
research. He has taken very seriously the Federal Government's
responsibility for synthesis and for communication. We don't have
to agree with his every conclusion, to agree with his strategy of
putting a lot of our resources into communicating research to the
people who need to know it.

Finally, we mustand I believe this, is the most appropriate step
which the Congress is taking at this very moment, and that is
strengthen the statistics function as a companion to research. It is
only on a clear and shared basis of what is the case in our Ameri-
can educational systemwhat is the case with respect to achieve-
ment, what is the case with respect to the resources and circum-
stances of the schoolonly when we all understand that, and only
a strong statistics function can give us that, can we begin to under-
stand how specific research findings can feed into that system and
begin to improve schools.

I think once we have those issues resolved, a few significant
strategies, a balanced program of activities, then the other issues of
how to organize for it, in terms of how should OERI be organized,
whether or not a quangoI am not sure of the pronunciationis
an important part of that, whether or not we should perhaps have
set-asides in mission oriented programs, which is certainly a way in
which research and evaluation is funded in many realms, those
issues I think will then become obvious to us, once we know our
priorities and we know the basic activities we have to carry for-
ward.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to be with you.
[The prepared statement of P. Michael Timpane follows:]
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Chairman Owens, members of the Committee, my name is Michael Timpane.

I am the president of Teachers College, Columbia University. I have

served previously as the director and deputy director of the National

Institute of Education, and as the _!irector of education plannicg for the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. I have also worked in such

research institutes as the Brookings Institute and the Rand Corporation. I

have, thus, in one way or another, been deeply involved in the federal

educational research ean-prise for the past two decades, in trying to

create the federal institutional structure, in developing and executing

research plans for federal funding, and, occasionally, in competing for

federal research resources and performing research under federal grants and

contracts.

Let me begin my remarks by congratulating this panel on its decision

to hold these hearings. From my perspective, tho many reform reports and

proposals have made substantial use of perspectives and evidence from

educational research, and this has caused political and legislative opinion

about educational research to shift gradually and favorably over the past

several years, even when there was considerable political turmoil

associated with specific agendas and processes. It is my hope that one of

the first effects of these hearings will be to acknowledge this changing

perspective and thereby put a great deal of historical baggage behind us.

We who are deeply concerned with the crucial contributions that better

research can make to an improved education for all of our young people must

make and take the opportunity these hearings present to build the

appropriate structure, make the appropriate plans, and dedicate the
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appropriato resources to a dynamic federal program of educational research

and development.

Educational research has had rough sledding at the federal level for

much of the past two decades. Some of the problem was admittedly in the

nature of the enterprise. Compared with other realms of research, it is

sometimes difficult to see the direct fruits of educational research. The

corn does not immediately grow taller, as is the caso in agriculture)

rosoarch; disease is not swiftly (=batted or life expectancies extended,

85 in the case of medical research; new inventions do not como forth, as in

scientific research; now hardware dons not roll sff the developmental

bench. as in the case of military research. There aro, I think, two

reasons for this. One is the commonly hold critique of educational

research- -that its theories and methodologies are less rigorous and robust

and often produce weak and ambiguous conclusions not related squarely to

the everyday problems of schools and students. This criticism is immensely

oveLerawn in the case of tho best educational research being done today.

But one need not deny the critique altogether to point to another reason,

loss obvious, for those invidious comparisons: contrary to popular

opinion, research on how people learn and can bo more effectively taught Is

at least as difficult to do as other, more highly favored forms of

scholarly or scientific research. It is more difficult in principle to

expect dramatic results. The object of educational research is the human

being, often in an extremely cormative phase, often in a turbulent social

and familial context. Learning how to do something deliberately different

in the way of curriculum or educational program or teaching behavior, in
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ways that will certainly and predictably make a difference 3n the

educational achievement of all students --this is a daunting assignment.

And yet, this is, directly and indirectly, what educational research is all

about. To conclude that educational research ought not to be pursued

because it did not, in its early work, succeed widely would be the most

misguided of policies. What if we had made such a decision in the early

days of this century, when modern research in medicine or agriculture was

newly possible? I think the answer is obvious.

The federal educational research enterprise has suffered from unusual

political misfortune, which I believe we must review, learn from, and then

put firmly behind us. At the outset, support for educational research was

bipartisan, especially when, in this House, the efforts of Congressmen

Brademas and Quie brought the National Institute of Education into

existence. But ever since, matters of partisan or executive-legislative

aispute have weakened or dissipated effective political support. Requests

for more support for research have been coupled with, and sometimes

advertised as substitutes for, more adequate funding for other educational

programs. Such requests have often been denounced and rejected.

Educational research has also suffered from weak and inconsistent support

from its constituencies in the educational associations and colleges and

universities. It was rare indeed, until the last few years, that any of

the education associations, at either the elementary, secondary, or post-

secondary levels, were willing to expend any political capital for the sake

of education research, or place it anywhere but near the bottom of their

priorities for federal funding.
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Being thus inopportune, fragile, and occasionally politically inept,

education research has fared poorly in terms of congressional authority

and appropriations. The amounts spent today on educational research

represent only a modest fraction in real terms of what was being spent ten

or fifteen years ago.

And yet, with all of the difficulties it has encountered, I suggest

that the federal educational research
enterprise has a considerable and

surprisingly substantial record of acc,iplishment. Let me lay this before

you very briefly by naming five of the most significant educational policy

issues in the nation today, and then sketching the contribution that

federally supported eaucaticnal research has made to their resolution.

Literacy and Reading. Fifteen years ago, the National Indtitute of

Education was instrumental in forging a national consensus about effective

and appropriate ways to teach basic reading skills, and demonstrating the

necessity to move the research enterprise to the now increasingly important

areas of comprehension and critical reading skills.

School Improvement and Effectiveness.
Federally-supported research on

school organization and the implementation of federal programs was the

single most important source of conceptual and empirical information upon

which today's most effective strategies
for school-based reform are based.
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Bilingual Education. Studied' in basic and applied linguistics funded

by the federal government have provided the conceptual basis for more

effective education of all children of language minorities.

Accountability. Federal support of the National Assessment of

Educational Progress and other research on testing has undergirded the

improved forms of accountability and assessment currently being used in the

development of state education reforms and teacher licensing proposals.

School finance. The National Institute of Education pioneered

research in school finance equalization, enabling widespread reforms at the

state level in the 1970's, and provided the basis for far more

sophisticated and effective school finance programs still in use in many

states.

This list of accomplishments is itself more than worth the investment made

so far.

And where do federal education research activities stand today? Long

impoverished, they are now distorted in their purposes, more by the simple

lack of resources than by any deliberate twisting of the agenda. What do

we have? We have a modest institLtional base consisting mostly of the

regional educational laboratories and university research and development

centers, supplemented Ly the network of ERIC Clearinghouses and the

National Dissemination Network. The laboratories have been working

persistently for the past quarter century to move research closer to
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practice. The R&D centers at their best have carried out balanced and

sustained programs of research over several years time on broad and

enduring topics in education (such as teaching, learning, school

organization, bilingual education, reading, and testing, among those topics

listed above).

What is increasingly and glaringly missing from the mix at this

moment is any decent opportunity for individual scholars to find federal

support for their work. It is axiomatic in the sponsorship of research

programs that there must be a mix of fundamental and applied work, with the

former feeding into the latter as time yes along, producing those new

insights which then become new tools and techniques, leading eventually to

better practice. In the absence of support for individual scholars, we are

inevitably depriving ourselves of the fundamental inquiries that will be

the kernels, if you will, from which the next generation of applications

must grow. We must add resources to support this fundamental work, and to

encourage the brightest scholars in many disciplines to bend their

interests and talents to s:lving the vital problems of learning and

bahavior from which a better education will eventually be built. This

cannot he done at the cost of the institutional programs in place, which

are already without adequate resources and capacity to feed the educational

enterprise from a vigorous and comprehensive program of research.

Let me now turn to two particular questions. First, is a new, quasi-

autonomous, non-governmental organization (the QUANGO) the answer to our

problems of purpose and organization in educational research? I think not.

It may be that such an organization could become a significant part of a
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new and broader federal commitment to educational research, but it is no

substitute for a commitment undertaken at the federal level, in the U.S.

Department of Education. We did not make the NSF or the NIH a QUANGO--why

should we do the same for education?

Second, what should be the priorities of federal educational research?

There are a host of educational problems crying out for better research,

but I believe that it would be wise strategy to declare three or four

national research priorities of a relatively broad nature and stick wtth

them over a period of years, to put together sustained programs of

fundamental and applied research, carried out by individual researchers and

by research institutions, and connected systematically over time to the

educational institutions and teachers of our nation. My list would start

with three priorities:

1. The education of poor and minority youngsters. The distressing

problems of our schools in succeeding with these children, the clear-cut

demographic trends, and the cries from our economy and society for the

necessary contribution of these young people would place this matter at the

top of any agenda.

2. Teaching and school reform. Over the the past five years, the

states and localities, teacher organizations, and educational associations

have put in place a wide-ranging series of reform proposals intended to

make the local school more effective and the teaching profession a more

important and skillful part of these more effective schools. We are a very
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long way from achieving these reforms, and their future progress will

depend on continuing research support.

3. Learning. We need continuing investments in studies of how people

learn and develop, both in childhood and in adult life. This research must

range from basic inquiries concerning human cognition to targeted

examinations of how students learn specific subjects, such as mathematics,

reading, and languages; and how they garner the skills to have productive

and fulfilling lives at work and in society.

Such an agenda leaves out some important areas, but it encompasses

eminero-1y national and enduring questions of education in our time. The

temptation will be to develop a Christmas-tree agenda that pleases everyone

and to lean heavily on applied work that will produce short-term results.

Both of these impulses must be held in check. We must concentrate on a few

important issues, and we must understand that progress through research on

such topics requires a long-run commitment to both fuadamental and applied

inquiry, and the determination to produce results that will help teachers

and students.

Most of all, at this point in the history of educational research, we

need your enlightened support.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you.
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. Semple?

STATEMENT OF NATHANIEL M. SEMPLE, VICE PRESIDENT AND
SECRETARY, RESEARCH AND POLICY COMMITTEE, COMMIT-
TEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SEMPLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, appreciate the op-
portunity to testify today and to be among so many distinguished
individuals, who I must suggest probably know much more about
the educational research area than I do. However, I would like to
take this time to reflect on at least one interested party, the busi-
ness community, and their reaction to what we learned or did not
learn in the available research that led us to our recent conclu-
sions on education policy.

For those of you who are not familiar with the CED, we are com-
prised of 250 corporate and academic trustees who work together to
study and evolve approaches to the Nation's most pressing econom-
ic concerns. Our chairman is Edmund Fitzgerald, chairman and
chief executive, Northern Telecom, and our vice chairmen include
such individuals as Jim Kettleson, the chairman and chief execu-
tive of Tenneco; Philip Hawley, the chairman of Carter Hawley
Hale; William Woodside of Primerica; and the recently retired
chairman of Procter & Gamble, Owen Butler. The CED is an eco-
nomic think-tank where corporate executives do the thinking, with
well researched guidance from the academic and economic commu-
nities.

Now the CED's interest in the utility of and application of re-
search is longstanding. Research has underpinned virtually all of
CED's work, whatever subject is involved. Now while the CED
often engages in primary research, we usually and often have to
rely on research provided by others.

Now as you may know, during the past 3 years the CED has re-
leased two major studies on education: "Investing in Our Children:
Business and the Public Schools," released in the fall of 1985; and
our most recent one, this copy of "Children in Need: Investment
Strategies for the Educationally Disadvantaged."

Now at the outset of this work, Owen Butler, then chairman of
the Procter & Gamble Co., was adamant that we develop our rec-
ommendations on the best available evidence. He believed that be-
cause business had heretofore enjoyed little credibility on the sub-
ject of education, we simply had to make a compelling, factually
based case for each of our recommendations.

Mr. Butler also insisted that we set a different standard for the
evidence we used. As business people, he reasoned that we could
make the biggest contribution by looking on education as an invest-
ment and carefully delineating its economic returns, recognizing
that this was not all that education pretended to offer but that this
was a certain area of return that we felt needed to be documented
and understood, at least by the business community. We came to
this subject with no preconceived notions.

This turned out to be a much to Igher job than we could possibly
have imagined. We immediately discovered that, at least as far as
we could find readily or at least as far as we could understand

. 4
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not to say that it didn't existthere simply didn't seem to be very
much in the area of good analysis between education and economic
returns in the available research. We had traditional literature
that related economics to productivity, some of which in fact the
CED had commissioned several decades ago. But on the program-
matic side, the returns on investments in certain kinds of school-
ing, while they may have been out there, we simply were ignorant
of.

Fortunately, we enlisted to do our work an excellent array of
academicians, one of whom is on the left and the other of whom is
on the right, who oversaw our project and helped us, guided us
through this mazewhat I would call a blizzard of academic re-
search. One in particular we enlisted, thanks to their advice, was
Dan Saks, the professor of education and economics at Vanderbilt.
He laid before the committee a rather impressive document which
not only surveyed the work in the education area, but clearly delin-
eated programs where there were clear economic returns on educa-
tional investment.

Just briefly, the most impressive of these were the outcomes as-
sociated with the Perry Preschool Program in Ypsilanti. Now here,
in the eyes of the CED committee members, who had long been
subject to looking at all kinds of economic returns on investment,
both generally and in their own corporations, this was a longitudi-
nally driven analysis based on a rigorous design that met our
standards of acceptability.

From an economic viewpoint, we were frankly startled to learn
that the single most profitable economic investment our society can
makenot only in education, but generallywas not in the kinder-
garten through high school years but rather in at least one year of
very high quality and expensive preschool for disadvantaged chil-
dren. For a group of business people who were not known for their
interest, necessarily, in socially sponsored programs, this came as
something of a surprise.

Now after examining the nature of the test and the conclusions
we reached, we felt that we knew enough to strongly endorse at
least this kind of approach as being one of several that could possi-
bly make a major change in how we were going to deal with the
educational and economic problems of the future.

Now we were not satisfied with what we had done at that outset,
so we set up a second committee. We found that if 20 years of com-
prehensive testing had proven that a single year of high quality
preschool at the age of 3 could cut later dropout, illiteracy, preg-
nancy, and crime rates, what else was there? We couldn't duck
thisdespite some skepticism duck this question, either. We set
up a second committee and w a then did the same thing we did in
the first committee. We designed a rigorous economic set of stand-
ards, and we went out to try t) find programs that n-1Ft them, and
the fact of the matter is, we did

Now once again we had to tnlist the academic community to
help us along, but we also discovt red in the process that the failure
to do something about improving the outcomes on education was
astronomical. Although we don't necessarily agree with the total
numbers, we found some astronomical ones involved, including one
figure that it cost the Nation as much as $240 billion in lost earn-
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ings over the lifetime of each class of dropouts. These are numbers
that are impressive to busin..ss people. These are real hard num-
bers, and I must say that the more we got into it, the more we
were impressed by the fact that there did exist hard numbers, and
we were also impressed by how hard it was to find them.

We also learned that there were other programs that had re-
turns on investment, either in terms of prenatal care, child immu-
nization, prenatal food supplement programs, and the like. They
had substantial returns which we could document, and so as a
result, from an economic standpoint alone we determined that the
Nation could profit hugely by ensuring that investment in educa-
tion was done and done adequately and in the right areas.

Now you may wonder what all this has to do with today's hear-
ing on education information and research, and I would argue
plenty. As I said, we are not versed on all the ins and outs of edu-
cation data collection and research. I do know what it did not pro-
vide for us. Simply stated, it had not provided documented clear
evidence, pro or con, on the economic returns on education. If it
did, we needed to know it, and in my feeling it just simply wasn't
on the table. If there is any reason why education research may
have failed to hold its own in recent years and suffered continual
cuts in its budgeting, it is because this link has not been clearly
established.

Now I would go on to say that the CED firmly is convinced that
it has to be established. It has gone on record with a firm convic-
tion that the Federal role in research is a critically important one,
and I will quote directly from our first policy statement on the sub-
ject:

We believe that increased productivity in education over the long term will stem
mainly from the application of high quality education research. Accordingly, we rec-
ommend that the Federal Government increase the quality and relevance of its edu-
cation research and data collection through the Department of Education and those
organizations with which it works.

This is something we firmly and strongly believe in. We believe
without the data, without the information, without the well-de-
signed research, we simply are going to be blowing money and not
knowing what we are going to get back from it. We think you can
do it.

I will give you one example, one personal example that I am
aware of. It had to do with the Youth Incentive Entitlement Pro-
gram, which I was involved in early on in my previous incarnation
on the Hill, and that was to design a set of questions and find some
answers to it; to provide enough funding, time, and competence to
get those answers.

At that time we were interested, for example, in whether the
offer of employment opportunity was, in and of itself, sufficient to
encourage young people out of school to return to school. That was
one of its primary questions. It was a question that had been
around a long time. The MDRC took it out, and I think under the
circumstances did a commendable if not outstanding job in trying
to find the answers to that and a series of other questions that
were clearly laid out. It was a very important question.

I think one of the problems we have in education research is, we
don't ask the right questions up front. A lot of this occurs in the
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economics area, where we don't ask the economic returns on educa-
tional research. I think it may be out there but it is not clearly pre-
sented.

A second case had to do with all the information that was gener-
ated under the YEDPA Program. At the end of 4 years of research,
the way it was delivered, as I recall it, it came up in a semi truck 6
feet high, piles of paper and data. For policy development, it wasn't
exactly the most practical thing to deal with.

My final comment is that, when the research is done, it needs to
be disseminated and written in a manner which people in the busi-
ness of making policy can understand and can utilize. I think that
is one of the major functions that educational research, at least at
the Federal level, can do.

In closing, I would like to reassert the conviction what without
the information, you can't make policy, and that the role of the
Federal Government. is to provide the information. It ha; the re-
sources. It has the competence. It has the capability. I think we
need to utilize it more.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Nathaniel M. Semple follows:]
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Strategies for the Educationally Disadvantaged (1987). However,

the views expressed herein are solely those olthe author en4 in

no way necessarily represent individual CED trustees or their

organizations.
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Mr. Chairman,

My name is Nathaniel M. Semple, and I am Vice-President

and Secretary of the Research and Policy Committee of the

Committee for Economic Development.

For those of you who are not familiar with the CEO, we

are comprised of over 250 Corporate and academic trustees who

work together to study and evolve approaches to the nation's most

pressing economic and social problems. Our Chairman is Edmund B.

Fitzgerald, Chairman and CEO of Northern Telecom, and our

Vice-Chairs are James L. Kettleson, CEO of Tenneco Inc; Philip M.

Hawley, Chairman of Carter Hawley Hale; William S. Woodside,

Chairman of the Executive Committee, Primerica Corporation; and

Owen B. Butler, retired Chairman of the Procter & Gamble Company.

In short, the CEO is an economic "think-tank" where corporate

executives do the thinking, with well researched guidance from

the economics community.

The CEO's interest in the utility of and application

of research is long standing. Research has underpinned virtually

all of CEO's work, whatever subject is involved. While the CEO

often engages in primary research, particularly in areas where

the Committee feels neither public or private research has
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produced sufficient information, it often relies on the research

of others to help arrive at its policy conclusions.

As you may know, during the past three years the CEO has

released two major studies on education. Investing in Our

Children: Business and the Public Schools, released in the fall

of 1985; and Children in Need: Investment Strategies for the

Educationally Oisadvantaged released this past fall. At the

outset of this work, Owen Butler, then Chairman of the Procter

and Gamble Company and Chairman of the two subcommittees that

produced these reports, was adamant that we develop our

recommendations on the best available evidence. He believed that

because business had heretofore enjoyed little credibility on the

subject of education, we simply had to make a compelling

factually based case for each of our recommendations.

Mr. Butler also insisted that we set a different standard

for the evidence we used. As business people, he reasoned that we

would make the biggest contribution by looking on education as

investment, and carefully delineating its economic returns, much

in the same way as any business looks on a return on investment.

This turned out to be a much tougher job than we could

possibly have imagined. We immediately discovered there in the

field of education research there simply does not exist very much
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good analysis on the relationship between education and its

economic returns. On its broad relationship, we had the

traditional literature, especially the work by Dennison which the

CED, in fact, had commissioned nearly two decades ago, which

argued a strong connection between education and productivity.

On the programmatic side, i.e., the returns of investments IA

certain kinds of schooling, there was virtuolly nothing.

Fortunately, we enlisted to do our work an exc'

array of academicians who, when charged with this mission

performed unexcelled work. Among the papers presented to the

subcommittee was one prepared by Dan Saks, who until his recent

passing away was Professor for Public Policy Studies at

Vanderbilt. In that paper, which has since been reproduced it the

Fall 1986 edition of the Peabody Journal of Education,

Professor Saks laid before the Committee . X11 re.soned analysis

of not only the literature on the economic returns on educational

investment, but pointed to several progrtmmtic examples where the

evidence was clear that the investment had direct pay out.

The most impressive of these was the outcomes associated

with the Perry Preschool Program in Ypsilanti. Here, in the eyes

of the CED Committee members was well documented, long-term,

longitudinally driven analysis based on a rigorous design that

net all our standards of acceptibility.
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Frankly, from an economic viewpoint, we were frankly

startled to learn that the single most profitable economic

investment our society could make in education was not in the

kindergarten through high school years, but rather in at least a

year of very high-quality and expensive pre-school for

disadvantaged children beginning at the age of three. At the

beginning of our work, most of us were simply ignorant of the

fact tt.t this was not just a theory, but a thoroughly and

scientifically tested conclusion based on more than twenty years

of testing. After examining the nature of the test and the

conclusions reached, we concluded that we knew enough to strongly

endorse the institution of this kind of program for every

disadvantaged child in the United States on the fastest practical

timetable. We included that recommendation in our original

policy statement in 1985, and it became one of the major points

of difference between CED's policy statement and the numerous

other recommendations about public education which were being

made by other groups. Happily, this advice has not fallen on

deaf ears, and the movement toward more universally available

high-quality pre-school for disadvantaged children has gained a

great deal of additional momentum during the last two years.

But we at CED were not at all satisfied with what we had done.

We had left an obvious, and perhaps critically important, question
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unanswered: "If twenty years of comprehensive testing has proven that a

single year of high quality pre-school at the age of three can cut later

dropout, illiteracy, pregnancy and crime rates for the affected group by

somewhere between a third and a half, what other forms of early childhood

suport would have equally or more dramatic effects?" Was it possible

that we already knew how to break the cycle of poverty which threatens not

only our economic well-being, but our social and political health as well

-- and that we weren't acting because the knowledge hadn't been adequately

communicated to the policy makers and the public?

This is the kind of question that CED cannot duck. We immediately

convened a second subcommittee with similar but not identical membership

to the first to address those questions. Our earlier work had convinced

us that while many of the school reforms which were gaining broad support

and implementation would siglificantly improve the educational results for

the 70-75 percent of children who finish school, they would do very little

to improve our success with the children who were "dropping out" or

mnly marking time in school.

With this in mind, the CED subcommittee undertook to

define the economic problem even more precisely and then to scour

the country to identify and evaluate programs dealing with every

element of early childhood involvement as well as "dropout

prevention" and "illiteracy prevention" as possible solutions to
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that economic problem. What the committee learned was that

first, the cost of not doing anything to reduce our I. apout rate

is astronomical, amounting to as much as $240 billion in lost

earnings over the lifetime of each class of dropouts.

Second, we learned that the conditions that set a child

onto a path of failure did not begin at age 3 or 4, but at

conception and before.

And third, the committee learned that money or the lack

thereof does not really define whether or not a child is truly

deprived. It is whether the child has the opportunity to be

raised in a family where the parent or parents are literate,

where drugs and alcohol do not exist, and where the child is

nurtured, encouraged, disciplined, challenged mentally and

physically and taught that it is their responsibility to do the very best

they can at any assignment given. In short, the determining factor was

if the child had excellent "parenting". Also, added to that was the

invariably healthy guidance from relatives, neighbors, church, and school

-- all reinforcing the training at home, to which no cost can be ascribed.

The CEO skeptics have asked us, including the editorial

writers of the NEW YORK TIMES: "OK, now that you have described

the problem, what do you propose to do about it." Here, Mr. Chairman, we

come well armed. In the four years that we took to look at this issue
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waich resulted in two complete statements on school reform and

educationally disadvantaged children and which together contain several

100 recommendations on all aspects of elementary and secondary schools,

we found programs that work not only tc. improve the schools but

specifically that work to deal with the problems that beset the nation's

poor children. What we have learned is that the returns on the investment

in these programs are immense. For example:

o A $1.00 investment in pre-natal care saves $3.38

in the cost of care for low rate birthrate infants;

o $1.00 in children immunization saves $10.00

in later medical costs;

o $1.00 spent on pre-natal food supplement

programs saves $3.00 in short-term hospital costs;

o $1.00 spent on pre - school education can

save $4.75 in later social costs.

These costs are calculated once a child has been conceived.

There is little question in our minds that education which comes before

conception, particularly in the education of a prospective parent, as well

as health and nutrition guidance and counseling may provide even greater

returns to a society than the ones I have just mentioned. Let me cite
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just one example where education has served both the needs of the

parent and the child: the New Futures School in Albuquerque, New

Mexico. You will find a summary of this program in our paper,

Children in Need. It should be noted that this New

Futures Program is entirely funded out of local education

resources and not through any special federal grant. What is

remarkable about all this program is that a community can reach

teenagers who are expectant mothers and through education can

achieve tremendous improvements in the economic outlook for both

these mothers and their children.

Our research has led us to conclude that efforts to reach

the economic, education, and social needs of educationally

disadvantaged children must begin with pregnancy and health

counseling of teenagers, especially inner city teens.

From en economic standpoint alone, we determined the

nation can profit hJgely by ensur44 that those children get good

parenting all the way from adequate prenatal care through

nurturing and preparation during the pre-school years to special

help throughout the school years. Preventing the illiteracy,

alcoholism crime, and teenage pregnancy into which so many of

them will otherwise fall will save us far more in future taxes than the

immediate cost of preventive programs.
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lou may wonder what all this has to do with today's

hearing on education information and research. I would argue

plenty. But while I am not all that well versed on all that

education data collection and research has provided over the

years, I do know what it has not provided. Simply stated,

education research has not documented clear evidence, pro or con,

on the economic returns of education. If there is any one

reason why education research has failed to hold its own, and has

suffered such continual cuts in its budgeting, it is because it

has not linked clearly enough the relevancy of education, at

whatever level, to the economic well-being and future of American

society. Nor has the Federal education establishment initiated

the kind of experimental research that is well designed enough to

produce solid answers to important economic questions. This is

true even when much of the research, such as in the area of

vocational education, has been devoted to justifying itself on

"economic returns."

The CO has gone on record stating its firm conviction

that the federal role in research is a critically important one.

Let me quote directly from our first policy statement on this

subject:
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"We believe that increased productivity in

education over the long term will stem mainly from tM

application of high-quality education research.

Accordingly, we recommend that the federal government

increase the quality and relevance of its education

research and data collection through the Department of

Educa"on and those organizations with which it works."

We went on to list several programmatic areas that we

felt warrented improved data correction and analysis:

o Comparative data on educational achievement

o Adult deficiencies

o Employment readiness

o international comparison

o Educational technology

We also went on to strongly support the NAEP, and recommended

further support.

But what we need now is education research that is

predicated on the importance of education to the economic welfare

of the Nation.

,
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It can be done. The Perry pre-school program is just one

example. The work of the Manpower Development and Research

Corporation is another.

One final thought ir. closing. Once the research is done,

it needs to be disseminated and written in a manner people 411

the business of maPing policy can understand.

Thank you.
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Dr. Coleman.

STATEMENT OF JAMES S. COLEMAN, NATIONAL OPINION
RESEARCH CENTER

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, Chairman Owens and members of the
subcommittee and committee. First I would like to say a few words
about the current state of educational achievement. Then I will
comment on some aspects of the organization of research on educa-
tion.

There are a number of points that would strike an observer of
American elementary and secondary education in relation to edu-
cation in other countries with which we compare ourselves. One of
the first of these is the low level of academic achievement of Amer-
ican children. There are various indicators of this. One of the most
recent is the results of testing of science achievement carried out
in 17 countries in the mid-1980's.

A representative sample of students of approximately age 10 was
tested, another sample of approximately age 15, and a third sample
of specialists in biology, chemistry, and physics in the last year of
secondary school. This was done by a group long experie in
international testing, the International Association for the 1..alua-
tion of Educational Achievement, known as IEA for short.

At age 10 American students didn't do terribly. They were below
Japan, Korea, Finland, Sweden, Hungary, Canada, and Italy, but
they were above Australia, Norway, Poland, England, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and the Philippines. At age 15, however, the only coun-
tries below the United States students are Hong Kong and the
Philippines. American 15-year-olds are oelow the 15-year-olds in all
other developed countries tested in average science achievement.

Now the results I have reported for these two age groups are for
representative samples of students from the total age cohorts, with
the exception of the Philippines, where only 60 percent of students
are ;n school. at the older age. At the last year of secondary school,
however, age ur 18, only students who are studying a branch of
science are included in what I will report

In the United States, only C percent were biology students, fewer
tan hi nine countries and r.loe than in only four, but this select 6
percent had r. lower a zrGpe achievement than did biology students
in any othrT country.

In chemistry. the percentage tested as specialists is only 1 per-
cent, with 12 countries higher and c 'ily 1 as low as the United
States. This highly select 1 percent of Amei ic.in 17-year olds scores
lower than the chemistry students in every other country but two,
which have 25 percent a:41 14 percent of students in chemistry, re-
spectively.

In physics, agair 1. percent of students in the TJnitei States are
inclucH, less than ir any other country, and this select I' percent
averages below the science sti dents in nine other co,_ntries and
above the science students in only four countries, whrre the r
ics specialists average 17 percent of the age group.

Thus, the picture of science achievement ornu. g American ele-
mentary and secondary students that an n .tiond observes
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would get is that of science achievement in a less developed coun-
try, and not at the top of the LDC's, either. The United States is, in
science achievement in elemen.ary and secondary school, virtually
outside he range of science achievement in the other developed
countries whose children were tested.

Now I wanted to begin with these comparisons to suggest the se-
riousness of the problem of academic achievement among Ameri-
can school children. This is a problem which, if allowed to persist,
could easily turn the United States from the most affluent nation
in the world into a less developed country. We have seen in recent
years the movement of some countries from LDC status to the posi-
tion of developed countries. Our children may be treated to the ex-
perience of the reverse movement.

I do not want to suggest that this problem is wholly a problem of
the schools, for it is not. Nor do I want to suggest that it is a prob-
lem that will be cured by research, for it will not. It is a problem
not only of schools but also of families, because weak and disorga-
nized families are in no position to support their children in their
schoolwork, nor are they in a position to impose strong demands on
their children and to see that those demands are met. And without
parental demands, the bargain struck between teachers and stu-
dents in schools will be one in which teachers will accept a little
bit of achievement for a lot of grade.

Now matters are of course not so simple as this. Teachers are
products of the same system of families and schools that they are
now themselves reproducing. If a nation does not train students in
science in one generation, it does not have teachers that will train
students in science in the next generation. The current problem,
not merely in science but in all areas of education, is how to stop
the system from degrading further and how to bring about a rever-
sal.

Now these comments should give an indication not only of what I
see as the central problems of American education today, but of
what I see as central problems of research. The research question
that I see as most central is a very practical and simple question:
Why are we, compared to other countries, now preparing our chil-
dren so poorly with the skills that will give them a productive
adult life? This is a question that can be solved only by detailed,
comparative studies in the United States and other developed coun-
tries.

These would, of course, be studies of schools and how they func-
tion. They should involve researchers sitting in children's class-
rooms and observing just how children spend their time in school,
as I did yesterday in a third grade class. Now the children I ob-
served in that class were generally happy and the teacher was ex-
cellent at keeping them happy and occupied, but my guess is that
they were acquiring fewer basic skills that they would need in later
education and as adults than were their counterparts on Tuesday,
April 19 in Europe, in Japan, and in many other places.

The question I have posed is not answered merely by observing
classrooms, nor merely by studies of schools of any sort. It is an-
swered principally by studies of children's lives, lives both in school
and out. These can be seen as studies of consumption and invest-
ment: How much of a child's life is being invested for that child's

t..
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future, ant: how much is being consumed or squandered on activi-
ties that bring no future benefits? How can the time that is invest-
ed for the future be made to bring higher payoffs?

The research I am describing, research in to how we as adults
induce, encourage, and allow our children to spend their time, is
meaningful only if it is done comparatively across countries, for it
is principally by comparison with others that we see just what we
do to our children's lives. It is useful only if it is done in conjunc-
tion with measures of the results of that investment and consump-
tion pattern, results of the sort that I described in comparing sci-
ence achievement across countries.

We have been greatly hampered in educational investments in a
way that we have not been in economic investments in good that
are marketed. International comparisons of production and produc-
tivity in economic goods are abundant. They are almost entirely
absent where the product is knowledge and skills that help chil-
dren realize their potential as adults.

Thus a major area of research activity should be the creation
cud continuous updating of benchmarks for international compari-
son of the cognitive capabilities of children and youth, in areas
ranging from knowledge of mathematics and music to knowledge of
their natural and social worlds and the cultural products of the
social world. It is, I believe., only such benchmarks that will keep
us as a Nation focused on the task of enriching our children's lives
so they can, as adults, successfully compete with children raised
halfway around the world.

Finally, I will make a few comments about the organization of
research. I will begin by indirection. In many areas of activity over-
seen by government agencies there are producers and consumers.
In defense, the producers are the defense contractors and the con-
sumers are all of us protected by the military. In health, the pro-
ducers are drug companies, physicians, and hospitals. The consum-
ers are all of us.

In some of these areas, sociologists and political scientists have
identified a strong community of interest between persons in the
agencies and the producers. There is, for example, often a fairly ex-
tensive traffic between jobs in the agencies and jobs in producer en-
terprises. A high Defense Department official will pop up next as a
nigh official for a defense contracting firm.

There need be nothing wrong with this, so long as someone's in-
terests are not lost in the process. After all, the principal aim of
the Defense Department should be to provide defense, not to pro-
vide defense contracts. The principal aim of the Department of
Hecdth and Human Services should be to oversee the provision of
health, not to increase the fraction of national income that goes to
health providers. It is clearly important that in such areas there be
some means of ensuring that the interests of the consumerof de-
fense or of healthare furthered by the institutions.

I want to suggest that in the area of education, matters are no
different. The providers 7..ri this case are of two sorts: One is provid-
ers of education, that is, schools of education, school systems,
schools, principals, and teachers, along with their professional asso-
ciations. A second is providers of educational research, whether at
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their universities, at educational R&D labs, or elsewhere, along
with their professional associations.

The patterns are similar to what can be found in other areas.
There is a natural traffic between jobs in the Department of Educa-
tion and jobs in the educational establishment. My friend Mike
Timpane sitting at my left on this panel, for example, has traveled
this path, with the Government's loss being Columbia's gain.

There is nothing wrong with this traffic. It is both necessary and
healthy, but again the point is that what is important is that the
consumers' interests don't get lost. Here the consumer is the child
and the youth. The education of children and youth occurs partly
at schools but not wholly so. It occurs also at rock concerts, at a job
at McDonald's, and in front of the television set. It occurs in family
activities, in the way children and youth spend their evenings,
whether at home or out with friends.

If there is no means of ensuring that the consumer's interests
are attended to, then one prediction is clear: The weight of expend-
itures of the Department of Education will be focussed on matters
of interest to the prodttee-s. Expenditures on research will be
weighted on research on schools and teachers, to the neglect of the
study of children's learning outside school. Expenditures in educa-
tion will be weighted toward direct transfers to schools, and from
there to expenditures like summer salaries for teacher training,
with a neglect of funding educational activities outside schools, or
.)f giving educational com:-.aers a voucher to invest in tutoring or
another educational activity of their choosing.

To suggest how Congress might help to provide this insurance on
behalf of the children and youth of America goes beyond the intent
of my remarks today. One implication is clear, however: This ;s
that the Department of Education is not a department of school._
and educational researchers, any more than the Department of De-
fense is a department of defense contractors, nor any more than
the Department of Health and Human Services is a department of
physicians, hospitals, and drug companies.

It is Congress' task to help define the mission of that department
as a concern with the education of children in whatever setting. If
there is one thing that recent research has shown, it is that a
child's education depends on what goes on in that child's life, not
merely on what goes on in that child's school.

There has been a sharp decline in Federal educational research
expenditures in the 1980's. As that investment in children is re-
stored, as I assume it will be in the next presidency, the restoration
offers an opportunity to define the Department of Education's mis-
sion not by the interests of the producers, whether teachers like
the ones I observed yeste:day, or educational researchers like
myself, but by the interests of America's children and youth. This
means, of course, that the major new research investments should
be made in activities that go on outside school but are relevant to
the educational growth of children.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of James S. Coleman follows:)
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Statement before the Select Education Subcommittee
of the Education and Labor Committee

of the House of Representatives

Jamas S. Coleman
Professor of Sociology and Education. University of Chicago

Research Associate, NORC

April 19, 1988

I want to emphasize a few points In my opening statement. First. I

will say a few words about the current state of educational achievement in

American schools. Then I will ask what kind of research might be most

helpful in improving that state. Third. I will comment on sone aspects of

the organization of research on education.

Thera are a number of points that would strike an observer of American

elementary and secondary education in relation to education in other

countries with which we compare ourselves. One of the first of those is the

low level of academic achievement of American children. There are various

indicators of this. One of the most recent is the results of testing 0#

science achievement carried out in seventeen countries in the mid-1980e A

representative sample of students of Approximately age 10 Was tested,

another sample of approximately age 15. and A third sAmple or specialists LA

biology, chemistry, and physics in the last yea, cf secondary school. This

VAS dcne by a group long experienced in international testing, The

International Association fot the Evaluation of Educational Achievement.

known as lEA for short.*

At age 10 (actually, the U. S. sample was slightly older than others in

the study). American students did not do terribly. They were below Japan.

Korea, Finland, Sweden. Hungary. Canada, Italy, but above Australia, Norway.

*I.E.A .
Press. 1988).
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Poland, England, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Philippines. The U. S. was just

about at the middle of this set of countries. Seven were above, and seven

below. True, the bottom three countries are less developed countries, but

four below the U. S. are not.

At age 15. however. the only countries below the U. S. students are

Hong Kong and the Philippines. American fifteen year olds (again a little

older than their counterparts tossed in other countries) are below the 15

year olds in all other developed countries tested in average science

achievement. The picture is no better if we look at only the top 25% in

each country. Again only two countries are below the U. S. .

The matter is more complex for those students specializing in science

n their last year of high school. The results I have reported for the two

younger groups are for samples of students from the total age coho-ts, with

the excegtion of the Philippines. where only 60 percent of students are in

school at the older Age. At the last year of secondary school, however, age

17 or 18, only students who have studied or are studying a branch of science

are included in what I report.

In the U. S., only 6% were biology students, fewer than in 9 co.ntries,

and more than in only 4. But this "select" 6% had a lower average

achievement than did biology students in any other country.

In chemi-try, the percentage tested as specialists is only 18, with 12

countries higher and only one as low as the U. S. . This highly select li

of American 17 year olds scores lower than the chemistry students in every

other country but two, which have 25 and 14% of students in chemistry,

respectively.

In physics, again It of students in the U. S. are included, less than

in any other country, and this select 1% averages below the science students
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in 9 other countries, and above the science students in only 4 tour les,

where the physics specialists average 134 of the age group.

Thus the picture of science achievement among American elementary and

secondary school students that an international observer would get is that

of science achievement in a less developed country - and not at the top of

the LDCs either. The U. S. is, in science achievement in elementary and

secondary school, virtually outside the range of science achievement to the

other developed countries whose children were tested.

I wanted to begin with these comparisons to suggest the seriousness of

the problem of academic achievement among American school children. This is

a problem which, if allowed to persist, could easily turn the U. S. from the

most affluent nation$ in the world into a less . ieveloped country. We have

seen, in recent years, the movement of some countries from LDC status to the

position of developed countries. Our children may be treated to the

experience of the reverse movement.

I do not want to suggest that this problem is wholly a problem of the

schools, for it is not. or do I want to suggest that it is a problem that

will be cured by research, for is will not. It is a problem not only of

schools, but also of families, because weak and disorganized families are

in no position to support their children in their schoolwork, nor are they

in A position to impose strong demands on their children and see that those

demands are met. And without parental demandr, the bargain struck between

teachers and students in schools will be one in which teachers will accept a

little bit of achievement for a lot of grade.

Hatters are of course not so simple as this. Teachers ate products of

the same system of families and schools that they are now themselves

reproducing. If a nation does not train students in science in one
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generation, it*does not have teachers to train students in science in the

next generation. The current problem, not merely in science, but in all

areas of education, is how to stop the system from degrading further, and

how to bring about a reversal.

These comments should give an indication not only of what I see as

central problems of American education today, but of what I see as central

problems of research. The research question, that I see as most central is a

very practical anC simple question. Why are we,compared to other countries,

now preparing our children so poorly with the skills that will give the a

productive adult life? A cynic might answer this by pointing to the

intense concern of American adults with ourselves as individuals. our

careers, our pleasures our health, our consumption. It is, however,

certainly core complex than this. It is a question that can be solved only

by detailed comparative studies in the U. S. and other developed countries.

These would of course be studies of schools and how they function.

They should involve researchers sitting in children's classrooms and \I
:---

observing just how children spend their time in school -- as I did yesterday

in a third grade class. The children I observed in that class were

generally happy, and the teacher was eulllent, but my guess is that they

were acquiring fewer Las c s,ills that they would need in later educatson

and as adults than were their counterparts on Tuesda April 19, in Europe,

in Japan, and in many other places.

The question I have posed is not answered merely by observing

classrooms, nor merely by studies of schools of any sort. It is answered

principally by studies of children's lives, lives both in school and out.

These can be seen as studies of consumption And investment. How much of a

child's life is being invested for that child's futire, and how much is

- _
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being consumed by activities that bring no future benefits? And how can the

time that is invested for the future be made to bring higher payoffs?

The research I as describing, research into how we, as adults, induce,

encourage, and allow our children to spend their time,
is meaningful only if

it is done comparatively across countries for it is principally by

comparison with others that we see just what we do to our children's lives.

And it is useful only if is is done in conjunction with measures of the

results of that investment-and-consumption
pattern, results of the sort that

I described in comparing science achievement across countries.

We have been greatly hampered in educational investments in a way that

we have not been in economic investments in goods that are marketed.

International comparisons of production and vrodurtivity in economic goods

ate abundant; they are almost entirely absent where the product is knowledge

and skills that help children realize their potential as adults. Thus a

major area of resea:ch activity should be the creation and continuous

updating of benchmarks for international comparison of the cognitiv

capabilities of children and youth - in areas ranging from knowledge of

mathematics and music to knowledge of their natural and social worlds and of

the cultural products of the social world. It is, I believe, only such

benchmarks that will keep us as a nation focussed on the task of enriching

our children's lives so they can, as adults, successfully cc.spete with

children raised halfway round the world.

Finally, I will make a few comments about the organization of research,

I begin by indirection. In many areas of activity overseen by government

agencies, there are producers and consumers. In defense, the producers are

the defense contractors, and the consumers are all of us protected by the

military. In health, the producers are drug companies, physicians, and
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hospitals; the consumers are all of us. In some of these areas.

sociologists and political scientists have identified a strong community of

interest between persons in the agencies and the producers. There is, for

example, often a fairly extensive traffic between jobs in the agencies and

jobs in producer enterprises. A high Defense Department official will pop

up next as a high official for a defense contracting firm.

There need be nothing wrong with this, so long as someone'. interests

are not lost in the process. After all, the principal aim of the Defer.se

Department should be to provide defense, not to provide defense contracts,

the principal aim of the Department of Health and Human Services should be

to oversee the provision of health, not to increase the fraction of national

income that goes to uealth providers. It is clearly important that in such

areas, there be some means of insuring that interests of the consumer -- of

defense, or of health -- are furthered by the institutions.

I want to suggest that in the area of education, matters are no

different. The providers in this case ate of two sorts. One is providers

of education, that is schools of education, school systems, schools,

principals, and teachers, along with thrar professional associations. A

second is providers of educatioo.1 research, whether at universities, at

educational R and D labs, or elsewhere, along with professional

associations.

The patterns are similar to what can be fovnd in other areas. There

is a natural traffic between jobs in the Department of Education ane jobs an

the educational establishment. My friend Hike Timpane, for example, on

th panel, has travelled this path, with the government's loss being

Columbia's gain.
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There is nothing wrong with this traffic, it is both necessary and

healthy. But again the point is that what is important is that the

consumer's interests do not get lost. Here the consumer is the child and.

the youth. The education of children and youth occurs partly at schools.

but not wholly so. It occurs also at rock concerts, at a job at McDonald's.

and in front of the television set. It occurs in family activities, in the

way children and youth spend their evenings, whether at home or out with

friends.

If there is no means of ensuring that the consumer's interests are

attended to then one prediction is clear. The weight of expenditures of

the Department of Education will be focussed on matters of interest to the

producers: expenditures on research will be weighted on research ...,. ,21001,

gird teachers cc the neglect of the study of children's learning (or not

learning) outside school. Expenditures in education will be weighted roost

direct transfers to schools, and from there to expenditures like summer

salaries for teacher -raining, with a neglect of funding educational

activities outside schools, or of giving educational consumers a voucher to

invest (along with the child's time) in cutoing or another educational

activity of their choosing.

To suggest how Congress might help provide this insurance on behalf of

the children and youth c America goes beyond the intent of my remarks

today. One implication is clear, however. This is that the Department of

Education is not a Department of Schools, any more than the Separtmelt of

Defense is a Department of Defense Contractors nor any more than the

Department of Health and Human Services s a Department of Physiciars,

Hospitals, anu Drug Companies. It is Congress's task to help define the

mission of that Department as concern with the education of children, in
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whatever setting. If there is one thing that recent research has shown, it

is that a child's education depends on what goes on in that child's life,

nct merely on what goes on in that child's school.

There has been a sharp decline in Federal educational research

expenditures in the 1980s. As that investment in children is restored, as I

assume it will be in the next Presidency, the restoration offers an

opportunity to define the Department of Education's mission not by the

interests of the producers, whether teachers like the ones I observed

yesterday, or educational researchers like myself, but by the interests of

America's children and youth. This means, of course, that the major new

research investments should be made in activities that go m outside school

but are relevant to the educational growth of children.
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Dr. Jones-Wilson?

STATEMENT OF FAMINE C. JONES-WILSON, THE BUREAU OF
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, HOWARD
UNIVERSITY

Ms. JONES-WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Like the preceding speakers, I would like to commend you and

your committee for time and attention to this important task, and
like the preceding speakers, I certainly support research, I know its
importance, and it is absolutely essential that we continue to
produce new knowledge.

At the same time, though, perhaps unlike them, I am very glad
that we didn't have to wait foi the appropriate research design to
decide to establish a system of public schooling for all the children
of all the people, because we might not have had it yet. And so as
rese-archers argue with each other often at the level of higher edu-
catian about the right methodology or wilether or not the research
design is perfect, the _ hildren, especially the poor children, contin-
ue to grow up every day, every year, in schools where the knowl-
edge that we have already unearthed does not trickle down to be
well used for their benefit.

I think it is very important, sir, for you and the committee to
realize that at this point in time we are paying the price for a very
long history of second-class citizenship in this country, and that
second-class citizenship has icluded policies and programs of
schooling that contributed to a kind of compulsory ignorance. It
seems to me that really it has only been since 1964 that we have
even arguably made an effort to educate the under class, and here
certainly the minorities would be a disproportionate number of the
under class, but many poor white children aren't being well educat-
ed, either. But I submit that really it has only been since about
1964 that we have even piecemeal tried to make nn effort to edu-
cate these children. Now in the course of human 1.2.:,.,ory, that is a
very short time. That is only 24 years ago, and so I would like to
begin that way because it is my experience that schools can make a
big difference in the lives of children and youth. They can help
those children to break the cycle of hopelessness and learned help-
lessness, if schooling is conducted correctly.

You will find that very few minority people come from wealthy
backgrounds or enjoy income from ownership and investments.
They have to work, and so proper schooling is the means by which
the children of these people expect to be employable tnd ultimately
to become contributing citizens to this country, so it is very impor-
tant that we have the kind of research that would contribute to
thaL Now let me sayI will go back to my point. We have some
research that we don't seem to be using effectively. For examp..e,
the Perry Preschool Program has been referred to, and I believe
that this is a program of integrity which has not been replicated
throughout the United States. Now maybe research ought to un-
cover why that program has not been replicated. We all know that
it was successful, and to the best of my knowledge has not been
fully funded. Certainly we know that it has not been replicated .1l
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over the country, so why is it then that we don't use the knowledge
that we have in terms of educating children at a very young age so
that they can stay in school, so that they can become good employ-
ees and that kind of thing?

Now in the February 1988 issue of Phi Delta Kappan, Terrell
Bell reported information which is presented in his book, "The
Thirteenth Man," and he says in that article that we have 20 years
of experience now with respect to which Head Start, title 1, chap-
ter 1, and Job Corps programs were successful. We have that infor-
mation. Now again, why have we not replicated those programs
that were successful? Instead, what we keep repeating is the cri-
tiques of the programs that were not successful. How useful is that
in helping the children in the schools?

In like manner, Dr. James Comer of Yale has maybe 20 years of
experience in intervention programs, in helping poor children in
New Haven, CT, and now he has some programs going in Prince
Georges County, MD. Why is it that we don't build on the knowl-
edge that his research and service activities have unearthed?

Furthermore, the late Ron Edmonds, Brookover, Lezotte, Levine,
researchers of this quality, Barbara Sizemore, these persons have
participated in effective schools. What they did in the early 1970's
v, :3 begin to go into some of those inner city schools that seemed to
be working despite all the problems that they had, to try to see
what common characteristics existed in those schools, and they
found a set of characteristic which are pretty well known now.

Now the question is, Why is it that those successful schools are
not studied and replicated? Insteaa, what we get is criticisms, that
the theoretical base is too simple, that i. ervention research won't
help. We really need to lo&k at those -ffective -ehool principles
that have been uncovered. We need to look at the schools that are
succeeding Is" using those principles, and perhaps look at them as
pilot programs, as success storLs from which other such schools
could be run.

We need to go back to some of the things that are in print. If you
look at the Kerner Commission report of years ago, there were
pages and pbges of recommendations for education. I don't know
what has happened to most of those recommendations. Again, they
have not been fully implemented across the country.

What you will find in this country are pockets of implementation
but not universal implementation, so if we want to do something
about our whole Nation, we need consistency, we need mainte-
nance of programs, we need dissemination of information. My
guess is that the average third grade teacher or ave, Age fifth grade
teacher does not know what the research has unc,vered, and the
researchers in general do net go into the classrooms of our Nation
to work with the teachers, so what we need here clearly ;s better
articulation between the researchers and the information that they
uncover, and the persons who are on the r ring line who are sup-
posed to implement those programs.

So I won't repeat what is in my testimony, but I do believe that
what we need is not only more research but to implement the re-
sults of the pooitive research that has already been undertaken.

[The prepared statement of Faustine C. Jones-Wilson follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF FAUSTINE C. JONES-WILSON
BEFCRE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
April 20, 1988

THE HONORABLE MAJOR R. OWENS. cHAIRMAN

Sir:

I commend you and your fellow committee members on
your concerns about America's key educational priorities and
the federal role in sponsoring the kind of educational research
and ievelopment that will enable educators and education advocates
to achieve the aims and goals emerging from those priorities.
I will not attempt to list all of America's educational priorities
but will focus on a particular segment of our citizenry dnIcn
is most "at risk" in most dimensions of their laves. Thls
segment is America's poor -- America's underprivileged 'underclass.'
The children and youth from this group are the underachievers in
schools who may drop out, fail, fall victim to drugs, engage in
street crime, become parents out of wedlock while still teenagers,
wind up in jail, or unemployed, and/or recipients of public assistance.

Ours is a democratic, affluent society. The promise of
democracy is that all the children of all the people shall be
educated so that they may become contributing, participating,
thoughtful. citizens. While it is true that a democratic polittcal
system requires such citizens, it Is also true that our economic
system needs workers and taxpayers who will maintain and expand
our industries, our Social Security system, our national Income.
Our communities need and deserve cultivated, dtscIplIned adults who
will plan and implement programs to upgrade the quality of life
across this great nation. We need to learn how to live together
in a nation that is increasingly dijerse, with increasing proportions
of the poor and the ethnically digterent from the white, Anglo Saxon
Protestant majority group. We mwt learn bow to Itve _n harmony,
mutuality, and reciprocity in a global community that Is increasingly
interdependent -- where shocks in one country affect other countries
almost immediately -- and where long-term implications of U.S. in-
ternal underdevelopment are very negative internationally and
domestically. In our changing pluralistic society, increasingly
interrelated with other nations in a global economy and world social
order, we must end the makeshift arrangements t at have prevailed
with respect to educating poor children and children of rac.al/
ethnic groups with castelike social status. We must stop blaming
the victims, "passing the buck," and work to end the facade that
her. been erected respecting the ability of these children to
learn to read, write, compute, and develop higher order thinking
skills/abilities.
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There is ample demographic data to support my concerns.
By 1990 it is expected that minority persons of all ages will
constitute 20-25 percent of the U.S. population, and that their
proportion among youth cohorts eligible for schooling will be over
30 percent.l By the year 2000 38 percent of the under eighteen
population of the U.S. will be Black, Hispanic, Native American,
and Asian. By 2017 it is projected that one of three of us will
be non-White. Minority proportions of children and youth are
expected to grow well into the twenty-first century, and cover
a broader socioeconomic range than ever before. Homelessness now
complicates the lives of many u derprivileged children -- not only
in terms of living arrangements but also in terms of schooling
places (or lack of them). Even today in each of the nation's
largest twenty-four school systems minorities are a majority,
and there are nineteen cities in which Blacks are 40% or more
of the population. This brief survey surely indicates that
simplistic treatment of the needs of minority obildrer, particularly
Black children, will not be helpful.2

The lives and schooling of "at risk" children and youth
must become an authentic priority for our nation. The nation's
birth rate hae declined, so of course the school-age population has
also declined, .rom 53 million in 1970 to 45 million in 1986.3
Larger proportions of this smaller number are minority chit -zen,
and the poor among these minorities are "at risk." As these youth
move up the schooling ladder they must be properly educated so that
they may make democratic citizens, able employees, earning and
taxpaying persons, effective international competitors.

To fail to educate this segment of our population
means that our society will have fewer end lowdr paying taxpayers,
fewer people a. .e to maintain a Social Security system for the
"baby boomers" as they age, more people asking for and needing
public assistance in aIl Its forms, more people likely to commit
street crimes, more prisons to house lawbreakers, more fear and
human isolation in our communities as people lock themselves in
their homes behind bars and with '3urglar elan,. systems, afraid to
go out after dark. We will lack eJmpetent workers in all fields,
and will be unable to compete effectively and equally in international
production rivalries, e.g., steel, automobiles. Our social climate
will be marked by fear, distrust, suspicion, animosity -- and our
democracy will clearly be a facade which other nations will brand
a mockery.

We have had ample warning that this state of affairs
could and would occur. Sometimes I wonder if anyone remembers the
1968 Report of t.'le National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders,
more commonly known as the "Kerner Report." This prestigious
commission analyzed the civil disorders, which they said resulted
from over 300 years of inequities, and provid,d not only the causes
of tha problems but also remedies, including educational remedies.
Pages 424-456 of the paperback text of this report are addressed
to recommendations for national action in education. I will return
to these re7ommendations in just a bit. But :'rst, we need a brief
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look at what educational policy and practice have been for Blacks,
the largest minority in our country.

As Meyer Weinberg and Horace Mann Bond have pointed out,
for most of America's history "compulsory ignorance" has been the
cornerstone of educational policy for Blacks. It is too well known
to re-state here that the laws and customs of the South, where most
Blacks lived and still live, forbade the schooling of Blacks for
more than two hundred years. After the Civil War, Blacks were
permitted to attend school, but the 1896 ._13uyLi,FpLIIson decision
established a public policy of "separate but equal schooling" which
was formally in force until 1954. Undeniably, that schooling was
indeed separate but never equal. Brown I and Brown II (1954-55)
overturned Plessv, but the public policy response was "massive
resistance" in many states and communities, and the response of
many individuals collectively has been called "white flight" from
desegregating schools. It was not until the passage of the 1964
Civil Rights Act, and enforcement of its Section VII which permitted
the withholding of Federal funds from discriminating school districts
that school desegregation became more widespread in the South, and
with it the possibility of more equit} in equipment, funding alloca-
tions, curriculum, and so on. It is important to note that some
school building inequities had been remedied between 1954 and 1964
as school systems sought to placate Black parents pushing for equal
educational opportunity by constructing new buildings for Black
children to replace the substandard schools they had occupied for
so long.

The point of this educational review is to state explicitly
that there had been no real attempt to educate Black children
equally until about 1964, and even arguably since that time.
That was only 24 years ago, just a brief amount of time. Nonetheless,
since World War II ended there has been a steady improvement in
rates of Black participation and in the median years of schooling
that flacks complete. However, the problems that persist are
particularly intractable because of the total set of life conditions
faced especially by poor Black children, and the problems adversely
affect their possibilities for learning, growth, and development
in desirable ways.

The school can be of singular and paramount importance
in breaking the cycle of hopelessness and learned helplessness
fared by these children and youth. Most Americans, including Black
1merinans, whose status is middle class or above credit schooling
and teachers as major factors in their development, thereby pre-
paring them for inclusion in the mainstream. Few minority persons
come from wealthy backgrounds, or enjoy income from ownersnip and
investrents rathe: than work. Thus, education is their chief means
toward the ends of remunerative employment, comfortable housing,
favorable self concept, and so on. Proper schooling of high quality
can sErve the same function for the poor and for the society, if
we will so design it, fund it, and maintain it over time.
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The existing network of labs, centers, and clearinghouses
does not properly address minority concerns. I seem to recall that

less than Live percent of their budgets and proposals ere addressed
to minority concerns. If we examine the recent past we see that
urban schools have gone from what seems to be "fad to fad,' rather
than concentrating on what we know works. There can be no "quick
fixes" that are meaningful and long-lasting for today's urban
children or their schools. The blueribbon "school reform" reports,
such as the Holmes and Carnegie Reports, don't dwell on the research
that is needed, and what research findings, properly implemented.
can do. In fact, so many of the reports of the last five years
seem to focus on gifted and talent A children s needs and develop-
ment, or on society's needs for spe ialists in such fields as
mathematics and the sciences. What is to be done with the rest
of America's populace -- average learneis, the poor, and so on?

There is knowledge on which to build. The longitudinai
research of the Perry Preschool Program in Ypsilanti. Michigan has
provided data that early childhood programs pay off in the lives
of the learners and their families. Why is it that that program
has not been fully funded to continue its teaching, research, and
service? It appears that when a program is successful, or shows
great promise of success, it is abandoned or just enough funding
remains to permit minimal activity. This minimal activity cannot
possibly do the job that needs to be done, but the appearance of
assistance is maintained by power holders who are policymakers.
The Perry Preschc.A. Program has integrity as a study. and should
become a demonstration center for early childhood education and for
developing competent professionals. Also, these should be planned
and monitored articulat-on between Head Start programs and other
early childhood programs and school-based activitiesiprograns that
follow in kindergarten and the elementary grades. In other words.
there should be a system of support that helps the child from
age two or three through high school so that equity and parity with
the majority population could occur in schooling patterns.

In the February 1988 issue of Phi Delta Rerun, Terrell
Bell pointed out that twenty years of experience exist with respect
to which Head Start. Title I/Chapter 1. and Job Corps programs
were successful. He recommends that the successful programs be
replicated, and that dropout prevention programs that foster closer
ties between home and schools be instituted. I concur watt. his
recommendations. It is clear that further research can be done
on these programs and that they. too, can become demonstration sites
for educational development.

Dr. James P. Comer of Yale University has to his credit
successful schools in New Haven, Connecticut and in Prince George's
County, Md. that were developed from his p.1icies, planning, and
programs. His book, c-hool Power, explains his philosophy and
methods. The book ha een followed by a number of articles in
scholarly publications. By this time Comer's New Haven schools
shc-ld be demonstration sites for educational development of others.
if L.Ieral funds were allocated for that purpose and sustained
over time. Dr. Comer is himself an outstanding scholar who directs
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the School Development Program at the Yale Child Study Center.
He knows the nature of the educational problems of "at risk" children,
what intervention strategies and programs will solve tttur problems,
and how to implement them. He also understands prograr. evaluation.

In like manner, ever since 1971 researchers have collected
and disseminated information on unusually effective inner city schools.
Most of these are, or have been, elementary schools that defied the
odds and showed that Black poor children can learn and be taught.
The work of the late Ronald Edmonds, George Weber, Wilbur B. Brook-
over, Lawrence W. Lezotte, Daniel U. Levine, Eugene E. Eubanks,
Barbara A. Sizemore, and others can be cited in this respect.4
Although there are some variations in the work of these researchers,
essentially they agree that effective schools for the poor and the
Black have common elements: a principal who is a strong instructional
leader, a school climate conducive to learning, high teacher expecta-
tions. an emphasis on basic skills instruction and high levels of
time on task: constant evaluation and assessment of stucents
perf.)rmances. While criticisms of effective schools rsearch exist.5
and their cautions heeded. nonetheless there arc models of effective
elementary, junior high. and high schools. There are other urban
schools that are improving, based on usage of effective schools
principles, but not yet correctly called "effective." The 1988
summer yearbook of the Journal of Negro Education will carry case
studies of some of these --ban schmols that work. The settings
that are indeed effective schools uld become development/dissemination
sites -- if they had federal fund Ag for such activities. Again,
more research and replication activities could occur with proper
interest and support.

Returning to the ott f t e Na tonal dvisor C myn
on Civil Disorders, twenty years ago this prestigious group
recommended pursuit of the following strategies to improve educational
opportunity for the disadvantaged :1) increase efforts to eliminate
de facto segregation, (2) improving school-community relations,
(3) expand opportunities for higher and vocational opportunities.
More specifically, among other recommendations were improving the

of teaching in ghetto schools, year-round educatioh for
disadvantaged students. early childhood education. Intensive programs
to increase verbal skills of ghetto residents, and so on. The details
are specified j pages 424-456 of the report. Funding for these
educational efforts was to come primarily from the Federal govern-
ment. However. states ._re requested,to reexamine their state aid
formulas so that they could provide Are per-student aid to districts
with large proportions of disadvantaged students. Also, states were
urged to implement urban-suburban cooperation end metropolitan planning.
Local governments were urged to lead their communities in the
acceptance of policies that promoted integration and that improved
the quality of education in existing racially segregated schools.
Further, the business, religious, civic, and professional communities
were urged to be responsible for sharing the above -named goals at
the state and local. levels. We need to re-c ant these prescriptions
and utilize those that remain viable twenty ars later, 1988.
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We must always remember the following passage from
Ron Edmonds' work:

. . . whether or not we will ever effectively
teach the children of the poor is probably far
more a matter of politics than of social science,
and that is as it should be. It seems to me,
therefore, that what is left of this discussion
are three declarative statements. We can,
whenever and wherever we choose, successfully
teach all children whose schooling is of interest
to us. We already know more than we need in
order to do that. Whether we do it must finally
depend on how we feel about the fact that we
haven't so far.6

With this background in addition to what we already
know, research is needed to prov.de new or supportive information
as follows.

1. What educational and experience patterns will produce the
kinds of principals and supervisors who know what to do to
administer effective schools, how to do it, and who care
enough to administer well and consistently over time? How
do we replicate the attitudes and behaviors of successful
administrators who are promoted, mow: on to Jther places,
or retire?

2 What teacher education/experience patterns will produce
teachers who believe that all children can yearn, and will
therefore have high expectations for and of them? More
s,ecifically, how can we erase the perception that the poor
and the Black aro genetically inferior, and/or so environmentally
deprived that it is a hopeless job to try to provide equitable
education for them?

3. What staff development programs will table in-service teachers,
secretaries, and other school personn.i to have high expectations
of poor and minority children, and to institute programs that
will change ineffective school rcutines?

4. What evaluation/monitoring plans can be instituted to ensure
that school personnel cooperate in planned change designed to
enhance academic achievement of the young?

5. How can an effective supportive network of teachers, students,
administrators, parents, and community be formed and sustained
at the building level? at the district level?

6. What are the verifiable effects of changirj tie curriculum
to include the history, culture and experiences of the
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minority groups in the school? Included in c-irricular revisions
should be an emphasis on relatirg what is to be learned to the
lives of the learners.

7. Although there is some evidence that class sizes under 20
students help the achievement of students in low income schools,
more research is needed on the relationship of class size to
student achievement.

8. In like manner, more research is needed on grouping practices
within elementary classrooms. How many reading groups can a
teacher handle effectively, for example?

9. More research on restructuring the school day is needed.
Parallel block schediling practices seem to help instructional
effectiveness because a greater concentration of time is allowed
in reading and mathematics instruction. Also, students are not
pulled out of these classes for remedial instruction in isolation.

10. The research indicates that focusing the school aay on academics
is necessary, with more explicit teacher-directed instruction
(time on task). More research is needed here.

11. More research is needed on altering the negative routines in
the school, and what appropriate other routines must be
substituted.

12. Research is needed to ascertain the positive effects of using
parents as teacher aides, parents as tutors, peers as tutors
in low income schools.

13. Research Is needed on the effect of the testing movement on
low inrome schools, as well as all other schools. It appears
that standardized tests are becoming controlling factors in
what is being taught in schools, and rote learning is one result.

14. Much more research is needed at the seLondary level to ascertain
what it will take to revise those schools and make them workable
ro youth. The effect of work-study programs, for example,
would be helpful, as would business/education partnerships.

15. Research is needed on the effect of philanthropists -hildren s
motivation to stay in school and achieve. Mr. Lang, lxample,
in New York promised free college education to those s. 4nts
in his former school who worked hard, achieved, and gra.uated.
He set up intermediary assistance steps to encourage the youth,
assist them, and assure them his promises were real. Most of
these youth stayed in school to graduate. What does philanthropy
do to the self-concept of these children? Does it make their
families behave differently? Other philanthropists are emulating
Mr. Lang. Their benevolence is gratifying. We need research
on this new phenomenon and its effect on low income urban children.
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Let me emphasize that I have not done the research that
I referred to in this presentation. It has been my good fortune
to be editor of the Journal of Nearo Education at Howard University,
and in that role I have been able to publish the research of others.
I urge you particularly to read our 1985 summer yearbook, our
special issue (Winter 1987) focusing on the home environment and
help for low income children, as well as our forthcoming 1988
summer yearbook which will feature case studies of urban schools
that work.

In addition, for more than two years now I have worked
Iith effective schools researchers and education advocates through
the National Conference on Educating Black Children. It has been
my good fortune to learn from many of these persons, and it is their
thoughts that I present here, as well.

Thank you for the opportunity to pr.esent my views.
I know that all children can earn if they are provided the
conditions and resources to make academic achievement possible.
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. Doyle.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS P. DOYLE, SENIOR FELLOW, HUDSON
RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Mr. DOYLE. Chairman Owens, Mr. Bartlett, and Mr. Williams, it
is a pleasuz e to be here. I am Dennis Doyle. The record will show
that until April 1981, 7 years and 2 days ago, I was the chief of
program planning for the Office of Research and Improvement,
U.S. Department of Education, and before that I was an assistant
director of the National Institute of Education, where I had the
pleasure to serve under Mike Timpane, -7ho was then director.
Since that time, I spent 5 years as the director of education policy
studies at the American Enterprise Institute, and for the past 2
years I have been a resident fellow in education at the Hudson In-
stitute, where I have had the opportunity to follow the Federal
Government's role in education research, indeed since its inception
with the National Institute of Educatic' .

Now it would serve no good purpose today to comment on the
checkered history of education research except to observe that
most policymakers, particularly Members of Congress, are under-
whelmed by its findings. It is not, I think, telling tales out of school
to note that education research has much promise but only limited
results, particularly for practitioners, but it is about the promise of
education research that I want to talk. today.

In the limited time available to me, I would like to discuss it
from the perspective of the business community. As anyone who
reads the daily papers knows, America faces an unparalleled eco-
nomic challenge today. The industrialized nations, part'-ularly
Japan, have reached levels of economic output without precedent.
The United States finds itself in an unfamiliar anti unwelcome po-
sition. We find ourselves very hard pressed to compete successfully.

Now the reasons for our declining competitiveness are many, but
I would suggest that the keys to restoring it are few, and as it hap-
pens, these keys hang from a single ring. The keys are education
elementary, secondary, and postsecondary, public and private;
training, bath formal and informal, on the job and in school, and
attitudes toward education and work. Now the key t. improving
each of these, from a public policy perspective, must be research.

As research works in the natural sciences, so too it can work in
education and training. That results to date have been of limited
efficacy should mil:, encourage to redouble our efforts.

Let me remind the committee that goo education research is
not arcane, jargon-laden material prepared for publication in little
read and less noted academic publications. Good education research
obould have as its ultimate objective the improvement of practice.

In that connection, education research should help restore our
competitive positIon. This means that education research should be
both bigger and better, it should be more generously funded by the
Congress; and it should produce more useful results. We need edu-
cation research of higher quality and higher yield.

Let me turn to two efforts that I have been involved with over
the past several years. The first has already been referenced by
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Nate Semple: work with the Committee for Economic Development,
in which I happen to be the project director for the policy state-
ment produced titled "Investing in our Children: Business and the
Public Schools." Marsha Levine, my codirector, is now with the
American Federation of Teachers, and together we had the privi-
lege to oversee some of that work. Let me quote from the findings
of the policy statement.

Private industry could not succeed with a data cL w!ction sys.em and research
base as weak as this Nation has in the fie,d of etio.,, ton. Yet, it is only through
education research and data collection that we cr.' expect to idf ratify ways and
means to increase the output of the education sys.em.

More recently, 1 have completed a book with the cnief executive
officer of the Xerox Corporation, David Kearns, to be released in
May. Its title is: "Winning the Brain Race: A Bold Plan to Mark
America's Schools Competitive," Now Kearns and I argue that
without adequate research funding, American schools cannot enter
the 21s'_ ,,entury. Indeed, the American economy cannot enter the
21st century successfully without world class schools.

By way of illustration, look at the Federal Government's expend-
itures on education reset:re:I. With the most generous definition of
education research, it is hard to find as much as $100 million in
the overall Federal budget. Contrast that to the amount we spend
operating the Nation's elementary and sec lary schools, about
$150 billion per year. In turn, contrast that tA e amount that a
corporation like Xerox spends on research each year, $700 million.

The example of Xerox is apt. As the developer of plain paper
copying, Xerox once appeared impregnable to market challenge,
but Xerox was severely buffeted by competitive forces in tile seven-
ties and early eighties. Only recently has Xerox recovered market
share from the Japanese, an accomplishment almost without prece-
dent in this period of global competition. That accomplishment was
made possible in large part by research, both into product 4°VelUp-
mut, manufacturing and distribution, as well as research into
matters of internal management and organization.

I would suggest to you that the Nation's public schools face simi-
lar challenges today. Without the underpinnings of solid and effec-
tive research, they will be in even more serious trouble. Now why
should the Federal Government underwrite this activity? The ques-
tion of course is rhetorical, because no other unit of government
has the scale, the scope, or incentive to do so. Each level of govern-
ment shcald do what it does best, and what the Federal Gnvern-
ment should do best is data collection, research and development,
with national implications.

What should Federal priorities be? They should be three, the
most important ones facing the Nation today: content, competence,
and context. The issue here is not to establish a national curricu-
lum but to identify what it is very American should know and be
able to do. That is in its first ii.stance a descriptive, not a prescrip-
tive, exercise.

Second, standards of performance for teachers and students
should be ident;fied. Again, at the Federal level, this should be de-
scriptive not prescriptive. States and localities can adopt or not
adopt them as they see fit.
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Finally, in a diverse nation of immigrants, one comprised of
strikingly different regions and interests, it is important to exam-
ine the context in which content is imparted and competence ac-
quired. Not everyone learns in the same way. Not all good teachers
teach the same way. The Federal Government should support di-
versity and variety in teaching and learning as it exercises its cen-
tral responsibility co underwrite useful i asearch by supporting
work on th( context of teaching and learning.

Let me ci.)se with two specific examples of what I mean. One,
Washington should fund a greatl; enlarged and more useful na-
tional assessment of educational progress, the kind recommended
by the Alexander-James group. We need to know moremuch
moreabout how our students are doir 3.

Two, Washington should underwrite the research and develop-
ment cnsts of the National Board for Professional Teaching Stand-
ards. C...insayers note that there is no precedent for such an under-
taking. I would suggest, so much the better. It is ;,,me to establish
new precedent. It is time for the Federal Government to do some-
thing both useful and bold to improve education.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you this morn-
ing. I have made copies of my testimony available on the table
against the wall.

[The prepared stateinc nt of Denis P. Doyle follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, mem,Jrs, good morning. I am Denis P.

Doyle. The record shot .d show that until April, 1981, seven

years ago this month, I was the Chief of program planning

in the office of the assiztant secretary, office of

research and improvement, US Department of Education;

before that I was as assistant director of the National

institute of Education, US Office of Educe ion.

Since that time I spent five years as director of

education policy studies at the American Enterprise

Institute, and for the past two years I have been a

resident fellow in education at the Hudson Institut.2. I

have had the opportunity to follow the federal government's

role in education research since its modern inception in

the National Institute of Education. It would serve no good

purpose to comment on the checkered history of education

research except to observe that most policy makers --

particularly embers of Congress -- are underwhelmed by
/

its findings.

It is not telling tales out of school to note that

education research has much promise but only limited

results. It is about the promise of education research,

however, th..t I want to talk today. In the limited time

available to me I want to discus: education research from a

business perspective.

As anyone who reads the daily papers knows, America
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faces an unparalleled competitive challenge today. The

industri ized democracies -- particularly Japan -- have

reached levels of economic output without precedent, and

the United States finds itself in an unfamiliar position:

we arG hard pressed to compete.

The reasons for our dec'ining competitiveness are

many but the keys to restoring it are few; as it happens

these keys hang from a single ring. The keys are education

-- elementary, secondary and postsecondary, public and

private -- training, formal and it ormal, on-the-job and

in-school, and attitudes toward education and work. The key

to improving each of these is researct. As research works

in the natural sciences, so too can it work in education

and training. That results to date have been of limited

efficacy should only encourage us to redouble our efforts.

Let me remind the committee that good education

research is not arcane, jargon laden material prepared for

publication in little read and less noted academic

publications. Good educatior research should have as its

ultimate objective the improvement of practice.

In that connection, education research should help

restore our competitive position. This means that

education research should be both bigger and better; it

should be more generously funded by the Congress, and it

should produce more useful results. We reed education

research of higher quality and higher yield.
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Let me turn to two efforts I have been involved with

over the past .everal years. The first is the policy

statement of the Committee for Economic Development,

Investing in Our Children: Business and the Public

Schools. I had the opportunity and privilege to be

director of that study: my co-director was Marsha Levine,

now with the American Federation of Teachers. Let me quote

from that report:

Private Industry could not succeed with a data
collection system and research base as weak as this
nation has in the field of education. Yet, it is
only through education research and data collection
',hat we can expect to identify ways and means to
increase the output of the education system. The
original purpose of a federal role in education was
as a national repository of information, and the
first ... Department of Education ... was designed to
accomplish that objective.

More recently, I have completed a book with the CEO

of Xerox, David Kearns. It will be released May 10, 1988.

Titled Winning the Brain Race: A Bold Plan to Make

America's Schools Competitive, Kearos and I argue that

without adequate research fuo ng American schools cannot

enter the 21st century. By of illustration 1 ok at the

Federal Government's expenditures on education research.

With the most generous '"efinition of "education research"

it is hard to find one hundred million dollars in the

federal budget. Contrast that to the amount we spend

operating the nation's element:ar nd secondary schools:

$150 billion per year. Contrast that to 'he amount that a

cordoration like
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7..irox spends on resear i $700 million per year.

The example of Xerox is apt. As the developer of

plain paper copying, Xerox once appeared impregnable to

market challenge; but Xerox was severely buffeted by

competitive forces in the 1970's and early BO's. Only

recently has Xerox recovered market share from the

Japanese, an accomplishment almost without precedent in

this period of global competition.

That accomplishment was made possible in large part

by research, both into product development, manufacturing

and distribution, 16 well as Internal management and

organization.

The nation's public schools face simiiar challenges

today. Withouil the underpinnings of sold and effective

research they will be in even more serious trouble. Why

should the federal government underwrite this activity?

Because no other unit of government has the scale, scope or

incentive to do so. Each 1.vel of gove- nent should do

what it does best. What the federal government should do

best in data collection, research and development with

national implications.

What should federal priorities be They should be

three, the most important ones facing tie nation today.

content, comaeteace and conte.t. The issue here is not to

establish a national curriculum, but to identify whac it is

every American should "know and be able to do." That is in

the first instance a descriptive not a prescriptive
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exercise.

Second, standards a. performance for teachers and

students should be identified. Again, at the federal level,

this should be descriptive, not prescriptive. States and

localities can adopt or not adopt them as they see fit.

Finally, in a diverse nation of immigrants, one

comprised of strikingly different regions and interests, it

is important to examine the "context" in which content is

imparted and competence acquired. Not everyone learns in

the same way, not all good teachers teach the same way.

The federal governmen. could support diversity and variety

in teaching and learning, as !A exercised its centralized

responsibility to underwrite useful resear..h, by supporting

work on the context of teaching and learning.

Let me close with two specific examples of what I

mean. One, Washington should fund a greatly enlarged and

more useful National Assessment of Educational Progress, of

the kind recommended by the Alexander-James group. We

need to know more -- much more -- about how our students

are doing. Two, Washington should underwrite the research

and development costs for the National Board for

Professional Teaching Standards. Gainsayers note that there

is no precedent for such an undertaking. So much the

better. It is time for the Federal Government to do

something both useful and bold to improve education.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you

this morning. Copies of my testimony are available.
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you. I want to thank all of the panelists.
I was going to point out before we started questions that we were

joined by two colleagues from the Education and Labor Committee,
Mr. Sawyer and Mr. Good ling, but they had to leave already. I
think I will let the record note that they were here.

I would like to begin with a question to Mr. Semple and Mr.
Doyle. You both speak with great r--- emphatically, about
your conclusions, and I, needless ; very impressed by
"Children in Need" and have quc fi.iquently. You don't
seem to hesitate or equivocate. You ben. -tur conclusions. Did
you find you really had adequate research to :Jack up these conclu-
sions? You were satisfied that the conclusions you reached are sup-
ported?

Mr. SEMPLE. I would say that no one is ever truly satisfied with
what they can find. To the extent that what we did find led us to
these conclusions, we were definitely satisfied. We felt there were
certainly a lot of holes that needed to be filled.

I think the questions raised today as to why aren't programs du-
plicated when other areas develop decent returns, are very legiti-
mate quest:ons which we feel shoulcA be further answered. This
may not be the only programmatic are., that develops decent re-
turns.

I think Dennis' point, that we feel that this is a subject that
needs continual, competent research: is beyond question. I think
Dennis has eloquently pointed out the fact that tke business com-
munity is deeply caner ned about the future pr nests for the
Nation in terms of its human resource capability. The is no ques-
tion about it. I think what he is producing with Mr. Karns is an
example of that concern and adequately addresses many of the es-
sential questions in the research area.

We were satisfied with the one conviction that education does de-
liver very important returns that are quantifiable, and tnat there
are certain programmatic areas which have been shown t., do that.
What it leads us to believe is that there are other ones that can do
that as well. It may not only be in education. It can be in health
and other auxiliary services, particularly in the area of the needs
of poor children, but our conviction comes from a couple of sources.

Mr. OwENS. Have you found, since the publication of your book-
let, and your conclusions, have you found any researchers comment-
ing, educators and authorities in the field commenting negatively
or positively? What has been the reaction of the professional- -

Mr. SEMPLE. Well, there are some areas we did not find returns.
It was in those areas we got the most negative comments. For ex-
ample, I had the, perhaps in retrospect, interesting job of looking
at the returns on vocational education. That was one area where
the committee felt it had some province and knowledge, and found
that the returns were not up to par. I have had lots of negative

moments on that one.
vn the other i-sues, the answe is no. We have uniformly found

support. There is skepticism. even in the business community. In
fact, one of the areas we find most difficult to deal with are those
skeptics in the business community who did not walk their way
through a process such as our committee did.
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But we find that when you deliver the information in the way
that it was delivered to our committee, particularly by Dennis and
the researchers that we employed with us, that they are easily con-
vinced. So in sum I would say from the education and research
community it has been something of, I think, a very positive devel-
opment.

Mr. OWENS. Dr. Jones-Wilson, would you sa;% hat or were you
implying that we really don't need so much inore research and
study in the area of the education of the disadvantaged, wl.at we
need instead is to implement what we know already? or example,
some of the conclusions of "Children in Need" certainly support
what you have said about we have a lot that works but we are not
willing to spend the money to implement it. Are you saying that
what the Government might contribute is some greater resources
toward the implementation of things that work already?

Ms. JONES-WILSON. Yes, I am saying both. We need continuing
research on what we do, but we need more money- -

Mr. OWENS. Excuse me. Could you move the mike around?
Ms. JONES-WILSON. Oh, yes. I'm sorry.
I am saying both. We need continuing research on what we do,

but yes, I am saying that the Federal Government could spend
more money in terms of implementing what we know we ought to
be doing.

Mr. OWENS. So our laboratories, we have cen' 3 that are funded
now, we have laboratories, we have some other ;ratifies but the lab-
oratories are supposed to implement and do certain things as a
result of research that has been done. You said we need to expand
that effort and focus it more?

Ms. JONES-WILSON. We need to focus it on those persons and in-
stitutions that are actually doing a sound job for minority people.
Again, the labs and centers are fine structures but I don't believe
that their primary interest is in the increased achievement of mi-
nority children. It seems to me that I remember reading about only
5 percent of their budgets and programs are addressed to the needs
of minorities, so it seems to me that thocc- people who have proven
track records at improving the achievement of minority children,
including research on what they are doing, that those people need
to be supported.

Mr. OWENS. Excuse me. You said you read somewhere where
only 5 percent of the budget was addressed to --

Ms. JONES-WILSON. Yes, and I don't remember where I read it
but I think I remember reading that. I don't remember the source,
but it seems to me that those centers and labs are not doing the job
that needs to be done. Instead, implementation funds need to go
into those programs that are actually addressing the needs of mi-
nority children.

For example, some of the effective schools are successfully edu-
cating poor children, and it seems to me that those programs could
be studied and replicated. It seems to me that Comer's project in
New Haven, CT, could be studied and replicated, but more money
could be spent on implementation of what we already know works.
That would be helpful in reaching the children and teachers who
are actually in the classrooms today.
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Mr. OWENS. So what would be your comment on the proposal of
the administration to set up a new study for the education of the
disadvantaged? What should De the thrust of that, or is that then
a new center, I am sorry, not a study. A center for the study of the
education of the disadvaataged, that is going to be a new initiative.
I think they are proposing $300,000 to $400,000 to do that and
throw in bilingual education at the same time.

Ms. JONES-WILSON. Well, I would be a little skeptical about that,
sir, because it seems to me that we already know a great deal, so I
would feel that that money would be better spent in terms of im-
plementing what we already know works. Again, I will requote
Terrel Bell. He says that we have a 20-year history of knowing
which Head Start programs, which chapter 1, title 1 program,,
which Job Corps programs work.

It seems to me that if we would replicate those programsagain,
implementationand if we would tie that to linkages to the busi-
ness communityfor example, it seem, ;o me tna' people who are
in some of these training programs, if they knew that there was a
job at the end of the rainbow, that they would be very willing to
learn what is being taught in school because they know that it will
lead to a job. Most people want to work. They want to be employ
able, SD we need not only linkages between research and imple-
menting the research, and between higher education and the
public schoolz, but we also need liakages between the programs in
school and the business community so that young pEople can be-
lieve that they will be employed when they leave school.

This is one of the problems today. They don't believe that they
will be employed. They don't see jobs in their communities. They
don't see adults in their communities working, and so it seem s to
me that these linkages could be very helpful, but the point here is,
articulation and implementing what we know.

Mr. OWENS. Dr. Coleman, in the rhetoric there has been an em-
phasis on the need for the Federal Government to intervene to
guarantee opportunity for all the children of American, and the
implication of that was, the thrust should be to help the disadvan-
taged. All along that should have been happening. 1)4e don't know
why it hasn't been happening, but the worst situations were to get
the most attention.

But in your testimony you pointed out something which I think
is very significant: Failure to deal with some of these worst situa-
tions might have helped us deal with the situation in general. Ac-
cording to your testimony, we have a problem even with the very
best that we produce. If I understood you correctly, you said the
sampling of ::ience students, when you had the comparisons you
only tested those who were in sciences. It wasn't this broad, heter-
ogenous population of American bringing down the test scores. It
was the students who were st, lying science who were tested in
those specialized areas, with stunts in other countries who were
studying those sciences. Am I correct?

Mr. COLEMAN. That's correct, and in the lower grades where it
was the total population of students, if you looked at the upper
quartile, the upper 25 percent in the United States compared to
the upper 25 percent in other countries at age 15, again we wens in
the same position, so it is not a matter of the heterogeneity of the
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population which is bringing down out test scores. What is happen-
ing has to do with everything across the board. That is, I think it is
a matter of education in general, and again, as I said before, I don't
think it is a matter simply that can be laid at the doorstep of the
schools. It is a matter having to do with the relation between the
schools and the families, I think, more than anything else.

Mr. OWENS. Would you say that we should take a look at r.:-
search and perhaps experimentation which has an impact on fami-
lics and communities, starting with the school as a base?

Mr. COLEMAN. Yes, I would certainly think so. I observed at an
Hispani school not very long ago, a program that exists in that
school called the Family Study Institute, in which parents, most of
whom could not speak English, were being taught h&w to help
their children do homeworkthat is, how to provide the kind of
setting and the kind of circumstances which would make it possible
for their children to do well in school.

So it seems to me that here were a set of parents who were very
eager and very willing to devote time and attention to their chil-
dren, and what that program was doing was essentially trying to
help those parents help their children. Now I think in the more af-
fluent classes, I thfnk we have a somewhat different problem. We
have the problem of people paying more attention to themselves
than to their children.

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Semple and Mr. Doyle, they reached conclu-
sions, had some very strong statements in here about the need to
invest in parent education and parent involvenat. In the process
of preparing for the reauthorization of the extension of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary School Assistance Act, we did discasp this
subject at some lergth, at least wherever I was, in hearings with
teachers and administrators and among my colleagues. I discussed
the need to be more concrete about an investment to encourage
parent involvement and parent education, and I always got a nega-
tive reaction in terms of something concrete.

The rhetoric was okay. Everybody agreed that we should have
more of it. When I said, "What percentage of the budget? Would
ou be willing to dedicate some percentage of the budget, even one-

half of 1 percent, one-tenth of 1 percent?" I got an answer of, "No,
we really don't think that is necessary," which as a f.)rmer admin-
istrator myself, I know if you are not willing tti put it in the
budget, that means you don't really take it ser:Jusly.

Mr. Timpane, would you please comment on how years and yeais
of research in this area has come to certain conclusions, and yet we
really have made, no effort' There is a general feeling that after
you take care of all of the other problems in education which are
in great need, then maybe we can provide something in that area.
Is it important enough to be looked at in terms of, it must run par-

some effort to deal with parent education, parent involve-
ment, must run parallel to e,erything else that we are trying to
do?

Mr. TIMPANE. Well, in my opinion, yes. We have chang xi our
perspective on parent involvement two or three times in the past
couple of decades, and each time it has been an improvement.
There was a---
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Mr. OWENS. The Federal legislation doesn't show that. We
backed away from our commitment in legislation.

Mr. TIMPANE. There was a time when 1,v thought of parent in-
olvement in political terms and there was a time when we

thought of parent involvement in "help the teacher" terms, and
now I think we are thinking about parent involvement as partner-
ship. I think this gets to the points that Jim Coleman is trying to
raise, that the parents and the schools depend on one another criti-
cally and have to cooperate across the board in he enterprise of
raising young children, or else neither will succeed.

So I think our perspective on what kinds of parent involvement
we want has been developing rather steadily. Now how to work
that into a program and how to decide what the budget of it is, I
agree with you that what you are not willing to put in a budget,
people are likely to think you don't take seriously. It may be that
some experimentation and further exploration is necessary, and
some money earmarked for such I think would bring forthwith
the proper guidelines, to be sure we are working toward parent-
teacher school partnershipcould bring forth some very interest-
ing init atives in development.

Mr. SEMPLE. I wonder if I could comment briefly on that?
We ultimately concluded that the problems of disadvantaged,

educationally and economically disadvantaged children, were that
the chief determining factor was the lack of god parenting as
czuch whether or not the children existed in a family where drugs
and alcohol did not exist, and where the child was nurtured, en-
couraged, and disciplined.

Now many of the trustees of the committee had grown up in
families where this had been provided, whether they grew up in
well-to-do families or not, and they started out with the conviction
that this was just a natural thing, but we discovered in the course
of our research that good parenting doesn't just happen. Anybody
who has had a f'hild obviously realizes that raising children is per-
haps the toughest job any of us over undertake, and for many of
these children whose mothers are teenagers, they just aren't aware
of all the things that go into adequate parenting.

We found some examples where there was some indication that
you could do something about it in a programmatic contex.. The
New Futures School in Albuquerque was one such example. The re-
lationship to the school is a very difficult one. It raised so many
issues, and I remember talking to Mr. Butler about it. I said, "You
won't believe what we are going to run into when we make this
statement," and it is in fact true. Every time we open the state-
ment, one aspect .)f this Issue descends upon ._, whether it is day
care of parental leave or this aspect or that aspect.

What we concluded is that education is the mix of all these
things, and what we now have is this hybrid system where it is all
scattered all over the place and is not directed to the whole envi-
ronmental need of children. That is a true challenge. That is a true
challenge, how do you bring these things together, but it is the one
ultimately we felt we had to achieve.

Ms. JoNEs-WitsoN. Mr. Chairman, may I say something on that?
For 2 years now I have been involved in a voluntary effort which is
called the National Conference on Ed.. -:ating Black Children. One
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facet of that effort is that we are trying to bring together a net-
work of interested persons to improve the education, and this in-
cludes parents as well as teachers, administrators, policymakers,
community, and so forth, so we recognize the need for bringing par-
ents intricately into the education of their children. We ha "e had
tro national conferences, and a third one is expected to materialize
in June at Hunt Valley, MD, but what we are trying to do here is
get these people working together, without rank or witho hostili-
ty, to work out the ways in which they could be helpful to each
other.

Now to get back to you, if there were Federal funding for some
kind of effort like thisthe effort has already begunthen yes, we
could find out what is working in our voluntary efforts or similar
voluntary efforts to get this network of people working together in
traditional ways such as the PTA, but also in new ways. Mr. Tim-
pane has we have been through some of thatparents as
teacher hc 'Arsbut all the ways in which parents and schools
could cooperate to improve the education of our chil iren.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you. I have no further question
Mr. Bartlett.
Mr..BARTLErr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In reviewing the testimony and in listening to the testimony, one

thing that struck me was the absence of a lot of discussion and
indeed, with the exception of Mr. Doyle, I thinkI may be wrong
on thatof any discussion at all, with the exception of some refer-
ence in Mr. Doyle's testimony, to any sort of major impact that
Federal research into education has had on education or on educa-
tion research, and specifically the Office of Educational Research,
formerly known as the National Institute of Education.

Now in sitting here thinking, I am wondering as to whether I
missed it or whether it was understood. I think of Dr. Jones-Wil-
son's testimony, eloquent testimony on the need for dissemination,
taking what we already know and getting it into the classroom, or
Mr. Semple's testimony with regard to preschool, or Dr. Coleman's
testimony with regard to the need for comparative studies interna-
tionally, or Mr. Doyle in terms of teacher standards.

I suppose my question is a broad one, then: In your judgment,
does in fact today the Office of Educational Researchthat is to
say, that whole range of both Federal education research through
labs and centers and otherwisedoes that have a major impact, in
your judgment, on major and useful educational research .n the
country today, sr would you assess it to be a minor impact or any
impact at all? How would you assess it, and can you point to specif-
ic ways in which OERI has had an impact on a major research
issue?

Mr. TIMPANE. Surely. I can begin on that, I believe. The first
point, which will be certainly stressed by other witnesses, is that
we cannot ignoi e the steadily decreasing purchasing power of the
resources that OERI has hau throughout its existence and I can
testify, from the time of NIE, that NIE had throughout most of its
existence. With only a fraction of the purchasing power that it had
13 years ago, we min( t expect-miracles.

That said, I believe th, L. there have been several accomplish-
ments. I will list two. My colleagues might list others.
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First, I believe that the reconstruction and recompetition of the
research and development centers, accomplished 2 or 4 years ago,
redefining their missions, involving a great many more college and
university center, than had previously been involved, has been a
material strengthening of the institutional base of research and de-
velopment, and it has picked up on some emerging new issues in
education, such as Education and the Economy, which is a center
that my college happens to have, that I think was a very construc-
tive development.

I would agree with the implkation of Chairman Owens' question,
that the absence of a concentrated research and development effort
in the area of education of the disadvantaged was a big hole which
is now being corrected, so I think that that is an accomplishment.
That is, working with feN ..r dollars than were there before, OERI
has managed, in my judgment, to create a stronger and broader set
of institutions.

secondly, I believe I would concentrate in the areas of assess-
ment and statistics, where I believe the efforts of OERI have been
most successful in the past several years. I think the national as-
sessment in particular stands at a level of inf,uence and credibilik;
and provides a quality of information about the status of achieve-
ment in our schools which was simply not there previously.

Mr. BARTLE7T. Mr. Timpane and the other witnesses, I apologize.
I have just been called and told that if I don't appear at the Rules
Committee in 5 minutes, I won't be permitted to appear, so I want
to do that, but I would like to leave the question on the table for
the chairman's review. I will review the comments.

Mr. SEMPLE. I would like to comment on that. Once again, I
should say that we are not experts on translating what the Depart-
ment of Education or OERI does and how it shows up in the field.
One classic example is, when we wanted the answers to questions,
we went to people like Michael Timpane to get the ansm. theextent that he was funded and subsidized out of OERI, hay.:
nothing but the greatest of kudos, because without that kind of in-
terpretive analysis and ability to deal with this, we would have
been nowhere. We would still be sitting in New York, looking at
each other, and the same is true for a lot of other research, that it
takes good people out in the field to kn -'w what to do with the data
and to be able to interpret it in a v,ay that is presentable. Fortu-
nately, we found people who knew how to relate it to a business
mentality that we could understand.

My comments were generally that, generally speaking, it doesn'tdo flat, but fortuitously for us, we found individuals, perhapsand
I have no way of knowing how much they were sponsored by OERIor other educational researchthat were capable of doing it. That
needs to be followed, encouraged and expanded.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you very much. I think on that note, we can't
end with a more positive answer to that question. I want to thank
all of you, and hope that you will respond to some further ques-
tions that we may submit to you as a result of your oral testimony
and your written testimon:: today. Thank you for coming.

Our next panel is Ms. Mary Hatwood Futrell, the president of
the National Education Association; Mr. Albert Shanker, president
of American Federation of Teachers; Eleanor Chelimsky, the direc-
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for of the Program Evaluation and Methodology Division of the
General Accounting Office; Alan C. Purves, the director of the
Center for Writing and Literacy, State University of New York.

We understand that Ms. Futrell has a problem and has to leave
right away for a flight, so if there is no objection I would like to
take Ms. Futrell's testimony and question her immediately, and
then we will proceed.

I'm sorry. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Yes.
Mr. OWENS. Did you have any questions?
Mr. HAYES. I will hold the questions I had for the other panel for

this one. Thank you.
Mr. OWENS. OK.
Ms. Futrell.

STATEMENT OF MARY HATWOOD FUTRELL, PRESIDENT, NATION-
AL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY GARY TIM-
MONS, LEGISLATIVE SPECIALIST, GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

Ms. FUTRELL. Thank you. Chairman Owensand I was going to
say members of the subcommittee, but everyone has departed
*lease accept my apology for having to do what we describe as tes-
tif-- and run. I do have a flight I have to catch, so with your per-
m n I would like to ask that Mr. Gary Timmons be allowed to
r, 1 because I will have to leave immediately upon testifying. I
ail, iviczy Hatwood Futrell, president of the 1.9 million members of
the National Education Association.

The subcommittee has asked whether the Nation's researk....
agenda reflects America's key education priorities. A more funda
mental question is whether America's education priorities reflect
the conclusions of educational research. A recently study by Rand's
Center for the Study of the Teaching Profession concluded that
most education reform legislation shows strong ambivalence over
whether teaching is a knowledge-based professional activity that
demands autonomy, or semi- skilled work to be regulated at every
turn.

Further, the study revealed that teachers were rarely brought
into the reform process. Had lawmakers taken more time to con-
sult the availf 'ale research, they would have found a strong basis
for involving teachers in the decisionmaking process, both in broad
education policy and in the day-to-day decisions that affect the
quality of education in individual classrooms.

NEA believes policymakers should work in concert with the edu-
cation community and the .eseal ch community to develop educa-
tion policies that address the need to grant greater autonomy to
education professionals, the need to devote greater attention to the
needs of students, especially those who are at risk, and the need for
greater innovation and experimentation at the local level, focused
on thinking skills, collaboration skills, and basic skills needed to
engage in lifelong learning.

The Federal Government, I believe, has a number ' Jrtant
responsibilities in the area of education research, inch. but not
limited to collecting and disseminating statistical information on
schools, determining if national priorities in education are on
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track, and determining whether federally funded education pro-
grams carry out their objectives effectively.

A basic requirement for conducting good research is making sure
we have adequate funding, yet of the $61 billion spent by the Fed-
eral Government on research in fiscal year 1987, more than 60 per-
cent went to military research and only two-tenths of 1 percent
was spent on education research. If we are serious about making
significant and effective changes in our system of public t cation,
the Federal Government must enhance education research efforts.

A second basic requirement for quality educational research is
protection from politicization. The U.S. Department of Education,
under the present administration, has often funded research de-
signed to advance a political rather than an 3ducation agenda. A
recent example is a report produced by the department which char-
acre7izes efforts to reduce class size as, and I quote, "a waste of
money and effort." The report was evidently designed to give com-
fort to policymakers in States and localities with Hass sizes that
are far too large to provide quality education, and it has clearly
showed a bias that the or.: va.id measure for educational improve-
ment is improvement on standardized tests.

Congress can help shield educational reseal from politicization
by ensuring a diversity of research efforts and maintaining the
process of competitive grants and contracts administered through
rigorous and independent peer review. In addition, the Federal
Government must support a balance in education research, includ-
ing a balance between useful knowledge that can be readily imple-
mented in the classroom and basic research which focuses oil
broader pedagogica. issues.

Finally, educational research must be conducted in close coops.a-
tion with public education employees in school settings. By *min-
taining a structure that keeps research close to the schools, such as
in the current structure of labs and centers, the Federal Goveri,-
ment can help ensure that eat: Patio!: research is directed toward
productive ends. Moreover, ongoing involvement in research ef.orts
by classroom teachers helps them stay on the cutting edge of
changes in education, keeps them interested and excited aboct
teaching, and consequently makes them better teachers.

For example, a few years ago NEA initiated the master in learn-
ing project that has helped put education research to use in the
classroom. One aspect that has helped make this project successful
is the high degree of collaboration between teachers involved in the
Master in Learning Program and federally funded research labs
and centers.

At each project site, the regional labs have committed to provid-
ing 3,000 hours of in-kind services to help teachers make sure that
they have the most recent and the best research as they try to find
more effective ways to teach our young people. As a result, re-
searchers have become more than just observers. They have hcen
active participants in efforts to change the approach to teaching
and learning.

In conclusion, NEA urges Congress to continue and expand its
support for research that evaluates reforms that have already been
instituted, that gives greater, more concentrated attention to issues
that directly impact the quality of instruction, that is presented in

IwillIgNam_fial.Milfsfaiffaif
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a user-friendly mannermeaning that we would not have to wade
th ough 40 or 50 page.3 before we .:ome to the resultsthat will en-
courage and facilitate curriculum development and curriculum im-
provement, that defines more precisely the knowledge base that
undergirds the science and the art of teaching, and that aims to
uncover the mcst effective means of meetirg the education needs of
special needs students.

I again thank you, and I apologize for having to run but I have
about 30 minutes to get to the airport. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mary Hatwood Futrell follows:]
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Mr. :.airman and Members of the Committee:

I am Mary Hatwood Fut4e11, president of the National

Education Association which represents 1.9 million education

employees throughout the nation in elementary, secondary,

vocational, and postsecondary schools. I appreciate the

opportunity to talk with you today about the need to eahaace

federal education research programs that make a significant

contribution to the improvement of instruction in our nation's

public schools.

The winds of change are b" ming with gale force. We've seen

a major transformation in the work place and intense competition

in the world economy. We've seen an ever-accelerating pace of

both technological and socie-al change. We've seen dramatic

changes in the demographics in this country. Like all other

institutions, these forces have dramatically alt,sred the way the

public schools operate and must operate in the future. At tie

same time, public support is growing for dramatic changes that

will help America's schools thrive in this climate. Now and in

the future, research about learning any teaching will be of prime

importance.

Having good information about the learning styles of

students and the effectiveness of various educational policies

and practices is essential to making meaningful decisions about

education. But up to now, the objectives of education reform

have not always been either clear or pure. Policymakers

including Members cf Congress, governors, state legislators, and

others outside the education community have proposed, and in
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Aany cases enacted, education changes that are driven by

political, rather than educational, forces.

Many states have moved to impose new requirements on

teachers without taking a hard look at the dynamics of teachiro-

learning process. Many states have .ed new testing

requirements on students without considering effective ways to

measure the thinking skills, as opposed to factual information,

students will .seed to be successful in the future. Many states

have provided funds for computers without clear direction on how

computers can be effectively used to enhance the education of

students.

Today, American business and political leaderi, ec,nomists,

social scientists, as vial as the education community, are

looking at ways to dse educaticn to shape, rather th,..a adapt to,

the changing economy. Adding value to American labor will

increasingly mean a change in the current ponderous hierarchical

structure of American business. In order to make American

business flexible enough to develop and capitalize on rew

products and services, managers will have to be facilitators,

employees will need to be innovators, and Americans in every

endeavor will need to be more creative. If we want to e;-el in

the current economic climate, schools, too, will need to he more

innovative, creative, and responsive to the will of consumers.

At the same time, it is widely recognized that we, as a

nation, must do a better job of educating students at-risk, and

as importantly establishing and maintaining programs that meet

the physical, social, and emotional needs of :udents. Unless
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the human needs of ch.ldren and youth are met, we cannot hope to

make significant progress in their intellectual development.

The Subcommittee has asked whether the nation's research

agenda reflects America's key education priorities. A more

fundamental question is whether America's education priorities

reflect the conclusions of educational research. A recent study

by Rand's Center for the Study of the Teaching Profession

concluded that most of the recent education reform efforts

reveal lawmakers' ambivalence over whether teaching is a

knowledge-based professional activity that demands autonomy or

semiskilled work to be regulated at every turn. Further, the

study revealed that teachers were rarely brought into the reform

process. Had lawmakers taken more time to consent the available

research, they would have found a strong basis for involving

teachers in the decision-making process, both in broad education

policy and in the day-to-day decisions that affect .he quality of

oducati4n in individual classrooms.

In order to get education reform back on track, NEA believes

policymakers should work insoncert with the research community

to develop education policies that address 1) the need to grant

greater autonomy to education professionals, 2) the need to

devote ;ceater attention to the needs of all students. especially

those who are at risk, and 3) the need fot greater innovation and

experimentation at the local level focused on education programs

that help develop thinking skills, collaboration skills, and

basic skills needed to engage in lifelong learning.
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NEA, its affiliates and members, have already initiated many

new developments in effective teaching methods, materials, cross

discipline curricula, etc. But as new ideas are tested in the

schools, there must b empirical methods established to assess

the effectiveness of these new approaches. Educational research,

conducted by various individuals and organizations, helps provide

that empirical basis for educational decisions.

The federal government has an important responsibility in

the area of reseb&ch. First, the federal government is the

appropriate locus for collecting and disseminating statistical

information oh the schools. Second, the federal government has a

wellacknowledged rcapozsibility for identifying national

priorities in education, and research collected at the national

level can hell. determine if these priorities are on track.

Third, the federal government has a responsibility to the

American people to ensure that education programs funded by the

federal aovernment carry out their objectives effectively.

There are a number of basic things essential to conducting

good research. The first, quite simply, is adequate funding.

In Fiscal Year 1987, the federal government spent some $61

billion for research and development. Of that amount, more than

61 percent went for military research, more than 9 percent for

health, more than 8 percent for energy, 6.6 percent for NASA, and

0.2 pernent for education. If we are serious about making

significant and effective Changes in our system of public

education, it is absolutely essential that ye provide the

resources to take a hard look at what the public schools are
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doing right or doing wrong, and what we need to do better. The

federal government as a part of its responsibility for

identifying the national interest in education should enhance

research efforts in the area of what we can do better, and

maintain those efforts so that we are always on the path toward

improvement.

A second basic requirement for quality educational research

is that it must be protected from politicization. The U.S.

Department of Education, under the present Administration, has

often funded research designed to advance a political, rather

than an educational agenda. A Department of Education report,

"Class Size and Public Policy: Politics and Panaceas," which

characterized efforts to reduce class size as "a waste of monej

and effort" is an excellent example. The report was clearly

designed to give comfort to policymakers in states and localities

with class sizes that are far too large to provide quality

education. The nation's newspapers, which drive education reform

efforts as much, if not more, than educational research, give a

clear indication of the purpose of the study: "Smaller class may

not help child learn" (USA Today); "Reducing Class Size A Waste,

Study Says" (St. Louis Post Dispatch); "Paring Class Size Costly,

Futile, U.S. Report Says," (Los Angeles Times); "U.S. study: Big

classes not so bad," (Atlanta Constitution)."

Many newspapers did not report an importaht conclusion of

the study that reducing class size to fewer than 20 students can

produce significant improvements in stud'nt achievement. It

stands to reason that, even if our society is unable or unwilling
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to afford to reduce class size below 20, reducing class size from

30 to 25 is, perhaps not a panacea, but a step in right

direction. Few, if any, of the newspapers reported on the vast

amount of research demonstrating that smaller class size can

bring about more individualized instruction, more academic

enrichment, increased interaction among pupils and between

teachers and pupils, more small group work, and fewer discipline

problems. The Departmen"s study revealed a strong bias that the

only valid measure of education improvement is standardized

achievement tests.

There are numerous examples in recent years of Department of

Education-funded research to advance a political agenda. The

Secretary of Education has funded a number of federal research

grants to determine what the most effective methods of promoting

vouchers might be, taking for granted the idea that vouchers

would improve education a premise that has by no means been

proven. Congress can help shield education research from

politicization by ensuring a diversity of research efforts and

ensuring a balance of field- and Department-determined research

agendas. Toward this end, the process of competitive grants and

contracts administered through a process of rigorous and

independent peer review ensures a healthy environment for the

generation of creative research ideas.

Third, educational research must involve a balance between

applied research that is, useful knowlege that can be

implemented in the schools in a short period of time, and basic

research, which focuses 04 questions of how children and adults
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learn, how best to measure what is learned, and how to improve

the substance of what is taught. The educational research effort

must maintain a balance between support for individual

researchers and institutions and agencies because good research

emanates from both sources. A continued balance is needed of

research to benefit elementary, secondary, and postsecondary

education. In addition, greater emphasis is needed on research

in the area of early childh.od development, particularly as it

relates to developing appropriate curricula for preschool-aged

children. Balancing these elements within the current structure

is far more productive than creating a whole new stricture for

educatinnal research.

Finally, educational research must be conducted in close

cooperation with public education employees in a school setting.

Current practitioners are best equipped to identify needs in

terms of materi&.s and methods for dealing with classroom

management, programs that facilitate discovery rather than simply

rote memorization, education of students at-risk, and other

aspects of education that need attention. By maintaining a

structure that keeps research close to the schools, such as the

current structure of labs and centers, the federal government can

help ens .e that education research is directed toward productive

ends. Education research is of little use if it is trapped

between the covers of an esoter c journal. Moreover, ongoing

involvement in research efforts by classy, m teachers helps give

them the sense that they are on the cutting edge, keeping them

99
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interested and excited about teaching, and consequently making

them better teachers.

A few years ago, NEA initiated a project that has helped put

education research to use in the classroom in a very direct way.

The NEA Mastery In Learning project involves 27 sites

representing a broad cross section of school sizes, geographic

locations, and demographic representations. The key focus of the

Mastery In Learning project is to empower teachers so they are

effectively involved in decisions that relate to educational

practices in the classroom.

One aspect that has helped make this project work is the

high degree of collaboration between teachers involved in the

Mastery in Learning program and federally funded research lztws

and centers. At each project site, the regional labs have

committed to providing 3,000 hours of in-kind services. As a

result, researchers have become more than just observers; they

have been active participants in efforts to change the way we

approach teaching and learning. Research participants in the

program have provided inservice training, conducted workshops on

locally determined priorities riuch as integrating writing into

the curriculum, integrating problem-solving and critical thinking

into the curriculum, etc. and they have worked closely with

teachers to provide information on effective methods for

assessing student progress. In short, through the Mastery in

Learning program, researchers are involved in an ongoing effort

to provide practicing teachers with the latest, best available

information on teaching and learning in order to help local
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schools accomplish specific goals in education improvement. NEA

believes that over the next few years, local school districts

should be involved in a w_de range of innovative and experimental

projects with an eye toward preparing students to adapt to a

changing workplace and a changing world. But we must avoid the

pitfall of free form experimentation or innovation without

specific goals. Education research, particularly as it takes

place in federally funded labs and centers, will help keep that

experimentation on track.

There clearly is much yet that needs to be done in this

area. NEA believes that students would derive lasting benefits

from research:

o that evaluates reforms that have already

been instituted;

o that gives greater, more concentrated

attention to issues that directly impact the

quality of instruction;

o that is presented in a "user friendly"

manner;

o that will encourage and facilitate

curriculum development and curriculum improvement;

o that defines more precisely the knowledge

base that undergirds the science and art of

teaching; and

o that aims to uncover the most effective

means of meeting the education needs of special

needs students, including the handicapped, those
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with limited proficiency in English, disadvantaged

students, ani recent immigrants.

In conclusion, NEA commends this Subcommittee for its

attention to the important issue of the need for ongoing quality

educational research. Education employees look forward to a

longstanding working relationship with the research community,

and we urge the Congress to continue and expand its support for a

educational research committeed to a single goal: to educate all

students while remaining faithful to the highest standards of

excellence.

Thank you.
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you for taking time out of your busy sched-
ule. We are sorry you do have to run. Mr. Timmons will answer
any questions, I assume?

Mr. TIMMONS. Yes.
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Shanker.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT SHANKER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF TEACHERS

Mr. SHANKER. Thank you very much for this opportunity to ex-
press the views of the American Federation of Teachers, represent-
ing 665,000 teachers and educational workers across the country. I
can't think of a more impertant educational issue before us. It
really isn't that hot before the Nation, but I can't think of any-
thing else that is more important in terms of what will happen
with the future of education.

I will not read my testimony. You have it. I do want to make a
few points.

First, I want to underscore what I think almost everybody else
said, and that is that the amount of investment by the Federal
Government in this area is a pittance and needs to be substantially
increased.

Secondly, I think we need to take dissemination seriously.
Schools and educators are notoriously anti-intellectual. They are
driven largely by political forces. New superintendents come in. It
is important for them not necessarily to do the right thing, but not
to do the same thing that the previous superintendent did before.
They will get rid of the previous programs, whether they were good
or bad, because that is what is expected in a new administration.

Somehow we have to turn this around, and we need to spend sub-
stantial sums of money on that. One example of an outstanding
piece of work that was done, and I think there is universal agree-
ment, was the publication of a report called "A Nation of Readers."
It came out of one of the centers or the people there, the result of a
combination of Federal monies with some private foundations, and
not a very lengthy booklet. There were efforts to distribute more
copies of the booklet, but anybody knows that whether you distrib-
ute 10,000 or 20,000 or 30,000, that is not much dissemination when
reading is so fundamental and we have 2,400,000 teachers out
there.

It seems that what we ought to be thinking in cases of dissemina-
tion is something that would be on the scale of what the old agri-
cultural dissemination centers were. When you really wanted farm-
ers to increase their output, you didn't just put out a couple of
little booklets and hope that a few farmers would read them. You
put stations out there with people who could move from farm to
farm and talk to the farmers, and it seems to me that what is
needed out there, whenei, ar some important piece of work like that
comes out, would be regional conferences or perhaps State-by-State
conferences which involve at least one or two teachers in each
school and one of the supervisors, a number of people who can then
share that information with others within the school.

Now, third, in terms of dissemination and also in terms of discov-
ery, I think that we keep thinking about research as being done in
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labs, centers, or universities, or by people with grants who are in
this sort of business, but in almost any other field the actual prac-
titioner usually finds out a lot. Doctors find out a lot when they
treat patients and they see that some patients seem to respond to
something

We do not have a very good approach to encouraging teachers at
the school level to report on what it is that they have found that
works for them and it seems to me that with the technology that
is now available, that we ought to encourage the creation of some
sort of a national data bank which individual teachers could dip
into. You have them in almost any other field.

If you are in law, if you are in medicine, if you are in investment
or any other field, there are ways in which pecple can deposit in-
formation, they can pull information out, they can even leave little
notes there telling you how valuable or not valuable the informa-
tion was to them. A system which allowed large numbers of teach-
ers like that to talk to each other, and to try out things which they
themselves have discovered and leave their own evaluations, could
be a very powerful national system of research based on the
wisdom of practice.

Another point I would like to make is that we really need to do
something about the whole issue of testing. We do have the nation-
al assessment, and that I agree has more credibility than anything
else that is around now, but so many of the research projects, we
find that something works or doesn't work on the basis of standard-
ized tests. However, recent discoveries by Dr. Cannell and his orga-
nization, the Friends for Education, have found that everybody in
this country is above average, and that the averages keep going up
every year except in a few States that don't give copies of the tests
to the people who are going to be giving them, so there is wide-
spread cheating.

We also know that there are different sets of norms, so that a
school system that wants to look good, the first year they compare
themselves with affluent districts where th a kids are doing pretty
well in school, and the next year they use the same test but they
compare themselves to a metropolitan district, and all of a sudden
they look great. There is no requirement that any one report which
set cf norms they are using, so there are all sorts of games being
played.

Therefore, a good deal of the research that is out there that is
based on States or school districts reporting how well they do on
standardized tests from one year to another or over a period is
practically meaningless, given the kinds of games that are played
by the test makers and school districts. We need to develop some
sort of a standard that is going to be reliable over a period of time
because these tests, really they are not measuring instruments.
They are cosmetics more than anything else. People are buying
something that will make them look good and that will cover up
some of the problems within their districts.

Now I would like to make two additional points before I end my
remarks. One of them is that one of the major problems with most
of the research that we have is that essentially it is based on look-
ing at what people do in schools, and since schools today are pretty
much the way they were 50 years ago and 100 years ago, and
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indeed they are very much like what they were 200 years ago,
what most of the research tells us is that if you try X, it doesn't
work too well, and if you try Y, it doesn't work too well, and if you
try A, it doesn't work too well, and if you try B, it doesn't work too
well. That is, there are just mountains of research that have tried
all types of things, that show that none of these things make too
much of a difference.

Well, it seems to me that if you take the same way of doing
things and keep looking at it, and can't find what will make a dif-
ference, one of the things that we ought to be doing is trying a dif-
ferent way of doing it. That is, we ought to be encouraging differ-
ent ways of reaching kids.

I suspectI don't have the research because there aren't many
places out there one can look atbut I suspect that a lot of kids
get turned off on school in second or third grade because they are
not very good at sitting still and listening for 5 hours a day.
Indeed, most adults aren't either.

We know that everybody learns at his own rate, but that is not
the way a school is constructed. Everybody may learn at his own
rate, but he better learn at the rate that I, the teacher, am speak-
ing, because I am not going to have a chance to repeat it individ-
ually for each and every youngster. We humiliate youngsters by
calling on them in second and third grade every day and asking
them questions that they don't know the answer to. I suggest that
one of the things we need to do is create some alternative models
to see whether other approaches work better.

Finally, I would suggest that we need a different structure for
our research operation, and I would suggest something that is per-
haps independent of the Department of Education, something that
is more like the National Science Foundation. You need something
that is going to be depcliticized, something where research isn't
conducted because one administration is in or another administra-
tion is in, like this class size "research"in quotesand I think
you need an institution that is going to be able to conduct research
in the long run and not abandon it.

You have to treat educational problems the same way you treat
cancer research or research for the common cold. We have been
looking for answers for a hell of a long time and we haven't found
them. We are dealing with very tough problems. Answers are not
going to be found in 1, 2, or 3 years, and we have to have the same
patience and the same devotion and the same commitment to solv-
ing these problems as we do when we are dealing with diseases on
which we have been working for a very long time.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Albert Shanker follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ALBERT SUMER

PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, AFL-CIO

TO THE

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

April 20, 1988

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Select

Education:

My name is Albert :Thanker. and I am president of the 665,000

members of the American Federation of Teachers. I greatly

appreciate the opportunity to testify before this subcommittee

on the vital issue of the federal role in sponsoring educational

research and development.

Over the years, thA AFT has appeared before Congress and in

other forums both as a supporter and a critic of the federal

role in education research. We have, however, consistently

argued for much greater federal support of education research.

No other level of government has done and can as effectively

do the job of collecting and publishing statistics and other

longitudinal data, and stimulating and supporting basic and

applied research, development, and dissemination on issues and

problems of national concern in education. No other level of

government has the resources, capacity, overview -- in fact, the

obligation -- to concern itself with the national interest in

education.
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It is I hope incontrovertible that an educated citizenry is

crucial to our national well-being -- not only from an economic

perspective but from a political one: lemocracy, particularly

in a diverse and pluralistic society, rests on a wel2-educated

citizenry who are capable of participation in our government and

our society, who are able to pursue and protect tae blessings of

liberty. If education, then, is critical for our national

well-being, and if this nation is at risk because of the neglect

and shortcomings of our education system, then it ,s vital to

affirm and expand federal support for education research. grAm

a strictly practial point of view, surely there is no other uay

to monitor, assess and make more effective this nation's

investment in education. But currently we spend over $300

billion annually on education and only $80 million on education

research. Is there any other enterprise, public or private,

that spends so little on understanding the nature, needs,

strengths and weaknesses of its own investments? With such a

paltry sum devoted to research, is it any wonder that it took so

long to "discover" that the nation was at risk?

The AFT has a number of criticisms of the federal role in

education research. But first and foremost we believe that

research is one of the best hopes we have of understanding the

nature and process of learning and teaching and the policy and

organizational structures that support or impede these

activities. We believe that in an enterprise such as education,

which is often fraugnt with conflicting values, opinions and

politics, research 13 the best hope we have of distinguishing

between fads and facts, prejudices and informed judgments,

habits and insights. Without systematic inquiry, development,

-z-
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and testing, we will continue to have t same babble of

arguments and practices concerning what works or ought to work.

Without good research, we will continue on an endless cycle of

mistakes and the .033 of successful insights and discoveries.

Without good research, there will continue to be an endless

reinvention of mousetraps, the 33= rehashing of controversies,

and, in the end, the same faltering school system. No

enterprise has changed as little as education or has as

endlessly reinvented past solutions and mistakes. And centrally

implicated in this rut is the conduct of educational research.

Research cannot and should not displace value and moral

decisions; it will certainly not replace the political p. .s

in education. It can, however, help ensure that moral and

political choi.,es are informed and that our children's education

is not the playpen of our idiosyncrasies.

Unfortunateij, and far more than any other sector I

familiar with in which there is federal support of research, the

federal role in education research has often been ii.i.,syncratic;

it has at the very least been unstable.

Take the question whether Lr not the federal education

research agenda reflects America's key educationa- priorities.

The answer i3, sometimes it does and sometimes it doesn't

because that agenda changes with every Administration and,

sometimes, even within tae course of an Administration. This

would not be a problem if our educational priorities and

problems were equally 7,1reurial. However, many of our

educational problems, end most of our priorities, are enduring
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ones: providing equal access to knowledge, equal educational

opportunities, to the nation's young, and ensuring a

well-educated citizenry capable of participating in this

nation's political, economic, and social life. Out of this

enduring set of priorities, reasonable people can agree on an

enduring research agenda, flexible enough to detect and attend

to new problems but stable enough to ensure ongoing attention to

core sets of issues. That is the ease from agriculture to

public health.

In education, however, every few years we have a new set of

educational priorities -- usually announced by some catchy

slogan -- and a new redirection of research funds. Years of

research on public school finance may suddenly grind to a halt

because suddenly private schools are in. Years of work on

research and development in curricuium areas may be shelved

because suddenly it seems inappropriate for the Federal

Government to be involved in inquiry into curriculum content and

curriculum development. Just as suddenly, after years of

neglect of curriculum cont-nt, subject matter becomes hot again

and there is a scramble to set up research centers to rebuild

this field. And after years of neglect of basic education

statistics, such as the apply of and demand for qualified

teachers or the courses our students were taking or a uniform

definition and reporting of the dropout rate, we are frantically

designing data collection efforts to understand problems and

issues whose consequences we are already living with. The

renewed support for basic data gathering is very welcome, and we

supported it. But the neglect of basic research in education,
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long a problem, is now virtually complete. One would be

hard-pressed to find a thick portfolio of federally-sponsored

research, built up over time, on how children learn and develop

or on how schools are organized and how that may promote or

impede learning -- and yet these are about as basic a set of

questions as you can get.

This peripatetic and politicized dance of priorities in

educational research is not exclusive to the present

Administration of the Department of Education and OERI, though

it may be more extreme. It has been a problem at least since

the creation of NIE, the forerunner of OERI, and has persisted

despite various reorganizations. A number of reasons are

apparent for this condition. First, there has been little or no

systematic solicitation of the advice of education groups and,

particularly, practitioners about what issues, priorities and

problems they see in schools and students, let alone their

notions about what the research agenda should be. This omission

is tantamount to a public health agency failing to keep in touch

with medical practitioners (and vice versa) about the pattern of

cases they are seeing. Although there has never been a good

structure for field reporting, as it were, in the past few years

the gulf between the main federal education research agency and

practitioners has become enormous. One reason for this is the

cutback of research dollars, which has prevented federal

education research managers from going into the field, as they

once did, and developing an agenda from the ground up. Another

reason seems to be the special contempt and hostility of the

present Administration toward public education, its constituency

groups and practitioners. And another and longstanding reason

-5-
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is the artificial barriers that have been created and maintained

between research and practice.

Another explanation for the unstable and frequently

politicized education research agenda is that the money for

research has been so modest and so much of it has been earmarked

for labs and centers, that there's very little left to support

other people, very few opportunities or incentives to stick to

an issue (even in labs and centers), and even fewer

opportunities or incentives for non-lab and -center researchers

and new scholars to enter the field. I am not inherently

opposed to labs and centers. I am more familiar with the work

of the centers than the labs and have found much of their

research enormously valuable. But the result -- again, not of

Viz evistence of labs and centers, but of the scarce overall

research dollars -- is that research is concentrated in just a

few institutions, among a relatively few people and their

relatively few graduate students, and on a relatively fixes set

of issues that may or may not be viewed as important at the next

funding cycle or to the next Administration. It is very hard to

focus attention on deep and difficult questions and to encourage

the best minds to enter and persist with education research

under this set of circumstances.

A third reason for this shifting nature of educational

research priorities is that education research has been oversold

and underchanged -- and in this instance I don't mean money.

For whatever set of good or bad reasons, from the inception 9f

HIE to the present moment of OERI the promises made and

expectations raised about the power of education research to

quickly improve practice and cure the ills of American
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education have been wildly inflated. No other field has

promised as much (and received so little to pursue those

promises). Every field instead says, "We have a set of

difficult problems, and it will take a long time to solve them.

We have some hunches, but there will be many false starts and

blind alleys before we find a promising avenue. It will take

the work of many researchers and practitioners, all learning

from one another's mistakes and leads, and much testing -- a

sustained effort. We do not ask that you leave LI:: entirely

alone -- after all, these are public funds. But such that we do

will not seem immediately relevant or useful, and it will take a

long time, if aver, before a 'magic bullet' is found, especially

in a complex human endeavor. We will do our best." If the

federal education research agencies have ever said anything like

this to Congress, I would be surprised. I certainly know that

when education researchers say this to their funding agencies,

they are denigrated as ivory tower impracticals, pretentious

excuse mongerers for their own irrelevant agendas. (I have my

own frustrations with many education researchers, but this is

not one of them.)

hot surprisingly, Congress has consistently held education

research to a higher standard than it does research in any other

field. And, equally unsurprising, it has always found it

deficient. There is, after all, no "penicillin" in education,

no manual of universal cures, no accounting of how many IQ

points or SAT scores have been raised as a result of which piece

of research. There has been no "quick fix" -- and the few that

have been advertised that way by the government and imposed on

-7-
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schools have been very destructive. There has, however, been an

impressive accumulation of relevant, useful and, sometimes,

powerful research. And all too frequently, the pursuit, refine

ment, and 1,esting of this research has been ground to a halt

because of the intolerance for anything less than a magic

bullet. In any other field, for example, conflicting results or

ambiguity signals a new point of departure, a redoubling of

efforts. In education, it frequently spells the end of support

for a line of research, a budget cut -- or, at the very least,

an occasion for ridicule.

The federal agencies that support medical research did not

create the expectation that a cure for cancer or heart disease

would be quickly found, despite the far more generous funds

invested in these endeavors. Nor were researchers' feet held to

the fire of immediate relevance, utility, and payoff by these

funding agencies. Congress has certainly not punished these

agencies for not yet succeeding in entirely solving these

problems, and the minute and painstaking pieces of research

sponsored by these agencies have not been held up to ridicule

and branded as useless. A longterm view has not only been

tolerated, it has been encouraged. A finding of "it depends,"

or it only works for 25% of the population and under these

circumstances" is regarded as a breakthrough. Isn't it time to

apply this paradigm to education research?

Isn't it also time to encourage research and development on

new paradigms of education? I am constantly struck by how the

priorities of federal education agencies, and, therefore, ine

:esearch they have sponsored, has taken the status quo of

-8-
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education -- its organization, structure, assumptions about

learning and teaching and the like -- as givens, albeit to be

improved, but givens. I know of no other fields save education

whose structure, technology and basic ways of operating (and

problems) have remained unchanged for over 150 years. There are

many reasons for this, but a few stand out. One is the almost

total absence of support for research by practitioners on what

they practice. Anothar, and related reason, is the virtual halt

in experimentation with and development of new paradigms and

practices. I realize the difficulties of this in education, but

other fields face the same ethical and other considerations in

working with human subjects but nonetheless manage successfully.

Certainly in education there seems to be no reluctance to impose

untested "innovations" on teachers and students -- and often

with disastrous results. There is therefore very little excuse

for the failure to engage in development, demonstration, testing

of new models in education, especially when participation is

voluntary. Finally, and once again, the structure of the

federal role in education research, at least as it has been

discharged in its chief education research agency, NIE and now

OERI, is such that it is exceedingly difficult to gain support

for that which is not immediately "relevant' or seemingly useful

or outside the realm of some short-term priority or traditional

paradigm.

So what to do? The history of our federal education

research effort as Incarnated by NIE and OERI has been a short,

troubled, and turbulent one. It nas been marked by a surfeit of

politics, short-term tninking, a declining budget and declining

-9-
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confidence, and much demoralization. There is tragedy in that,

not only because the promise was so great but because so much

good work has indeed been produced. Nor has there been a lack

of dissemination, though sometimes poor work is disseminated

while good work is withheld. Research has sometimes even found

its way into practice, though here again I wish some of it had

not and other findings had. And if much of practice has not

been influenced by the best of research, the fault is neither

the research nor the dissemination efforts of the researchers or

of the sponsoring agencies; the reason is the fact that our

school system is depressingly anti-intellectual and is not

organized to consider, debate, and use research (save frequently

of the worst sort that tends to get imposed top-down). The

federal education research establishment did not create that

situation, but neither has it done much to help understand or

change it. Indeed, it has sometimes exhibited the same anti-

intellectualism.

Given this short, tumultuous and under-funded history of

NIE/OERI, and given my belief that the expectations and

assumptions about education research that have been ingrained

into Congress by NIE/OERI -- and which are part of the problem

of the federal role in education research -- would be hard to

change, I think that a new beginning may be warranted. I am not

talking about yet another reorganization of NIE or OERI, f

despite a number of reorganizations, the basic proolems hay(

persisted and some have been exacerbated (though good progress

has been made in the statistics area under the capable and

experienced leadership of one of education's finest civil

-10-
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servants). What I am instead proposing is a commission to study

the persistent problems of the federal role in education

research, and the reas ". for them; the range of

education-related research in other agencies, such as the

Defense Department and the NSF, and what can be learned from how

these enterprises are organized and work; the structure and

conduct of other federal research agencies that are involved

with large-scale issues, such as agriculture and public health;

and what all of these tell us about how to organize the federal

role in education research and the agency or agencies that

discharge that responsibility, and how to ensure an adequate

supply of top-flight people, including practitioners, working in

a sustained way on enduring issues in education.

It may be that the current wheels will be reinvented, but I

suspect not. For we have been bumping along now for quite some

time, leveling the same charges and counter-charges, veering off

in new directions sometimes even before there is a turn in the

road and abandoning old directions sometimes just as the scenery

gets greener. I strongly believe that the structure of our

schools, and the assumptions and traditional paradigms that

undergird it, is strongly implicated in the persistent problems

our public education system, its students and teachers, face. I

am far less expert on the structure of research or of the

federal role in education research, but my strong hunch is that

the way we have structured chat role is implicated in the

disappointments we have had, both warranted and not, in the

conduct and results of education research.

END
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Ms. Chelimsky.

STATEMENT OF ELEANOR CHELIMSKY, DIRECTOR. PROGRAM
EVALUATION AND METHODOLOGY DIVISION, GENERAL AC-
COUNTING OFFICE

Ms. CHELIMSKY. Thank you. Good morning, Chairman Owens.
Hello, Mr. Williams, Mr. Hayes. It is a pleasure to see you again. I
am really happy to be here this morning to talk about our recent
study, our GAO study of education information produced by the
Department of Education.

Let me introduce two people who are here with me today, Dr.
Lois-ellin Datta and Dr. David Cordray, who worked on the study. I
am just going to quickly summarize. I know you have the state-
ment and I would ask that it be made a part of the record.

As I was listening to the panel just before this, I really had the
feeling that our paper is kind of baseline data for everything that
everybody said. You know, you can't imagine a cler rer illustration
of the "limping" research the quote from Representative Flood.

Also I should tell you this is a very unusual situation for the
GAO. The Department, the Department of Education, agrees with
our findingsthis is a very extraordinary thing for usand has
said publicly, "The GAO has it just about right." I don't remember
that having happened with a department in a long time. What is
really good about it is, it means we can dispense with some spar-
ring and get down to brass tacks.

What new knowledge, then, did our study produce about educa-
tion information? I have five findings that I want to report to you.

First, the production of education information declined enor-
mously between 1980 and 1985. By information I mean research,
evaluation, statistical surveys. Grants and contracts decreased by
65 percent for research, by 79 percent for evaluation over the 6-
year period. Statistical surveys fell by 31 percent, but only over a 4-
year period, so it is probably more if you take it in a larger period.
The amount of information the Congress and the public are getting
about the national education enterprise, then, has been diminish-
ing rapidly.

Second, the kind of information being produced has changed. Be-
tween 1980 and 1985 the percent of awards made for new data col-
lection declined from 65 percent to 11 percent, while activities like
dissemination of information already produced moved up to 89 per-
cent of all awards. I am a great believer in dissemination, but 89
percent? That is really quite a lot.

Third, the locus of information production has changed. In 1980
institutions received only 25 percent of research awards, whereas
in 1985 they got 56 percent, more than double, so the diversity of
sources for information production has shrunk.

Fourth, we looked carefully at the quality of statistical programs.
After all, if the data are technically flawed or are irrelevant to
policy concerns, it hardly matters how much you get. What we
found was mixed. The National Assessment of Educational
Progress rated high. As everyone says, that always turns out look-
ing very credible, no matter what kind of a look you give it. The
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Fast Response Survey System rated medium on technical quality
but high on relevance; the common core of data was poor technical-
ly. An aggravating factor here was that the problems we found had
been going on for decades.

Finally, we think the major influences on the decline of educa-
tional information have been these: severe reductions in fi .pding
levels since the early seventies, down more than 70 percent despite
an increase of 38 percent in the Federal investment in education as
a whole over the sarne peri', d, so a precipitous decrease in funds.
Another influence has been continual changes in leadership and
priorities in the Federal eduation establishment, yet information
needs to be built carefully and cumulatively over the years, with
steady direction based on what we need to know atr nit education
and what is possible to find out rather than what wir look good.
Finally, we found some evidence of technical pract.,,i,,s that really
need to be improved.

What do we conclude from our work? Four things: First, since ev-
eryone agrees that sound information about education is important
for making sound education policy, we think the precipitous trend
in declining information production must be reversed.

Second, when funding is scarce there is always a temptation to
favor information that is easy to produce, like new dissemination of
old products, versus information that is hard to produce, like new
research and evaluation. Yet to give a low priority to new knowl-
edge is a dangerous strategy for an information function and one
that will be costly over the long term. I am not saying not to do
dissemination; I am saying the balance needs to be maintained. We
would like to see broad-based oversight that takes into account the
diversity of information needs of many users.

A third conclusion is the importance of a carefully prim itized re-
search agenda. We don't believe that great breakthroughs in re-
search are likely to result from a strategy of dispensing a very
little bit of money evenly across a very large number of research-
ers.

Finally, we think that just providing more funds will not solve
the problems we found. More money is needed, but so is stability,
leadership, rigorous technical oversight, and courageous prioritiza-
tion.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks. I would be happy to
answer any questions later.

[The prepared statement of Eleanor Chelimsky follows:]
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

It is a pleasure to be here today to report to you on our study of

the condition of information on education in the United States.

The results I present here come from our report entitled Education

Information: Cnanges in Funds ano Priorities Have Affected

Production and Quality (GAO/PEMD-88-4). Today, I would like to

highlight our central findings and discuss their implications. Our

work covered selected years between 1973 and 1986.

I want, in particular, to make three points. The first is that in

my opinion, sound information about education is important--even

vital--to educational reform and to oversight. The second point is

that we have found reason for concern about the production of

education data--that is, whether this sound information will be

available. The third point is that the reasons for the problems we

found are complex. They include lack of resources, but that is not

the whole story. Thus, turning the situation around is likely to

take time and to require in itself considerable information and

monitoring.
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The Importance of Information About Education

As you know, although education in this country is a responsibility

of the states, the federal government spent nearly $20 billion in

fiscal year 1987 to support all levels of - ducation. In 1867, the

Congress authorized the creation of a noncabinet Department of

Education to obtain information on the condition of education for

purposes of identifying emerging needs, determining how well

programs are working, and promoting educational improvement, an

authorization continued and expanded over the years.' I think that

today, no less than in 1867, it is critical to have high-quality

information for overseeing federal educational resources, assessing

the progress the nation has made in improving educational access

and quality, and identifying shortfalls yet to be dealt with

successfully. By high-quality information, I mean information that

is relevant, timely, technically adequate, and usable for policy

decisions.

'Although the Department of Education was not made a cabinet
department until 1979, we refer to it as the Department of
Education.

2
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Reason for Concern: The Production mf Information

Federally sponsored research and statistical and evaluative

information on education declined dramatically during the past

decade. With regard to research, the number of grants and

contracts awarded decreased from 476 in 1980 to 168 in 1985. .he

change from 1980 to 1985 was the most dramatic for the unsolicited

proposal program in the National Institute of Education (NIE,

because it was cut completely.

Declines in awards for evaluation* were also substantial. he high

level of activity that began late in the 1970's (80 or more awards

annually) peaked at 114 in 1980 and began to drop in 1981, leveling

off to between 25 and 28 activities annually. From 1980 Lo 1985,

tne decline was 79 percent. The biggest overall decrease followed

the passage of block grant legislation, which affected many of the

elementary and secondary education programs that had previously

received the bulk of the evaluation support and review.

The total number of statistical surveys, planned or conducted by

the National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES), now named

the Center for Education Statistics (CES), grew by 49 percent (from

37 to 55) between 1974 and 1980.2 However, between 1900 and 1983,

2In the department's October 1985 reorganization, NIE ..nd NCES
were disttinued am aeparate agencies and all their functions and
activities were assigned to the five operating units of the Office
of Educational Research And Improvement. (The five units are
Office of Research, Center for Education Statistics, Programs for

3
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the number of surveys fell by 31 percent, returning to its 1974

aggregate level. In addition, the intervals between statistical

data collections increased, and technical support to states for

data collection was sharply reduced. For example, over the 9 years

we examined, there was a 20-percent decline in annual surveys

(which permit cietailed analyses of trends) and an 83-percent

increase in occasional or one-time surveys.

Concern over the quantity of awards is heightened by three other

significant changes.

Shift Away From New Data Collection

First, not only was less information produced: we also found

changes in priorities. For the National Institute of Education's

portfolio of activities, there was a shift away from new data

production to service-oriented activities, such as dissemination of

results and the provision of expert witnesses in civil rights

cases. Sixty-five percent of NIE's 1980 awards were for new data

collection, but only 11 percent of the 1985 awards were dedicated

to this function. In our view, this shift was so dramatic that the

the Improvement of Practice, Information Services, and Library
Programs.) CES performs most of the former responsibilities of
NCES. And although some NIE responsibilities have been transferred
to the new units, the Office of Research now carries out the
activities of NIE that we discuss in this statement. Because our
revie, covers the period prior to the departmental reorganization,
we refer to each unit by the name applicable during that period- -
that is, NIE, NCES, and the Office of Planning, Budget, and
Evaluation (OPBE).

4
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availability of up-to-date information to disseminate to teachers

and other practitioners may be seriously jeopardized.

Fewer Areas Investigated

Second, fewer educational areas were investigated in 1985 ttan in

1980 through research grants. In 1980, for example, 56 of 293

awards for new data collection went toward studies of special

populations, such as minorities and women. In 1985, there were

five such studies. Some areas such as learning in nonschool

settings and areas identified as "school problems" (including such

issues as dropouts and delinquency) received no new data collection

funds in 1985; in 1980, there were 33 awards. Even for the topics

that have frequently been identified as important areas for

educational improvement--for example, improving teacher

preparation; strengthening curricula in mathematics, science, and

English; more-effective instruction; classroom management and

school leadership--there were few awards for new data collection in

1985.

Information Producers Changed

Third, there was a shift among those who carried out the work of

producing information, and the procurement process became more

constrained. The proportion of research awards made to

department-sponsored institutions (for example, laboratories and

5
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budgetary declines in two ways. The number of target populations

was reduced from five principal groups (9-, 13-, and 17-year-olds

in and out of school and adults) to three (9-, 13-, and 17-year-

olds who remain in school), and the assessment cycle was altered

from annual to biennial, or longer, some content areas only being

assessed at 4- and 6-year intervals. This is important because the

ability of NAEP to record changes in performa"ce depends on

maintaining short intervals between assessments. As an interval

increases, the ability to signal changes becomes more limited.

Further, many groups, including students younger than 9 years old,

are not assessed by NAEP.

The Common Core of Data--a primary source of nationwide information

on elementary and secondary institutions--was not rated high on any

of the four indicators, although some data elements were found to

be adequate. In general, data were not comparable across states,

mainly because data elements were reported at different levels of

aggregation or were derived from different definitions and data

collection procedures. Problems with CCD have long been

recognized, but few have been solved. Commendably, the department

is currently making efforts to improve some parts of the CCD.

The Fast Response Survey System was rated moderate to high on

quality, especially given the low budgets associated with each

survey. The system has been responsive to the information needs of

7
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national centers) increased substantially from 1980 to 1985. In

1980, those institutions received 25 percent of the awards in three

major program areas, compared to 56 percent in 1985. The

cumulative result of various shifts in awards is that the majority

of the department's information producers were institutions or

contractors. This shift is a concern because, while contracts may

be the most applicable when there is a specific request for

information (for example, a congressionally mandated study) or when

continuity in data gathering is necessary (for example, in a

statistical series), their use as the predominant vehicle for

funding research may be inappropriate. Compared to the grants

mechanism, for example, a contract is likely to constrain rather

than broaden inquiry.

Reason for Concern: The Quality of Information

Turning to our concern for the soundness or quality of information,

we reviewed in-depth evidence regarding four dimensions of

quality -- relevance, timeliness, technical adequacy, and impact- -for

three statistical series--the National Assessment of Educational

Progress (NAEP), the Common Core of Data (CCD) for elementary and

secondary education, and the Fast Response Survey System.

In general, NAEP ranked high on all four dimensions, but it has

suffered some decline in relevance and timeliness in adapting to

fiscal constraints. In particular, it has been affected by

6
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the requesters and has minimized time delays by releasing findings

early. Reporting survey procedures could be impoved, however.

Methods for handling nonresponse and overall response rates were

not always reported in sufficient detail to assess the quality of

practice.

Complex Influences on Production and Quality

The overall picture, then, is one of many reasons for concern and

also of some successes with regard to educational information. In

examining the reasons for these problems and successes, we found

that resources play a mayor role but that lack of money was not the

only issue.

The fiscal resources for the department increased in current

dollars from approximately $6.1 billion in 1973 to $19.5 billion in

1986--an increase of 220 percent, or 38 percent in 1972 dollars.

The trends for fiscal support of the production of research and

statistical and evaluative information were quite different. Since

the mid-1970's, NIE experienced a 79-percent reduction 14 constant

1972 dollars; NCES experienced a 65-percent reduction; and the

Office of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation's resources declined by

64 percent. These reductions are in sharp contrast to the 38-

percent increase in the federal investment in education over this

same period.

8
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Viewed another way, changes in fiscal resources for education

information were more severe than was reported for other federal

agencies with similar missions. That is, while the real purchasing

power of overall federal research funds grew by 3.7 percent between

1980 and 1984, NIE's funding level declined by 48 percent.

NCES also suffered greater losses in funding than other statistical

agencies. While the investment in statistical activity, in

general, declined by 18 percent between 1980 and 1984, NCES

experienced a 28-percent reduction.

Evaluation also was hard-hit. Funds spent on evaluation contracts

declined by 63 percent; in general, resources for evaluation in

nondefense federal departments and agencies dropped by 37 percent.

Although all three types of information showed larger reductions

than similar agencies, the greatest discrepancy was for the

research function, followed by evaluation activities.

For research and statistical and evaluative information, the

patterns of declines in funding were consistent and precipitous.

Tney paralleled the reductions in awards discussed above. Further,

the consistency of decline in resources across these three types of

information suggests across-the-board reductions in information

rather than a substitution of statistics for either research or

evaluation.

9
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The Role of Mandates

The decline in funds interacted with two other factors. First,

although all information-gathering activities were affected by

budget constraints, congressionally mandated activities received

smaller reductions and thereby consumed an increasing share of

available resources. About 79 percent of NIE's resources for

research in 1984 went to legislatively required activities such as

the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) and the

laboratories and centers, in contrast to 55 percent in 1980.

This shift is important for three reasons. First, while mandates

can protect an activity by ensuring a sustained level of support,

other activities may be affected by insufficient funding or

staffing or both. Information-gathering activities that did not

carry a mandate were more vulnerable when faced with fiscal

constraints.

Second, specially mandated studies have a large but transient

effect on the operations of information-producing agencies.

Depending on a study's size or timing, it can consume a substantial

amount of a unit's resources, incurring opportunity costs with

regard to other activities. The problem is exacerbated when the

units experience losses in staff, as we observed.

10
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Third, with regard to quality, mandates alone are not sufficient to

ensure that high-quality information will be available when it is

needed. For example, the National Vocational Education Data System

was mandated in 1976, and after several years it was disapproved by

the Office of Management and Budget on the grounds of severe

technical problems. Here the system was mandated with little

consultation with the department, no resources were specially

appropriated, and the time for reporting information back to the

Congress proved to be unrealistic.

Changes in Leadership and Priorities

Changes in agency leadership and priorities also powerfully

affected the production and quality of information. Each of the

information units changed in top management positions during the

1980's. For example, NIE had a total of seven different directors

from 1980 to 1986, three of the seven serving as acting director.

At least 16 persons served in the five other top management

positions, one of which was created in 1984. In six cases,

individuals served on an acting basis or as special assistants.

NCES and OPBE showed similar patterns.

The consequences of management changes can be found in the

operation and priorities of the information-producing units. For

example, one identified priority for research at NIE in 1978 was

the study of complex learning skills. Many studies have shown that

11
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gaps among students are greatest in these skills and that this is

an area where our school system may be falling short. Despite a 3-

year effort to develop research proposals in this area--an effort

that resulted in 30 proposals being recommended for funding by

panels of experts--no awards were made. A change in directors had

meant that this was no longer seen as a priority area. In sum, the

cycle for research funding (from identification of a priority

through the award process to the reporting of results) may take

many years, but the tenure of the director is typically less than a

year. This is long enough Lo stop what had been started but not

long enough to see initiatives through to completion.

Turning the Situation Around Is Likely

to Take Time and Require Data and Monitoring

The situation we have sketched here is complex, and some of the

problems--particularly with the statistical information systems--

are long-standing. I believe it will be neither quick nor easy to

turn the situation around, involving as it does funds, how

priorities are set between mandates and discretionary studies,

leadership and staffing, and other factors.

This view is not shared by the department. In particular, citing

the many organizational changes initiated since 1985, the

department believes that our analyses do not reflect the current

situation. Ir face, its response states that "the department has

12
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taken clear and decisive action to address most of the problems

cited in the report" (emphasis added). In support of this claim,

the department enumerated how the information portfolio had been

augmented and the topical areas broadened.

In my view, it is too early to determine whether the organizational

and procedural changes that have been initiated will adequately

address the problems we identified in our report--or new ones that

the changes might create. For example, we know that the department

has funded many new centers and minicenters that may be collecting

new data however, detailed information was not available for us to

determine how many awards were directed at remedying the

educational disadvantages of various populations, for example.

While it is useful to have additional information on the

department's recent efforts, assessing whether the information that

is to be produced by these activities will be available and high

enough in quality requires more fine-grained evidence.

For example, the findings of our report could serve as a partial

baseline against which to assess the effects of departmental

initiatives to improve the technical adequacy, relevance, and

timeliness of the particular statistical activities covered by our

review. More generally, the framework for quality we applied could

be used as a basis for systematically examining other statistical

programs. In reviewing the department's comments on our report,

however, we found no mention of any plans to assess progress

13
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empirically. Making plans for a formal evaluation of recent

changes would be a most timely and useful endeavor.

For other nonstatistical information-gathering activities, a

fundamental part of any assessment of progress is the specification

of the appropriate indicators of success. In the case of research,

it seems to me that more is needed than a simple list of

activities. As our review shows, several types of evidence are

needed to determine whether appropriate information is being

produced. Pnrdsed as questions, they are, What educational areas

are being investigated? What target groups is information being

gathered on? Who is responsible for developing the research

agenda? What type of procurement process is employed? What

fraction of the awards is devoted to new data collection versus

support services? Will the new data that are to be produced be

sufficient to address important questions raised by the large range

of stakeholders in the educational community? Comprehensive

descriptive information will providi' the needed basis for

discussing the implications of various decisions that are made.

Where information gaps are uncovered, reprioritization or

augmentation could be initiated. Of course, ensuring the technical

quality of the research that is funded must remain a high priority

as well.

14
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Summary

In summary, we have found serious problems affecting the production

of high - quality information on the condition of education. As I

said earlier, there is no simple solution to these problems.

Insufficient funding is directly associated with some of the

declines in information production. But it is unlikely that merely

providing more money will allow the department lo recover from u''e

losses engendered by the reducti4ns in awards. Further, mandating

particular studies will not work unless resources (staff, time, and

money) are available. Technical oversight is probably needed to

ensure that high-quality information is produced. Finally,

broad-based oversight--that takes into account the diversity of

information needs of mll, potential users--concerning priorities on

what is to be collected, on whom, and under what type of funding

mechanism seems necessary to avoid many of the notable losses in

information tnat we chserved.

Mr. Chairman. thtd concludes my statement. I will be happy to

answer any questions the subcommittee may have.
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Mr, OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. Purves.

STATEMENT OF ALAN C. PUItVES, I)IRECTOR OF THE CENTER
FOR WRITING AND LITERACY, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Mr. PURVES. Thank you very much, Mr. Owens, Mr. Williams,
Mr. Hayes. In addition to my prepared testimony, I have been
asked £.s chairman of the International Association for the Evalua-
tion of Educational Achievement [IEA), which is a cooperative asso-
ciation of national research institutions, to comment on possible ex-
planations for the relatively poor performance of United States stu-
dents in the recent IEA mathematics and science studies which
were described by Dr. Coleman in the previous panel.

It would also appear from these rcsults that the relative position
in both subjects of the U.S. students has slipped over the past two
decades, but such is not necessarily the case, since there have been
shifts both in the countries participating and in the precise defini-
tions of the groups of students tested. As my written testimony
states, any comments that I make at this point must be tentative.
They are suggestions as to where to look in the vast array of data
and in follow-up inquiries for various kinds of classroom observa-
tion and other sorts of research that should be undertaken follow-
ing surveys of this sort. I would propose five areas in which to ex-
plore the data.

It may be that U.S. students simply spend less time studying
mathematics and science. This is not simply a matter of the length
of the school day or the school year, but the difference between one
course in biology in one year, followed by a course in chemistry
and a course in physics, as opposed to parallel courses in the three
subjects taught over three or four years. We have gone for a layer
cake approach, and other people have criticized us for it.

It may be that the tracking practices in the United States dimin-
ish the amount of engaged time in studying school subjects for a
large number of students, and this affects primarily the poor and
the disadvantaged and minorities. They appear to spend a lot of
time in review and "busy work" rather than in learning new con-
cepts and information. It may be that U.S. students, particularly at
the preuniversity level, have simply had less schooling than their
counterparts in other systems of education.

It may be that the way science and mathematics are taught in
the United States is both less effective and has lower expectations
concerning student performance than is the case in other systems.
The IEA study, like the NAEP study, very often provides facts but
it cannot, neither study can say what the level of expectations
might be, and these are up to the public at large.

It nasty be, as others have suggested, that the social fabric in the
homes and the schools of the United States is less supportive of
academic performance than it is in other systems of education.

These are but five possible areas where analysis of the IEA data
might be revealing and might point to policy solutions to the prob-
lem of low comparative achievement, but we cannot move beyond
conjecture without exploring the data, and no one can explore the
data without adequate support. I might add that the U.S. report on
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the IEA study of written composition. which seems to be coming up
with somewhat similar results but perhaps different ones, that the
U.S. report is not being written because there has been -io support
to undertake the necessary analysis of the data.

I would like to reiterate two of the five points of my testimony
which you already have. The first is tnat studies like the IEA stud-
ies provide detailed survey data on student performance in various
academic subjects against a broad spectrum of information con-
cc ning the students, teachers, and schools. They seek to provide
good, benchmark data without necessarily the kind of poor norms
that Mr. Shanker was talking about. They seek to enable research-
ers to undertake subtle comparisons of educational practice and
performance across national boundaries. Internationally, the pro-
pose to carry out a series of cyclical studies into the next two dec-
ades, into the 20th century, looking in a 3- or 4-year cycle at liter-
acy, mathematics, science, and other aspects of cultural learning.

Currently, the funding for studies like thisof which IEA is an
examplein the United States is haphazard. In other countries,
such studies form part of the educational budget and planning, up
to 10 percent in Sweden. A single study costs approximately $2 mil-
lion for national costs and another $2 million for internationt..
costs over the 6-year life of the study. This means a budget outlay
of approximately $350,000 per year fur a country and approximate-
ly $50,000 per year as a contribution to the international costs.
There is no other international funding, save national contribution.

Such is hardly a major item on a bud, f. These funds are now in
the budgets of several OECD member-countries. Yet the raii'rig of
funds to support U.S. participation has been a serious problem for
each of the studies over the past 25 years, and it seems cloudy for
the future, despite the good will of people in the various Federal
agencies, and there has been a great deal of good will but a lack of
funds.

There have been a number of reasons for the problem, among
them issues such as sole source projects, the difficulty for some in
realizing they have to cooperate in a design rather thar dictate it,
changing personnel in the agencies and, most important, the lack
of a permanent budget line for international studies. None of these
is insuperable, and I believe that the approach of developing an or-
ganizationeither governmental or a quangoto oversee the ad-
ministration and collection of educational research and assessment
data might go a long way toward solving both the problem of con-
tinuous funding and the problem of underutilization of research
data within the United States.

Organizations in England, Japan, the Netherlands, Australia,
and Italy, to name a few, have successfully surmounted these prob-
lems and have been steady participants in. and supporters of orga-
nizations like IEA that have had long-term goals and objectives.
They have also cooperated well with national assessment. What-
ever the mechanism, I believe that this committee can help steer a
course to a regularization of U.S. participation in international
educational research and assessment. Thank you very much for the
privilege of testifying this morning.

[The prepared testimony of Alan C. Purves follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF ALAN C. PURVES, CHAIRMAN,

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE EVALUATION OF EDUCATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT OEM

BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION, APRIL 20, 1988

SUMMARY

THE IEA STUDIES PROVIDE DETAILED SURVEY DATA ON STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN vARiCUS ACADEMIC

SUBJECTS AGAINST A BROAD SPECTRUM CF INFORMATION CONCERNING THE STUDENTS, THEIR

TEACHERS, AND THEIR SCHOOLS

i THE lEA STUDIES ENABLE RESEARCHERS TO MAKE SUBTLE COMPARISONS Of EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

AND PERFORMANCE ACROSS NATIONAL BOUNDARIES,

THE IEA STUDY RESULTS HAVE SHOWN THAT THE MAJCR FORCE BEHIND STUDENT PERFORMANCE

APPEARS TO BE THE CURRICULUM AND THE OPPORTUNITY IT PROVIDES FOR STUDENT LEARNING,

THE lEA STUDY DATA SAVE BEEN AND CONTINUE TO BE UNDER-ANALYZED AND SO POSSIBLE

SOLUTIONS ELUDE THE RESEARCH AM DEVELOPMENT COI' muNiTY

IN THE PAST FIFTEEN YEARS THE UNITE) STATES GOVERNMENT HAS CUT BACK DRASTICALLY ON ITS

SUPPORT CF THESE STUDIES AND HAS NOT MADE A LONG-TERM COMMITMENT TO FUND ITS NATIONAL

AND INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPATION IN THEM,

Background

Clearly one of tht. best Indices of the effectiveness t i an educational

system Is the performance of the students who go through that system.

Although many educators have bemoaned the metaphor of Input-process-

output as applied to schools, one finds it hard to deny that one major

function of schools around the world lz to change the students by Insuring

that they be more informed and more skillful in matters concerning the

Intellect, the physical body, and the soul. There have been rixonv.w.ays of.
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consderIng this aspect of school effectiveness One of the most frequently

used around the world is by counting the number of percentage of those who

complete schooling Such a statistic is often seen as a surrogate for

literacy, for example. as if the performance of a student can be equated

with the level of schooling attained This indicator, school or grade

completion rate, however, has recently been criticized as masking the fact

that In many systems of education completion can have little to do with

learning so that scho6: graduates cannot read or do simple mathematics.

The demand on the part of educational systems to have better

inaicators of tne Success of the system lieS behind the work of the

international Assoc 3tion for the Evaivation of Educational Achievement

(lEA1 in genera! -nese assessments nave differed from previous tests

including tne vat, E :tanaarclized achievement tests in their function and

their form Tney ?unction is not to differentiate among students as

individuals nor s J to measure sometning tailed intelligence, aptitude, or

ability The function is to measure tne effectiveness of a scnool or school

system and Enemy to deal with tne sorts of content tnat scnools purport to

be about The consequent form, therefore, is to measure as fully as possible

tne various domains or learn.ng from cookery to nuclear physics, from

sports to the writing poetry These domains must be clearly related to tne

,:urriculum of the school System, what it is tnat tne Schools intend for

students to learn

These projects have been research studies that have produced varloo

educational indicatorS The IEA Studies In particular have pointed to the

relative performance of comparable groups of students in various countries.

The results of these stud= have caused concern among policy makers at
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various levels of govenment throughout the world The most recent round of

Studies, that In Science.ifor example, has caused concern in Italy, Sweden,

and the United States and forms one of the reasons for my being asked to

testify at this hearing. I shall first say something of the way in which lEA

has operated and something of its major findings, and I shall then address

the research needs that follow from these Sorts of studies I have aw,f, ded

a brief description of lEA and a paper on the future activities .of the
association

Tne ,EA Research Strategy

Over the years of Its history, lEA has developed tests to compare

nat:onal performance on the following subjects. mathematics, reading

comprehension, sc e-,ce, literature, English as a foreign language, French as

a foreign language, c/v:c education, and written composition it is currently
in the process of developing measures of computer knowledge, and of

reading literacy, and Is contemplating a measure of social values and moral

education There is an unparalleled wealth of experience in curricular
analysis, test construction, and scoring among the various people who have

developed lEA measures These measures have included cognitive mutltple-

choice measures, attitude scales and inventories, preferential scales, direct

measures of writing, speaking, and practik.al laboratory work in science,

and observational schemes for classrooms and group work. The tests are

supplemented by extensive questionnaires to teachers, students and school

leaders The result Is one of the richest data sources on student
achievement and its correlates presently available to educational

researchers and policy makers
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The purpose of this activity Is to provide a source of data for
research and avelopment and for decision makers at all levels That source

has been under-utilized, particularly In the United States where the data
have not been fully analyzed in order to probe into the possible reasons for
the shortcomings of American students and schools The number of follow-

up analyses has been few and the data banks havc not been made readily

available to researchers and decision-makers at vas sous levels. They exist,

but they have not been well used, in part because of their t.vv'plexity but In

great measure because their existence has not been well spread through the

existing research dissemination networks. The following provides an

example of how such further analyses might be performed.

An Example of How the IEA Data Might be Usea

The major concern of those working on the lEA measures over the past

twenty-five years has been that of validity Since ;EA is concerned with

comparing the performance of comparable groups of students in different

countries, speaking different languages, and innabiting differing cultures, a
main issue of its test-constructors has been the development of neutral yet

meaningful measures. As some have said, the tests "strive to be equally

unfair to everyone' The tests have also been paired with measures that
seek to describe the differences among systems of education as well as

their commonalities. This is why there have been a variety of measures of

attitude and preference and why there have been content analyses of student

performance as well as measures that can be summed up on a single scale.

The aim has been to develop Indicators of student learning that accurately
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reflect the relative performance of groups of students on common measures

yet show the differences between curricula and school systems

One of the major ways by which this dual feat 's accomplished is

through an index known to lEA as 'opportunity to learn As far as I know it

is a feature unique to lEA measures. and one that has been consistently used

since tne first mathematics study in the early 1960 s This index is based

on an indication by the teacners of the students tested as to whether the

material or process or concept measured by a specific item has been

presented to the student and how recently it has been presented. The

various lEA studies nave experimented with different ways of determining

Opportunity to Learn In some cases it has been by a single question; in some

by a set of questions tnat seek to disentangle curricular history, and in

some by a series of Petalled luestions on methods of teaching. There have

also been Intel-stews of teachers after the testing as well as interviews and

questionnaires given the students themselves in two studies the same

measures nave been given to both student and teacner with a request to

estimate the order of importance of various items

Whatever the method, the result has teen to show that at the
operational level of schooling there is variation between and within

systems of education as to the opportunity students have had to master a

particular concept, learn a particular procedure, or adopt a particular

cognitive style, each of which is seen as an Important aspect of schooling.

The Opportunity to Learn indices have often explained differences in student

Performance that might at times appear to make one system's student

appear better taught than another's. In mathematics and science, different

sub-topics are covered, in reading, literature, and writing different genres
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and different strategies are stressed, in foreign languages different

emphases are placed on the skills of reading writing, speaking, and

listening, in civic education different relationships are set among the
various civic and valk.es The Opportunity to Learn analyses in some

countries Including tr.? United States nave shown that tne more complex

aspects of reading comprehension inference and critical reading--are not

taught to many students They can be successfully taught, nowever, as the

performance and opportunity to learn ratings in other countries show. The

same appears to be true in science, written composition, and mathematics.

These sorts of analyses must be further pursued.

Summary. Conclusion and Recumenciat ions

Other sorts of analysis of the data might explore the effects of

tracking on student oerformance, the relationship between home support and

scnool performance, the effect of specific teaching practices, and the

relationship between achievement and other attitudes and interests of the

students The data to raise specific hypotheses for further experimentation

and Investigation reside within the lEA data sets. The fact that there are

parallel data from other countries enables researchers to see the extent to

which a certain relationship is general or specific to one country or

educational system The ICA data sets provide .1 rich source for researchers.

Currently they are not being well used. The National Academy of Education

has recently completed an analysis of the problem and has made

recommendations ^oncerning permanent funding of 4.11e lEA data banks In

order to make them readily available and accessible.
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lEA has developed great expertise in the assessment of student

Performance agai;,st a background of home, school, teacher and student
variables It has created measures that are used both nationally locally

as well as internationally lEA has developed expertise in sampling of school

populations, in the preparation of data files, and in the use of various

statistical techniques in the analysis of large data sets. In particular it has

developed great expertise In the analysis and Interpretation of results In
the light of tne culture of a system of education and its specific goals and

objectives. This expertise is apparent to a varying extent across the

studies in the curriculum analyses, the test and questionnaire items, the
rr thods of scorir,g, and the analysis and interpretation of results. AU of

these kinds of eApe-t ie are of use to all sorts cf systems of education no

matter what Its eLl--.3t:onal goal or educational concern Most systems of

education In tne w; need to have some w(, of looking at the results of

tneir eff3rts and e4.c-.ditures lEA is probably in a better position than any

other international organization to meet tnat need.

To this end, IEA nas agreed in principle to establish a recurrent cycle

of assessments, so as to provide a decennial census or educational

performance in at least three curriculum areas mother tongue or language

of instruction (including reading and writing), mathmatics, and science.

There IS also some call for the inclusion of both foreign language and

cultural studies (history and geography) The representatives from England

and Sweden are collaborating on an operational plan for such a census. This

project should, 1 mink, complement various national assessment projects

(although they cannot replace the national assessments which have other

uses and purposes) and should, I hope, be included in the budget planning
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cycles of the appropriate mlnIsteries
International comparisons of Student

performance are important for policy makers at all levels, from the
clasSroom to the cabinet They are an invaluable resource for the

educat'onal research community They are expensive if they are to be done
well. but lEA is developing a means of making the international costs
bearable

Currently the funding for the LEA studies in the United States is
haphazard in other countries the studies form part of the educational

budget and planning A single study costs approximately $2 million for
national costs and another $2 million for international costs over the six-
year life of the study ThiS means a budget outlay of approximately

$350.000 per year for national costs and $50.000 per year as a contribution

to international costs Such is hardly a major item Yet the raising of funds

to SubDOrt United States participation nas been a se lus problem for each

of tne studies, despite the goodwill of people in the various federal

agencies There have been a number of reasons for tne problem among them

tne issue of sole-source projects, the difficulty for some sn realizing they

nave to cooperate in the design rather than dictate it, changing personnel in

the various agencies, and the lack of a permanent budget line for

International studies None of these is an insuperable problem, and I believe

that the approach of developing a quasi-autononmous non-governmental

organization to oversee the administration and collection of educational

research and assessment data might ga a long way towards solving both the

problem of continuous funding and the problem of under-utilization of

research data within the United States Certainly organizations like that in

England, Japan, Australia, and Italy, to name but a few have successfully
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surmounted these problems and been steady Dar:IcIpants in and supporters

of organizations like IEA that have long-term goals and objectives

whatever tne result, I also believe tnat this Committee can nelp steer

a course to a regularilatiOn of united States participation in international

educatiOnal researcn and assessment Thank you very much for the privilege

of test ;lying this morning

Man C. Purves
Chairman
international Associalt ion for tne Evaluation of Educational Achievement
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In addition to my prepared testimony, I have been asked, as Chairman of the
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement
OEM to comment on possible explanations for the relatively poor
performance of United States students in the recent lEA mathematics and
science studies. It would also appear from the results that the relative
position in both subjects has slipped over the pest two decades, but such is
not necessarily the case since there are shifts both in the countries
participating and in the populations tested in various countries, thus making
temporal comparisons difficult. As my written testimony states, any
comments must be tenative; they are suggestions as to where to look in the
vast array of data and in follow-up inquiries. I would propose five
hypotheses to explore:

I. It may be that United States Students spend less time studying
mathmatics and science. It is not a matter of the length of the school yecr
or the school day but the difference between one course in biology in one
year followed by a course in chemistry end one in physics as opposed to
parallel course in the three subjects taught over three or four years.

2. It may be that the tracking practices in the United States diminish the
amount of engaged time in studying school subjects for a large number of
students. They appear to spend a large amount of time in review and busy
work rather than learning new concepts and information.

3. It may be that United States students at the pre-university level have
simply had less schooling than their counterparts in other systems of
education.

4. It may be that the way science and mathematics are taught in the United
States is both less effective and has lower expectations concerning student
performance than is the case In other systems.

5. It may be that the social fabric in the homes and schools of thr United
States is less supportive of academic performance than it is hi other
systems.

These but five possible areas where analysis of the lEA data might be
revealing end might point to policy solutions to the problem of low
achievement. Gut we ct.nriat move '%eyond conjecture without exploring the
data and we cannot explore the ,':out adequate support. I might add
Met the United States report on the !EA study of written composid.a is not
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being written because there has been no support to undertake the necessary
analysis. Let me reiterate my five main points.

WE EA STUDES PRONTE DETALED sURVEy DATA CN STUDENT PERFORMANCE V VAROUS ACADEMIC

SUBJECTS AGAINST A BROAD SPECTRUM OF NFORMAT ION CONcERNIN3 THE STUDENTS, TIER

TEACHERS, AND TIER SCHOOLS.

TIE EA STUDES ENABLE RESEARCHERS TO MAKE SUBTLE CONPARISONS OF EDUCAT EN AL PRACTICE

MD PERFORMANCE ACROSS NATIONAL BOUND/RES.

TIE EA STEW RESULTS HAVE %INN THAT TIE MAJOR FORCE MIND STUDENT PERFORMANCE

APPEARS TO BE TIE CURRICULUM AN) TIE OPPORTUNITY IT PROVIDES FOR STUDENT LEARNNO.

TIE EA STUDY DATA HAVE BEEN AN) COMMIE TO BE UNDER-ANALYZED ND SO POSSIBLE

SOLUTIONS ELME TIE RESEARCH ND DEVELOPMENT CONIILVITY.

IN THE PAST FIFTEEN YEARS TIE UNITED STATES GOVERMENT HAS CUT BACK DRASTICALLY CN ITS

SUPPORT OF THESE STWES AN) HAS NOT MADE A LCN3-TERM COMMENT TO FUN) ITS NATIONAL

AN) 'RUMAT ENAL PART ICPAT ON IN THEM.

Thank you again for the privlege of appearing before this committee.
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you. I want to thank all of the panelists.
Just in case Mr. Hayes has a time problem, I would like to let

him lead the questions.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have one very basic question that troubles me, and I guess it is

somewhat similar to the situation I ran into when I was sitting
down with a group of trade unionists in South Africa. I thought I
was in my own back yard and they would be receptive to some of
the inquiries that we were to make, and I told them that we were
on a factfinding mission by being there. One young trade unionist
sat up and said, very quickly, "We don't need any more seekers of
facts over here. The facts are well known as to our situation."

I raise that only to indicate some parallel between research and
what it can accomplish. I think that it is good that this committee
is going into it, but there are certain things wrong with our educa-
tional system that we don't need research to reveal.

The fundamental question that I raise, and I raise it to the whole
panel, do you really feel or have you concluded, as I have, that we
don't have the concern for offering the same educational opportuni-
ties to the economically disadvantaged in this country than we do
to the more affluent, because the direction we seem to be going
would indicate that we don't have that kind of feeling.

There seems to be a readiness to write off and I say this be-
cause I represent a district that a kid who is on public assistance,
after the third week of the month has to go to school hungry, and
it is hard to learn in that kind of atmosphere, yet we are constant-
ly under threat of discontinuing the kind of Federal assistance that
provides these kinds of programs. When I go into, for example, a
high school in my district which is predominantly black, you don't
have computers that are necessary in order to fit into this society
or learn. On the other hand, you can go into some of the suburban
high schools, or go into a military school and visit my little niece
on the base, and they have computers even at the sixth grade level,
so it causes me to conclude that I don't think we are really con-
cerned about educating many of our kids.

The second questionI will throw it all out there, and I think
this is more directed to you, Mr. Shankerthere is a decline in the
enrollment of people who want to study teaching as a profession. I
think it may reach a catastrophic situation if it continues to go asit is. What are theI know one of them is economic. People don't
have the money and they can't go to school. I think another is thesalary level the - teachers are paid makes it less attractive, but
don't you see this as a real problem that our Federal Government
particularly, and in cooperation with the State governments, has to
face up to? Otherwise we are going to have a real problem in being
able to even offer education to kids.

Those are the two questions.
Mr. SHANKER. I would like to respond, really, to three points that

you made. I appreciate the point of your first one. We do know that
we have plenty of problems out there, but I still think that even
research on the facts does some good.

For instance, we know that in the 1970's that the gap between
minorities and whites in terms of reading was very substantially
reduced. We don't know exactly why. I would hope that we had
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done research that would be more specific, to show that some of
the programs were partly responsible for that. We also know that
we now have a new tightening of standards, and I have some guess-
es that that will only help a certain number of students and will
not help any others, but we won't know whether my guesses are
right or whether the administration's are right or others are right
unless somebody collects that information.

So while the general point that we have substantial facts about
the major problems is true, there are still changes constantly in
how well or how poorly kids do. There are changes in dropout
rates. There are changes in various performance scores, and it. is
important to know those. It is *specially important to connect
those up with different things that we do, to see what dogs make a
difference.

I agree with your point that we don't provide equal educational
opport nity. The computers were a good point, and certainly the
tremendous gaps in dollar expenditures, percentage of teachers,
math teachers in different districts.

On the enrollment of teachers, the news on that is somewhat
better than it was a few years ago. The issue is complex. At the
time "A Nation at Risk" was written 5 years ago, only about 4 per-
cent of the kids in college said they waLited to become teachers.
More recent polls show that that is now up to about 10 or 11 per-
cent. We will actually need about 23 percent of all college gradu-
ates for the next 11 or 12 years, given the number of teachers who
are retiring and leaving for other reasons.

Part of the reason is money. Part of it has to do with working
conditions and satisfaction. Part of it hz..- to do with alternatives
elsewhere in the economy. Part of it has to do with the fact that in
the inidseventies there were a lot of teachers being laid off and dis-
missed because of declines in enrollment and also because of the
economy, a lot of college kids got the idea that this is a bad field
to go into. Now that they read about shortages and they read about
the interests of Governors and State legislators, many more of
them are lining up to come in.

Very important, though, is the question of how many, as you
have indicated. The other important question is, who is coming?
Are they people who should be teachers? We have very little infor-
mation on who they are and what the standards are. There has
been one effort by OERI to survey the States to see what kind of
testing or screenint, devices there are. We know that these devices
are at this point very low, but also that is another bit of informa-
tion that we need.

For instance, can a person become a teacher if they merely get a
65 percent on a sixth grade arithmetic test? Well, in some States
that is the case, so you might have an adequate number. See, there
is never a shortage if there are no standards, and so the question
now what we ought to do about it, it seems is clear. You have indi-
cated in your question a few of the things, but how many teachers
we have to some extent depends on college assistance programs,
grants and loans, and if we cut off the number of youngsters going
into higher education, there will be fewer.

I think the other issue is incentives. If we have a field where we
feel that it is socially desirable to direct students, we ought to have
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programs--there are some, but they are very inadequatewhich
will wipe out college loans for those students who agree to teach
for a certain number of years, especially in areas of shortage.
There are just not going to be enough mathematicians and scien-
tists in the next couple of years to take care of the needs of the
military and private industry and the public sector, so you have to
have some sort of a mechanism, I think either college scholarships
or payment of loans or some national incentive is needed here, not
so that they come with the schools forever because they are needed
in these othe, fields, too, but at least so that we get a part of the
time.

Ms. CHELIMSKY. I would like to speak to your first point, if I can,
the business about we know the facts and we don't need any re-
search, we don't-- -

Mr. HAYES. I didn't say we d.idn't need it, but I said some--
Ms. CHELIMSKY. I know. I understood your story, but it seems to

me that one of the problems chat you face when you make policy
here is that everybody think& they know the facts, but those facts
are often very different. What research does for you basically is, it
looks at the magnitude and the direction of what is in fact happen-
ing, so you can get a sense of how big the problem is from every-
body's point of view and whether it is changing, and whether it is
getting worse or getting better, and as Mr. Shanker just said, what
the interactions are with the kinds of things that you are trying to
work with.

So it seems to me that even when you think you know the facts,
if it is just what a group thinks, then you don't really know them,
and you can then be in a position where you make policy that isn't
going to last because you are going to have to come. back and look
at it again, so it seems to rae that it is hard to make the case. I do
agree there are many areas where we have done plenty of re-
search, and we know what the answers are and we should move
with those, but I don't think that is the case for everything and
always for the things that people think it is.

Mr. HAYES. Mr. Timmons.
Mr. TIMMONS. Thank you, Mr. Hayes. Just a quick comment on

your point about the shortage of teacher candidates. You did not
mention, but I think it was implicit in your statement that there
was an even greater shortage of minority teacher candidates.

Mr. HAYES. That's right.
Mr. TIMMONS. And in urban districts across this country we are

seeing, of course, burgeoning numbers of minority students in par-
ticularly inner-city schools, many of whom are disadvantaged, and
a corresponding decline :n the number of teachers who are also mi-
nority. We at NEA see this as an absolute emergency. I am think-
ing of a recent study that was released several weeks ago by the
American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education, that
showed that among the students now in college who are minority,
a smaller number profess an interest in pursuing teaching as a
career.

Obviously there are a number of steps that need to be taken,
some of which Mr. Shanker addressed about teachers in general, to
make the profession more attractive. Unfortunately, in one way
the education establishment, the schools, have been benefitting by
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the fact that minority students who were college graduates had few
options open to them in the professions, other than education, for
many years in this country.

That fortunately has changed for many of these talented individ-
uals, and they are able to pursue options in other professions, in
business and academia and so forth. That has frankly been to the
disadvantage of schools because with wider choices, fewer of these
talented minority people are choosing teaching as a career.

I think there are a number of avenues that need to be explored
to improve that situation, including better pay, better benefits,
more esteem for teaching as a profession. Every level of govern-
ment I think needs to play a role in that, including the Federal
Government.

Mr. OWENS. I think my first question relates to the point that
Ms. Chelimsky was making before about who has the facts, how do
you reach consensus on the facts. You also pointed out the need for
stability and leadership in the area of educational research and de-
velopment. Mr. Purves pointed out the fact that a highij desirable
activity, what seems to be a highly desirable activity, can't get
funding and support.

How do you react to the proposal of Mr. Shanker that an instru-
ment or an organization similar to a national foundation might
solve all these problems? The National Science Foundation doesn't
have that stability and that ongoing leadership? Are they insulated
from political decisionmaking, or would that or something similar
to that really be the solution to some of these problems? Would
their products and their enthusiasm be more acceptable by the
whole range of people who have to accept those decisionsthe Con-
gress, the profession, the administration that makes recommenda-
ticns for the budget, et cetera?

Ms. CHELIMSKY. Well, it is a very difficult problem that you have
in looking at that. There is no question about it. When Mr. Shank-
er was talking earlier about an area where you could go to do good
research, insulated to some degree from the political environment,
he mentio-ed the National Cancer Institute or the National Insti-
tutes of ealth, but they have not solved the cancer problem
either. I w.u!d point out to you, so that the issue of the outcome
and the issue of the structure and the process are not necessarily
related. What we are talking about here is how hard the problem
is.

Now the issue of consensus, research has a lot that it can do, you
know, the charisma of research. What is great about it is that
pen',1 e can agree about numbers to some degree but, as Dr. Cole-
man id earlier this morning, people have vested interests. It is
going .J be very difficult, no matter where you are, to get rid of
politicization. The people who are producing are going to be inter-
ested in research on production, so I think perhaps what you need
to think aboutI have to admit that recent'y it seems to me that
in the National Science Foundation things have gone extremely
well.

They seem to have been insulated quite well in the last few
years, but I remember early on when President Carter had set up a
directorate to look at whether criminal justice research should be

-)arated from the mainstream of the programs, that finally it was
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decided to put it in Justice simply because people felt that re-
search, standing on its own would never have a chance to get
funds, never have to a chance to get appropriations, so that the
issue of how you insulate the research function so that it can avoid
being politicized is one thing. At the same time, it needs to be able
to survive on the other, and it is not always easy for research to
survive when it is standing on its own.

So I think it is a complicated process. I don't think you can ever
get rid of politicization entirely, simply because people have their
own vested interests, so I am sorry to give you a Byzantine answer
there but I think it is a complicated question.

Maybe you have something more that you can- -
Mr. PURVES. Well, I would simply comment on my observation of

parallel organizations in other countries that, as I mentioned, there
are such organizations as the National Foundation for Educational
Research in England and Wales. That primarily works as a con-
tractual agency with the Department of Education and Science,
whereas the educational research institutes in both Japan and the
Netherlands, I think, are more like the National Science Founda-
tion or the National Institutes of Health.

I don't think that they have solved the problems of education in
their countries, either, but they do appear to be able to have long-
term research agendas which they are able to pursueand I think
this has been a problemand able, therefore, to project 5 and 10
years into the future, as to what the educational research agenda
might be, and I think that has been useful.

Mr OWENS. Yes. We don't expect research and development to
solve the problem, but how much improvement have we realized as
a result? I think, Mr. Shanker, you said that we are uperating
pretty much as we did 20C years ago and we really have not gone
forward as a result of research and development. After 20 years,
some labs have been funded for 20 yearsI mean centers for re-
search have been funded for 20 years, at x1 some labs have been
funded for a long timewe have been at this for some time. You
don't see very 'nuch useful product having come out of that
system?

Mr. SHANKER. I do see some useful products, especially from the
centers. I don't see very much of the labs so I am just not qualified,
but one of these centers, for instance, did put out, was responsible
for this becoming "A Nation of Readers,' and there are centers
that devote themselves to other problems. I see their work and I
am very impressed with it.

But I think that we are dealing here withthe issue is one that
we have a certgin way of dealing things. By the way. it is also the
way it is, by and large, done in England, France, Germany, and it
may very well be why they haven't solved these problems, either.
Basically, we have a single model of a school, and all the kids come
on a certain day, at a certain age in their lives, depending upon a
cutoff date. They all sit still, most of the time, and they listen to a
teacher, most of the time.

There are two ways of learning. Either you listen or you read a
book, and it is very muchif medicine were to behave the way we
behave, it would work something like this: You would go to a
doctor and say, "I have a problem." He would give you medicine; 3
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or 4 days later you would come back and you would say, "Doc, not
only didn't I get cured, but look what it did to me," and he would
say to you, "You've got a hell of a lot of nerve, not responding to
my medicine," and he would say that you are abnormal or some-
thing. You know, he would criticize you.

Well, of course doctor's don't. They say, "Well, I'm sorry. I gave
you the right thing but it doesn't work on everybody. Here, try
this." If that didn't work, he would try something else. In other
words, the doctor respects the fact that you are doing the best you
can to get well. It isn't your fault, and if you don't do it one way, it
is his job to find three or four ways.

Now there isn't any one pill or one medicine that cures people,
even of the same disease. Some of them will cure 30 percent, and
some of them 15, and some of them 20. Well, that is what educa-
tion is like. Nobody learns the same way. Nobody is going to learn
from the same lesson. Nobody is going to learn from the same
book, but that is not the way we organize schools. We say, "You
better learn from the same lesson, because I don't have the time to
teach 20 or 30 of you separately, and I don't have the time to go
over it tomorrow, and I don't have all sorts of different materials."

All we have is this one textbook, so all I have is this one medi-
cine, and if this one set of educational materials doesn't work on
you, then pretty soon you are going to start feeling stupidthat is,
the kid is who doesn't get it the first time or the first way. Once he
feels stupid and feels he can't do ic and stops trying, the whole
thing is over. You don't keep the kid in the game because educa-
tion is not like one of these cups here, where I am filling the kid
up. If all he had to do was sit still and I would fill him up, it would
be easy. He has to be engaged and involved. He has to do the work.

Now the problem is, we know that this model only works for
about 20 percent of the kids. Look at the NAEP research. When
you test kids who are 17 years oldthe dropouts have gone al-
ready, so these are the kids who are about to graduatewhat per-
centage of the kids can write a simple letter to the supermarket
down the block, giving two reasons why :Ley should be hired to get
a job? What percentage of graduating; kids can do that? Twenty
percent.

What percentage of the graduating kids can look at the railroad
timetable from Washington, DC to New York, and if you ask them,
"What train do you have to catch from Philadelphia to Washington
to get here by 6 o'clock, what time do you have to catch that
train?" What percentage of these graduating seniors can read that
timetable-4.9 percent. If you take all the blacks and Hispanics out
of the sample, it is 5.9 percent for whites.

What percentage of these kids can take six commt,n fractions
and arrange them in size places-12 percent. Now the evidence is
I mean, it is true that minori.ies and very poor aids are even fur-
thf r away from this, but the fact is that we are educating about 20
percent of the kids, not to Shakespearean standards or probability
theory or scientific understandir.,;, but to a level that one would
consider one needs to deal on a day-to-day basis with people on a
job or just in terms of being a citizen.

Now all sorts of new books have been tried, and new ways of
talking to kids, and new ways of rearranging little seats and things
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like that. Now what is wrong is that most kids can't learn the way
they are being taught, and what is needed here is an encourage-
ment not just of the research that says, "Go out and see what they
hm.', been doing for 200 years and see what you can change a little

What is needed also is the encouragement of totally differek.o,
types of models, which take into account that kids are different
and learn differently. We don't have much of that.

Mr. OWENS. Ms. Chelimsky, the department says they have
sought increases in their budgets for congressional appropria-
tionsI mean, they have sought increases in their budgets but con-
gressional appropriations have fallen far short of these requested
levels. Did your study find this to be true?

Ms. CHELIMSKY. Well, we looked at that outside the study a little
bit, and what we found was that over the 9-year period from 1980
through 1988, the appropriation was less than the request for 6 of
those years. The differences ranged from about $400,000 to $11 mil-
lion, or from 1 to 12 percent of the request. There were only 2
years, 1985 and 1987, in which the administration asked for in-
creases above the previous year's request. Foy these years, appro-
priations were higher than the previous year's appropriation but
they still fell short of the administration's full request, so 2 years
were the only times when that was really not the case.

Mr. OWE YS. Relative to other Federal departments or agencies
with similar missions, how have the research statistics and evalua-
tion functions within the Department of Education fared in terms
of their budgets? In particular, how does the trend for educational
research compare with research and development in the Depart-
ment of Defense? Perhaps you could give us right now some kind of
rough estimate, but later on you could elaborate on it in writing
for us?

Ms. CHELIMSIfY Sure. Well, in fact, with regard to the other
agencies, there really is a lot of variation there. Some of them have
gone up, very few. In general, most of them have gone down, but
education has really been sorely tried among those. Of the units
that lost resources, education had the fifth highest percentage loss
out of nine for research, and the seventh highest percentage loss
out of eight for statistics, so you see really highly tried. On the
other hand, for educational evaluationand this really surprised
me when I saw itthe percentage loss was smaller than for six
other units out eight, so evaluation is still alive in the Department
of Education.

With regard to the Department of Defense, those numbers are
quite interesting, as you can well imagine. If you include all the
defense-related activities in other departments, what you get is
that DOD experienced an 81-percent increase in funding for re-
search and development, and educational R&D declined by 36 per-
cent.

Of course, those percentages don't tell you anything. If you want
to put these numbers in perspective, you note that the decrease for
educational research is about $44 million. That represents about
0.4 percent of the defense increase, which was about $11 billion, so
you really get a sense of a little rabbit and a horse somewhere in
some sort of stew.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
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Mr. Timmons, just one last question, and it relates to Ms. Fu-
trell's testimony, where I think she had high praises for the labs.
Has NEA been working particularly close with the labs and found
them particularly useful?

Mr. TIMMONS. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Our members have reported
to us that they have worked in many instances, particularly in the
idea of agenda settingI'm sorry I don't know quite the correct
terminologybut in terms of determining just what research needs
to be conducted in the regions that the labs serve. As Ms. Futrell
pointed out, this is of benefit to our members on a couple of bases.
One is that we have a feeling that it tends to have more usable re-
search conducted for our purposes, but it also benefits our members
by enriching their careers, by making them feel more a part of the
development of education policy and of the gathering of informa-
tion about education.

Mr. OWENS. So some of the participation in the process of re-
search that Mr. Shanker was talking about is taking place?

Mr. TIMMONS. I believe so, yes.
Mr. OWENS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLETI'. Well, it is an excellent panel and excellent testi-

mony, and I am very appreciative of it. One hardly knows where to
start. Let me just pick up on the last question because it then leads
to a whole area that I want to ask both the NEA and Dr. Shanker.

First, let me try to expand a little bit about your answer. You
were suggesting that your members have told you that the iabs are
useful because your members have input into the agenda setting or
the priorities of the lab. Do you have any kind of measurement of
the response of your members as to the usefulness of the output of
the lab?

Mr. TIMMONS. I am afraid I don't have that today, Mr. Bartlett,
although v:e would be happy to gather that informatim and pro-
vide it for the subcommittee.

Mr. BARTLETT. With the chairman's permission, it would be very
useful to know if you have any kind of a survey of your member-
ship as to how many, if any, have found the output of labs to be
useful in their professions. Of the teachers, then, the professionals
that have had some input into the agenda for the labs or the
agenda-setting, do you have any sense as to how many of your
members that might involve that you have heard from on It? Is it
in the hundreds or the thousands or the tens of thousands?

Mr. TIMMONS. Oh wouldn't say hundreds or thousands.
Mr. BARTLETT. Less?
Mr. TIMMONS. I am really relying more on a sort of anecdotal

recollection of my own in terms of conversations, in no systematic
way, with our members, but again I think we can make an effort to
gather that information.

Mr. BARTLETT. So in terms of your members' positive feelings
about the labs and their participation in the agenda setting, your
testimony is anecdotal rather than quantitative? There is no kind
of survey of --

Mr. TIMMONS. The basis for my answer is anecdotal on my part. I
have undertaken no .iurvey, am not aware of one, although one
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may very well exist, and we will certai :fly search for that and pro-
vide it if it does.

Mr. BARTLETT. OK. Mr. Shanker, let me then go on with you
about the labs. I guess I was intrigued by your comment, that you
said that you weren't qualified to respond about the labs but you
foundI am paraphrasing, tell me if this is correctyou found
some of the output of some of the centers to be quite useful. Does
your organization or have your members had any involvement that
you know of with the labs, as far as the output or the results or
being able to make use of the output? Do you have any sense as to
why you wouldn't feel qualified to comment on the output of the
labs that are providing information to teachers?

Mr. SHANKER. Well, the number of teachers involved in these is
extremely small, very, very small, and I just don't know. I mean, I
get the materials. The results of the centers are usually books or
studies or articles, and I get them and I read them and I find that
some of the best stuff that is coming out in the country comes from
those centers. As far as the labs, I know it is a very small number
of teachers who are involved. That doesn't mean that what they
are doing is not good.

I think the problem here is, if there were no problem with
money, then sure, have more labs and have more centers and con-
duct more research, but there is a problem with money and always
will be. What you have with both labs and centers is that there is a
constituency there. That is, there are institutions, and so whenever
the budget is there, they coming running down and say, "Save my
program." Nobody was running around here for NAEP for many
years, as that got cut back, or any of the other programs.

So in a sense what you have is one set of activities that has a
constituency, even though it is very small, and another set of ac-
tivities tbat are very important, that has either no constituency or
a much smaller one, and so I think you get a disordered set of .1-
orities in terms of how you ultimately slice the money. I am not
trying to say that one is bad. It is just that if you have a certain
sum of money, you do have to look at whether the decisionmaking
process makes sense, and I don't think it has in recent years in this
area.

Mr. BARTLETT. Ms. Chelimsky, do you share that view that the
priorities have been disoriented or not correct?

Ms. CHELIMSKY. Well, I think I am concerned about the whole
prioritization process. First I would associate myself with what Mr.
Shanker just said. I thought that wasthose are exactly my views.
The worry that I have is how the money is prioritized in terms of
the general functions of research. It seems to me that you are sort
of eating your seed corn if you only disseminate old research, if you
are rot looking at what is new. It should be a balanced process.

New work that is going on, development of it, the determination
that in fact, yes, it can be trotted ottt to every place in the country,
I don't believe that because you have a new and exciting idea, it
should automatically be sent nationwide, so the issue is, when
should it get out there? What do you need to do to show that this
will work in many different places? And then finally make sure
that when you have something good, it is disseminated well.
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But it seems to me it is a circular process, and I have the feeling
when I look at those numbers that I talked to you about earlier, 89
percent for dissemination, that doe..,n't make sense to me in terms
of developing new knowledge. So it is not so much the substance of
the priorities that bothers me, as the way in which the whole proc-
ess is going on, and how people decide what is important and what
is not, what Mr. Shanker just said.

Mr. BARTLETT. And, as I recall, that part of your recommenda-
tions the OERI agreed with. Is that correct, that is, that 89 percent
was not correct?

Ms. CHELIMSKY. I don't want to push too hard on how much they
agreed with us. As I said to you earlier, I was amazed that they
agreed with us. Nobody ever agrees with the General Accounting
Office, and this time somebody did, so there may be some parts
that they agree with less than others, but they did write us a nice
letter and tell us they agreed.

Mr. BARTLETT. Let me then rephrase sort of the tone of that
question- -

MS. CHELIMSKY. Yes.
Mr. BARTLETT [continuing]. But broaden it somewhat for all four

of the panelists, and let me phrase it thusly, and it is in the con-
text of this subcommittee. At some point in 19b9 or 1990 we will ba
reauthorizing OERI and making, I think, some decisions about how
to do so to provide for quality educational research in the country
and the use of it.

If you ere then the OERI director and you didn't have the con-
gressional mandates which I believe, Ms. Chelimsky, you have
weighed in against, and you had total flexibility with a $60 million
a year plus budget locked in for 5 years, and you could guarantee
that if you di _1 something coirt. oversial, Congress wouldn't get you
fired, assuming you are honest in any event, and you had total
flexibility, generally where would you put that money, that $60
million a year in educational research in this country? How would
yt '3 structure it, or in what areas of activity would you place your
p orities?

Ms. CHELIMSKY. Would you like to start? Who is going to start
with that one?

Mr. TURVES. I think I would need a calculator, but certainly I
think that a portion, I think I would argue that a portion of that
and I am not sure what the exact percentage should beshould go
to the regular gathering of data such as NAEP or international
and other studies. I think that is a very important aspect, particu-
larly in order to get change data, because there have been changes
and I think those changes need to be recorded.

Mr. BARTLETT. So the gathering of comparative data--
Mr. PURVES. Right, over time- -
Mr. BARTLETT [continuing]. Over time.
Mr. PURVES [continuing]. And both within, between segments of

this country or sections of this country and with other couriries is,
T think, an important aspect, but how much of that $60 million, I
am not sure that I could give a precise percentage, but I would
make a pitch for that.

I also would agreeas I think Dr. Timpane said earlierthat
there needs to be a good mix between the type of organized center,
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research center, that now exists and the field-initiated or individ-
ual scholar approach to research. I think as I have seen things over
the past few yearsyou could correct me if I am wrongbut I
think the bulk of the research money has gone to the organized
centers rather than to field-initiated research.

Ms. CHELIMSKY. Yes.
Mr. PURvES. And I think that that proportion should be changed.
Mr. BARTLETT Mr. Shanker.
Mr. SHANKER. I think I will follow suit by just making a sugges-

tion for one piece of the money. I do have a suggestion at the end
of my written testimony, which suggests thatI am not usually
one to propose committees or commissions, but I think that it
might be a good thing to ask whether there is a better way of put-
ting this together. I think the things tha, were said about National
Science Foundation and NIH and the others are all valid. There is
no perfect way of doing it and there is no perfect model, but I
think that it is time to rethink the structure and seeI have a
feeling that if it were rethought we would come ap with something
different and, I hope, better than what we have now.

I would just agree with what has been, the portions of money
that have so far beer suggested, and say that I think that in addi-
tion to funding reset...oh which is designed to get information about
what is now happening and improve ..hat is going on in the cur-
rent model, that there needs to be some sum of money set aside for
the creation of new models and new approaches, with a very care-
ful monitoring of those, and that is practically nonexistent. I think
that is an important thing to do.

Ms. CHELIMSKY. I would like to echo a little bit what has been
done here. I am not sure how I would divide up the $60 million. I
io think, though, that a certain amount needs to go to research
statistics and evaluation of the kind that we were talking about
earlier, in other words, to measure what is happening, what our
problems are now. I have the sense that it is very important to
have a wider view of where the problems are so that we don't just
set our priorities in terms of what somebody happens to say that
day is a problem. In other words, How big is the problem? Where is
it? How does it manifest itself? Is it something we can do some-
thing about?

With regard to what the priorities are, I remembea the panel just
before us had some priorities that they thought were pretty impor-
tant: urban schools, the difficulties ofones that you just brought
up, I think you did, Mr. Hayesof how do we get teachers and
things of that sort. But when you start to think about them, there
are so many that I go back to the issue I raised. It is terribly im-
portant to get a process going whereby the priorities can be justi-
fied in research terms: These are the problems, these are the im-
portant problems, and this is where we should be putting our
money.

So I would sort of beg off a little bit and say that if I had that
process going, I would be a lot happier about it. I would not like to
see a very small amount of money being sent into a large variety of
things because I just don't think you can get a payoff from re-
search that way.
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Mr. BARTLETT. Was it your conclusion that that a valid criti-
cism of the funding now, that it is --

Ms. C'IELIMSKY. Well, that is certainly for theI I aow that they
want tc get some diversity in the field, in the research ideas that
come in from the field, but there is so little money that is going
into that, that it seems to me that it is very unreasonable to expect
that research to yield a greet big bang for the buck. I worry about
so very little being said abut,, it that way. I would rather see the
money concentrated.

Mr. BARTLETT. More concentrated than it is today?
Ms. CHELIMSKY. Oh, yes. Oh, yes, and prioritized in a way that

people can understand. Mr. Chairman, I am not suggesting we will
get aniversal consensus, but it does seem to me that you will have
to--you know, you pay your money and you take your choice.

Mr. TIMMONS. Recognizing this may be an incomplete answer, I
would like to refer you to Ms. Futrell's prepared statement in
which she points out that, first of all, education research should
nut be too far from the idea of policy in the application of research,
and that it incorporate in our view three really important prior-
ities, the first being the need to grant greater autonomy to educa-
tion professionals; the second, greater attention to the needs of stu-
dents at risk; and then finally the need for innovation and experi-
mentation at the local level which is focused on education pro-
grams, to help develop thinking skills, collaboration skills, and
basic skills needed o engage in lifelong learning.

Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OWENS Again, I want to thank the members of the panel,

and narticularly Mr. Shanker and Mr. Timmons. Any data that
you nave on teacher practitioners and other edut_tors, their views
on the products that come out of the centers or ,,he interaction
with the labs, we would greatly appreciate receiving infor ration of
that kind. This committee hopes to issue a report on our .ctivitie..
in these hearings, and we would be very appreciative of any infor-
mation from teachers in the field or educators in the field that you
can supply us with. We thank you veryyes?

Mr. HAYES. Could I have just one moment?
Mr. ClwEris. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. LAYES. I would appreciate it, Mr. Chairman, if Mr. SL anker

could send a little note to .ndicate the reaction of his organization
on the possibility of - minimum teacher salary regulatoi by the
Federal legislature.

Mr. SHANKER. All right. I will think about it. Thank you.
Mr. OWENS. Thank you again, very much.
Mr. SHANKER. That's what a lot of them get, the minimum

salary, minimum wage.
[The response to Mr. Hayes' inquiry follows:]
The American Federation of Teachers has no position on d Federal minimum

teacher salary.
It is my view that while such a law would have a small initial effect upon the

entry level salary for teachers, in the li_ng run, we would be compelled to spend a
lot of time and effort seeking needc.i increases. As you know from experience with
the Federal minimum age, increases are hard to come by and usually o,.- well
below the rate of inflation.

Entry level teacher salaries have risen substantially in recent years and we are
hopeful that they will go higher. Federal legislation does nut seem to me to be a
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izomising route for 0 ieving the increases in entry level salaries we both know are
needed.

Mr. OWENS. Our next panelist will be the Assistant Secretary for
the Office of Educational Research and Improirement, Mr. Chester
Finn. I think Mr. Finn wants to set up, so we will take a 5-minute
recess for the setup of any audiovisuals.

[Recess taken.]
Mr. OWENS. The hearing will come to order.
Mr. Secretary, we want to thank you again for waiting, and

thank you for remaining in the room and hearing testimony, so
that we arc way ahead of the game, I think, as a result of your
having heard most of the previous testimony. We have your writ-
ten testimony in all of its bounty and certainly will do a thorough
examination of it. You nay proceed.

STATEMENT OF CHESTER E. FINN, JR., ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR THE OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND IMPROVE-
MENT, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. FINN. Mr. Chairman, it is in part because of my affection for
you that I am not going to read my prepared statement. I appreci-
ate your willingness to put it into the record in its entirety, togeth-
er with its attachments.

I thank you and I thank Mr. Bartlett for the hearing. One of the
reasons that our saitten submission is so bounteous, at least in
quantity, is because this is a rare event. The administration has
been saving up information for 20 years for this hearing, and we
didn't want tc deprive the subcommittee of at least a reasonable
sampling of that which we had been accumulating.

This is an important event. We really appreciate the care that
you have taken in arranging it, and the amount of time that you
are giving it, and the amount of care that you are giving to the
subject, and the amount o: interest that you are taking in the sub-
ject. I would like to suggest that you consider exounging from the
record of this hearing the phrase "checkered history" on each occa-
sion when it has been used. Your predecessor in the Chair of this
subcommittee once found himself slightly embarrassed when he
used that ph- ase, and wasn't absolutely certain why people were
laughing.

But we appreciate the congressional interest :n these matters in
particular because among the problems that education research
has had over the yearsthese last two decades, franklyhas been
a dearth of champions in Congress. It needs them, and it hasn't
always had them.

You have also had supplied for the record some other recent sort
of musings that I have had on this subject. One is attached to the
statement; from The Educational Researcher. The other was the
text of a speech at the American Educational Research Association
about a week ago. In combination, these set forth most of my con-
cerns about the current state of educational research in general
and of course about labs and centers in particular, that being your
special focus here today.

Ov' all, I don't think things are in good shape. The Federal Gov-
ernment isn't the only or even the primary reason for that, but it
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is certainly part of the reason. Other parts of the reason are to be
found in the priorities and attitudes of the education research com-
munity and in the practices and attitudes of educational practition-
ers and policymakers. I don't know that we can solve all of these
?roblems. That is why I am a little bit discouraged.

Let me pose the problems in terms of three blunt and somewhat
oversimplified statements. First, much needed educational research
never gets done. Second, much of the research that gets done isn't
very good. Third, much of the good research that gets done doesn't
get used, at least doesn't get widely used.

There are plenty of welcome exceptions to each of these general-
izations. Some good research does get done, and some of the good
research that gets done does get used. We corld give examples. In-
sofar as you can cite examples in terms of printed and published
items, I have brought with me today a small sampling of the prod-
ucts of the labs and centers that I think are good products. There is
perhaps a larger pile that I didn't bring because I didn't think as
well of them, but among the more impressive products of our labs
and centers are the items on the table with me today, which the
subcommittee may have as many of as it can handle.

I think that it is important as we focus on labs and centers to
note, as has been noted in t,his hearing, that they have been
around for almost a quarter century. In the aggregate, they have
received close to $600 million in Federal funds over their life. This
is not much compared to big science and defense spending, but
$600 million isn't chicken feed. As is clear, I don't think we have
gotten enough return on that investment I am not saying the
money has been wanted. I arr. only saying that it hasn't hecn spent
with maximum productivity.

A larger point, though, is that these basic structures that we call
labs and centers have not been rethought tbr almost a quarter cen-
tury. Just because they made sense once, doesn't mean the: neces-
sarily make equally good sense today. A lot has changed in their
environment. That we had them yesterday and that we have them
today eaes not, per se, mean that we should have them unchanged
tomorrow, and whether we have them or not, they surely aren't all
that we should have tomorrow. It makes no sense to rely almost
exclusively on two kinds of relatively sizeable institutions to con-
duct and disseminate research. Our research and dissemination
portfolio is woefully unbalanced and it is getting more unbalanced,
not less.

Let me pause for a moment and show you in graphic form,
thanks to my colleagues, and in particular Shelley Reed, who
agreed '..o flip charts. She usually does other things. The first chart
that you are gazing upon is 15 years of OERI funding listory.
Those are the tall bct.s, and the shorter ba-s to the right are the
lab and center portion of the total resear.,11 and statistics budget
over the last 15 years. 0 this chart you can see both what has
happened to the total and what has 1 appened to the lab and center
portion of it, over time.

The next chart displays our current appropriation, fiscal year
1988, and what we are doing with it. I might note that this is about
$4 million less in total than we had asked for from the appropria-
tions committees. We ended up with $67.5 million, a little bit more
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than the $60 million budget that Mr. Bartlett was giving my prede-
cessors here to spend a few minutes ago, and this shows the alloca-
tion of it. It is a pity that I Bm colorblind, but what I think is the
pink part, the upper part there, is the lab and center portion of our
current appropriation. Most of the bottom part is statistics and na-
tional assessment and ERIC, the little white sliver on the right is
everything else. That is the 1988 appropriation for OERI.

This one shows, simply for the last three years and for our cur-
rent budget request for fiscal year 1989, now pending before Con-
gress, how we have allocated our budget in the aggregate and the
lab and center portion of it as well. Now on the left of each of those
bars is the statistics and national assessment part, which has been
growing consciously on our part. The right bar for each of those
years is everything which is not statistics and assessment, and the
lab and center portion is the bottom chunk of each of those bars.
The little portions at the top are the other things, and the tall bar
on the right, as I say, is a request; it is not an appropriation. That
is for fiscal year 1989.

Finally, I brought you comparative information from other agen-
cies. Now this shows not amounts. Those would go up to the ceiling
and out the roof of the Rayburn Building, if we showed the
amounts for some of the other agencies compared to ours. This
shows the way other agencies apportion their research funds, as be-
tween large centers and individual grants to individual research-
ers. OERI is on the far left. The yellow represents large centers.
The red represents individual researchers. The o..aer major re-
search agencies of the Federal Government are shown in the other
vertical bars here; National Science Foundation, National Insti-
tutes of Health, Department of Energy, Pentagon, NASA, Agricul-
ture Department.

This shows how they apportion their funds as between individual
researchers and small projects on the one hand, and large center-
type projects on the other hand. I thought this would be useful. We
also have in the background of the prepared remarks, the numbers
that go with these. This is simply the visual presentation of it.

That is the graphics. Let me explain r.)w ,,hy we rely so heavily
on labs and centers at the present time. There are two reasons.
The first is that we inherited, in 1985, a set of competitions that
were alr .Ady underway, and we vowed to make good on those com-
mitments, the commitments implicit in those competitions, and we
have done so. We made the awards and we have funded the
projects, and these were 5-year projects. This is in general, in most
cases, the third year of them.

Additionally, though, minimum spending levels for centers and
for labs figure in our authorization law, and despite repeated ad-
ministration requests for significant funds in other categories, the
amounts that have been appropriated for education research and
improvement in recent years have. for all practical purposes, been
identical to the sum of the minimum spending levels for the labs
and the centers. That is to say, nothing else has been appropriated
except a few ainuscule amounts here and there, over and above
the lab and center minimum spending levels. As I have said to you
before, ours is the only part of the Education Department that,
year in and year out, gets less money appropriated than the Presi-
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dent ,equests for it. Most parts of the Education Department have
had the reverse experience with their budget and appropriations.

As we look a couple of years do the road, the current contracts
with the labs and the current grants to 10 of the centerswe have
19 ':enters nowbut grants to 10 of the centers expire late in 1990,
calendar 1990. What is to follow at that point? Ought we take for
granted now, in 1988, that 9 fresh lab contracts and 10 fresh center
grants need to be made in 1990? Why assume this? Is this the best
possible use of the resources? Are these the best procurement
mechani: ms and arrangements? Are they the only ones?

It is important to raise these questions in 1988 because the lead
time for these kinds of procurements is very long, rind if these pro-
curements are to be made in 1990, plans, concretc plans, have to be
made very, very soon. They don't wait until 1990 start the plan-
ning process.

In my own view, we should be more open-minded and more flexi-
ble and more creative. There may be other arrangements that
would do the job better, maybe in league with, maybe in addition
to, maybe instead of labs and centers that follow the familiar lines.

It may just be that in an age of increasingly active and compe-
tent State education agencies in many of the 50 States, in age of
electronic communications allow ing instant interchange anywhere
in the world, it may be that the regional basis, for example, of the
labs is archaic; that it made sense in the midsixties, that it doesn't
make sense in the late eighties. It is just possible. It may be that
these institutions that seemed very necessary in the midsixties,
when practically nobody else was engaged in the interpretation
and dissemination of educational research, it may be that they are
now rivaled if not superceded by other organizations and entities.

As for centers, it may well be that some of the issues and topics
that most need systematic inquiry by researchers ought to be. get-
ting examined simultaneously through multiple research strate-
gies, even rival research strategies, bised on different disciplines,
employing different research paradigms, grounded in different as-
sumptions. It may be that we need to help ideas and research plans
to compete with each other, rather than to continue forcing all our
eggs into these tidy baskets.

Similarly, it may be that the insistence on basing all research in
universities makes no sense in an era of think tanks, of independ-
ent research institutes, and of education agencies and associations
that have highly skilled research unit' of their own. Above all, in
the domain of research we need to 1. wary of supposing that all
wisdom resides in Washington, that the field is incapable of devis-
ing more promising pproaches and more interesting hypotheses,
and that the well-known scholars in well -known institutions who
typically win center competitions are the best, much less the only
people who should be helped to furnish us with insight and knowl-
edge.

Well, you have opened up a big topic and what I have said thus
far only touches the tip of it, but I am grateful to you on the sub-
committee for opening this line of inquiry. It is very important. It
is very timely. I don't think the status quo is satisfactory.

I would be pleased to respons1 L. your questions. A fair number of
the people remaining la the room are colleagues of mine from
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OERI, most of whom know a good deal more in detail about labs
and centers and other things than I do, and I am not going to hesi-
tate to call on them as soon as you prove that you can stump me orthat they know more about one of these things and should be an-
swering your questions.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Chester E. Finn, Jr., follows:]
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Mr. Chaiman and members of the Committee, I we)Lomt the opportunity
to speak to you today about the Regional Educational T,abora:ories and
Research Centers that receive funds from the Office of Educational
Research and Improvement. In FY 1988, the laboratories and centers
together are ce,isuming $38.6 million, or 578, of OERI's appropriation
of $67.5 million. This figure constitutes over 948 of the OERI budget
not devoted to the Center for Education Statistics, NAEP, and ERIC.
In terms of dollars, these entities represent the Education
Department's primary contribution to education research and
dissemination outside of funds spent on disability, rehabilitation,
and special education research.

Congress has taken a zealous role in earmarking fund, for these
institutions, and it has severely limited the Department's control
over their activities and budgets. Yet since the inception of these
entities over 20 years ago, the Congress has never held an oversight
hearing to determine their efficacy. it is entirely appropr_ate,
therefore, that your subcommittee should consider whether and how well
these entities fulfill their mandates and whether we are getting a
sufficient return on our investment in them.

I intend to do several things in this statement. First, I will
describe what the laboratories are, provide a brief history of them
and sketch their basic structure, function, and recent management
under OERI, then will do much the same for the centers Through this
section, similarities an4 differences mon the laboratories and
centers will emerge, as wAll observations about their products,
impact, potential, ii limitations. SetIond, I will delve into the
issue of ,eseamh ante dissemination productivity as it relates to
laboratories and cmteLs. Finally, I will reflect briefly on future
roles of the labolato..tes and centers, and some of the variations and
alternatives that seem to me worth considering.
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Let me start with a few personal comments. When I thought or wrote
about the laboratories and centers before I came to OERI, I tended to
group them all together in a single category. I now have clearer
distinctions in my mind about what each species is and does, and these
have become even clearer since the 1985 recompetition. I also SP'
vast differences among the laboratories and among the centers. Such
differentiation is important for a thorough analysis of our education
research and dissemination funding efforts, and I hope these
distinctions are clear in this testimony.

I approach this hearing from the standpoint of a policy analyst much
concerned about the condition of education and education research. I
tend by nature to have a healthy skepticism toward entrenched
structures. Since the early 1950's, federal, State, and local
government spending on education has tripled in real dollars spent
per-pupil on public education, even while test scores have declined to
a depressing level. During the past two decades, overall funding for
education research, development, and dissemination in OERI and ;Cs
predecessors has languished. Yet during this period, there has been a
striking persistence in support for the laboratories and centers, such
support that their funding has been a fixture in the budget process.
But let us be clear: just because these entities exist does aot per
se mean that their current configurations are efficient or desirable.

The Regional Educational Research Laboratories

:'. regional educational laboratory is defined by statute as an
organization "...established by public agencies or private nonprofit
organizations to serve the needs of a specific region of the
nation..." (Section 405 (d)(4)(A)(i) of the General Education
Provisions Act (GEPA), as attended'. Theoretically, a laboratory
should help education agencies and institutions in its region
incorporate into practice tLe frnitg of sound education research and
development. GEPA and Department regulations require that thre.,
laboratories operate under the guidance and direction of governing
boards that reflect balanced State representation in their regions, as
well as the interests and concerns of regional constituencies.
Accordingly, these boards set the priorities and research agendas for
tech laboratory, consistent with the priority research and development
needs of the nepartment (cf. regulations at 34 CFR Parts 706-708 and
NPRM, Federal Register, March 12, 1988, (53 F.R. 9408)).

Each laboratory is headed by an executive director, who manages its
day-to-day operations. While all laboratories have the same g,.neral
workscope, there is much diversity among them in terms of pers....nel,
physical location, and approach to tasks. The number of full time
professional staff membe,s ranges from 60 to fewer than 10. One lab
is housed in a remodelled warehouse near an inner city, another is in
a Victorian mansion in a quaint New England school town, and yet
another is in the basement of a public elementary school and conducts
its activities while school is going on. Some laboratories rely
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heavily. upon "onsultants and part-time workers to meet tleir contract
obligations with the Department, while others depend almost entirely
on their resident staff for such work.

During the past 23 years, the Department of Education has spent some
$278 million in support of laboratories. Curing FY 1988, 'te 9
existing laboratories, under contracts awarded following a national
competition in 1985, will receive $20.8 million, or 30...% of the total
OERI budget (see attachment A for maps of current 'Ind precious
laboratory locations, and a more formal list of current laboratories;
attachment B contains some history of both the laboratories and
centers). This was the first recompetition of the labs since their
inception in 1965. (Though few Education Espartment grants or
contracts last longer than 5 years at a time, Congress sheltered the
labs from competition for two decades.) These laboratories now cover
all fifty states plus the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, and the Pacific Territories. (Before the competition
in 1985, nine states were not served by laboratories. These .ere
Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York, Maryland, Arkansas; also unserved were the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.) The
current laboratory contracts run until 1990.

Tha rationale for spending federal funds in this manner was
established when the first laboratories were authorized in the 1960's.
It goes somethirl like this: A major barrier to school improvement is
the difficulty of getting sound, research-based !-nowledge about
improved practice and methods into :he nation's classrooms. An
efficient way to do this it to create and maintain specialized
organizations that can disseminate this knowledge and provide training
and technical assistance in its application.

OBRI is not always the sole provider of funds for the labs. Many
enjoy grants and contracts fn.= other branches of the Department and
ot'.er federal agencies. The laboratories alss obtain revenues through
awards from State and local education agencies, and even organizations
from the private sector. The Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, for example, located in Portland, Oregon, had a total
budget of $7.1 million in 1987, only 44% of which came from OERI.

Purpose

The purpose of a laboratory is to help educators and policymakers use
research-based knowledge to improve teaching and learning. After
extensive consultation during 1984 and 1985 with scholars,
policymakers, and practitioners during the recompetition process, the
Department established six "premises," or principles on which ..ch
laboratory should operate. These form the basis for the current
missions, functions, and governance structures of the laboratories and
are part of their five-year contracts. The premises are that the
laboratories will: (1) focus on school and classroom improvement; (1)
emphasize dissemination and technical assistance; (3) engage in
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applied research and development to the extent that these strengthen
their eifforts at school improvement; (4) serve designated regions; (5)
have irdependent governing boards; (6) be part of a nationwide system.
The actual work they perform is organized, in turn, around five more
specific tasks based on these six principles. (Attachment C contains
a listing of these tasks and examples of the types of activities
associated with each task.)

The laboratory competition held in 1985 was built around these
principles. The nine laboratory "corporations" that emerged from the
competition serve ten regions. The tenth region, consisting of
Hawaii, the Northern Mariana Islands, American Samoa, and Guam, is
currently served by the Northwest Educational Laboratory. which is
charged with building the capacity of that region to develop its own
laboratory in the future. The Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico are
presently served by the Northeastern region laboratory.

As noted earlier, the laboratories -- at their awn insistence --
operate under multi-year czatracts rather than grants. Several
consequences result when OERI uses this funding mechanism. The
government must negotiate all changes in proposed laboratory work.
This gives OERI some influence over laboratory activities, and allows
OERI to monitor these activities through progress reports. On the
other hand, renegotiating aspects of laboratory work is time-consuming
and allows the laboratories to be obstructionist if they choose to be.

Products and Activities

The production ...nd dissemination of research and development products
are among the laboratories' functions. tine their current contracts
began in 1985, each lab has produced about 45 co 50 products,
including briefing papers, research syntheses, and instructional
materials. Examples include "State policy briefs," which provide
information on current education issues in the States; research
syntheses on a variety of topics; and instructional materials,
including resource guides and ranuals for teachers.

Laboratories also provide a variety of services within their regions,
including: seminars on various topics; workshops for practitioners;
and presentatioas at regional and national conferences and
conventions.

Generally, the products and services of each laboratory are determin..
by its governing board on the basis of perceived regional needs.
Except for a few products in the area of higher order thinking skills
and State policy, the labs have not collaborated on a nationwide ..n.sis
on the development of research-based products.
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Impact on the Educational Community: Limitations of the Laboratory
Structure

The ultimate beneficiaries of lab products and services should, of
course, be students. What they learn is all that finally matters.
!nformation from labs, however, typically follows a long and
circuitous path before ever reaching students. Initial recipients of
Products or services are usually officials at StAt2 rAucation Agencies
(SEAS) and other "intermediary" levels of education. For example,
information about school improvement may be disseminated from a
laboratory to schools through an SEA. .t% lab may also train, at the
State level, those who will provide training at the local level. This
filteri.ig effect is a result of an 'indirect service' strategy that
was formally incorporated into the laboratory program by the
Department in the 1985 recompetition. The rationale is simp14. There
are many school districts that might potentially benefit from a
laboratory's services. Therefore, it appsais to make sense to
distribute laboratory services through intermediaries that can spread
them more widely and thus 'leverage" the investment in the labs.

But it is di/ to determine empirically the success of this
"trickle down" strategy. As information is transmitted through
intermediaries, it is diffused, diluted, and altered. In some cases,
educators at the local level are unaware that this information even
originated in a laboratory. Under certain circumstances, the
laboratories work more directly with school districts. For example, a
laboratory may conduct an experiment with a school improvement or
analysis strategy on a pilot basis in a local school. Research for
Better Schools, the laboratory based in Philadelphia, is helping the
Maryland State Education Agency study the impact of increased
graduation requirements by doing an in-depth study of how the
requirements are affecting students, teachers, counselors, and
administrators in five selected Maryland high schools. And, on
occasion, a laboratory service will be of direct benefit to State
officials, who will then transmit some service directly to a local
school. The Appalachia Educational Laboratory in Charleston, West
Virginia last year provided the Virginia Department of Education with
R policy paper on pre-kindergarten education that is assisting
Virginia officials in the development of a statewide pilot program for
education and care of four-year-olds. But such examples do not
provide us with a general measure of laboratory impact on education.

Amothar reason assessment is difficult is that laboratories sometimes,
focus their attention on geographic areas that do not have a
sophisticated research and development capacity. As a result, they
often devote less energy to serving large cities and more to smaller
urban or rural areas. Laboratory services thus frequently serve more
limited and less visible audiences. In addition, my impression is
that laboratories are generally wary of directly serving governors and
State legislatures. The reason given for this is that serving elected
officials would threaten the laboratories' working relationships with
State education agencies. This I, unfortunate, given that governors
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and legislatures represent powerful "leverage points" for education
improvement; laboratories might be more efficacious if they did not
shun them.

Finally, the fundamental assessment problem flows from the fact that
American education is itself so vast, liverse, and decentralized; it
may be unrealistic to expect a handful of institutions using an
indirect service approach to affect many school districts naticaiwide.

Evaluating the Work of the Regional Educational Laboratories

Over the years there have been some limited assessments of laboratory
impact. While these have, by and large, reported positive impact by
the laboratories, the studies' usefulness is limited. For example,
the Service Delivery Assessment was conducted by the Education
Department in 1982. In that assessment, the overwhelming majority Ji
respondents who were able to estimate the overall impact of a laO r
their state, district, or school indicated some degree of positkrk
impart. But more than 60% of the respondents were not able to
estimate any impact. And as I travel t:,e country, I continually
encounter governors and legislators who don't even know ...here are
laboratories serving their regions, let alone what those laboratories
have accomplished!

Last rummer, OERI conducted an external review of the laboratories
that revealed similar difficulties in as:lessix.g laboratory impact.
Review teams reported consistently favoragle impressions of the
laboratories among selected constituents in the laboratories' regions,
but again the reviews did not yield hard evidence about the impact of
lab services and products.

Recent OERI Management of Laboratories

OERI has taken several steps to strengthen the management of the
laboratories since the contract period began in 1985. First, the
laborat.) 'program was housed within a single division of OERI so th
policies and procedures could be administered in a systematic and
consistent way. A teem o- experienced OERI staff members was assigned
to the laboratory program, with each member serving virtually full-
time as an institutional liaison for one laboratory. The liaison's
job is to implement OERI laboratory policies, to provide technical
direction for the laboratory programs, and to serve as the contract
officer's technical representatives. (The contract officers, of
course, work in the Department's Office of Management.) These efforts
have enhanced communication and cooperation between OERI and the
laboratories. In addition, during the past two years OERI has
developed, over the objections of the laboratory directors, a formal
evaltation plan for each labcratory's program: The plan has three
parts. First, each laboratory is supposed to conduct a self-
assessmert. These ass-ssments are primarily for the benefit of the
laboratory's own governing board and management. OERI will review
thee: assessments as well, primarily to determine the excent to which
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the laboratories use infJrmation sensibly in their own management and
decisionmaking processes. Second. through systematic monitoring and
peer review, each individual laboratory is to be evaluated by outside
professionals. The last component of the plan provides for a program-
wide evaluation of laboratory impact as a whole.

At present, the labs are only beginning to conduct self-assessments.
As for the evaluation by outside professionals, we have already
conducted one sucb examination- -the review to which I alluded earlier.
Prcs.-ects for future evaluations are severely constrained by OERI's
current budget situation. And, for the same reason, we have had to
postpone the program-wide evaluation of laboratory impact. This is
tragic, yet but one of many OERI programmtic casualties that resuc..ed
when the Congress appropriated for fiscal fear 1988 a smaller sum foi
research and statistics than the President had requested and when it
earmarked an additional 83.83 mi.`don from our reduced budget for the
laboratories for the so-called rural education initiative. :lot to put
too fine a point on it, the additional money given to the '.aboratories
has, among many forms of damage to our program, crippled our ability
to evaluate the laboratories themselves.

As an adjunct to our formal evaluation plan, I appointed an ex ernal
Laboratory Review Panel to help us with our deliberations.
Christopher Cross, former Minority Staff Director of this Committee,
serves as chairman of the Panel. The Panel, whose members include
representatives of local a: state education agencies, and the private
sector, has already produce.: an extremely useful report that discusses
both the external review conducted last year and many of the program-
wide issues facing the laboratories (attachment D). Among the
concerns noted by the panel are the following: lack of clarity in the
lab mission statements; a need to examine further the indirect service
strategy: and a need to reduce paperwork associated with the non-OERI
work laboratories do.

I regret to sl, that, for all its usefulness i advising us .:ontinued
Panel evaluation of the laboratories is, along with the various
aspects of the formal evaluation plan, in jeop, , due to our budget
situation. Should such a review mechanism fali by-the wayside, our
knowledge about the operation of the laboratories will continue to be
impoverished, and the Department will be hampered in its ability to
manage these institutions.

OERI Plans fo: 1990 Laboratory Recompetition

Under current law, oRRI is obliged to spend at least $17 million per
year on regional laboratories. Since most of the existing laboratory
contracts expire on Moverber 30, 1990, OERI is considering holding a
recompetition to make .ew laboratory contracts effective Decerbe. 1,
1990. (The North Central Laboratory contract expires in 1989. We may
seek to extend this cont act by one year so that all laboratory
contracts will expire simultane...asly.) To meet this deadline. active
planning for the new competition will begin in the spring of 1989. By
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then we should hay., .eceived whatever evalLation materials are
available on each of the laboratories. We have also budgeted $75,000
in FY 1989 for a systematic round of meetings with laboratory clients
and constituents to solicit their views about the program. The
Laboratory Review Panel will also be involved in the planning process.
We anticipate that a Request for Proposals will be issued early in
1990. The proposals we receive will be reviewed during the summer of
1990; this step will be followed in the fall by contractor selection
and standard negotiation procedure's. (Attachment E contains a more
formal, albeit still very tentative, timetable for the recompetition.)

Educational Reset. i Development Centers

A research center is an organized group of scholar- from several
disciplines, based ,t a university, charged with illuminating through
systematic inquiry a specific area of education, such as reading.
writing, resting, or teacher education. The topics for investigation
are chosen by the Education Department after extensive consultation
with researchers, practitioners, and policyekers, and are deemed of
authentic significance for the inprovement of education. At present,
OERI supports 19 centers with grants flailing over $18 million (see
attachment F for a listing of all present centers and attachment B for
th-ce that existed before the 1985 competition).

A center is normally housed on cr nearby a university campus, but it
is distinguishable as a separate, unit with its own offices. A
center's activities are managed by a director, who is a university
faculty member. Between 5 and 20 university faculty members or other
scholars conduct research or ejage in writing in connection with the
specific projects being carried out in each center. As with similar
research units within a unis sity, graduate students and others may
assist center researchers on >jects.

Since the first centers were eEtablished in 1964 (see attachment B for
more history of the centers), the federal government has invested more
than 6313 million in these ent_ties. This year's expenditure of S17.8
million for 18 OERI-supported centers (not including the science
center, which is funded by the Secre'ary's Discretionary Fund)
represents approximately 38% of OERI's total budget. During the past
24 years, the Congress has chcsen to fund education research primarily
through centers, presumably on the assumption that a group of linked
scholars examining a specifiec". problem area can be more effective and
efficient at reaching sound conclusions than can a like number of
individual researchers separately pursuing the same or kindred topics.
As a result of this strategy, individual education scholars have been
virtually ignored over the past two decades as funds have been
continually earma-ued for laboratories and centers,, while funds for
other modes and categories of research have eroded. Most of the
centers remained unch.nged and unchallenged from their founding until
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1985, when a major new competition was conducted. Only two of the
centers existing in 1964 were continued as a result of that
competition. The 10 centers awarded in 1985 received 5-year grants
which expire in 1990. We antic:. to another multi-center competition
in 1990, though we will have had lmest as much center competition
activity between these 5-year events as during them. In fiscal year
1987, for example, we launched 5 of the 3 centers in place today; in
fiscal year 1988 we intend to start 2 more; and our budget submission
for fiscal year 1989 envisions competitions for another 2 new centers.

Pm:pose

Like 'he laboratories, the basic purpose of centers is to improve
teaching and learning in the classroom. But the centers seek such
improvement by focusing more on academic research in stated areas than
do the laboratories.

For the 1985 center recompetition, the then Naticnal institute of
Educaticn prescribed several broad categories of activities in which
all centers should engage. First, each center is expected to exercise
leaders:lip in its mission area, and to do so by building a research
program on new knowledge, raising questions that will frame the future
research debate, and supplying information on its mission area to
those who request it. Second, each center is to conduct programmatic
research and development via sustained, interdisciplinary inquiry into
a signitirant educational problem or objective. Third, each center is
to attract to its mission area the continuing attention of top notch
researchers. Fourth, by establishing working relationships with
practitioners and researchers, each center is to :acilitate long-term
interaction between researchers and educators. Fifth, each center
should be part of a national network of scholars that shares
accumulating knowledge. And sixth, each center is to engage in an
active dissemination program.

Products and Activities

The centers nttempt to direct their products and activities toward the
research and schola.:ly community on the one hand, and education
policymakers and practitioners on the other. Theoretically, centers
provide intellectual leadership for researchers by geaerating new
knowledge and raising new questions. Through such activities as
sponsored research forums and conferences, presentations at
professional meetings, and publishing research findings in
professional journals, the centers are to foster communication on
important topics among members of the research community.

Centers are also expected to target products and activities to
dolicymakers and practicing educators. They are expected to develop
productive working relationships with teachers, administrators,
policymakers, and school board members, and to be responsive to
requests fc._ information from such individuals. Finally, they are to
creatc products and activities for these audiences based on the
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research they support. This usually includes the development of
training seminars, publication of guides and manuals, a d nrovision of
advice to education and government officials.

Impact on the Education Community

Assessing the impact of center work is even more difficult than
measuring laboratory impact, and for some of the same reasons. As
with the laboratories, the immense size Lnd decentralized nature of
the education system hamper centers' ability to alter classroom
practices.

Tracing impact is also difi_ ult because center efforts tend to focus
on the "academic reporting" of their work. Center work m.y be
discussed in the ivied halls of a local university, yet ,e virtually
unseen in a nearby elementary school. And, unfortunately, it may take
years for such information to be `translated" into forms usable by
practitioners. As center work is interpreted, it commingles with work
of other scholars, ana',.ysts, and research organizations. When a
product or teaching strategy finally turns up in a classroom, it may
be difficult to :.cognize that i' was base, on center sponsored
research.

We are again left overly dependent on anecdotal evidence of cent,ir
impact and on lists of center products, activitie1, or
ir-complishments. We are told, for example, that in the last 3 years
staff at the Center for Policy Research in Education (Rutgers
University. have discussed aspects of their work with some 5,000
practitioners and policymakers. 1.1e also know that in 1984-85, the
Reading Research and Education Center (University of Illinois)
collaborated with the Center for the Study of Learning (Uhl arsity of
Pittsburgh) to help the National Academy of Education's Commiss'on on
Reading produce Becoming a Naton of Readers, a book on teaching
reading, over 200,000 copies of which are currently in circulation.
And we know that the National Center for Research to Improve
Postsecondary Teaching and Learning (University of Michigan) us
prepared three videotapes on using computers in postsecondary
classrooms, and that one of these has already been distributed to 555
chemistry and 685 foreign language departments in various
postsecondary ins',Itutions across the country. As impressive as these
figures are, they do not tell us how -- or whether -- education is
improving as a result of center activity.

Recent OERI ,_inagement of Centers

In the last few years, OERI has taken a number of steps to ensure
better management of the Centers. First, due in large part to changes
worked into the 1985 competition (and similar provisions in centers
launched since that time), more of the work of the centers is now
deliberately oriented toward the near term improvement of education,
and many more of the centers' activities focus on spreading their
messages to those who can best use the findings of the research. de
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do not mean to imply that all is well with regard to dissemination of
center findings, but we do see some promising trends.

Second, we are developing mote systematic procedures within OERI's
Office of aesearch (OR) to monitor centers' work. Every three months
each center is asked to submit a performance report. This document
maps center activities against promised milestones and thus helps OERI
identify project problems in a timely manner. Each center also
submits to OERI a yearly prospectus that presents its proposed
projects. In addition, each center must submit a yearly application
for continuation, which contains a me ! detailed description of any
new projects thd center is proposing. These applications are reviewed
by outside experts and by OERI staff. If a project is new, the
majority of the reviewers are non-federal experts charged with
ensuring that the application is technically sound.
Third, to assure evenhanded, consistent monitoring of centers, the
Officu of Research is preparing a handbook for "center monitors," the
OR staff member: who are liaisons with the centers. This document --
to be released in draft form this month -- will describe what is
expected of center monitors, will provide examples of the types of
products that center monitors must prepare, and will provide examples
of possible problems the center monitor might encounter. We are
convinced that in addition to providing an important element of
institutional memory, this handbook will also aid induction of new
center monitors, and will lead to a clearer and more consistent
understanding of the rile of center monitors.

OERI Plans for the 1990 Center Competition

Planning for the 1990 center competition will begin this year as part
of OERI's internal program plans for preparing our FY 1990 budget
request. During FY 1988, -Rch of the divisions in the Office of
Research will prepare Issu_ Papers that identify education research
needst these papers will be based on information gained through the
Aix regional forums on research i..,,c_ held ddr.in,3 .9S7 and thiodyh
various conferences OR has held in the past year or so with a variety
of audiences. Second, several papers will be commissioned that wil-
serve as part of the foundation for the 1990 competition. These
papers will be used to guide the 1990 center competition, as well as
be published so that they may be used to inform education researchers
nationwide. Third, in late 1988, OERI will assemble a panel of
education research experts to react to the commissioned papers and
.repare a summary report on the overall issues, opportunities, and
te:hnical concerns that relate to the conduct of institutional
research. The report of the panel will be distributed widely. The
Secretary will publish the final list of center mission priorities in
the Federal Reg.:ter in October, 1989. Applicants will have seven
months, until th_ end of May, 1990, to submit new center applications.
The awards are scheduled to be made in November, 1990. (See
attachmc t G for a tentative timetable on the recompetitic )
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Productivity in Education Research
The Cases of the Laboratories and Centers

OERI and its 1,zedecessor agencies have channelled almost $600 million
in federal f,:nds to the laboratories and centers. It is surely
reasonable to review the taxpayer's investment in these entities and
how their existence affects federal research and development efforts.
I would like briefly 'o offer my own appraisal of the yield from this
investment, and I will use as a springboard for my comments several
interrelated questions about our experience with these institutions:
To what extent does OE ?I have a properly balanced "portfolio" in its
spending on educational research? To what extent are we getting a
good r^turn on our investments? And have we mis3ed research,
deveiopment, and dissemination opportunities over the years by
focusing so single-mindedly on laboratories and centers?

From an organization-wide perspective, OERI has a gross imbalance in
its spending on educational research and development. This is by no
means new. The Federal government has a long history of weak support
for education research and dissemination outside the laboratory and
center irameworks. But the distribution of OERI's research and
development funds has worsened such that, as I indicated earlier, in
fiscal year 1988 the laboratories and centers together consume 948 of
the part of our budget not devoted to Statistics, NAEP, and ERIC.
Precious little recains for non-laboratory and non-center work.

The President's fiscal year 1988 education research and statistics
budget request sought partial redress of this balance. The
Administration requested fl million for field initiated studies,
$300,000 to support research fellowships, and $3.8 million to enable
OERI staff to study State education sPform, produce research syntheses
on early childhood learning, school couwteling, aAd middle schools,
and create use.ul publications for parents, practItioners. and
policl.akers. But Congress rejected much of this request. As a
result, we had to halve funds for field initiated studies, eliminate
the research fellows program, and eliminate or severe:1, siurtail many
of the synthesis/publication activities planned by OERI staff. Thus,
Congress has allowed the imbalance to continue, and even grow, through
another fiscal year (see attachment H for charts of OERI's fiscal year
1988 funding and for OERI's funding history).

Our FY 1989 budget again attempts to swing the pendulum toward a
balance. We have again requested $1 million for field initiated
studies and $4.4 million for tracking reform, OERI research and
synthesis projects, and the fellowship program. But even these sums
reps( vnt only a small portion of what OERI spends on laboratories and
centers. In no way can our budget be said to represent the best
balance in our research and development spending
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This maldistribution of spending has several deleterious effects.
First, OERI must all but ignore individual researchers who do not work
within the context of a laboratory or center. Who can guess the
number of ingenious iGas that over time have been overlooked as we
have lavished funds on laboratories and centers, ideas that, if
refined, might have substantially improved education practice?
Second, focusing funds on the laboratories and centers has meant that
other entities, such as professional associations or loosely organized
groups of scholars, have been all but shut our of federal funding.
Third, we are limited in the number of educate-, problems we can
examine at any given time to those under consideration by laboratories
and centers. Potentially important projects have been slighted
because of the unbalanced distribution of funding. And fourth, OERI,
which has many capable staff members, is profoundly restricted in
own activities. Though intramural work consumes less than 5 percent
of our budget, we consider it to be vital to OERI's mission as an
information provider.

It is worth noting that many other federal agencils direct much larger
portions of their research budgets to individual researchers. The
Wztional Science Foundation, for example, devotes fully 88 percent of
its research money to individuals in universities and elsewhere. Two
other agencies, the Department of Energy and the National Institutes
of Neal.".h, devote 71 percent and 73 percent, respectively, of their
research funds to individual scholars. None of these agencies spend
more than if percent of research funds on entities analagous to our
research centers. And each of them uses mechanisms dissimilar to our
laboratories for dissemination. It is clear to us that other agencies
consider funding for individuals to be vital for having a balanced
research effort.

The laboratories, in particular, have not been a very remunerative
investment er se. This is not to say that they do nothing useful- -
they and their energetic Washington lobbyists are quite capable of
finding hundreds of laboratory custoners who will claim satisfaction
with services provided by the laboratories. But I am saying Liget,
given their present activities and configurations, Gnd given the
current fiscal constraints on the government, the laboratories
represent a profligate use of OERI funds in relation to the benefit
they generate.

This is so for several reasons. I have already mentioned that
laboratory impact is amorphous and difficult to assess, and that these
institutions simply cannot provide services to more than a few
districts in our immense education system. But congressional
protection of the laboratories and, to be blunt, the insatiable
appetite of the laboratories for federal fundi, have shielded them
from any real competition from other forms of dissemination and
technical assistance. As a result, they have become entrenched
institutions whose primary goal seems to be self-perpetuation.
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The creation the rural education initiative for the laboratories
illustrates this situation clearly. During the early 1980s, the
laborat::.-ices were largely unsuccessful in securing significant funding
increases "irom OERI's budget. Then in 1986, they seized upon
legitimato congressional interest in rural education as a means to win
new federal funding for themselves. Their representatives convinced
the appropriations committee to provide $4 million in FY 1987 to the
nine reg..onal educational laboratories for rural education projects.
That the funds were restricted to laboratories is evidence that the
program was little more than pork for them and their ran- 'yes.
Congress again appropriated $4 million for the rural
1988 (this figure was later reduced to $3.83 million
deficit-reduction agreement). (See attachment I for .

information about the laboratory rural initiative.) suci cry
protection of the laboratories violates the principles of
competition and peer review that drive the rest of oERI'a Leseamn.
improvement, and dissemination activities. These principles should
drive all of it.

Much has changed on the education research and development landscape
in the past 22 years since the first laboratories were created. In
1966 there were few organizations to do the work for which the
laboratories were created. Today there are many entities shat can do
elements of it and that should be given opportunities to show whether
they can do it better. I have in mind some associations (;.g., the
Council of Chief State School Officers ECCSSOL the Education
Commission of the States (ECSl, and the National Governer/ Association
(NCA)), some universities, f:r-profit firms, and even other
government-sponsored units te.g., ERIC Clearinghouses ane National
Diffusion Network (NDN1 State Facilitators), that are quite capable of
conducting research and development activities, possibly at lees cost
and greater productivity than the current laboratories. In face. if
today we conducted a study similar to that which suggested the
establishment of the laboratories in tae mid-sixties, we would likely
conclude that sufficient capacity for research and 4eelepment alreau:
existed and that laboratories would not neel to be created.

The picture is not quite so bleak with r iard to the centers; in my
view, we are getting a somewhat better return on the federal
investment in these institutions. I repeat: gauging the
effectiveness and utility of corner work is as awkward as doing so for
the laboratories, but the centers by and large do a different kind of
work. Indeed, research almost always has less immediate impact than
training and service. Some of the centers do little work of
conspicuous value. But others are solid and productive. It is
unfortunate that we have so few explicit expectations of the centers,
which could be more visible and could apply more of their findings to
practice if they were pressured to do so.

This is not to suggest that funding centers is problem-free. First,
cente:o reduce competition among research strategies and ideas in any
one domain. Instead of having an issue examined from several quite
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different perspectives, it is examined only through the lens of the
research strategy that won the center competition. Second, funding
centers reduces the number of domains that receive any attention or
federal dollars. If we focus on 15 topics f.r investigation and
funding, even if they are well-chosen topics, we must neglect a host
of other topics. Third, researchers not .1ffiliated with a center are
sometimes discouraged from inquiry :ato the mission area of that
center. And fourth, centers may promote a "conventional wisdom" about
their mission areas. Such accepted ideas tend to discourage
innovative thinking in the field.

There is a perennial problem in discussing the role of the
laboratories and centers in research and development; namely, the
education system itself is always slow to show improvement. This is
not entirely the fault of the extant research and development system.
Our school system is diverse and ponderous, having about 15,700 school
distracts, 110,000 schools, 230,000 administrators, and 2.6 million
teachers in a teal workforce in elementary and secondary education of
almost 4.9 million people. Such numbers are indeed daunting. Only
limited numbers of these practitioners seek out the latest information
about new knowledge or remain professionally "current" with research
literature. And many are disinclined to change even when exposed to
better teaching or content ideas. But even with such caveats, the
present research and development systems have done a lackluster job of
disseminating the reliable, timely, and usefta findings that now
exist. (This is one of the reasons the Education Department has
promulgated the "What Works" series, which is our own attempt to get
this information into the hands of those who directly influence
education.) My point is this: there are important education issues
that beg for close and sophisticated examination. New knowledge on
these issues will be welcome. Supporting production of such knowledge
is indeed a legitimate role for the federal government. But we
already know much more than is being applied today, and we must not
hesitate to lay some of the blame for this at the feet of the
laboratories and centers, and the larger education research and
development enterprise of which they are important elements. The fact
that American education has not adequately applied what we already
know is a bigger problem today than what we do not know.

Laboratories and Centers: What Is to Come?

What should be the response of the Congress to this state of affairs?
In my view, you should give the Education Department far greater
flexibility over the research and improvement budget, and should also
stop shielding certain institutions from true competition. Then we
could design a system to distribute research and development funds
more effectively among individual scholars, university-based research
centers, a variety of research, development, and professional
organizations, the States, and the localities. This would be a first
step toward redressing the imbalance in our research portfolio.
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How might OERI go about allocating resoLxces if given such
flexibility? With regard to dissemination and technical assistance
activities, we might support suitable entities in each of the 50
states. These might be State education departments; they might be
universities (which have considerable experience with agricultural
extension); they might be consortia of school systems; associations;
teacher groups; or NDN facilitators. Such organizations could use
either direct or indirect service strategies and could he directed to
serve governors, Sate legislatures, education agencies, professional
associations, and practicing educators. This arrangement would likely
hive a greater impact than the present system, given the larger number
of individuals and organizations involved. I._ would also correct some
of the deficiencies in the p-esent system that are due to the regional
basis of the laboratories. A competitive bidding process, open to all
different kinds of organizations, would ensure the best use of these
limited fends.

If Congress merely chose to allow OERI to modify the current
laboratory structure, we would still have several options, each of
which would be superior to the present system. The single most
beneficial thing Congress could do -- staying within the cz.ncept of
laboratories -- is to allow a variety of organizations r, compete for
laboratory contracts. I have already mentioned some associations,
such as the CCSSO. ECS, and the NGA, that would have tha capacity to
provide services now performed by laboratories. But universities,
professional organizations, for-profit organizations, and even
consortia of school districts may have such capacities as well and
ought to be able to compete for laboratory work. The extant
laboratories, of course, would continue to bid for contracts. Aut an
open competition would ensure that laboratories do not become
entrenched and protected federal dependencies that remain in existence
only by virtue of being shielded from competition. Education service
providers and professional groups would be more diverse. And the
'results, I predict, would le superior.

Congress should also give .he Department other options for the
laboratories. We could then consider, for example, methods for
prompting those who utilize laborator- services to pay (at least in
part) for such services. This might a done by soliciting yearly
payments from state and local education agencies or professional
organizations, and maybe charging customers for certain seminars,
conferences, or products. Second, OERI could further encourage an
entrepeneurial spirit among the laboratories. Some of the
laboratories are now aggressive in seeking non-OERI funding, but
others are not. As long as laboratories adequately fulfill their
OERI-commissioned work, there is no reason why they should not be able
to provide broader services with-private or state funding.

Given greater flexibility over research center funds, OERI would
likely use these funds in a more varied manner than at present.
First, we would have different models for centers. It is not prudent
to'have all centers of similar size and duration. Some might be large

16
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and others smaller, which would allow us to bring the advantages of
centers to bear on a vreater number of education problems. In fact,
we are already moving in this direction with the 'mini-centers."

OERI wo'1d devote more funds to field initiated research, ana
thus involve a larger number of individuals in our research efforts.
Third, we would ,llow capable el._ities other than universities, such
as think-tanks like the Brookings Institution or the American
Enterprise Institute, to sponsor centers. Fourth, we would have
competitions for research grants and contracts that are neither
Centers nor field-initiated studies.. Simply put, there would be more
chances for us to state topics for research, then have them examined
from various viewpoints, in various ways. There is now a huge
opportunity for research that conform?, to neither of the
Congressionally mandated forms, i.e., centers and field initiated
studies. Given the ferment, change, and openmindedness in education
today, it is a shame that the research enterprise tue federal
government runs cannot be in ferment as well!

Conclusion

We have learned much about teaching and learning from education
research. Indeed, the success of the What Works series demnstrates
that the public has an appetite for intelligible forms of this
knowledge. We will no doubt lea= more from education research, too.

But the federally sponsored education research enterprise today
remains very weak. It is not offering a suitable return on our
investment, nor does it impact enough on the world of practice. It
does not respond quickly to problems. It is not as openminded, fresh,
or as ambitious as the education reform movement, which is driving
current efforts at school improvement. Nor is this enterprise open to
enough different perspectives, disciplines, backgrounds, philosophies,
modes of inquiry, and unconventional paradigms and ideas. All in all,
the federal research apparatus seems to me disappointing, not worth
bearing forward into the future without being overhauled (see
attachment J for a discussion of "What Ails Education Research").

The administration has been diligent in improving the management of
laboratories and centers as currently configured. But such efforts
will be of little benefit to the Nation's school children without some
of the changes I have suggested.

17
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ATTACHMENT A

ATTACHMENTS

:.ttachment A: Maps of current laboratcries and of
pre-1985 laboratories; List of current
laboratories

Attachment B: Summarized history of regional educational
laboratories and national education
research and development centers, including
lists of pre-1985 institutions

Attachment C: List of regional educational laboratory
"tasks" and examples of each

Attachment D: Laboratory Review Panel Report

Attachment E: Timetable for fiscal year 1990 competition of
regional educational laboratories (subject to
revision)

Attachment F: List of current national education research
and development centers

Attachment G: Timetable for fiscal year 1990 competition of
national education research and development
center. (subject to revision)

Attachment H:

Attachment I:

Attachment J:

Charts: Fisca) year 1988 OERI budget; OERI
funding history

Laboratory rural education initiative,
fise,1 year 1988

"What Ails Education Research"
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FOOTNOTES TO MA? OF EDUCATIONAL LABORATORIES 1983-84

The map displays the laboratory boundaries just prior to their
r configuration for the 1984-85 recompetition.

- Alaska, Hawaii, American Samoa and Guam were served by the
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory during this period.

-The following states were receiving partial services on an
interim basis from McREL or EL : Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kentucky, Lichigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee and
Wiscon _a.

-The New England states and New York received dissemination
services only through the Northeast Regional Exchange (NEREX),
which was affiliated with the laboratory program.

Maryland received dissemination services only through the
regional exchange operated by RES. The four Southeastern states
which are shaded received partial services through the
Southeastern Regional Council for Educational Improvement. The
Council, which served 13 states in total, focused on supporting
the chief state school officers in their policymaking
responsibilities.
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Reg local Educational Laboratories:

OERI funds nine regional laboratories which carry out applied research,
development, and technical assistance for educators, parents, and Czcisionmakers in
the SO States, the District of Columbia,-Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and the
Pacific Basin Region. Each laboratory serves a geographic region and is governed
by an independent board of directors.

Laboratories plan programs through an ongoing assessment of regional needs, a
knowledge of the current trends in research and practice, and interaction with the
many other agencies and institutions that assist communities and schools with
educational improvement. Improving schools and classrooms is the goal of the
laboratories, a goal they carry out through a common set of five tasks or
functions:

o Working with other regional organizations to apply research and improve
schools. Partner organizations include State departments of education,
intermediate school districts and intradistrict collaborativss, universities,
colleges, and State associations of educators and,parents.

o Assisting Statelevel polic).nakers on the implications of educational research
and practice for poliers std programs.

o Conducting applied research and developing materials, programs, and publications
that support the mission of school end classroom improvement.

o Collaborating with other laboratories, research centers, and nz,ional
associations to extend and enhance related research and development.

o Developing effective internal management, governance, planning, and
selfevaluation, as well as reviewing regional needs and developments.
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Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc. (AEL)

1031 Quarrier Street
P.O. Box 1348
Charleston. Wes! Virginia 2532)
(374) 347-0400

Board President: Henry Marockie
executive Director: Terry L. .6ide 11
Deputy Executive Director: Jack Sanders

States Served: Kentucky, Tennessee. Virginia, and West Virginia.

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development (FWL)

1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco. California 94103
(4 :5)565.3000/3125 /3115

Board President: Gerald J. Dadey
Executive Director: Dean H. Nafziger
Director of Regional Progrtms: Robert M. Peterson

States Served: Arizena, California, Nevada, and Utah.

MidContinent Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL)

Denver Office
. .

12500 East Miff. Suite 201
Aurora, Colorado 80014
(303) 3374 ,10

Kansas City :::fice

4719 Belleview Avenue
Kansas City. Missouri 64112
(816) 756-2401

Board Chairman: John Prasch
Executive Director: Larry Hutchins :Denver Office)
Principal Investigator: Toni Haas (Denver Office)

States Served: Colorado, Kansas. Nebraska. Missouri, Wyoming. North Dakota, and
South Dakota.
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Research for Better Schools (RBS)

444 North Third Street
Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 19123
(215) 574.9300

Bc.ro President: Fred E. Means
Executive Director. John E. Hopkins
Associate Director. John A. Connolly

Areas Served: Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and
New Jersey.

182

Southeastern Educational Improvement Laboratory (SE1L)

P.O. Box 12746
200 Park Offices, Suite 204
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27709.2746
(919) 549.8216

Board President: Richard A. Boyd
Executive Director Charles J. Law, Jr.
Deputy Executive Director. Peirce Hammond

States Served: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, and
South Carolina.

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (SEDL)

211 East Seventh Street
Aus:'n, Texas 78701
(512) 476.6861

Board President: Jodie Mahony
Executive Director. Preston C. Kronkosky
Director of Institutional Communication and Development David A. Wilson
Co-Directors, OER1 Program: Martha Smith

David L. T Iliams, 3r.

States Served: Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas.
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North Central Regional Educational Laboratory (NCREL)

295 Emroy Avenue
Elmhurst, Illinois 60126
(312)941.7677

Board President Ted Sanders
Executive Director. Jane Arend:
Director, Office of Regional Programs: David Lidsrom
Director, Office of P..8:0 Resources: Judson Hixson
Director, Institutional Collaboration & Development Beau Jones Davis
Director, Rural Education: Larry Friedman

States Served: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL)

101 S.W. Main Street, Suite 500
Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 275.9500

Board Ps...suent Barney C. Parker
Executive Director. Pobert R. Rath
Associate Director: ".71...$) SimonMcWilliams

Areas Server.: Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Washington, American Samoa, Guam,
Hawaii, ant. the Northern Mariana Islands.

Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement of the Northeast and Islands

290 South Main Street
Andover, Massachusetts 01810
(017) 470-0098

Board Chair: Margaretta Edwards
Executive Director. David P. Crandall

Areas Served: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Haw:hire, New York,
Rhode Island, Vermont, Puerto Rico, end the Virgin Islands.
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ATTACHMENT B

April 15, 19EE

Brief History of Regional Educational Labo stories
ant Research and Development Centers

The Office of Educational Rescnrch and Improvement (OERI) supports a network
of regional education laboratories and research and development centers. The
primary difference between a laboratory and a center is one of purpose. The
central purpose of a laboratory i- to determine and help meet educatior--
research and development needs in a specific region of the country. The
central purpose of a center is to provide national research leadership in a
specified educational problem area of national importance.

USOE Creates Educational Laboratories and Centers in Mid-1960's

Fede,.1 support of institutionally- based educational R&D has gone through
several transformations during the past three decades. Until the
mid-sixties, the funding of individual short-term projects was the prevalent
mode. The U.S. Office of Education (U.S.O.E.) concluded, :'owever, that this
practice was leading to fragmented, inconclusive and noncumula.tve results,
and that the gap between research and practice was no' being cltsed. Little
organized means existed to help schools apply research knowledge 'o
curricula, instructional approaches, or organizational designs for education,
and the institnPional capacity for long-term, programmatic educational
research and development was extremely limited.

In response to this problem, U.S.O.E. established regional laboratories and

research and development centers to increase tha nation's institutional
capacity for responding to significant education problems on a national an
regional basis. This institutional strategy was an effective antidote to
many of the problems of project-by-project funding. H.:v.:vox, U.S.O.E. boon
found its ability to control the direction of these new institutions and its
flexibility to support a wider range of R&D efforts was limited by the

large-scale, ion-tern, and noncompetitive commitments it had mute to these
organizations. Beginning in 1968, ending of Federal funding to some labs and
centers occurred. This was motivated chiefly by a desire to focus funds on
the strongest of the institutions. In FY 1972, U.S.O.E. transferred the
laboratories and centers to the newly created Natiohal Institute of Education
(NIE), and NIE attempted to solve the problem through a policy of "program
purchase".

NIE Pursues Program Purchase Policy

Under the program purchase policy, NIE funded lab and center work on a
program-by program basis. This policy gave the Institute greeter control snd
funding flexibility, but it also created problems of its own. In effect, it
represented a return to the previous practice of funding individual projects,'
which weakened the stability of the institutions, and contracting for
unrelated activities, which fragmented the institutions' R&D efforts.
Centers lost the cumulative impact of their activities, the laboratories
began to operate as "job shops" (i.e., as consulting firms for hire) with
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weakened ties to their regions, and Yederal priorities began to be favored
over local and regional ones.

The laboratories and centers objected strongly to the program purchase
policy, and a major controversy ensued. Working through the Council for
Educational Development and Research (CEDaR) these institutions became a
powerful lobbying group, and they pressed Congress to enact legislation to
protect their institutional status. In 1975, the National Council on
Educational Research (NCER) responded to this Issue by passing a resolution
which called on the Institute to strengthen high quality research and
development institutions across the nation. To implement this policy the
NCER called for NIE to establish "special institutional relationships," which

would alloy the existing laboratories and centers to develop long-range plans
for programmatically imeeereted work that would replace the short-term
unrelated projects they were conducting under the program purchase policy.

AA a result of the controversy over the program purchase policy. Congress
also intervened in 1976 by passing Section 405(f) of the General Education
Provisions Act (CEPA). This legislation mandated that NIE must fund
laboratories and centers, and that it must support them on the basis of long
range plans that they would develop themselves. Proposals for assistance
under Section 405(fl of CEPA were to be solicited from laboratories and
centers by the NIE Director. These proposals were to be developed by the
laboratories and centers in consultation with its Director, and they were to
include each institution's long-range plans for research and development.
Support for the proraals was to be based on the Director' determination
that the proposed activities would be consistInt with the educational
research, develrpment, and dissemination activities conducted by the
Institute.

Congressionally Mandated Panel Calls for Institutional Support

In section 405(f) of GEPA. Congress also mandated that NIE establish a "Panel
for the Review of Laboratory ...ad Center Operations." The Panel was to be
composed of 10 to 20 uembers appointed by the Director from written
nomination° Made by the laboratories and centers and by professional
associations and other organizations engaged in educational R&D.

The panel's report, Research & Development Carters and Regional Educational
Laboratories: Strengths leg and Stabilizing a National Resource, was
delivered in Jrnuary of .779. The panel acknowledged that in 1979 there was
a far greater variety of performers of institutionally-based educational R&D
than existed fifteen years earlier when the laboratories and centers were
created, but in reopens° to its Congressional mandate, it focused its report
on fr.E'a relationships with the existing 17 labs and centers.

The Panel's report and recommendations on labs and centers converged with
NIE's final efforts to implement the NCER policy on special institutional
relationships, and these two offence culminated in a January 15, 1979,
statement of NIE's administrative policy for long-range agreements with the
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existing laboratories and centers. The policy contained two provisions which
governed NiEla lab and center relationships from 1979 until the rico:petition
in 1984-1985.

(1) NIE's laboratory and center support was to be based on
long-term agreements (5 years). which mould ensure the
stability needed to recruit high quality staff and conduct
long-range projects.

(2) These agreements would be based on the identification of a
mission and a long-range plan which would provide a general
framework for the work of each laboratory and each cantor.
Detailed scopes-of-work for specific projects were to ba
developed within theie miesiona as the plans unfolded over the
course of the five years. E..ch institution was to entallish a
strong external advisory board and was given primary
responsibility for designing the specific proposals for work
within its mission.

Within the implenentation of the long-term rlicy the Institute believed it
had solved the problems of program fragmentation and instability that had
weakened institutionally-based educational RED during the mid-seveuties under
the program purchase policy. although more than $30 million. or third of
ito FY 1979 budget, was committed v^ noncompetitive awards for laboratories
and centers under the new policy, it was thought that the remainder of the
Institute's budget would be adegnate to support competitive gouda for the
rest of the nation's RED community. and that le,ma-u .z. increases in

appropriations would make it poesible for we to fund an even broader range
of competitive research and development activities in the future.

Institutional Commitments Erode Nte's Wecretionary Budget

However. the Institute experienced a 352 appropriations decline 'it:nen FY
1980 and 12 1982. Budget rescissions in TI 1980 and FY 1981, and a 255
appropriations reduction in FY 1982, brought NIE's budget down from $82
million in FY 1980 to $53.2 million in FY 1982. Since lab and canter funding
retained constant during this period under the provisions of thatt long-term
agreements. NIE faced a situatia. in which noncompetitive funding for these
17 organizations rose to almost 60% of the Institute's budget. -Ante the
remAAning 401 vu committed to other contractors and grantees through
previous awards. NIL faced the possibility that there would be no funds
available for new competitive awards to the rest of the nation's RAD
community.

As iresult of this appropriations decline, the Institute was confronted with
the same Silt of problems U.S.C.!. had encountered in the early seventies.
Reductions in appropri 'ans, in conjunction with large scale long -tarn
commitments, limited t institute's discretionary funding flexibility and
seriously jeopardized its ability to meet Its Congressional mandate to build
a strong educational research and development system. This circumstance
persisted up through the reorganization which merged XII with OERI in 77
1985.
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1985 Harks the First Recompetition of the Labs and Centers Since their Origin

In a report on the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981. Congress directed that
the laboratories and centers, "...shall upon completion of existing
contracts, receive future fnnding in accordance with government-vide
competitive bidding procedures and in accordance with principles ,t peer
review involving scholars and State and local educators to ensure the quality
and relevance of :work proposed."

In response to this directive. HIE began planning for a nation -wide
competition for laboratories and centers in the winter of 1982-83. The
recompetition was successfully completed in 1985.

This was the first competition for laboratory and center funding since these
institutions were established in 1966. The competitions were characterized by
extensive internal planning, widespread external consultation, early award of
planning grants to encourage the participation of non-incumbents, and a
two-tiered external peer review of proposals. .

Competition Results in New Five -Tear Awards

Nine laboratories received awards as a result of the recompetition. Three of
the swards were made to new institutions and six awards vent to incumbents.
(An award was made for a new lab in the North Central Region in 1984. The
other eight lab awards were made in 1985. The earlier award in the North
Central Region was made as a result of the closing of an earlier lab which
had previously served part of that region due to management difficulties.)

Also as a result of the competition, ten five-year grants were awarded to
operate RID centers that would address themes determined by OERI. Five

center awards vent to non-incumbents. Three awards were made to incumbent
centers to address themes that had not been part of their previous missions.
Two awards were made to incumbent centers to continue work on their existing
missions.

Congress Provides Further Direction Regarding Recompetition of Laboratories

In a further move to require periodic competition within the laboratory
program, the Higher Ede stion Z.msndments of 1986 amended Section 405 of the
General Education Provisions Act (GEPA) to read "The Secretary may not enter
into a contract for the purpose of regional educational laboratories...
for a period in excess of five years (Section 405(0(2)).

At this time. OERI is beginning a vide-ranging planning process to determine
the beat ways to have the laboratory function benefit American education. Inc
planning process rill inclnde avalnation of critical. aspects of the program
as it is now atructnred, analyses of needs to support edneational reform and
school improvement during the next decade and consideration of alternative
ways in which laboratory-type services might be made available to educators.
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A vide range of citizen, educator and policymsking groups will be consulted
in the course of this planning. Decislonmaking regarding inteneed future
directions for the program will begin in 1989. Pursuant to the intent
of the 1981 and 1986 Congressional actions cited previously, new contracts or
grants will ba procured on a competitive basis. These actions will occur in
1990.
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Termination of Core Federal Funding for Laboratories Between 1969-85

Cora Federal funding for 14 laboratories was terminated between 1969 and
1985. Historically, "core" funding has meant support for institutional
functions (such as governance), in some cases facilities, and central
programs. While labs have sometimes obtained other funds, the "core" funds
were those which enabled them to be established and maintain their separate
existence.

The 14 labs for which core funding was terminated were a subset of the
miginal 20 laboratories which had been started in 1966. (Sim of the
original labs. plus three never one!. comprise the laboratory network in
1988.) The fourteen previously-funded labs, and the final year of funding for
each. are shown in Table 1 (next page).

Twelve of the fourteen terminations occurred between 1968 and 1973.
Significant factors in the pressures for closing these labs were eJustraints
upon funds for educational RAD, lack of support for the laboratories in
Congress and the Bureau of the Budget, and also in the educational
communities. Closings were based on external reviews that found some labs
much less promising than others, and some work that wasn't promising at all.

The rationale for the earliest closings (9) was to concentrate the limited
funds allocated for labs and centers in the strongest of those institutions
so they would have sufficient resources to realize their potential. External
consultants who advised on these initial closings focused heavily on
institutions' qualities as well as productivity of the work being performed.
AAiice was given by Frank Chase, who had been commissioned by HEW
Secretary Gardner and Commissioner of Education Howe. and by the national
Advisory Committee on Educational Laboratories, a select group appointed by
the Department.

Closing of three labs in 1972-73 corresponded with preparations to transfer
the labs and centers to HIE under a new "program purchase" policy that was to
put funding for individual lab activities on a more competitive basis with
other agency activities. An elaborate external evaluation was conducted
under the guidance of Michael Scriven, then at D.C. Berkeley. This review
focused on the quality of each individual program activity that each
laboratory proposed to conduct. The agency "bought" only the strongest
activities, and closed labs that had none.

Funding for McREL, one of -a present laboratories. was phased out in 1974-75
on the basis of a 1972-73 'dew. &REL, however. stayed alive on its ovn,
and after strengthening. started receiving Federal funds again in 19'8.

The last two cases, of CEMEEL in 1983 and SM. in 1985. involved other
circumstances. CEMBEL VAS closed on the basis of an Inspector General's
report which confirmed, at least in part, highly public. ed allegations of
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mismanagement at the lab. which its governing board had failed to remedy when

urged to do so. SWRL. in the 1985 reconpetition of labs. vas obliged to
compete with another incumbent lab within a newly defined region. (The new
regions had been created by OEM to redress imbalances. gaps and overlaps in
laboratory service areas.) SWRLte competitor on and was funded as the

laboratory for the new region. But SWRL is still in business. using the sane
name (Southwest Regional Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development). although without OERI funding. SWRL is in fact proof that a

laboratory can survive without such funding.
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TABLE I

The Fourteen previously- Funded Labs and Their Final Year of Funding

Laboratory Last Year of Funding

FT'69 PT'70 77'72 FI'73 FT'83 FT'85

Center for Urban Education
-Nev Turk, NT

Central Atlantic Regional

Educational Laboratory, DC

Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory -
St. Ann, MO

Cooperative Educational
Research Laboratory, Inc. -

Northfield, /L

Eastern Regional Institute
for Education-Syracuse, NT

Education Development Center,
Inc.-Newton, MA

Michigan -Ohio Regional

Educational Laboratory -
Detroit, MI

Regional Educational
Laboratory for the Carolinas
and Virginia-Durham, NC

Rocky Mountain Educational
Laboratory-Denver, CO

South Central Region Educational
Laboratory-Little Rock, AR

Southeastern Educational
Laboratory-Atlanta, GA

Southwestern Cooperative
Educational Laboratory -
Albuquerque, NM

Southwest Regional Laboratory
for Educational Research
and Development-Inglewood, CA

Upper Midwest Regional
Educational Laboratory -
Minneapolis, MN

a

1. 1 9 7
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N4D Centers - T s 1973-1985

1. Center for Educational Policy and Management (CEPM),
University of Oregon, Eugene

Management and governance of schools and
consequences for student outcomes; educa-
tional administration; school organization.

2. Center for Sonial Organization of Schools, Johns
Johns Bopking University, Baltimore, Maryland

Relations between variations in social
organization and the outcomes of students;
school desegregation.

3. Center for the Study of Evaluation, UCLA

Measurement and methodology; questions
in producing tests or educational
measures for assessing instructional
progress.

4. Learning Research and Development (LRDC), University of
Pittsburgh

Basic research on the psychology of
learning and educational practice;
basic knowledge and learning skills
in language, mathematics and science;
individualized instruction and moti-
vation.

5. National Center for Higher Education Management (NCHEMS),
Boulder, Colorado

Planning and financing, productivity;
information for management, equity and
dissemination; training and technical
assistance.

6. National Center for Research in Vocational Education, Ohio
State University

Educational problems related to career
planning; career choices, effectiveness
of training programs, what arerans-
ferabls skills?
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7. Wisconsin Research and Development Center, University of
Wisconsin, Madison

A comprehensive approach to schooling/
individualised instruction in mathematics,
reading and languagetutoring, learning
in small groups, different learning styles.

8. Center for Educational Research at Stanford, Stanford;
California

(Between 1978 -1985, the name of Center was
"Institute for Pinance and Governance")

Research on teacher education*(H.L. Gage);
school finance and governance and producti-
vity.

9. Research and Development Center for Teacher Education,
University of Taxes, Austin

Research on teaching; how research
information is used to improve teaching;
"learner-teacher and context variables;"
teacher education.
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ATTACHMENT C

SAMPLES OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES UNDER THE FIVE LAB TASKS

Task 1 (governance, management, planning and evaluation)

-Each t the labs conducts continuing self assessments; reports are submitted
to the regional boards and OERI.

-Regional board meetings end other functions are supported under this task.

Task 2 (work with and through existing organizations to improve schools and

classrooms):

-RBS supports the Mid-Atlantic Metropolitan Council (MAMC). The council is

made up of the five largest school districts in its region (Baltimore,
Newark, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh end Washington, D.C.) Superintendents

participate significantly in the council. It is sponsoring a spc:iel study

of student comnitment to secondary schooling in the member districts end a
new "thinking skills" peoject, as well as providing a continuing forum for

the district leaders to meet together.

-The Far West Leb is providing assistance to the statewide Nevada School
Improvement Project, including on-site assistance to building principals in
three districts, workshops, eva.uating pilot efforts, developing resource
materials and assisting with long range planning for implementation of the

program.

Task 3 (work with state -level decisionmakers on Moot improvement issues):

-The Mid-Continent Leb (McREL) has helped the state of North Dekote develop a

strategic planning system for its educational program. Several state

education departments, boards, professional associations, plus the State

Legislative Council and the Governor's office have been involved.

Tell_4_1creete rescerch end development -based resources for school

if*t4iment:

-AEL has distributed 22,400 copies of The Link throughout its region in the

pest year. The publication provides highlights of recent findings and

developments in educational R&G. Other labs provide similar publications.

-The Southwest Educational Development Leb has produced a publication
Dimensions of Educational Leedershie, which summarizes current thinking

about leadership in effective schools.

Task 5 (work in collaboration with centers and other laboratories on re.ionel

and national educational problems):

-The Far West Lab is studying school interventions for at-risk youth in
conjunction with the Center for the Study of Secondary Schools at the

University of Wisconsin. Extensive data collection and analysis in two

Oakland, California schools is being conducted.
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ATTACHMENT D

URC
UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH

CORPORATION

October 5, 19l7

Dr. Chester E. Finn, Jr.
Assistant Secretary and

Counselor to the Secretary
US. Department of 'Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Checker:

The report of the Laboratory Review Panel on the review of 'Regional Educational'
Labs Is forwarded to you.

The Panel Is pleased to have had the opportunity to comment on the review. As
noted in the report, we believe the review was conducted very competently. and
that the result: will be beneficial to the labs and to OERI.

We have focused, for the most part, on programwide Issues in our report. We have
utilized the opportunity to draw upon all of the reports on Individual labs to help
identify issues for your consideration.

You will see, however, that we have some specific recommendations and
observations ri tarding three individual labs. In our judgement, these matters
warrant specie attention. We hope you will consider these recommendations. as
well as the others, and advise us at an appropriate time of any actions taken with
respect to these matters.

I would be pleased to speak with you to discuss this report, as would
Joy Frechtling and Garry McDaniel:. other Panel members who are in this area.

The Panel plans to meet three times per year hereafter on a regular bast:. Our
agenda from here forward will concentrate on monitoring the results of roe review.
discussion of forthcoming evaluation activities, and providing input to policy
regarding the future of the program.

If you have suggestions about bow the Panel may be of further assistance to you.
please let me know.

. .
Sincerely.,

..r.-- ....- --'''': ../ --. e ...-
Christopher?. Cross
Chairman
Labort-ny Review Panel

CTC/ab

5530 V., tsconsin Avenue Chevy Chase. Maryland 20815-4342 (304 654.13338 Cable URCINTER Telex. 64693
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REPORT OF TEE LABORATORY REVIEW TAVEL
ON TEL 1987 FSICINAL maw OF 1ABORATORIES

I. Observations About the Replay Process -

In the SWINT of 1987, 0E7.1 conducted an external peer review of the
sine regional educational labs. The purpose of the review vas to
evaluate lab perforsanct during the first 18-20 wench, of their
contracts and also to evaluate their plans for the retaining three years
of toe contracts.

A teas of external reviewers. accosnanied by the cognisant OM
institutional liaison (IL), visited each lab for two and one-half days.
The bad beep trained in Washington for two days prior to the
on -site visits. The teams read the labs' 3-S sear plans and other
documents necessary for their work. Standardised evaluation criteria had
been developed for review of both lab performance and plans.

While'on-site. the teems set with lab bond sembers, sanupenent and
;tiff. The to ms also contacted selected lab clients and constituents by
telephone to determine their perceptions of the labs' performance. The
review was conducted within relatively abort tiselines and with
relatively litited resources.

The panel has compiled information about the review from 1

sources: (a) reports from review teems And cm institutional liaisons
(IL's); (b) settings with the review tear leaders. IL's and lab
executive directors; (c) vritten contents from the executive directors
concerning their reviews; (d) visits to lab by mat panel umbers
while a site visit was in progress; and (s) review of lab 3-5 year plans
and needs assessments. In addition. the panel chair briefly observed the
review teats' training and spoke to the reviewers.

ledore proceeding vitb detailed comments on the review, the panel has
some preliminary observations to sake about its overall nature and
findings. The mu design generated such factual information about
specific aspects of lab performance and plans. Bavievers absorbed a
greet deal of written /ad oral infatuation about the labs and their
reports are very factual.

The tnviev generated relatively little intersect= about external
cons:Zerations in the labs' environments. Tor example. while information
is available about constituents' end clients' perceptions of the labs.
there is not documented evidence about labs' effects in the regions. Nor
did the review address such a question ass "la this the optiall
arrangement of service improvement organizations in the regions," OERI
staff did not see the review as capable of addressing much broader
issues. It plans tc address such issues in other parts of its lab
evaluation plan. The panel =CUTS with the OM position in this
regard.

Datcilad comments on the review process follov.
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The review vas mace time,' well or. mailed and 'scented. /a

The reviewers Jr. broadly represantstive of lab constituent Imps.
They were selected as a result of vide sesta process which included
requests for nominstioas Iron a larger lumber of profrae4onal
organisations and other sources. The reviewers therefore brought a fresh
iriev to the evaluation of labs. The panel ressrds this outtssch
positively.

- DELI spent considerable egeo a:4 ware in preparing and trainits the
reviewers. These preparations apparently provided teams with a common
understanding of the purposes and criteria for the train/. Room for
appropriate discretion was nonetheless left for review teems regalia*
the details of Individual revievs. Reviwwers were *Dawned and
industrious while on -sits.

- The reviewers were sensitive to the issues faced in the labs. Their
backstouode provided then with relevant perspectives with which to do
their job.

Com:units:ion iron ern to the labs about the review vas good.
Informstion about procedures. criteria end schedules vs. communicated to
the labs in advance. This apparently facilitated understanding and
acceptance of the review by the Ube.

- Ito labs ware very open to the review prqcess. They responded to
questions and provided information freely and, in general, treated the
rarity sr a learning Jpportvnity.

- iha 0/RI institution', liaisons (Ws) played a key role in the
review. They provided historicsl and Departmental perspectives about the
labs which would otherwise not have been available to the panel. They
also provided an additional source of Information on vuxerous hey
Iseult. This Information helped toe panel "triangulate" data sources and
perspectives in its work.

With hindsight. some thine.' might be done differently. is recommend the
tollollm_ehenees in any future reviews:

- Revievers he given exemplars of critic41 characteristics of "good
labs" against whit' to sake comparisons.

- Each team should review boss than one lab. The teams in this veriest
did not have such cross - cutting assignments or sembrship. This
prevented reviewers from having more than one basis for asking judgments
abo.Jt lab performance and plans. In general. the panel believes there Is
a tendency for reviews of this type to produce positive results.
Institutions being reviewed find it helpful to have a parson to talk
with,, explain oats prostate. etc. This does pot mean the results !roc
this review are to be disbelieved, but the tendency for positive
findiess to result frost such a process should he kept i. wind.
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- The panel received restively little information about the quality or
impact of lab products. The panel recommends further information about
this topic be developed in the faun:. If not done through such a
review. it should be tone throng'. other means.

Consideration should be given to paying reviewers. In this case, the
teams did a tremendous amount of work. even going beyond the number of
days they nominally agreed to serve. &Never, some of them bad
reservations about non-payment and it is tnlikaly that many of them
would volunteer to perform the sane service on an unpaid basis again.
This would impair Oars ability to obtain consistency in review teams
over time. (Further, non - payment would have been a severe barrier in
this use to any attempt by Olil to have teams review more than one
lab.)

211242$ into account all the observations and caveats above. the panel
considers this review exemplary and credible in light of the tine and
resources avtlleble.

II. Observations About the 3 -S Year Plans

The parsl wisher to frame its observations about lab plans drawn from
this review on a program-vide basis. It believes that such a perspective
can best couple:Ant the laboratory-specific orientation of the external
review teams.

The panel doer not believe it has sufficient insormetion to qualify
review tean's findings about individual laboratories' perfor'ance. It

believes more information about lab impact from tie field is desirable.
The panel will say, however, that it has no evidence of gross
discrepancies between labs' stated commiteents and performance to date.

This section will therefore comment on pro. ...vide issues end
considerations which have been raised thro. the panel's discussions of
and participation in the reviev. The pane: Aims these are generally
unresolved matters and warrant the Assistant Secretary's attention.

The panel thinks regards the present level of effort being expended by
OERI and the develoring nature of its relationships with the labs
postively. The !anal is not under any illusion:0 that the relationships
are trouble-free. Rut it believes (particularly its ambers who ere
knowledgeable about prior administrative arrangements vithin RTE/OERI)
that the assignment of individual Oral staff for major parts of their
time as institutional liaisons, together with focused OERI managenent
attention to the program. is praiseworthy.

Incorporation in the program of the indirect services strategy (working
with and through internadiaries) 16 a significant development in the
labs' history. The strategy has affected the kind of work the labs
conduct. It also has implications for. the appropriate way to evaluate
labs' work. The panel does not believe the full implications of this
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strategy are understood as yst. Mote detailed comments on this topic are
found below.

Unresolved Issues and Considerations

The 3-S year plans developed by the labs leave onstions for the panel
about the overall clarity and vision of the labs =lesions- On average,
the lab 3-5 year plans and accompanying meads ssssss nuts were about 400
pages per institution. This often mode it difficult for the panel to get
a clear picture of what a lab is doing. Stylistically; executive
summaries of the plans might help. Alternatively. the entire plans could
simply be written more succinctly.

In particular. the penal frequently found it hard to get a clear idea cf
what overall sense of mission drove the lab plans. Tor example. whether
a lab sought to better enable its constituencies to handle change on
their own, to "gap fill" with needed services, or to act as a
disseminator of information within its region (er some combination of
these) was not always clear. Ironically. the extensive amount of
verbiage in the plans did not help with this problem.

The panel believes one by-product of such lack of clarity is that it is
difficult to set reasonable expectations for lab performance. As a
corollary observation, the panel believes the labs' self snasteents may
be relatively stronger in ing specific activity-level performance
and weaker in ing program-wide or institutional performance,
especially impecm.

There is an additional observation by the review teams which the panel
believes may be related to its perception of lack of clarity and vision
in the labs' missions and their role in the school improvement process.
That observation was sometimes ambiguous internal guidelines in use by
labs for determinin. when to offer or refuse services to constituents
when requested, and when to stop services once started. Lack of a larger
vision of a laboratory's mission may in part lead to uncertainty in this
area of programmatic decision - making.

the way in which labs set priorities is not always clear- The panel
notes that extensive needs ssssss nuts have been done to help guide the
lab 3-5 year plans. The level of effort expended and amounts of data
obtained in this area are high. Jut the panel frequently did not see the
relationships between needs ssssss man data and the choice of programs
or strategies made by the labs.

In part. the difficulty in establishing such relationships ley with the
complexity of the labs documentation, discussed above. In part. the
difficulty lay with the complicated nature of the needs eastern= date
themselves. The data would in many cases support =nous etrategies and
programs. sore in fact. than the lab could ever hope to respond to. In
such the reasons =de:lying the actual choices made about whom to
serve were not always clear.
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Stemd differently, the panel believes there may be Patterns of service
allocation to different populations and areas of their regions made by

the labs which can not be predicted by the needs asses slant data and
which may not reflect any other stated premiees. The panel recommends
sore succinct information be presented in the future regarding reasons
for adoption of lab strategies and allocation of services.

In a similar vain. ease plans contain commendable ststements of regional
toutext considerations, in part, we understand, in response to Ontl
requests. lot it is not always clear that tluIt actual choice of programs
undertaken by a lab has any direct relationship to the context
considerations described. One lab, for example, noted the severe
economic considerations in Its region, but its programs did not deal
directly with finance issues, or how schools in its region might deal
with budgetary crises. Greater synergy between contextual considerations
cutlirsd in the plans and the plans themselves is desirable.

The implications of the indirect service ("with and through") at:wades
need further examination- The panel vigorously sought information about
how indirect strategies are working in the labs. These
strategies are clearly a major aspect of the labs' programming. The
panel believes the labs have established networks where they did net
exist before as a result of the strategies. It also believes the labs
serve clients through existing networks as well. but the Impact of
indirect service strategies is felt not only with respect to work
performed specifically under Task Two of the entracte (where the
provision it contained), but also with regard to how a lab perceives of

itself as institution. In the latter regard, sone labs have
experienced a profound shift of identity and purpose fro: being a
developer and provider of RED to that of a linking agency, working
primarily with and through other educational service agencies.

The following specific aspects of the indirect service strategies are
highlighted for consideration.

- There needs to be a better understanding of the range of partners with
when labs night work and which choicer are most efficacious.

- Indirect service strategies have different implications in different

type regions (e.g., for the Tartest vhere there are many
intermediaries and the Appalachia Lab's, where there are relatively

few).

- The lab ISFP states acceptable conditiow under 'which labs spay work
directly at the local level. In general, these guidelines appear to have
been followed. Inmost cases, for example. labs do not appear to define
building level personnel as a primary type of client. there are
individual cases. hoverer. Where a lab is 'working directly at the local
level in which it is not clear that It has a mandate to do so. gems
clarification of these guidelines as they relate to the 3-5 year plans

may be desirable.

- The strategies nay subject labs to uncontrollable influences. For
example. the Governor of California recently cancelled a program of
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technical assistance centers vith which the Tar Vest Laboratory vas
vorking as part of its indirect services. /his development has required
reprogramming by the lea.

- The 1985 recompetition resulted in a transition of labs from
institutions which conducted sem sigalficsat 1<&D oa their ova, to ones
providing assistance services. primarily in partnerships with others.
klile the change has clear benefits. one cost is the lose of
practitioner-oriented PAD that labs teed to conduct. la part. this
transition sakes the choice of the NAD that labs incorporate in their
services mare critical. lased on knowledge presently available to it.
the panel is not sure that there is a sufficient locus of
practitioner-orleated h saanstieg free other sources .bicb the
labs nay draw upon.

As ladicated earlier, the Elul believes sore inform:tin about lab
impact is desirable. Put while the tat/mate goal of labs is school and
classroom Improvement, it isn't clear that looking for such outcomes is
the appropriate criterion for a lab using indirect service strategies.
except in given situations where there is a discernible linkage betveza
services delivered by the lab and the ultimate school beneficiaries.
Such situations art probably the exception, rather than the rule. Further
attention to this issue is warranted.

Are the labs to beyro-active or reactive within their retkaa The
panel perceives an Issue walcb appears to be unresolved regarding the
labs' role :a their regions: the degree to vbich they are to be
pro-active in identifying areas for involvement and taking leadership in
those areas. and the degree to which they should be
"constituent-driven".

This issue reflects facets of the other issues which have preceded it in
this section of the report. i.e.. whether the labs have an overall
vision of their mission. whether their needs assessments are adequate
and their programs related to them, and the implications of the indirect
service strategies for the institutions. Put new considerations are
raised as well.

On the one band, vben a lab has a clear manse of constituent needs and
follows then. it will presumably play a useful role in its region. Put
its programs may be changing and unrecognisable from one year to the
next. On the other hand. if a lab stakes out leadership in an MM. it
risks both political backlash and changing priorities which say render
Its capabilities and agenda obsolete.

In this regard. the panel notes that $02* labs bays identified a in
which they are particularly strong. That is good; however, a teen in one
case bas reported that the la) had a team, to diagnose or interpret
client problems in terms of a school improvement area in which it bad
particular expertise and then frame its services in that area.

As indicated, the pro - active /reactive issue is but one aspect of others
raised here. perhaps Wit strongly. that of that is the larger vision
labs have of their mission. The panel believes the labs must strike
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balance between being proactive and reactive. It is not sure suth a
balance is understood or has been achieved anong the labs.

To what degree should regional labs also have some national identity?
the panel has inquited about the extent to which labs perceive
themselves as being oriented entirely to their regions, or whether they
have, or should bays, soot national identity or outlook as well.

The panel's perception is that the labs are vary strongly oriented to
their regions. This is a strength. On Cue other hand,Mbere are sane
legitimate roles outside the region which labs sight bee= involved
with.

Appropriate national visibility and orientation can Le achieved through
national recruitsent and staffing of labs' key positions. Participation
in appropriate national professional activities is also appropriate.
Laboratories do these things. One laportant'national role sight be to
exert leadership in one or sore areas of school isprovesent. This sight
be dont through original collaborative arrangements with parties
outside, as well as within, the labs' regions. Collaboration viii be
discuised below.

One aspect of the labs' role which the panel finds troubling is ar
apparent lack of concerted effort by either OERI or the institutions to
develop a general plan for fostering collaboration with other 24D
resources funded by the Department of Education. The panel has
identified numerous assistance activities funded by the Department, with
who: the labs sight collaborate. These are shown on Table l (following
page).

The panel believes sore collaboration can be achieved between labs and
other Departmentally- funded resources and strongly urges that
appropriate action be taken to bring about such collaboration.

Collaboration anon: labs the panel questions whether the Intended
degree and benefits of collaboration axone the labs are being achieved.
The 1985 RFP stipulated that labs should "work in collaboration with
centers and with other labs on regional and national educational
problems". laboratories are to allocate ten percent of their budgets to
collaboration under Task Five to participate in activities that "address
sore than one region or are nationwide in scope". Specific Task Five
activities nay include:

a) exchange of infornation on 24D needs and practices through
meetings, newsletters or electronic networks;

b) develop:sat of resources for inprovesent, a.a., syntheses, training
nodules, workshop designs;

c) engagement in collaborative inprovement efforts across regions:

d) assisting OERI in understanding needs of educational practitioners

in regions and nationwide;
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anal. 1

DINER ASSISTANCE RESOURCES TIIICED
ET THE U.S. DARTMENT OF EDUCATION

=TR IDIOM REGIONAL LABORATORIES MIGHT COLLABORATE

Office /Activity Tnndin

Educational Research and Iaprovement (OIRI)

Educational Research Cezters (18) 17.8

ERIC Clearinghouses (16) 4.8

National Diffusion Netvurk (NUN)
State Facilitators (53) 4.8

Leadership in Educational Administration
Development (LEAD) Program Centers (51) 7.1

R-

Elementary and Secondary Education (OMB)

Chapter I Technical Assistance Centers (4) 3.6

Indian Education- Regional Resource
Centers (5) 2.2

Drug Free Schools Center, (5) 8.8

Special Education and Rehabilitative Services
(OSERS)

Regional Resource Centers (5) 2.2

Bilingual Education and Minority Language Aliairs
(OBEYSA)

thati-Functional Resource Canters (16)

Evaluation Assistants Centers (2)

Bilingual Education Clearinghouse
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Table 1 (continued)

OTHER ASSISTANCE RESOURCES FUNDED
EY THE U.S. DEPARTHECT OF EDUCATION

PITH WHOM REGIONAL IASORATORIES MIGHT COLLADORATE

Civil Rights (OCR)

Desegregation Assistance Centers (10) 8.2

Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE)

National Center for Research= Vocational
Education (NCRVE)

Community Coordination Centers (6)

6.0

0.8

Total Funding 78.0

The regime: offices of the Department (Secretary's Regional
Representatives) are a130 resources with vhom the labs might work.
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e) cooperating in work in national research, development.
dissemination and improvement problems jointly identified by the
lab and OEM.

A central coordinating group was described in the RFP that would be
convened by cam in consultatica with the labs. It would determine
guidelines. premidares and priorities red would involve aesignments to
cross-laboratory task forces for planning and implementation. An annual
meeting of lab governing board chairs, executive directors and OEM vas
also envisioned.

Rine "theoe areas" emerged from lab plans in 77 '86. Three of theee were
administrative in nature. including electronic networking and
evaluation. The electronic networking has occurred as envisioned and
some effective collaboration An substantive themes. e.g.. higher order
thinking skills, the urban education network, state policy and rural
education. Collaboration in other areas, however. has lagged and accept
for two of the above areas. Content-based products have not been
developed as yet.

OERI staff have reported several difficulties with Task Five
implementation to date. One concerns laboratory leadership for specific
themes. There is a lack of balance and coneistancy among labs in taking
leadership for themes. Some labs_have token the lead in more than one
arcs and at least one has not taken the lead in any. Lead labs cannot
force other labs to cooperate and lead lab leadership is very fragile;
it sometimes does not emerge and is usually highly person-dependent.

It has been difficult to identify the overall dimensions of Task Five
because the work in the labs often overlaps that in other tasks.

Or-RI staff have made the following reconcendations regardirg the
implementation of Task Five:

1) The notion of the "lea lab" should be re-evaluated in
cooperation with the labs. The number of "lead" areas per
lab nay need to be limited:

2) A more equitable distribution of work among labs be
determined in collaboration with them.

3) OERI should take sum active cad collaborative Tole in
i'mplementing Task live activities. ideally by having each member
of the OEF1 Laboratory team serve as a liason/facilitator for a
thane area.

4) The institutional liaison's mould have responsibility for generating
collaborative efforts across OERI and the Department.

5) Products developed wader Task Five should be disseminated
nationally through svarlety of educational agencies.

6) Meetings among OERI staff and lab staff should continue as
necessary to reach these objectives.
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The panel endorses the general intent of these recommendation'. It
suggests that. in addition. further thought be Riven to the incentives,
or lack thereof. for labs to participate in Task Five as presently
implemented. The panel also believes that the responsibility for success
of Task Five is shared by OERI end the labs. While the labs need to live
up to the spirit of the contract requirements, OERI mil: need to take
strong central leaderahip if the potential in this area is to be
realised.

Public and private education- ilia one exception, the teem reports did
not highlight the degreeervices being provided to private
education. The panel does mot have enough information in this area of
the program to comment knowledgeably.

The panel believes that service to private schools is of greater
3/golf/tante in some regions than others and thet the interests of
Individual labs in it should be guided by their regional chiracteilstics
and governing boards. (Private school officials are among various types
of educators the 1985 *FP recommended for consideration in board
membership.) The panel also believes the labs should be sensitive to the
needs of intermediary organisations (i.e., through indirect service
strategies) serving private education. Among these these organisations
are those serving specific populations, such as the Association of
Tribal-ControlleJ Schools.

Regulation of the Labs- The panel is inter:nod in the efficiency and
productivityanizational and contractual relationships between
the labs and OERI. Among the topics in which it is specifically
interested are the following:

The degree of specificity in the lab contracts. The panel believes
tn.i the specificity of contracts emphasises process at the expense of
(1) a concept of overall lab role (2) substantive emphasis (3) vision of
successful service and (4) indicators of success.

- The panel believes the degree of reporting required by OERI :my be
excessive. Eur given thst, it is still possible, as suggested in the
discussion of clarity and vision of the labs' mission, the labs Witt
too such in vespoose to the OERI requirements. A greater balance in
reporting requirements between the teed for detailed accountability and
programmatic clarity needs to be sought.

The panel believes there is an inherent conflict between the greater
degree of control and specificity appropriately demanded in contracts
and the autonony lodged in the concept of regional labs. The panel is

avers of the previous discussions about this subject. It believes that
the potential for use of cooperative agreements in the future in the
program is worthy of inveatigation.iut for the moment. the panel would
have to concluf: that the ideal pro:ars:tent seem:Atm for use in the
program does not exist.
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Relaslenship between OERI and non-OERI activities- The panel is ewers
thst labs differ greatly in the extant to which My have non-OERI
funding. The implications of this deserve attention. These include:

- Laboratories differ greatly in their entrepreneuris. behavior as
regards not-0Ell funding. Some of the *are nature once have sizable
proportions and amounts of such funding. On the one hnd, this reflects
organisational health and vitality. The panel ds concerned. benvver,
that ouch labs may be shifting valued staff and other resources as
necessary tt compete for and conduct such services at the expense of the
OERI- funded

- The panel is concerned that OERI may, unintentionally, be subsidizing
labs to cospete with other organizations for other OERI and ton-OERI
work. Labs nay be afforded an advantage in competitions because of their
relatively better - developed institutional capacity and ascumuleted
abililty to tap other resources. The panel ucognizes that the OEM
contracts do not have that purpose and it is not OERI's intent to afford
labs unfair advantage when competing for funds. Some meant to ensure
that this is not the case, hovever, or other resolution of this matter.
may nonetheless be appropriate.

- The panel is hat never labs without other source of tuding or
cash reserves face unique needs regarding their cash floe. The panel
believes that OERI should be responsive to such seeds.

Organizational maturity- An issue somewhat related to that of OERI and
non-aE1 activities is Out of organizational unturity. The labs vary
widely on *As dimension. The older ones have been in s s for sone
twenty years. the never ones for two to three years. the following
considerations, therefore, are worthy of attention regarding the labs'
varying organizational maturity.

- The panel believes the older labs might productively assist the
Younger ones on a selective basis in either governance. organisation and
managment, or programmatic . OERI staff have cited examples of how
such intra-lab assistance has occurred. This is praiseworthy. The panel
believes, hovever, that such assistance might be extended. Older labs
right particularly take the lead in collaboration under Task rive.

- With all labs. but perhaps the older ones in particular. there is a
seed to obtain staff to deal with new and unfolding educational areas
(e.g., higher order thinking stills). or retrain existing staff to deal
with them. The panel recognises the mead for stability in personnel
shinistration of a lab and for sone continuity in staffing. On the
other bind, stability and continuity will mot always Mgt challenges in
new areas. The panel has heard a concern that labs may be entering into
fields where they do mot live adequate staff expertise, nor plaza to
acquire that expertise. The panel recommends that the labs' capacity to
adapt staffing to meet changes required in their mission and clients'
needs be examined. Specific factors to be examined include policies for
providing new staff. as required. and proviC;ng staff devtlopment for
existing staff. Staff development can and should be a vital part of each
laboratory's overall personnel program.
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141'1-specific matter.- Tha papal will depart here from its focus on
pr4ram-vide matters to comment on a few setters ?listed to individual
labs. The lobs referred to ere the never ones. These comments are mg,
in pert because they relate to the specific labs and in part because
they exemplify the sorts of Jaguar which may face mew institutions
generally. They are thus.rtlevantto the 299D recompetition.

The reports on the Vorth Central 'Regional educational Laboratory reflect

many strengths in the institution. They also reflect itrugeles the lab
has gone through to achieve stability. These include marginally adequate
faclitities (which are nor being substantially renovated), turnover in
management and cash flow problems related to Departmental payment
procedures. (The did, hoverer, have financial reserves available to
it from a predecessor organisation which prevented dire consequences
iron occurring thtt So the rash floe problems).

The present executive director of the lab asserts that the turnover in
management has not adversely affected it. Whatever the case in that
regsrd, the panel believes that for a never institution with such a
history. OERI should continue to senator the situation carefully. Two
rather different monitoring postures are appropriate. One is to
entourage and support appropropriate growth of the lab. The other.
however. is to counsel moderation in aspirations. if necessary, ao that
the lab's proem:welt reach does.not emceed its organisational and
managerial grasp.

The Souther t Education:a Improvement Laboratory has had cash flow
problems. 1.ese were largely due to its new status as a lab without any
existing mash reserves to fall beck upon. Difficulties in attaining
satisfactory payment mechanism experienced with the Department's

contracts and finance offices have exacerbated the laboratory's cash
flow problems during its initial period. The panel is pleased to note
that these problems appear tear resolution. The panel encourages close
attention by OLRI management to aiy similar situations in the future.

The Regional Laboratory for the Roqheagt and Islands grew out of a
pre-existing organization and is Implementing a novel structure for
providing service. State &seism:ma tatters have been established
through existing organizations on a decentralised basis as a means to
provide a substantial portion of the laboratory's services. The panel
has heard urgumente for and againat'the efficacy of this strategy. It
has two observations to oaks in this regard.

The first observation is that the lab is irplementing strategy which
WO dourly included in its winning proposal in 1985. Any =certainty.
or even with the moral characteristics of this strategy ought
mot, therefore to be turned into premature judgments about its success.
The second observation is that, marwithatanding Its contractual
validity, enough experience has been gained with the strategy to warrant
a special activity to explore its progress and prospects. The panel
therefore recommends that Oa lab be requested to jointly convene such
an activity with DERI during the first six months of the new program
year. The activity would examine the operation of the strategy to date,
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reactions to it from the field and possible future directions for it.
Representatives of various lab constituents and clients. plus others
alth the potential to contribute to the discussion. would be invited to
participate. The panel would follow the course of this activity closely.

211. Recommendations Remain the Future of the freers=

The panel has a respoosibility to sake recommendations covering the
longer term of the lab program. as well as lemediate considerations
arisita from the external teview. A focal point for these longer tern
considerations le policies relevant to the recotpetition of the lobs
scheduled for 1990 and admitistrativa of the program thereafter.

The panel makes the following recommendations at this time. They are
stitulated by discussion of this reviev. They are not. however.
nee aaaaa Ily derived from Oa review in every aspect.'Ite pone] members
bring broad and diverse perspectives to the task of school improvement
and labs. The recommendations below in pert reflect those perspectives.

Make the programmatic realities and the contrattual recuiretents
compatible.

The panel recognises the need for OM. or any funding agency, to be
accountable for administration of its contracts. On the other hand. labs
are engaged in vork which. by definitioz4"Is client-driven to a
considerable deer'se and thus changing in nature. The present contract
requirements appear to Impose an unrealistic degree of precision upon
labs in stating in advance what they plan to do. at least for
"outyears", or those beyond the current and next ones.

The panel he add d this issue earlier It this report. It recommends
here that further study of desirable procurement procedures for taw
'yards to labs be exploted et an integral aspect of plotting for the
rest:petition itself.

Strengthen Departmental program administration

The panel has not sought toememine the orerotions of the Department's
Grants and Contracts Service (CCS) in support of the labs. It bat to
reason to believe that Departmental procurement regulations are not
being followed in the lab contracts. Nonetheless. it has heard reports
of slowness in resolving cash flow problems and sloe approval of other
lab requests.

Just as the panel has counseled attention by labs to basic =CLOTS of
management and organization. the panel counsels OTRI to take whatever
action is possible to strengthen the contractodaitistration of,this
program. In addition to seeking additional staffing it the relevant CCS
unit. OTRI sight take one additional step. It is to have institutional
liaisons (IL's) akin maximum advantage of the powers which are lodged in
their designation as the "Contracting Officer's Technical
Representative" (COTR). The panel is aware thet some Covertnent ism:cies
delegate considerably sore discretion to their program officers
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Toying that designation than does CCS. :he panel strongly believes that
6ppropriate training of IL's in their COTR role is desirable.

The panel also notes that 11's are 'overburdened with adtanistrative
details. Such details are inappropriate for their role as senior staff
and also binder their &Westing larger programmatic Jesus,. Designation
of junior staff to apprentice two or three IL's is desirable.
Apprentices could both assist IL's with their administrative work and
prepare to assume IL responsibilties when staff vacancies occur. inch
staffing would also ensure =ether* would be adequate back-up
knowledge about a lab and its region in the absence of the IL.

further examine the fiscal requirements of establishine and operating
lab-

7be panel has been struck by the vastly different degree of overall
financial resources available to individual labs, particulirly sett
comparisons betveen older ones and never ones. Attention should be given
to ways gist lobs' cash flow needs say be sat. On the one band, labs
should not be required to endure financial hardship. On the other hand.
they should not over-a ttttt ively seek other sources of funds, possibly
at the expense of OtRI-funded activities or the labs' ova sense of
self-identity. The panel strongly reconmends that consideration be given
to including fees in any future contracts. Such fees are a reasonable
way to develop reserves to meet unexpected needs and are in fact
consistent with the contractual relationship between the department and
the labs.

rianine the "entrepreneurial" behavior of the lobs-

The panel believes the behavior of lets with large (mounts of non-Dal
funding is in fact a significant detertinatt of their overall
institutions/ behavior. The panel recognises that OIRI is only
accountable for conduct of work it funds. but it ta not possible in
every instance to and d perforeance of OERNfunded work without
understanding the broader environment.

The panel recommend& that this "entrepreneurial" aspect of labs,
specifically bow it affects OERI-funded work, be studied prior to the
recompetition. Sucb a study would address patterns of soaking non-
0E11-funded work by labs, the amounts and types conducted and the
distribution of available resources within a lab between 01711- funded end
moo -0E11- funded work.

Clarify the paperwork in the progran-

The combined rev:resents for paperwork Is:pos.4 on the labs by the
Department's contracts officand URI are vary large. Still, some labs
seem to been gone beyond the bounds of whit even 0111 required in their
subnistion of documetts for this reviev.

For the recon petition, documentation aunt be submitted in sufficient
detail to allow a valid and reliable review process to be conducted. Tor
program admial ttttt Loa, adequate documentation also needs to be
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suboitted. Jut as indicated earlier. the .anel believes the amount of
documentation subsided in connection with this review my have actually
obscured 2004 larger vision of obit the labs are doing. Cl . sore

succinct donmentatin is possible in this progran and should be
encouraged.

Study the isplicatins of the Indirect services ('with end through ")
itratety-

Iha pinv,1 is lap d with the degree to whin the lobs lava sought to
implesent this strategy. It ha bad major affects on the character and
program of many of the testis:otiose.

Still, tba-e are many unanswered quastias about the bast way to
laplement this strategy and Its liplications. Ames these questions are
the sost appropriate groups with whom to work "with and, through ". the
effects of not serving sem group4. the degree. if any. to which this
strategy should be imbued in all the labs' work and appropriate ways to
evaluate labs' performed working in this mods.

A forthcoting field study appears to offer oo opportunity to exaina at
last some of these issues. The strategy and its implications should be
studied thoroughly prior to comacing the red:petition.

ysiriderlin mods Need

The panel is not convinced tb. extensive seeds saints ma
adequately serving their Intended purpose of guiding program mstic
planninilthin the regions. On toe 0142 bad. there is too ouch data. On
the other bend, the date do sot always adequately track planning
decisions and the allocation of services actually aids. The panel
demigods that the possibility of diodes need. ttttt emend be
explored. also that greater visibility be given to labs' =published
bases for raking decisions.

More coordination is needed-

The panel commends 00.1 and the labs for the efforts taken to coordinate
activities song labs. Jut web more can and should be done. Sidle
Male Setter coordination of the IL's activities can be accomplished.
Jotter coordination of the lab program' with other 001-faded activities
is particularly desirable.

The labs can improve coordination smog 0/salves and with other
parties. As indicated earlier in this report. the penal does not believe
that the labs era benefiting from such coordination of their activities
to the extent they ad their clients might.

Teresa study of this issue is desirable. It should include ssolpets of
the sac sssss and !snores of Os present coordination provision in the
contracts Creak Yid). but not ba bound by the present committal
provisions. OW should specifically study the potential for labs to
further coordinate their work with the other Yederally-fundsd salasece
Institutions listed in Table 1.
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Study the future of services to the Pacific train Ration-

Ibe panel is aware that theiNceethweet Regional Educational Laboratory is
providing services to tho Pacific tacit Region. This region covers a
vast area, ranging from Hawaii Za the east to Pacific territories in the
west. The area is strategically important, both educationally and
otherwise.

The area was designated a *apart:* region in the 2965 recompetition of
the laboratories. The Nottbmstlab was assigned to help the region
develop full - service capacity to operate its own lab by the close of
this contract period, ss well as to provide services to it.

The panel is not in a position to comment on the level or adequacy of
services provided to the region by the Northwest lab, or the degree of
progress made in preparing the region to have its own lab. Nonetheless,,
it strongly recommends that OERI study the future direction of lab
services to this region prior to commencing the 1990 recompetition.

)iota examination of the programs in the field is needed-

Ibe panel recommends that in the future, evaluations of thatever sort
(monitors' visits, external reviews, studies, etc.), should seek to get
sore information from the people in the field with whom the labs wort
and serve. The panel recognises the fiscal Imnstraints on obtaining such
information, i.e. funds or staff travel, reviews and contracted
studies. It nonetheless encourages OERI to gat as such "grass-roots"
evidence as possible to ensure that clear and concise picture of bow
well the labs are working is obtained.
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ATTACHMENT E

TIMETABLE FOR FY 1990 COMPETITION OF REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL
LABORATORIES (subject to revision)

Most of the present lab contracts expire on November 30, 1990. The

North Central lab, having been competed earlier, is an exception. That

contract expires November 30, 1989. A decision hes yet to be rade
whether to recompete the North Central lab in 1989, or extend the
contract one year to recompete it on the same schedule as the others.

We envision the following steps in the process.

By the Spring of 1989, we will accumulate as much evaluation information
as we can about the labs, for consideration in framing program policies
in the recompetition. There is also S75K in the President's 89 budget
for a round of consultations, meetings, etc., in the field with lab
constituents to obtain their views about desirable program policies.

Drafting of the RFP will start in the suwner of 1989. It will be issued
late in 1989. Proposals will be due in the spring of 1990. Contractor
selection and negotiation will have to occur by the summer of 1990.
This will allow time for phase-out of any incumbents who are
unsuccessful in the competition.

Piney was available for planning grants to enhance the earlier
competition, both in the case of the North Central lab and for the
overall competition. That use of funds had a substantial stimulative
effect on the number of competitors. Thirty-three planning grants were
awarded in the overall competitions. Almost all of the planning
participants were involved in one way or another in 17 full proposals
for the awards. There was competition in all but one lab region.

With no money available for planning grants this tire, the prospects for
an equally vibrant competition are reduced. Nevertheless, there are
important virtues for competition. One is the discipline of the market
place, in funneling money to the best possible competitors. The second
is that the recompetition provides a unique opportunity to re-examine
and change program policies on a comprehensive and compelling (i.e.,
everyone has to comply with the regulations) basis.

Broadening the eligibility for possible awardees would also have a
salutory affect on the recompetition. For example, allowing consortia
of school districts to be eligible and in general easing the requirement
that labs be self-standing organizations would make it easier for
non-incumbents to consider competing.

A preliminary schedule of steps in the procurement process follows. It
assumes that the lab and renter regs now under review will have been
finalized, but that a specific procurement solicitation will have to be

written.
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Parch-Jule 1989

June-September 1989

July 1989

September 30. 1989

March 30. 1990

July 31, 1990

August 2, 1990

October 1, 1990

December 1, 1990 New contracts begin

December 30, 1990 All close-out and transition activities
under discontinued awards completed.

The same procurement process would generally hold if tha structure of

the lab program was changed. Time would be required to gain acceptance
of proposed changes, however. and possibly legislative action as well.
(For example, the role of regionally-based governing boards was
incorporated in the Higher Education Amendments of 1986).

The plannilg process for the recompetition will provide an opportunity
for consideration of some fairly radical alternatives. For example, it
has been suggested that the program might be changed to a State-based

structure. The suggestion draws heavily from experience with the
Leadership in Educational Administration Development Program (LEAD).
The idea is to create State-based consortia or organizations designed to
increase the use of educational R&D. The governors' office would be
expected to take a leadership role in such entities. The purpose would
'a to involve many constituencies and agencies to gain use of
a ucational R&D, rather than relying primarily on SEA's. Such a change
Juld take legislative action, but we think the ideas is worthy of

consideration.
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Evaluative information collected and
analyzed; consultations with field
completed.

Drafting of RFP

Notice of coming procurement placed in
Federal Register.

RFP issued

RFP closes

Winners announced; negotiations begin

Incumbent labs not selected for new
contracts given two months to develop and
negotiate close-out and transition plans

Close-out plans im;lemented

State-based abs* might also be able to form consortia, either for
general or specific purposes. Suth consortia Would not have the
character of permanent lab regions and boards, etc.
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ATTACHMENT F

National Research and Development Centers

The National Research and Development Centers are university-based projects that
focus research cm topics of national significance to educational policy and
practice. Each canter works in a defined field on a multi-year (end usually
multi-disciplinary) program of research and development. Each center's role is to:

Exercise leadership in its minion area.

Conduct programmatic research and development.

Attract the sustained attention of the best researchers to education problems.

Create a long-term interaction between researchers and educators.

Participate in a network for collaborative exchangain the education
community.

Engage in a dissemination program.
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center for Bilingual Research and_Second Language Education

University of California
1100 Glendon Avenue, Suite 1740
Los Angeles, California 90024
(213)823.8886

Director. Azusdo M. Padilla

Affiliated Institution: Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL)

Mission

This Center is also known as the Center for Language Education and Research
(CLEAR). Its mission is to assist in developing a languagecompetent American
society. Its primary goals are to develop the English language competence and
academic skills of language minority students and to develop the second/foreign
language experience and competence of Englishspeaking, monolingual students. In
pursuit of these goals, CLEAR's staff of social science and education researchers
are involved in research, development, and dissemination activities which will
improve knowledge, instruction, curriculum and materials in bilingual and foreign
language education.

National Center on Education and Employment

Teachers College
Columbia University
Box l74
New York, New York 10027
(212)678.3091

Director. Sue E. Berryman
Associate Director for Communication: Erwin Flaxman

Affiliated Institutions: The RAND Corporation and City University of New York,
Graduate Center.

Mission

The Center's research program seeks to improve the knowledge base for deciding who
should teach what work-related skills to whom, when, how, and for what purposes.
Toward this objective, it supports research by economists, sociologists,
psychologists, and policy analysts. The Center also has an active program to
communicate this knowledge to those who can use it, and, in conjunction with
polieymakers, to explicate and synthesize its implications for work related
education in this country.
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Center for Research on Elementary and Middle Scholl:

Johns Hopkins University
3505 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21213
(301) 338-7570

Co-Directorz James McPartland
Edward Mc Dill

Mission

The mission of the Center for Research on Elementary and Middle Schools is to
produce useful knowledge about how elementary and middle schools can foster growth
in students' learning and development The work of the Center is designed to
produce: (a) better scientific understanding of how elementary and middle schools
can foster student learning of academic knowledge and skills and student
development of valued personal characteristics such as strong self-concept, civic
values, and independence; (b) research-based practical methods for improving the
effectiveness of elementary and middle schools; and (c) specific strategies for
implementing effective research-based school and dusted:a practices.

National Center on Effective Secondary Schools

Wisconsin Center for Education Research
University of Wisconsin
1025 West Johnson Street

Madison, Wisconsin 53706
(608) 263.7575

Director: Fred M. Newmann
Associate Director: Gary Web Lige

Mistion

The Center seeks to learn how to improve student achievement in secondary schools.
Special attention is directed to the needs of disadvantaged and less successful
students. Research on improving academic achievement is guided by three central
aisumptions: (I) since the concept and measurement of achievement arc problematic,
the mission should not be simply to increase student scores on tests currently in
use; (2) to improve academic achievement, we must first Understand how to increase
student engagement in academic work; and (3) although policies and conditions
originating beyond the school have substantial impact on student achievement, more
attention must be given to the strategies that teachers and administrators can use
to alter conditions in schools to increase students' engagement and achievement.
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National Center for Research to Im rove Postseeondar Teaehin and Learn

School of Education
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1259
(313) 936.2741

Director. Joan S. Stark
Associate Director: Wilbert I. MeKeachie

Mission

The Center focuses research, development, and dissemination activities on college
classroom learning and teaching strategies, curricular structure and integration,
faculty attitudes and teaching behaviors, organizational practices, and use of
emerging information technology. It emphasizes cognitive development of
undergraduate students in colleges that concentramoon teaching as their primary
mission. This emphasis was chosen because recent research in cognition holds great
promise for improving learning and teaching in higher education.

Center for Policy Research in Education

The Eagleton Institute of Polities
Rutgers. The State University of New Jersey
Wood Lawn - Neilson Campus
New Brunswick, New Jersey 0E901
(201) 828.3872

Director: Susan Fuhrman

Affiliated Institutions: Stanford University. University of Wisconsin - Madison.
and Michigan State University.

Mission

The Center produces research that: (1) is useful to policymakers and their
constituents; (2) focuses on the relationships between policy and tecching,
learning. school organization, and student performance; (3) strengthens the
connections among policy, practice, and performance; (4) provides information about
a range of policy approaches to influence education practice; (5) contributes to
theory and knowledge about which policies work best under which circumstances; and
(6) fosters a continuing and strengthened dialogue between the producers and
consumers of research.
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Center for Postseccndar Governance and Finance

Executive Office
University of Maryland - College Park
College of Education
6525 Belcrest Road, Suite 430
Hyattsville, Maryland 20782
(301) 454.1568

Executive Director Richard P. Chait
Associate Director for Research: Frank Schmidtlein
Associate Director for Communication

and Administration: Kathryn Theta
Director of Collaborative Activities: Robert Berdahl

Affiliated Institution= Arizona State University; Teachers College, Columbia
University; and University of Wisconsin - Madison.

Mission

The mission of the Center is to improve the effectiveness, efficiency, and equity
of teaching, research, and public service in postsecondary education. This mission
is carried out through policy research and dissemination of information designed to
improve governance, management, and finance practices. The Center is pursuing the
concerns of postsecondary education at the institutional, inter-institutional,
State, and Federal levels. This includes: 1) promoting learning through teaching,
2) creating knowledge through research and scholarship, and 3) disseminating
knowledge and providing assistance through public service activities.

Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards, and Studetat Testin3

Regents of the University of California
Center for thc Study of Evaluation
University of California at Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California 90024
(213) 8254711

CoDirectors: Eva Baker (UCLA)
Graduate School of Education
145 Moore Hall, UCLA
Los Angeles, California 90024

Robert Linn (University of Colorado)
School of Education ,
Campus Box 249
Boulder, Colorado 80309

Affiliated Institutions: University of Chicago; University of Colorado;
Educational Testing Service; University of Illinois; National Opinion Research
Center; Arizona State University; and the University of California at
Santa Barbara.

Mission

The Center's mission is to conduct research and development in the areas of testing
and evaluation to assess and improve its impact on education quality.
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National Center for Research on Teacher Education

College of Education
Michigan State University
Erickson Hall
East Lansing, Michigan 48824.1034
(517)355.9302

Director. Mary Kennedy
Associate Directors: Sharon FeimanNemser

Robert Floden
G. Williamson McDiarmid

Affiliated Institutions: University of Wisconsin - Madison; Education Matters,
Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts; Teachers College, Columbia University.

Mission

The National Center for Research on Teacher Education seeks to produce useful
knowledge to improve the quality of teacher education. The Center views teacher
education as one of many influences on teachers and examines the purpose and role
of programs relative to these other influences. It asks what impact various
approaches or alternatives to teacher education have on teachers and how particular
kinds of learning opportunities influence teachers. These questions are examined
as they relate to the teaching of two academic subjects: writing and mathematics.
To date, there has been more argument than inquiry about these questions, and
rarely have the issues been defined in a way that allowed careful investigation.
Therefore, the Center's work consists as much of conceptual development as it does
of gathering empirical data. The goal is to improve and expand conceptual and
empirical studies of teacher education and teacher learning and, in so doing, to
help focus debates about teacher education and inform teacher education policy and
practice.

Center for the Study of Learning

Learning, Research and Development Center (LRDC)
University of Pittsburgh
3939 O'Hara Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260
(412) 624-4895

Co-Director.: Lauren Resnick, LRDC
Robert Glaser, LRDC

Associate Director. James Von, Center for the Study of Learning

Mission

The Center seeks to create new knowledge that will be useful in teaching students
how to become competent thinkers, learners, and problem solvers. The Center's
research focuses on understanding the skills underlying succeufullhinking and
learning in three areas of the school curriculum: mathematics, science, and social
studies. The research is directed at children of all ability levels, from the
hardest to teach to the most talented.

88-078 0 - 88 - 8
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ter for the t1d of wriNu

School of Education
University of California. Berkeley
Berkeley. California 94720
(415) 643.7022

Director: Sarah Freedman

Affiliated Institution: Carnegie-Mellon University

Mission

The primary mission of the Center for the Study of Writing is to improve theteaching and learning of writing.
Focusing on writing as a means of communication,a skill to be developed, and a way to help students learn across the disciplines,

the Center encourages research that places emphasis on levying and on theteacher's interaction with the learner. The Center's major gal is to engage in'practice sensitive' research that will create 'research-sensitive teachers. Itsmajor objective is to develop workable theories that will increase the number of
successful writers as well as stimulate further research.

Educational Technology Center

Harvard Graduate School of Education
337 Gutman Library
6 Appian Way
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
(617) 495.9373

Co-Directors: Judah I.. Schwartz
Martha Stone Wiske

Affiliated Institutions: Cambridge, Newton, Ware. and Watertown, Massachusetts
school systems; Education Collaborative for Greater Boston; Education
Development Center: and Educational Testing Service.

Mission

The Center's goal is to find ways of using the computer and other information
technologies to teach science. mathematics, and computing more effectively.
Research focuses on 'targets of difficulty' that were identified by subject matter
experts, researchers, and teachers. Mathematics work focuses on word problems,
algebra, and geometry. Projects in all three areas use the computer's capacity to
provide concrete representation of difficultto-grasp concepts. Two science
projects examine the use of simulations'to teach concepts of weight and density,
and heat and temperature, while a third science project focuses on teaching the
process skills involved in scientific inquiry and the nature of science as an
enterprise. Also underway are computer education projects aimed at clarifyiog
students' difficulties in learning to grogram and at exploring the classroom
usefulness of software applications. Two additional projects explore the
educational potential of emerging technologies.
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nciaing nesearco ano aucation Center (RREC)

University of Illinois
174 Children's Research Center
51 Gerty Drive
Champaign, Illinois 61820
(217) 333.2552

Co-Director= Richard C. Anderson
P. David Pearson

Associate Director: Jean Osborn

SubContractor Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc.

Mission

The primary mission of the Center is to conduct research that will help us to
become 'a nation of readers' through applied and basic research activities in
teaching and learning. BRECs aim is to produce knowledge that will benefit
practitioners and others. Focusing on higher.order literacy skills and on the
reading of content texts, the Center's research program addresses the following:

o Acquisition of Knowledge and Skills: How can students learn the skills that
will enable them to acquire knowledge from textbooks in different academic
subjects?

o Instruction in Reading: How can teachers become more effective in helping
students learn to read?

o Text Structure: How can textbooks be improved to optimize student learning?

o Testing of Reading Proficiency and Evaluation of Instruction: How can
reading proficiency be better measured and how can various instructional
approaches be validated?

The Center also hat three major institutional activities that are designed to
ensure that knowledge about reading becomes infused into practice:
(I) improving school textbooks, (2) improving teacher education, and (:) raising
the level of literacy about literacy.

Center for Research on the Context of Secondary School Teaching

Stanford University
School of Education
CERAS Building
Stanford, California 94305
(415) 723.4972

Director: Milbrey W. McLaughlin
Associate Director: Joan L Talbert

Affiliated Institution: Michigan State University

Mission

The 'School Context' Center mission'is to discover how working conditions and other
circumstances in schools affect teachers, promote or hinder effective teaching and,
ultimately, affect student outcomes. An important objective of the Center is to
provide policymakers and practitioners with information abt.ut how school policies
and practices, especially those associated with recent reforms, relate to the
school context, teachers, and teaching.
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Arts Education Research Center

New York University
School of Education, Health,

Nursing, and Arts Professions
32 Washington Place, 031
New York, New York 10003
(212) 9934050

University of Illinois
at Urbana - Champaign

College of Applied and Fine Am
105 Davenport House
309 South Wright Street
Champaign, Illinois 618204219
(217) 333.2186

Directors: Jerrold E. Ross (New York University)
Theodore Zernich (University of Illinois)

The Arts Education Research Center is jointly funded by the National Endowment for
the Arts (NEA) and the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI). The
NEA administers and monitors the Center. The Arts Education Research Center has
two locations: New York University and the University of Illinois, Urbana -
Champaign.

Mission

The New York University (NYUI Arts Education Research Center's mission is to
conduct research that uses both qualitative and quantitative methodologies to study
the following three areas that have direct impact on the teaching of art and music
at the secondary level: (1) the nature of aesthetic response; (2) strategies for
teaching; and (3) curriculum development designed to elicit such response. Second
year research activities involve teachers in rural and suburban areas. In the
third year of research, a third art discipline (dance or literature) will be added
to the plan of work. The NYU Arts Center's primary objective is to identify and/or
create models of excellence in teaching the arts, demonstrate how and why these
models work, and disseminate the results of such research so that the models can be
replicated in public and private schools across the nation.

The University or111inois fUll Arts Education Research Center is dedicated to
developing a deeper understanding of the complex issues surrounding teaching,
learning, and evaluation in the arts at the elementary and secondary levels. The
principal minion is to provide national leadership in three related areas:
(1) conducting research that is germane to schools and schooling and that mans
the acquisition of knowledge and skills in the arts; (2) conducting research
related to teaching and learning in the arts in elementary and secondary school
Wants; and (3) providing leadership for the arts teaching profession by
disseminating information and organizing collaborative exchanges.

These institutions coordinate their research agendas and collaborate on research
activities and findings. The activities of the Center are overseen by a tingleNational Advisory Panel.
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Center for the Learning and Teaching of Elementary Subjects

Michigan State University
College of Education
East Lansing. Michigan 48824
(517) 353.6470

CoDirector= Jere Brophy
Penelope 1.. Peterson

Mission

The Center for the Learning and Teaching of Elementary Subjects has prepared a plan
to: identify exemplary practices, particularly for teaching and learning problem-
solving and higher-order thinking; develop and test hypotheses through schoolbssed
research; and make specific recommendations for improvement of school policies,
Instructional materials, assessment procedures, and teaching practices. The Center
focuses on the issues of: (I) whit content should be taught, (2) how teachers
frame sod focus their. teaching to best utilize their resources, and (3) in what
ways good teaching Is subjectmatter specific. The Center addresses these issues
as they relate to the elementary education subject areas of arts education,
literature, math, science, and social studies.

Center for the Lesrolog and Teaching of Literature

State University of New York at Albany
School of Education
1400 Washington Avenue
Albany, Ncw York 12222
(518)442.5026

Director: Arthur N. Applebee
Co-Directors: Judith Langer

Alan Purves

Mission

The mission of the Center for the Learning and Teaching of Literature is: to
provide an intellectual focus for literature research and practice; to conduct
research that contributes to the improvement of teaching and learning; and to let
as a elminghouse that promotes good practice in the teaching of literature. The
goal of the Center is to explore fundamental issues in the literature curriculum
which have potential for improving classroom practice. To achieve this goal, the
Center is examining the amounts and types of literature to which students are
exposed, the objectives of the literature curricula, and the assessment of student
performance. The programmatic rezeareb concerns are orianIzed In three broad
areas: (1) Current Emphases in Instruction, which examine the major alternatives
to current emphases in the curriculum, primarily through systematic study of the
content and the organization of literature instruction in unusual programs across
the United States and in other nations; (2) Teaching and Learning Processes, which
examine the ways in which individual readers approach individual texts and the
interactions between classroom approaches and what readers learn to do; and
(3) Assessment, which examines the ways in which literature is assessed and the
relationships among the different kinds of literary knowledge represented. The
research findings will be applicable to grades K12 in both public and private
schools.
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Research Synthesis Center for the Teaching. Learning. and Assessment of Science

The Network, Inc.
290 South Main Street
Andover. Msssachusetu 01110
(617) 470-1010

Director: Scots Ratan

Affiliated Institut:on: Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS)

Mission

The Research Synthesis Center for tht Teaching, Learning, and Assessment of Scienec
provides conceptual and practical leadership across areas of major Interest in
science education. by promoting changes In state and local education agency
policies that affect science assessment, curriculum, and Instsvc:lon. Ls doing so.
the Center is serving as a mechanism to bridge gaps between research and practice
In science education by synthesizing what Is known from current research ana
practice. The Center's research agenda Is comprbed of a series of Integrative
studies that enable It to (1) understand the current status of assessment.
curriculum, and Instruction In science; (2) enhance. link. 'sad integrate current
efforts to establish what ought to be the future state of science education; and
(3) create products and processes that help science education progress toward its
stated goals. The Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (ncs) assists In carrying
out the mission and activities of this Center.

Center for the Learning and Teaching of Mathematics

Wisconsin Center for Education Research
University of Wisconsin at Madison
1025 West Johnson Street
Madison. Wisconsin 53706
(608) 263.4285

Director. Thomas A. Romberg

Affiliated Institution: The Mathematical Sciences Education Board,
Washington. D.C.

NGssion

The Center for the Learning and Teaching of Mathematics has a research program that
seeks to provide a research base for the reform movement In school mathematics.
The Center has contracted with the Mathematical Sciences Education Board to mist
with its research. development. and dissemination activities. The Mathematics
Center is addressing effective Instructional strategics and processes specific to
mathematics content matter, the relationship between mathematics content matter and
the curriculum, and. mathematics assessment. The activities focus on two areas:
Instiuction/Learnins and Curriculuin/Assessament. The programmatic research design
addresses: (I) how to build relationships between research on students' cogniticn
and problemsolving ability and research on instruction In the content specific
areas of Early Arithmetic. Algebra. Geometry, and Rational Numbers; and (2) how to
build a relationship between current efforts to reform the school mathematics
curriculum and the procedures and techniques of assessing student achievement in
mathematics as a result of studying the curriculum. The latter relationship
examines the nature of the current curriculum reform movement, the state of current
practice and the problem of curriculum alignment, and the influence of assessment
In the curriculum.
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TIMETABLE FOR FY 1990 COMPETITION NATIONAL EDUCATION
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTERS (subject to revision)

DATES EVENTS
1988

May Submit FY1990 budget request to Assistant Sec.
(including planning funds for center competition)

June Identify nominees for study groups

July- a) Complete commissioned reports.
Aug b) Secure study group members.

Sept- Each division completes reports on status of research.
Oct a) FY 1989 Congressional appropriations.

b) Study groups meet.

Nov a) Complete synthesis of study groups' and staff
recommendations for mission areas.
b) Submit proposed biennial priorities to DORM for
clearance.

2989

Jan a) Publish proposed priorities-FY 1990 and 1991.
b) Submit application package to IMCD for OMB approval.

Feb Staff submits recommendations on mission and research
priorities to advisory panel.

Mar Convene advisory panel.

Apr a) Submit recommendations of advisory panel for
approval.
b) OMB approval of application package.

May Submit FY 1991 budget request to Assistant Secretary
(includes request fo institutional awards).

June a) Develop scopes or cork.
h) Submit closing date notice(s) to DORM.

July Submit final biennial priorities to DORM.

Aug Publish final biennial priorities for FY 1990 and 1991.
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Sept a) Complete application package(s) for printing.
b) Announce competition and bailout applications.

Oct FY1990 Congressional appropriations.

Dec Hold information and technical assistance session in
Wash.,D.C.

1990

Jan Select external reviewers.

Feb a) Complete Technical Review Plan and submit to GCS.
b) 0M3 submits FY1991 budget request to Congress.

Mar Closing date (around March 14)

Apr a) OR prepares FY1991 program budget plan, including an
estimated 12m for center awards by December 1, 1990.
b) Mail applications to external reviewers.

May External reviewers meet in Wash.,D.C.

June Staff conducts site visits or prepares clarification
questions.

External reviewers reconvene in Wash.,D.C.

Staff completes analysis and prepares recommendations.

Submit slate to GCS.

a) FY1991 Congressional appropriations.
b) GCS starts negotiation of awards.

Nov GCS awards grants.

Dec GCS awards cooperative agreements.

July

Aug

Sept

Oct
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ATTACHMENT H

OER!
:=7Y 88 Research and Statistics Appropriation

(Total $67.5 Million)

Regional Laboratories ($17.0M)-25%

Laboratories/Rural Education
($3.8M)-6%

Activities

Research Centers ($17.8M)-26%

:77/ERIC ($5.7M)-8%C
Field Initiated Research ($.5M)-1%

NAEP ($7.6M)-11%

--.:ZOther ($1.8M)-3%

Statistics ($13.4M)-20%

Shaded areas of the Activities Pie Chart are FY 88 congressionally mandated activities.
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Office of Educational Research and Improvement
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Office of Educational Research and Improvement
Funding History FY 1973 - FY 1988
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FUNDING LEVEL

50 Million

40 Mil lion

30 Million

20 Million

10 Mil lion

RECENT FUNDING HISTORY
OERI - RESEARCH AND STATISTICS

(Fiscal Years 1986-1989'

FY 86 FY 87 FY 88 FY 89
($57.4 Million) ($63.6 Million) (167.5 Million) (181.0 MiIlioi)

Requested)
FISCAL YEAR FUNDING
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Federal Agency Funding for University Research, by Type of Support - -1984

Types of University
Research/Development Stport NSF NIH Energy COO NASA USDA Total

1984 Funding ($ millions) and Percentages by Agency

Individual Project Support 82% 67% 69% 87% 97% 33% --

($774.8) ($1,786.5) ($223.2) ($334.3) ($213.0) ($98.5) ($3,430.2)

Program Support 9% 11% 13% 3% 41%
($80.0) ($285.6) ($42.2) ($10.0) ($.9) ($418.7)

Research Center Support 3% 13% 16% 2% 2% --
($23.6) ($353.2) ($50.8) ($8.0) ($5.0) ($440.6)

Research Infrastructure 6% 9% 2% 8% 1% 67% --
Support ($60.4) ($224.3) ($5.4) ($33.0) ($1.8) ($198.2) ($523.1)

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
($938.8) ($2,649.6) ($321.6) ($385.3) ($220.7) ($296.7) ($4,812.6')

'Total funding by these six agencies was 90% of all federal funding for university research in 1984.
(Percentages total to 100 in colunns, but not in rows in this Table.)
Source: Federal Funding Mechanisms in Support or University Research. CAO/RCE0-86-53, February 1986.
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ATTACHMENT I

Laboratory Rural Initiative: FT 1988

As reflected in the Conference Report language accompanying the

appropriation legislation in both FI'87 and FY'88, Congress expects the
laboratories will:

support further development of promising rural, small schools
activities and practices;

explore innovative organizational structures and technological
approaches, including the use of state broadcasting systems, that can
enhance the delivery of instructional services and professional
development in rural areas;

disseminate promising educational practices among public and private
rural, small schools;

The FY'87 award was made in two parts. Part One, the core proposal, was
funded for $3 million. After external review, the money was distributed
equally among the nine laboratories, Part two, for supplementary
proposals, was competitively awarded to those laboratories with the
highest rated proposals. Supplementary proposals were to address
particularly critical regional needs which could not otherwise addressed
through part one.

The performance period of the work scopes for both part one and part two
proposals fundet in FY'87 is May 15, 1987 through June 15, 1989. The
two year period of performance was designed to assure the responsible
expenditure of money over time. Earlier attempts at rural school
improvement have taught educators that change takes time and local level
involvement is critical to successful implementation and productive
outcomes at the school site.

Congress then appropriated an additional $3.83 million in 11'88. (A
reduction from 44.0 million to $3.83 million reflects a cut of 3.65
taken in the overall laboratory program as a result of governmentwide
budget reductions.) The essential purpose of the 171'88 funding is to
continue and extend work to improve rural education begun in FY'87.
Activities will be omworted during school year 1988-89 with the
additional funding. The period of performance for :he 171C8 funding and
the entire intitiative will and Septmber 30, 1989.

The labs will be encouraged to bring their activttu. a successful
conch ion with the PT188 funds, "The meaning of "succesaful conclusion"
of activities in this context depends on the exact task being carried
out pursuant to 77187 funding, For v.-Tie, under Task 2 of the '87
funding, labs are to "identify, tathei and disseminate information &Lou^
promising rural education p Ataces, rescurces, o4ganixations and
capacities". This work, Zocused on existing maccites at all, can be
reasonAly completed within the 'funding perk.. for the intitiative.
Similarly, Task 3, which calls for lab, to "eatablich e: strengthen
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working relationships with rural co-partners". can presumably be
accomplished fully.

Task 4, however. calls for the labs to design Lnd provide new services
to' urel clients. The degree to which these services can be fully
completed within the rural initiative time frame (2 years) will vary. In
some cases, e.g.. implementation of talacommunications-assisted

programs, the activity may be more fully implemented. Other activities.
Including capacity-building, may not be so fully completed. "Completed"
In the latter case may have several meanings, including arrangement of
continued funding or other forms of support to cont!nuw the work.

An extra emphasis in 7I'88 has been placed upon collaborative activities
among labs and disimmination of knowledge from the initiative. The
purpose of tbis emphasis is to have the brOadest impact possible from
the initiative, not only within injividual regions, but also nationally.

Each of the laboratories is required by the Congressional provisions
to evaluate all of its activities conducted under the rural initiative.
The Rouse committee language on evaluation of the initiative calls for
the final report (September '89) to include information on student
achievement, among other topics. Each laboratory is expected to use
evaluation to help improve the operation of its programs and to document
the extent to which the initiative has attained its objectives.

A final report on the impact of the rural education initiative in the
regions will be submitted to OERI by each of the nine laboratories in
July 1989. These will be utilized by OERI in the preparation of a
comprehensive final report on the initiative due to Congress by
September 1989. An interim report is due in June '88. In addition, a
status report on the condition of education in rural, small schools is

. to be submitted to the Congress by September 1988.

The 11'88 funds will be awarded non-competitively in equal amounts among
the nine labs. A panel of internal and external peer reviewers will
review proposals for FT'88 funding, in accordance with Department of

Education policies. Reviewers will indicate sections of proposals, if
any, which need strengthening prior to funding. OERI intends to have the
funds awarded in June 1988.
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ATTACHiSENT .7

What Ails Education Research
CHESTER E. FINN. JR.

k A y purpose is to reflect on the state of education
Y research and on what ails it. Part of what ads tt. of

count u that the putlic regardimuch of our work with
more than a trace of skeptuum. Education research rarely
gets credit for such headway as a being made in Affirrialri
education. Rather, it tendi to be associated with ethics
bona' faddism on the one hand and pointy-headed inteUec-
tualum on the other.

To put it simply. our labors haven't produced enough
find:ngs that Americans can use or even Set the use of.
Over the past two decades, there has been a goodly
amount of systematic inquiry and a flood of studies.
reports. and recommendations, yet our educs. In system
has by many measures worsened. I do riot sac that research
has caused the decline. only that it has failed to counteract
It, Education research has not fulfilled its role in the effort
to improve our schools. perhaps because it runs Into much
skepticism from practitioners and polcvnuktn. Hencr. its
Ones are brnited, and this in turn fosters skepticism as
to its potentiala wicked cycle.

We all wish that *duration research enjoyed the /men-
tion and respect given the hard sciences. We suffer from
status envy But hard sciences are assumed to make a
percepnble difference in people's lives. Then is an inten-
sity. an urgency about biotechnology and medicine and
nuclear p hysacsa sense that tomorrow's answers may be
too late, and that today's are already useful. Witness the
world's top physicists assembling urgently in recent
months to make the most of abrupt breakthroughs in
superconductivity. Cdprider AIDSdoctors and medical
researchers working round the clock to fight the vim and
the emde true, There's no fooling wound here: when they
find a cure (doe} anyone doubt that one day they will?).
we'll all breathe a sigh of relief.

Unlike AIDS. Ignorance Is no emergency. It's more las
a chronic affliction. a wasting disease. It's been around for
some time now, and isn't likely to go away soon. Yet the
impulse to eradiate ft has quickened. People want reliable
and effective methods of bunuceon for than ch3ctren.They
want sound approaches that produce results, Tie popular.
sty of our lade volume KM Worb: Manch Abnd Testing
and Lamm: is one illustrabon of that.

The next few years offer an authentic oppe-tunIty. Not
since Sputnik has the hunger for educate., reform been
so urgent or the need for our efforts so great. A day doesn't
go by ynthout headlines on "commit:vent:0 and Under
them a paragraph on the importance of education to
America's economic and social vitality. The two are Inn
trustily linked. most Americans realize. But what many
over lo.ok is the useful role that research can play in efforts

to improve our schools and colleges, Education research
is like a compass pointing toward unprovements and pro.
yidine means of measuring them. of keeping them on
course.

Our mission in the Office of Educational Research and
Improvement (OERI) Is to support significant. useful. high
quality research and to put its findings Into the hands of
Americans who can use them. Of count. only a fraction
of such research Is conceived in Washington. We in OERI
therefore lime to identify important and innovative
research Wu from elsewhere some of which we support
through the fieldbutiau.d Studies ProFarn (f15). formerly
known as the Uruoboted Proposals Program.

Fora time, this program was dormant. Indeed the 1966
115 competition marked the List time in three years that
OERI (or its predecessor. the Nahartalhunnite for Educa-
tion) "opened the transom" to arena diverse unsolicited
proposals for research. We accepted them tromfanuary
through fitly of 1956. Dunne that hall year. 342 applica.
lions poured in. a whopping total by anyone's standards.
especially as the EIS program had only SS00.003 to award,
At the end of the fiscal year. we sniped together all our
loose change and were able to up the total to 57225.000.
which enabled us to fund 10 proposals. But this was still
less than 3% of those we received.

To determine which proposals to fund. we used a [wo-
wed peer renew proms. It worked like this. At the fast
tier. 18 scholars judged the technical soundness and ad,
quacy of the research design of each submits son. These 18
experts "reviewed"that is. they read. scored. and
cnnqued applications proposing to conduct munch in
their areas of specialization. (At this stage. each proposal
was evaluated by three of the reviewers.) Reviews Were
based on seven familiar cntena listed in the "Code of
Federal Regulations"; plan of operanon budget. quality
of personneL evaluation plan. adequacy of resources.
sigrulicast and technical soundness. Renewers selected
47 proposals to advance to the second tier, where eight
fresh reviewers rated oath propcsaL mainly in terms of
significance. (Technical merit was no longer at issue, but
we still had more propoult than resources.) Choices were
required. But how to judge the court:ors. most of whsch
proposed to do wholly different Mune We had a classic

to
"apples and oranges" problem. The second panel helped

dedde which bull to Hive.

Gam; E. Puce. is. n tississant Secretary for Eduatams1
Research and Impervemett end COVIU440 CO the Seerrwy. U.S.
Drpmment of Motion. 4.CO Mityisad Ave.. SW. Rm. 4181.
Washinyten, DC 20202.

lansar ersevser
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Let me say a bit meet about what came through the tin-
*cm In the hot place. Two thirds (225) of the proposals
originated in colleges and universe:es: the other third came
from private and nonprofit organizations (56). individuals
(2(). schools and ached querns Mk and state and local
governments (9). Those from (=unmans of higher educe.
non were split almost equally between education depart.
menu and other deparuritnts. Including English business.
psychology. history. moth. and science.

A thud of the submissions that were "eV e" to be
fudged (most about that primly) to conduct
fairly basic rtuardt. Another quarter alined to conduct
development amities of some sort. In other words about
three fifths of the eligible submissions proposed to engage
inertial research snd development. Six broad anas of in-
cure artrund more than 20 proposals each: language cur.
Maim (reading. writing and others). higher education
sch'azi setrntritsration. adult Unary and dropouts, same,
and early education and putt Involvement.

SPenlic topics were. as one might expert a mixed bag.
Here's a pamal sampling: education research In ago
culture. ',mediation of a foreign accent. photo-
documentation of 39th century commercial buildings.
amply( teen leadership, word weaving. children's
peraprions of subculture clothing. math anxiety, the tea-
nonship betweta metscovutive practises and eye move-
ment coordination among literate and illiterate adults
psychological language theories behind Scum Stmt. and
the war of wills between parents and children.

My purpose is not to mock. There are few topics that
couldn't ;mid something worth knowing. assuming the
work were wekonctived and executed. But when to
sources are acute (when aren't they?) we have to make
choices. And some of what was dined for mewls:10
tion was pretty marginal.

As) Indicated. not all of the 336 sub:Id:stone were /BEI.
bit to go through the review process. Forty-eight were dis-
qualified before the compennon even began. rtey lacked
basic information Hence, one out of oven proposals
couldn't even be judged because it ins in some important
sense incomplete.

Incompleteness was not limited tr. the 43 that were die
qualified. I discovered after plucking out and reading
through a semen ndom sample every 10th one. 34 pro.
pouts in all horn the 336 submissions. I wanted to gain
a dearer sense of the kinds of proposals the HS comm.
Den had attracted. The sample turned out to be tarty
npmentanve: one of them was funded. four others made
the huh, what three had been bumped from the corn.
pets to as indyble. Reviewer =Its art the 31 eligible pro-
posals I eurruntd ranged from 26 (out of 100) to 65. The
average was 53.

skimmed them al. l'Oe also read the reviewers' cons.
merits, And I must report that too many of these proposals
are an embarrassment to the education research commu
nay. They're burdened with skimpy plans, fat budgets.
dubious exptnmenta wonvout hypotheses. disorgaturtd
wriang musing infornunon. and ungeneralizable results.
But the most lamentable shortcoming I encountered was
that so many dealt with matters so esoteric or rmrugult
that they would benefit only a handful of people. sssurn
sng of course that they succeeded In doing what they
proposed.

One applicant, for 'MUM. offered to study the effects
of mastery learning on the motor skills of elementary
students. The experiment groups woulo be iught to
throw. Mak, catch. and unlit via "mistily leaning "
that Ix, a raw skill would be introduced only after 60% of
the dew had reached a predetermined level of achieve.
mint. Control groups would Item the same sksBabv sptr
ding specified amounts of tune on them. a ppm ntfy with.
out regard fat whether students were ready to move on
to the next skill. Reviewer' commented that the proposal
offend "far too little detaiL" that "its hard to say what
will be done (to test the hypothesisl." My own nnprusion
was that this proposal would have proven nothing urgent
and little that we don't already know, It's Interesting to
note, however, that the 'proposal scored 40 nut of
10.1 higher than neulv a quarter of all the proposals.

Another applicant prOposed to determine the extent that
telwoouriumanons can enhance higher education utast.
dons' Information-relattd functions. About this proposal
one reviewer wrote, "I have trouble finding reasons to
spend federal to dollars on this kind of work. Who, other
than (the Institution proposing the study). can b mitt tram
the results? How will the mutts influent, education?" The
findings from this study would have been Interesting
sperlohx. but they would tie ve nude scant impact on our

oaks's. and tuurtnnws. Yet u scored 43higher
than nearly a third of the other proposals.

A third applicant aimed ladenv..1w that building up
elementary students' stikonctpt in math class would
boost their performance In that subiect, a wholly worthy
goal. But the applicant faded to define dearly what was
meant by "sell.concept." h:oe was it explained what ex.
acdytewihers would do to bolster students' attitudes about
themstIves, other than binomial thus by asking students
questions such es. "When ere you having difficull Hat e
you been doing your homework? Why did you earn that
grade?" About this proposal. wht...1 scored 45. a review er
wiz% "I gel the fettling tie re loosing at the emperor
new clothts."

Let me "limn my purpose is not to mock the proposals.
U resources were bautless, these and other protects might
everituatly have gelded something useful to someone. Sot
tunes are lean. We can fund only those proposals idely
to deliver significant. generalizable. useful results.

The complaints against these three proposals ire ugly
typical of other reviewer comments I read. So are the
scores. Of the TM proposals revwwed, thin fifths scored
below 60 out of 100. this being a kind of "cut Ott" score
below which mowers generally regard proposals as
hoptless.

I'm disappointed by the big load duff we had to sat
through to find the And &Norte:wiha to think
del the time arld foamy that must ve gone
into then 342 proposals. The world did not bums much
from all the thinking and writing that went into a la of
thttn,

The lS proposals that nude it into the finals are another
matter. I was hummed by their = and vanity And
the 10 chosen for funding stand a chant, ot ridding
significant findings that ow schools and teachers and
parents will be able to use.

We've put a good deal of effort into the peer nut** pro-
ms in OEM. though I'm not yet unshed with it. The pro.

CDLC770%At RIS(.41tOCIS
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dm still tends to shun intim 'bye and unconventional igr.
roaches (as pointed out in the August September 1956
issue of Mahone! Itnnirekrr). But as a menu of neutral
a few shining proposals from the tide of applcations that
came in for the FIS competition. peer re-new worked.

So does the fielcanItiated Idea. That's why. In OERI's
fiscal 1955 budgetthe fate of which u pending m Cory
Fess as I wntewe have proposed to double the funding
for the FIS program to one million dollars. Would that It
could be more.

I hope. too. that each year's FIS romper:an will attract
more proposals old% quality that other OERIcomptunons
u Buggy buns In. Our secant reading and literacy grants
competitions. for instance, drew ICS proposals. more than
SOS ax which scored above O. That note the perm
use of 115 proposals that surpassed the hopeful mark. That
the FIS competition seems to draw other than the best and
the bnehest entourages us also to continue urger:mg some
f ed era. research grant, on pommlueducanon issues and
purposes Instead of leaving all competitions wide open.
Actually. try own inclinaton is to do both kinds of things.
SS resources puma.

We all benefit when fresh Idea come In through amnion
such as the FIS program. and we hope to be able to con-
tinue to support good work and capitalize on it. But OERI
Cannot Afford to be the sole source of funding for 'due/.
ton research. That's why I'm encouraged by the growing
number of e duurion research oppommines recently pro.
aided by the private sector. I'm e.so heartened by several
studies that in the past few years have produced signify
cant :mght." into various aspects of tiftamo.

lames Coleman's new work. for eumple, recently pre-
sented an his and Tom HOIlteS bock. P , lixrnd Prttsrt MPS
54110.45The Impaa Commaninn. seems to me terribly im-
portant, His concept of "social capital" main on a par
vs ith Irving Fisher's idea of "human capital' conceived in
the early 1900s. Coleman's findings move beyond mere
descriptions of effective schools to explain sources of their
ettecnentusources he finds in the dynamics of corn.
minuet and governance of schools. Has Insights provide

touridorton tOr future studies of how these chusconuncs
can be built into schools. Herb Walbetg's work on educa
non prodt,ity ts smuts rly important. The factors he has
identified th:a Increase teamingfactors distilled from
mosquitoes of hundreds of studiescan serve to focus
awns and resources where .errs most likely to product
the reams guru in educational stuiniant.These (actors
infer daemon 10f edueston. point:takers. and parents.
as do John Chubb and Teny Moe's studies of the organza.
nowt and political camera Us whith schools operate. Their
rindusgs illuminate crucial differences between public and
pm ate 'fast:tube/is. The fact that organuanotul structure
and budding-level autonomy can sividicardly affect school
pertormance holds momentous impboacons foe educators
and policvmaketsand for future testardi. Coleman.
11alberg. Chubb, and Mot exemplify the education echo.,
tars of feCird ,vter" whose work has In the way both to
future research and to improved education practice,

Mat other areas o( ed national inquiry appear bkely to
bear edible film in the next few years) I recently put this
quenion to & dozen disnnsuishe a colleagues. Specifically.
I asked them which areas of education research are likely
to produce significant breakthroughs during the nest me

years. and whkh of these breakthroughs are apt to make
the greatest impact on practice within that same hvt., ear
penooll Forshed advice and nuight. I'd like to.`ank Dovid

e6 lnes. Jeanne Chill. Jun Coleman. Bob Gluier. Pat
Graham. Bill Hawley. Mace Rost. Lauren Resnick, Let
Shulnun. Mtn a Smith Mike Timpani. and Herb Milberg.

Here are some "breakthrough" areas they suggested,
To the nght of each area as the number who mentioned
it. Those without numbers were mentioned only once.

marshal 'mien' ashlers/Nem
loarnme us ow mount mu
wad*? eneassmett
Inner Orgist dur404 ails
*Conant eotoommetwit arid soca homes
ayltratT$ In the ClalitC(.1%
gdaZit.:47 peottAlmay
arelont amOto' p to ream
orgasm/ 10 Ow schcol to Intel ?emus*

arid swami' reeds
"MN bwOhtfhent
sasawns "es ro- and °thee "special

rotas" snothra Ca replas WW1
gran Out the meet comethowe eauuron moms
Itslme ochcots end Other tenet fieWort1
lescbce beiweces that torretament what

saw? sepia efuudenu
teaches elseumeni
the stlerestusss toneless wwontwl knew,

Woe, the school aM ecems1 osrutoms
mode the ghost

hoe. BM ..Mrs immoral slitsberate Sumo;
becomes auteinitit
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Of course. these conversations produced more than a list.
and I'd Ur Se try to summoner what was said about
breakthrough areas that were nit (tanned by more then ore
colleague.

1. Advances fn asseumg student achievement will make
it possible to measure and evaluate student performance
mote accurately and etfinendy. Most assessment in
struments in our schools today are too blunt to set at what
we need to know about student &chin e men r. An array of
more refined instruments wall enable educators to get at
precisely what they need to know about student
learning -more quickly. more effectively. less paintullv.
Penol.aratpapet tests won't be abandoned but will be sup.
plemented. and on occasion supplanted. by poniohos
writing and art daises. for instance,

2. Improvemenu in assessment depend. an part. on
headway being made in content research. %%t ye begun to
recognize sada academic subset as a different creature and
this development holds enormous implications tor the
ways we think about learning. teaching. and learning ro
teach. More than one set of scholars as already working
to identity the unique sets of knowledge and skills in math.
science. reading,. writing. and other subtects. They an um
covering what Bob Claw calls "the hallmarks of corn.
potence" In speak disciplines and the tenet but necessary
skills that enable students to progress from one of these
hallmarks to the next. These "signpost will torus
student assessment on be harlots that are 'estrus! and
otatvablt Once they have been mapped out, these
!unmasks and will than a dearer count through
the grades for tech academic subleCt.

3. Of course. the breakthrough will boost the scientific
site of teaching. Untvennies will find that tat can do a
better lob of preparing teachers by designing specuic

14%1,481 'tsetse' iwta
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course; for teaching specific subjects. Students stru Wing
to create a thesis statement or understand the causes of
Civil War will no longer be left to master these difficult
tasks unaided. Teachers of the future will know the corn-
mon hurdles to specific leaning tasks and how to help

damber over each. Armed with a battery of
strategies for assisting different kinds of learners, teachers
may no longer hnd it expedient to "teach to the muddle."
The "shotgun approve?'" to instruction could well become
obsolete. in addition to contentopeoht pedagogy. tesearch
is revealrog halts and qualities that donnguish outstand-
ing teachers from mediocre ones.

4. Our understanding of the skills involved in maktrig
inferences. drawing conclusions. budding arguments. and
solving problems is increasing dramatically. We'll soon
know how higher order thinking skills can be better taught.
learned. and assessed in each of the consent arm. Teachers
will then be better able to incorporate irotruction in think-
ing skills into daily tests and lessons at every step of
knowledge acquisition. Asa result students could absorb
mon: than facts and fundamentals: they could be taught
to use the methods of inquiry and habits of thought that
scientists. historians. mathematicians. and writers use.

S. The computer wall deepen its mucosa' schools and
da sore °nu as software improves and teachers begat to see
it as a powerful tool for getting the job done.' ne micro-
computer offers more information than any leseher can.
and it puts that informs :on directly into students' hands.
permitting them to interact with itto manipulate graphs.
enact simulations. edit texts. Eventually. a keyboard wall
be at the fingertips of every student in terry doss.

6. Economic growth and national "compe=veriess" will
continue to influence discussions of education policy. Most
Americans buy the notion that school learru.g affects job
performance Even those on the assembly line must keep
records of their work and write suggestions as to how pro-
ducts and pros might be improved. Certainly the
abilities to read. write. and compute are critical in such in-
stances. But what other schoollearned skills mandate most
immediately and measurably into worker productivity?

7 The pressure is on to find to woke the most of
students' time and taxpayers' dolt s. In which programs
and at what grade levels can mods .t investments deliver
maeirnum learning gains? The bat :.ewers may come
when cognitive scientists and orgaruzanonal analysts join
efforts in seeking to silently leverage point*. Itnprovements
it student assessment wall permit us to determine with
greater accuracy ukoh of these leverage points are the best
investments and which schools and colleges deliver trut
best education product for the money.

B. The hunger for reliable. effective methods of instruc-
tion hasn't abated. U anything. educators. parents. and
policymakers want to :stow more than ever what works
in education Useful nes rdi findings sell need to be
translated into dear. eta, English that everyone can
understand and use. Studies of Japan. **erne schools.
and other topics may be more immediately transferable to
practice and may provide greater payoffs in the short term
than will some of the other breakthroughs mentioned. But
as of ye:. much potentially valuable research information
has made little impact on schools and classrooms. Perhaps
this is because we have yet to come up with effective
methods of translating research findings Into forms that

practitioners can use. What modes of duseminanng rotor.
mason will actually increase teachers. adtrunurators".
policrukers'. and parents' use ct it'

9. Debate continues regarding the proper role of the
school. Some private schools are adapnng to chenges in
community needs by keeping their doors open 12 hours
a day the year round. Parents see extended hours (dun ng
which attendance is voluntary) as an opportunity to pro.
vide what they personally can'tsupervised time and
structured activities in a tutorial. extracurricular. camphke
atmosphere. Schools that yield the scholastic and mOnva
atonal outcomes parents want. at a price parents can af-
ford. can't help but flourish. (Again. advances in student
assessment will offer means of demonstrating outcomes
and comparing schools' performance.)

10. That parents are vital partners in educanon is
something we've known for centuries. But now we're nape.
big beyond that notion as a sort of piety and seeking ways
to reach pamcular groups of parents. What are the best
means of contacting low-income. rummy. or single
parents? Through training. teachers will be alerted to the
needs. interests. and ea pabditeS of these groups. Through
workshops and hotlines. parents will be offered Info:ma-
bon on topic ranging from school attendance policies to
how to read o their chtldren, discuss current events. or
help with hot rework. Schools may discover ways to make
put ntteacher conmences more effective. All these atiord
virtually untraveled avenues for seeking and securing sup-
port from perhaps the most powerful influence on
students' Ires.

There are 10 areas where research as likely to nuke a
significant =peel on school and classroom practices cm er
the nest five years. And with each breakthrough will come
the subsequent challenge of getting the word out to
educators. parents. policymakersand to the education
research community.

Earlier. I mentioned superconductivity. I'd like to think
that a breakthrough in educanon research could sem a 'e, el
of activity sundae to that among ceramists. cnxmists. and
others who are meeting and expenrienntig and working
practically nonstop to develop applications tor the new
ceramic superconductors.

I've pointed to 10 areas that would produce supercon-
ductors" in clication. Why shouldn't they' The im-
perative to compete as no less urgent in educanon than in
elect: mite. Never has tomorrow to depended on what
szcients are doing today. And never have Americans been
more NAGY to colluder our findings assuming they are
worth moldering!

A Ani rnAs
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
My first response to your first chart, if I remember correctly

oh, thank you.
Mr. FINN. Let's back it up a little so that others in the room can

at least get a glimpse of it, maybe.
Mr. OWENS. The colors make it very graphic, the orange bar

quite drastically, and that is part of the problem. When you com-
pare the yellow and the green with the orange, the first thing I see
is that the orange got so much smaller. That is part of the problem.

Would you commentI am not going to ask you to lock yourself
in, make a political statement on amounts of fundingbut you
heard what the businessmen said this morning about research and
development as a percentage of the overall operation, and that we
have awhat is it?$750 billion operation.

Mr. FINN. We have about a $300 billion education operation in
this country.

Mr. OWENS. Oh, is it $300 billion.
Mr. FINN. About $300 billion is the total.
Mr. OWENS. We don't expect the Federal Government to foot the

bill for all of the research and development, you know. We were at
the IBM Center for the Assistance of the Disabled and while we
were there, we talked to the vice president in charge of the pro-
gram "Writing to Read." Well, they financed that and they put
that together, and it seems to be working very well in some places.
So a lot of the research and development that is going to be carried
out would not necessarily be the Federal Government, but don't
you think the first and greatest problem is that the Federal Gov-
ernment's proportion is far too small compared to the task at
hand? Without locking yourself into any figures, would you com-
ment on percentage and overall commitment before we move into
the components of what that finances?

Mr. FINN. Yes, sir. The total for all education institutions,
schools and colleges in the country, as I said, is in tne vicinity of
$300 billion at the present time. Obviously, if 1 percent of that
were being spent on research and development activity it would be
$3 billion would be getting spent--

Mr. OWENS. How much?
Mr. FINN [continuing]. $3 billion woule '..)e getting spent on re-

search and development activity. If you disaggregated that by the
proportions that the Federal Government and the State govern-
ments and so on spent, a got down to the fact that the Federal
Government accounts forat least the Department of Education,
let me speak to thataccounts for about $20 billion out of the $300
billion, that is to say, about 8 percent, 7 percent of the total ex-
penditure on education comes through the Department of Educa-
tion, and if we had a $3 billion research budget and paid for 7 or 8
percent of it, we would be paying several hundred million a year
there is no doubt about thatthrough Department of Education
sources alone for educational research.

I don't think that merely increasing the expenditure level,
absent wisdom and intelligence about how to spend it, is per se a
solution to anything, but I think that the lean rations here are
surely part of the problem. We have sought, as you know, modest
increases, not all of which have beenmost of which have not been
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granted in the appropriations process. But I also have to say that
we are not, as my statement said, we are not spending with maxi-
mum utility the money that we are now spending, either, so
merely increasing the total isn't going to solve that problem.

Mr. OWENS. Can you or any member of your staff comment on
educational research and dt_. elopment that is being conducted by
cther branches of the Federal Government? The Army, for in-
'fano°, or the Armed Forces, they do a considerable amount of edu-

on. I don't think there is much communication with the general
education world, in terms of their techniques, et cetera, but can
you comment on that?

Mr. FINN. In quantities, probably not, but let me ask Sally Kil-
gore, director of our Office of Research, to come forward for a
minute. I know she is at least acquainted with some of the military
work in this field.

Ms. KILGOh2. I have been very intrigued with the work done at
the Office of Naval Research. I am not as well acquainted with
what the Army does in its research, but I am acquainted with their
educational programs, and clearly some of aeir research on strate-
gies for working with youngsters, particularly that are high school
graduates and they are needing to learn and work in training pro-
grams that involve electricity and things of this nature, I think are
exemplary and things that we could use and transfer directly. It
wouldn't have to come through my office and be re-researched, but
there is a lot of potential to extract things that they have devel-
oped.

We work more often oL my discussions have been more frequent
with the Office of Naval Research, where some of their work in for-
eign language education I think is quite exemp:-ry and interesting.
I don't know t' ie amounts of funding that 5, ppurts this particular
work, but I think that it would, be one of those little bars that
might reach the ceiling, compared to perhaps the ones that we
have here at OERI.

Mr. OWENS. Would you say that just to clarify your chartI
was asking a question about research done with education, and you
have answered in that vein, but the chart, is that all research and
development, those agencies? I think it is.

M3. KILGORE. Yes, it is.
Mr. FINN. But is doesn't- -
Mr. OWENS. I mean, is research on weapons systems- -
Mr. FINN. Research done through un:versities, Mr. Chairman, of

all kinds, including weapons systems.
Mr. OWENS. I'm sorry. It says "through universities," I see.
Mr. FINN. Yes, and as I said, these are not amounts, these are

proportions, but any research carried out through a university by
that agency is what shows up here. That is not necessarily the opti-
mal way to display it, but that is the way we were able to get hold
of some data for you.

Mr. OWENS. On the issue of the fact that the centers and the labs
have existed for some time now, and there are problems or criti-
cilims in terms of what they produced or whether they focused on
the right prior;t:es, is OERI's leadership, yourself, totally helpless
in shaping that agenda? In your RFP's and in your oversight re-
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sponsibilitits, your contracting, can't you shape the agenda more so
than has been done?

Mr. FINN. Yes, sir.
Mr. OWENS. Do you have the tools to do that and you have

chosen not to, or --
Mr. FINN. Yes and no. The 9 lab contracts and 10 center grants

that were in the final throes of competition when Secretary Ben-
nett and I arrived were essentially shaped by the decisions that
had been made before we arrived, as to what they were going to
focus on. I mean, for example, the basic work of the labs which was
set forth.

Mr. OWENS. But the office has that, I am talking about the office
has that power.

Mr. FINN. Yes, sir. The office has that power, and we have used
it in the case of seven centers that we have inaugurated within the
last 3 years and two more that are in the competition stage right
now, and two more that are in the planning stage for fiscal year
1989 if we are funded for them. We have shaped their priorities
and their topics according to things we thought were important
and significant, and I feel reasonably good about those. Thcse are
all centers, I should say. Those are not labs at all, the new ones.

Mr. OWENS. But this administration, regardless of individuals,
what time they have spent, has had the power to shape the agenda
for the labs and centers, and previous administrations have had
that power, too, so that we are not talking about something that
grew up without direction out there.

Mr. FINN. Let me offer just a personal--
Mr. OWENS. Negatively or positively, it was shaped by the Feder-

al Government office responsible.
Mr. FINN. The competitions that took place in 1985 were the first

competitions, by and large, for 2C years, so the executive branch
didn't have much to say about shaping their missions previous to
that because they werethe previous round of labs and centers
was continued and continued and continued by act of Congress
without ever being recompeted, so in 1985 there was an opportuni-
ty to shape their missions and agendas.

I have been joined at the table by Dr. Milt Goldberg, who runs
the lab prcc,ram, among other things, at the Department of Educa-
tion, and I sense that he wants to comment.

Mr. GOLDBERG. I wanted to hear more closely what was being
said, so I came up front. In all seriousness, Congressman Owens,
there is a major difference in agenda setting between the labs and
the centers, and that is that the lab agendas are set by their gov-
erning boards. We required, in the RFP's that were issued in 1985,
that the laboratories establish governing boards that represent the
major constituents in their regions, and that those governing
boards set the work agendas for the laboratories. That differs quite
considerably from the way the center agendas are set.

Mr. OWENS. Did you do that or did Congress do it? Did you have
power that you gave away, or did the law require that you do it?

Mr. GOLDBERG. No, the law did not require it. The Government
did that. I mean, the administration did that.

Mr. OWENS. So in your regulations you gave away that power?
Mr. GOLDBERG. That's right.
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Mr. OWENS. You funded a minicenter on citizenship.
Mr. FINN. No, sir. It is in the planning stage for fiscal year 1989,

the minicenter on citizenship.
Mr. OWENS. On government, on citizenship?
Mr. FINN. Yes.
Mr. OWENS. How do you come to conclusions as to which mini-

centers you are going to initiate, what new initiatives you are
going to undertake? Is that on the basis of previous research or

Mr. FINN. The minicenters are a response the following problem:
Most education research that has been funded by OERI has not
looked at the teaching and learning of particular subjects. It has
looked at generic, across-the-board issues like teaching and learn-
ing, or it has looked at institutional categories like elementary
schools and secondary schools and higher education institutions,
but it has not funded research that looked at the teaching of math
or science or literature or art.

Mr: OWENS. The ones that deal with curriculum don't-
Mr. FINN. Sir, we don't have any centers on curriculum.
Mr. OWENS. None of them are dealing with curriculum?
Mr. FINN. Not explicitly, only very indirectly, mainly the centers

on effective schools: the Center on Effective Secondary Schools, the
Center on Effective Elementary Schools, look at school functioning,
not at curricular content or at the teaching and learning of the
subject. So we set out to focus a little more closely on the teaching
and learning of subjects, and we invited other agencies to join us
because our resources were slim.

The National Endowment for the Arts agreed to join, and in col-
laboration with them we now have five minicenters that we are in-
volved with in the subjects I just mentionedmath, science, litera-
ture, art, and elementary subjects. The National Endowment for
the Humanities on it^ own has just awarded a very similar mini-
center in history. That makes six, and the Civics and Citizenship
Center that we are planning for fiscal year 1989 would be number
seven in this little set of centers dealing with particular subjects in
the school curriculum and how they are taught and how they are
learned.

Now how did we choose these? We thought these were important
subjects in the school curriculum.

Mr. OWENS. Are you cont....aing to use the format of the center
because that is the intent of Congress? Congress forces you to do
that, or do you like the center format?

Mr. FINN. Sir, there isn't any other research money.
Mr. OWENS. You have to do it through centers?
Mr. FINN. There is no research money that isn't part of the mini

mum spending level for centers. In order to fund research now, we
are obliged to figure out how to do it through a format called a
center, and that is in fact what we have been doing. That isn't
what we want to do.

Mr. OWENS. If you didn't have that requirement, you would do it
with independent researchers?

Mr. FINN. And small projects, and grants competitions, and a va-
riety of other procurement mechanisms that allow a variety of dif-
ferent things to happen. Sometimes individual researchers. Some-
times it is short-lived projects. Sometimes it is multiple projects
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dealing with the same subject but done in different places. There
are a whole lot of approaches you can use, and we would like to use
them all, depend;ng on the nature of the issue being looked into.
Some are more suitable than others.

Mr. OWENS. Let me just close by reading a section of the opening
statement which I didn't read earlier:

It is fitting to begin this set of hearings by quoting from the legislation that
founded the National Institute of Education, language which is still preserved under
current law governing the Office of Educational Research and Improvement.

The Congress declares it to the policy of the United States to provide every indi-
vidual an equal opportunity to receive an education of high quality, regardless of
race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, national origin, or social class. Although the
American educational system has pursued this objective, it has not obtained that
objective. Inequalities of opportunity to receive high quality education remain pro-
nounced.

That is as much as I want. In view of that fact, that the basic
thrust is clearly stated, why are we so late in arriving at a conclu-
sion that we ought to make the education of the disadvantaged a
priority? We now are going to establish a Center for the Study of
the Education of the Disadvantaged.

I find it shocking that that priority is not reflected in the work
that the centers and labs are doing now, and it is not reflected
there. I don't see it reflected. I find it shocking that not a single lab
or center is located in a black institution of higher education. I find
it shocking that very few black educators, scholars who are well
known in the field of education, are involved in these research ef-
forts at any level, and yet there are a number of outstanding black
scholars.

Could you comment on why there seems to have been a blin,1
spot here?

Mr. FINN. I will comment, and my colleagues will also.
The language that you quoted from the 1972 NIE legi.!ation, I

helped to write. The 1972 NIE legislation which was enacted by
this subcommittee was the product of a Nixon ad .iinistration initi-
ative, that currently Senator Moynihan and I were part of the
team that designed in 1970. It was necessary to begin it with a
statement of findings, and the statement of findings that you just
quoted part of is derived from the message that President Nixon
sent to Congress in the spring of 1970, modified somewhat by Owl-
gress, so the point is one that I share. It was alive and well as an
issue in 1970 when that message was sent to Congress, in 1972
when it was enacted, and in 1988.

Many of our current centers and labs are engaged, one way or
another, with the education of disadvantaged and minority young-
sters, and I am going to ask Sally and Milt to comment on that in
just a second. The new center that you find late in coming, which
is part of our fiscal year 1989 budget request and which would, in-
cidentally, be by our lights a large centeras requested, it is a $1.6
million center, which is the equivalent of three minicenters. It is a
sizable investment.

Mr. OWENS. I stand corrected. I had read somewhere $300,000 to
$400,000. I don't know where I got that information but I am de-
lighted to hear it is more substantial.

Mr. FINN. That's fine. It is a sizable investment by our lights. We
agree that the education of disadvantaged kids, including but not
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limited to minority kids, is a serious problem facing the Nation,
and insofar as research can help shed light on that problem, we
would like to do more of it, not less of it. We would like to do the
new center in addition to a gooa deal of activity that is already un-
derway.

Now in terms of activity already underway, I would like to ask
Sally and Milt to comment on some of the things that wa are doing
now.

Ms. KILGORE. It is very interesting, Mr. Owens. The comments
thus. we received from the field, particularly researchers, should be
of interest to you on the disadvantaged center. They said, "We feel
like every center should be devoted to this topic," and I think that
you would find that my centers do not think of this as a topic out-
side their purview, but rather it is part and parcel of what they
consider a part of their agenda.

The center, for instance, for the study ofone that we recently
competed onreading has a large portion of its funding devoted to
working with educationally disadvantaged children and what kinds
of special reading skills or strategies may be most effective with
them. We have a study of students at risk that looks at dropouts,
that is at the Center for Secondary Schools. It is working with the
Casey Foundation. As you know, they are beginning to do massive
community/school collaborative activities in reducing dropout
rates, and that center has been asked to evaluate those programs
now over the next cou le of years.

We also have work done at onethe center that is studying
teachers and effective teaching and some of the problems of work-
ing conditions is focusing exclusively on urban schools because it
knows the the most important proble: of effective teaching is
with our . advantaged children, and how well we are doing it, and
how well the schools make teachers or help teachers be effective in
their instruction.

So we feel, although I think anybody could be desirous of more
minority scholars involved in every aspect of education research,
we feel like that the ssue is something that has been of concern
but has not had the tacused concern we think this center would
provide the opportunity for it to have.

Mr. OWENS. They all responded that way, and indicated that
they were all involved in efforts, projects which impact on the dis-
advantaged. Yet I noticed in an article written by the Secretary
here, you had queried some researchers about what the most im-
portant kinds of research needed were, and the d.i.i...dvantaged and
various things related to disadvantaged were the lowest things on
the list, those 14 items you had- -

Mr. FII.N. Yes, sir. That was- -
Mr. OWENS [continuing]. And you indicated how six people re-

sponded, I think, six or seven people responded, and all the items
related to disadvantaged were responded by only onethere was
only on: response indicating that it was a priority item.

Mr. i INN. Yee, sir, but that wasn't our only source of input.
Mr. OWENS. I am sure.
Mr. FINN. Sally conducted regional hearings.
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Mr. OWENS. But bhe spoke as if it is self-evident, and everybody
assumes this, but I was shocked to find that given a question like-
that, they were the lowest items.

Yes?
Mr. GOLDBERG. On the inue of labs, Mr. Owens, one of the major

asp acts of this new RFP to which the labs responded was that
there be a lot of effort devoted to collaboration among the laborato-
ries and that they, together with their governing boards, identify
the areas that they want to collaborate on. One of the main areas
that they have selected is the area of at-risk children and the dis-
advantaged. That was an area identified by the nine governing
boards. While it is hard to estimate a percentage of money, I would
say that we are getting close to one-fourth of the lab money effort
now is devoted to improving the education of disadvantaged young-
sters.

Mr. OWENS. I would appreciate receiving something in writing
which would show how that is really happening.

Mr. GOLDBERG. Surely. We would be glad to do that.
I would like to add one other ..hing, just as a plug, that has noth-

ing to do with either labs or centers, if I might, because of the
question you asked about the aisadvantaged. We just issued a pub-
licalon out of OERI as a result of meetings that we held with the
superintendents of the largest cities in the country over a period of
the better part of a year. The superintendents of those cities identi-
fied a series of programs and procedures they were using to help
address the dropout problem, and this is a publication that reflects
not our views but the views of the big city superintendent;, includ-
ing, by the way, the chancellor of the New York City schools, who
was a member of this group. It is called, "Dealing with Dropouts,"
and we would like 4.o provide that for you if you don't already have
it.

Mr. OWENS. All right, so we agree that this is a major problem.
It is unfortunate that we have arrived so late at the structuring of
a special effort, but you say there are other efforts going on out
there which this special effort I suppose will pull in and focus
better, so I applaud that and a number of other people applaud it,
also.

Why, then do you want to fold in the bilingual education prob-
lem with this effort? Bilingual education, it seems to me, has a lot
of problems and concerns all its own, and the Nation ougnt to
really take a hard look at its bilingual population as a great re-
source in the coming ideological struggle for influence in the whole
world. It seems to me that they want to make a special effort to
deal with maximizing the bilingual population's effectiveness, and
there are a number of other considerations there in terms of just
pedagogy, it seems to me, which don't necessarily dovetail with the
mission of the Center for the St .uly of the Disadvantaged which is
going to try to, I think, make up for some lost time. I just wonder,
why are you folding them under and combining them? It seems to
me a formula which will result in diluting the effort in the case of
both.

Mr. FINN. Well, I am going to throw this to Dr. Kilgore in just a
moment be muse she has had a lot to do with evaluating our %Tax i-
ota centers. Just a word of preface:
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Partly, this is just a matter of money. Money is tight, even in our
1989 request, and the bilingual centerwhich was created, inciden-
tally, just before I arrivedwas created in a very unusual way by
my predecessors. It was a 3-year contract, not a grant, a 3-year con-
tract with a university to do a center ..n the study of bilingual edu-
cation, with an option for the Government to extend that contract
for another year or 2 years if the Government wanted to, for years
4 and 5.

Currently year 3 has wound up, and what we propose to do and
intend to do is to extend the contract for year 4 at a slightly re-
duced sum of money because of our budget pinch, and then instead
of extending it for year 5, we intend to start this new center
larger, incidentallycenter on disadvantaged. Now there are a
series of tradeoffs here, and let me pitch this ball to the director of
research.

Ms. KILGORE. I think what Mr. Finn is referring to in discuss'ng
tradeoffs, given as we have shown, I think very vividlyeven
though Mr. Finn cannot appreciate its vividnessthe limitations of
our budget, we had to look very carefully at investments that were
being made in other parts of the department, as well as in other
agencies, to understand what we most uniquely could contribute in
education research. With rt pect to the bilingual education, we had
the following set' of conditions:

The center that was awarded, that will be entering its fourth
year beginning in May, provided not only a basic research agenda
on bilingual education but also technical assistance to sch and
it also provided some development of curriculum material_ Now
the bilingual agency within the Department of Education
OBIMLA, has both a very large and elaborate technical assistanc
program, vhere it has 16 centers that cover throughout the Unita,
States, and similarly. it has a much smaller Lit nonetheless a cur-
riculum materials development activii.,.

Now cur dec;sion was that we wanted to maintain and secure
completion of the research that we had invested in or had been in-
vested in, and i was for that reason that we chose to continue for
this fourth year, to ensure the completion of quality work. We did,
however, think that there was some redundancy, some overlap;
that because of our scarcity c: funds, the fact that the OBIMLA
office does have a research function and fund about $3.6 million a
year in research, did provide technical assistance to all regions in
the country, and did have a curriculum materials component, that
with the scarcity of funds it was a more responsible act to pick
_Areas that were not being pursued within the department. For that
reason, then, we pursued the study of disadvantaged.

You had a second question which was, were we folding this in?
In part, the folding in of the bilingual l -sue is not one that we say
we can all of a sudden combine them, put we can take a unique
subset of the issue as we think it facts language instructions issues
and classrooms in general, and not necessarily specific bilingual
programs which we thin't OBIMLA can evaluate quite adequately.
So what we are trying to do is look at language proficiency issues
as they confront teachers in the classroom and propose research
that cm :n help teachers provide effective instruction when they have
those kinds of constraints.
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I think that this is not the happiest of all solutions, but certainly
one that we felt was a responsible decision, given the resources
that vv,, had available.

Mr. OWENS. I am confused. You enunciated a number of other
efforts which impact on the problem of bilingual education. Why
are you folding the bilingual eaucation center in the direction of
the disadvantaged study, the Center for the Study of Disadvan-
taged, instead of under some of those other activities or combining
some of those other activities? Why do you?

Ms. KILGORE. The other activities--
Mr. OWENS. It is a good political solution. I ca4 understand that,

but I don't understand the scientific and logical--
Ms. KILGORE. Yes. The other activities that I enumerated are not

conducted in the Office of Research. They are conducted through
the Office of Bilingual Education in another part of the Depart-
ment, and we simply sought to complement their work in the long
term by focusing on the language proficiency issue as it affects
classroom instruction.

They have several studies, one of which, for instance, is the Na-
tional Longitudinal Study on children under different classroom in-
struction practices in bilingual education. Nothing that our center
was doing or probably what we could do in the future could com-
pare to that, so we said this is something that, since it is being
done someplace else, we will try to use our resources in a unique
and efficient way.

Mr. OWENS. Is this a decision that is frozen, or is it negotiable or
flexible?

Mr. FINN. Well, the Department's contract office has communi-
cated iL to the university that is currently operating she bilingual
center, and I think they are currently planning on the expectation
that it will endure. We are always open to advice and suggestion.

Mr. OWENS. That is the bilingual center political problem. The
problem of initiating a new effort, the Center for the Study of the
Education of the, Disadvantaged- -

:Mr. FINN. Yes.
Mr. OWENS [continuing]. I would like to see it unencumbered

with the political problems. Is it possible that it can be funded, put
forth, without having to combine it with the bilingual education
situation?

Mr. FINN. They don't both fit in our 1989 budget. That is the
clearest answer I can give you. There is not enough money. We
made what we thought was a reasonable reallocation of this re-
search responsibility in fiscal year 1989, to the office and the de-
partment that is organized to do research in that particular area.
There is no comparable office for disadvantaged children. and I
think this is a reasonable decision for OERI to make.

Ms. KILGORE. If I may, Mr. Owens, if I think I understand your
question, and I think I do, I think you are asking whether or not
vp! would be able to take out any concerns about bilingual educa-
tion as they rri' *lit appear in a research agenda for the disadvan-
taged. Is that what you are talking about exactly?

Mr. OWENS. Yes. To put it more bluntly, I think you are compro-
mising the integrity of a new effort by solving a budget and a polit-
ical problem at the same time you launch your new effort, and I
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wondered can we avoid that? Could we launch the new effort and
have it 'ie, as I referred in my opening statement, a lightning rod
for a new kind of priority setting and a new kind of mobilization of
what exists out there already?

Mr. FINN. Yes.
Mr. OWENS. But if it is encumbered with the political problem

from the beginning, I think you compromise the integrity of it and
the credibility of it.

Mr. FINN. I appreciate your point. We will share with you and
your staff something which is already in sort of circulation for
public comment, which is a very preliminary work plan for the
new Center for Disadvantaged. I don't think it is internally com-
promised, and I would certainly welcome feedback and comment on
that.

Mr. OWENS. We have some material from you already on that.
Mr. FINN. OK.
Mr. OWENS. Finally, Mr. Secretary, I want you to comment on

and I am sure that when you hear somebody propose a model simi-
lar to the National Foundation or any other alternative, your first
reaction is, Here we go again, reorganizing NIE, OERI, et cetera
but for the long run, the long haul, what would you see as an opti-
mum structure?

Mr. FINN. Well, sir, we thought we had a structure that was
functional under our current structure. We thought it made more
sense than the previous structure. That is why we did it, and I still
am persuaded that we do i. A have a structural problem. We 1,;...-ye
other problems that go beyond the structure.

I might noteyou know this because we have discussed this
that H.R. 5 that passed the House yesterday restructures our struc-
ture anyway, by taking essentially out of the OERI arrangement
the statistics function. What will be left behind will be labs and
centers and a few other small odds and ends, so the structure is
oddly getting changed in an unintended way for the research and
improvement function, by virtue of the fact that the other function
is going off on its own or semi on its own, and I am sort of sorry
about that, though I am sure the statistics function will continue to
prosper.

I don't believe that in this field of education, that it is wise to
sever the research function fundamentally from the programmatic
action agencies. I don't believe that the quest for some kind of com-
pletely apolitical entity can be fruitful. I don't think the subject of
education lends itself to that. I don't think that people agree about
what is more important than what, and as long as there are funda-
mental sets of differences of Jews out there, we .re not going to
accomplish something by creating a new structure to shield it, or
we will simply pick up the preferences and priorities of the people
that run the new structure and whoever funds them.

I don't believe that is the way to think. I would rather keep a
structure, if not identical, certainly akin to tht. one that we have
had these last couple of years, and work on its other problems,
which are some of what we have been enumerating in this hearing
and in the statements I have submitted.

Mr. OWENS. Are you satisfied that we are making the most effec-
tive and efficient use of all of the research relatetl to education
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being done within the Federal Government by these other agen-
cies? Are you satisfied that we have a system which can pull in in
a reasonable timeframe the research being done by the private
sector, nonprofit and profitmaking? Are you satisfied that we have
a setup which allows to come to consensus within a timeframe that
is effective, and not debate issues endlessly because of the fact that
so many people feel they are politically tainted, that the structure
does enclose them in a way which makes them politically question-
r'-le? You are satisfied that these are not real problems?

Mr. FINN. Well, yes and no. When we set out to, let's say, survey
the state of research in a particular field, be it reading or the edu-
cation of disadvantaged kids or any other topic, and pull together
what has been learned by research in order to try to pull it togeth-
er and disseminate it, we don't confine ourselves to research that
our agency has paid for. We go looking around the whole world for
good research, no matter where it came from or who paid for it or
under whose sponsorship it was conducted.

So when we are in the dissemination business, and we are, we
try to disseminate knowledge regardless of its origins. We do not
have in the Federal executive branch any sort of hierarchical ar-
rangement for education research and research related to educa-
tion to be all drawn together in one place, and that is not all bad.
It is in some ways desirable from the research community's st-nd-
point to be able to take their ideas to more than one place and
have more than one set of ideas and priorities governing whether
that is going to be looked at this year.

There is some virtue in decentralization and diversity here,
ratner than centralization, but there is an inefficiency with it. I
concede that. All I can say is that while the dissemination function
has its own voluminous problems, we do try to disseminate every-
body's best information, no matter where it came from.

Mr. OWENS. Do you think the Department of Defense would ever
say that it is not all bad that defense-related research b spread out
in a :iumber of places?

Mr. FINN. I don't think I am going to try to speak for them this
afternoon.

Mr. OWENS. I said it was the last question but I am tempted,
since you have so much staff here, you said, to help answer ques-
tions, to ask one additional auestion. I said we visited the IBM
Center for Assistance for the Technologically Disabled, and we also
talked with the vice president in charge of the "Writing to Read"
project. Is there any evaluation done by anyone in your Depart-
ment of that program?

Mr. FINN. The "Writing to Read" program in particular'
Mr. OWENS. Yes.
Mr. FINN. I might say I have seen it in action in a couple of

schools, and it is really very impressive to watch second graders on
their computers with tl? .ir writing program. That is scarcely sys-
tematic. That is a pure Finn anecdote but, as I have observed it, it
is very impressive to watch.

Now do either of you know about systematic evaluations?
Ms. KILGORE. I have certainly d;scussed it with my staff, so I

think we would be delighted to submit for the record whether
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either our readilis center or the writing center is doing any work
with that. I just don't know right offhand.

Mr. OWENS. Yes. I would appreciate it if you would pull up
through your system any information.

Mr. FINN. We would be glad to.
Mr. OWENS. We can, of course, check ERIC, but there may be

some things that have not been deposited with ERIC.
Mr. FINN. Nothing inportant, sir.
Mr. OWENS. I appreciate your testimony, Mr. Secretary, and your

written statement. We will have some additional questions to
submit to you, and we would appreciate your response. Thank you
very much for coming.

Mr. FINN. Thank you, sir. We will be glad to submit--
Mr. OWENS. I'm sorry Mr. Bartlett had a time problem. I didn't

know. Otherwise I would have given him the opportunity to ask
questions first, but he didn't tell me.

Mr. FINN. If he wants to send us any, we would be happy to
answer them in writing as well.

Mr. OWENS. We will do that. Thank you very much.
Mr. FINN. Yes, sir.
[Whereupon, at 1:45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.)
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]
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Questions from Congressman Steve Bartlett
Subcommittee on Select Education

"i\ezqond6,4-,, chebie, assirsia Secs4
61" 4)6("1'

1. If you did not have labs and centers how would you use your
research dollars and how would you organize OERI?

Answer: If freed from the constraints of large minimum
spending levels for labs and centers, OERI would be able to
design a system of distributing research and deNelopment funds
more effectively among individual scholars. university-based
research centers. a variety of research. development,
dissemination and professional organizations. States. and
localities. Under this system. a substantially larger percentage
of OERI research and development funds would be directed to
individual researchers. We would have an expanded field
initiated studies program to allow researchers to suggest topics
for study. We would also conduct numerous grant programs that
would bis directed toward either individuals or institutions. In
consultation with scholars, practitioners, and policymakers,
OERI would identify important topics for investigation, define
the issues InvoLv,d, and allow individuals or groups of
individuals or institutions to' evelop research plans and compete
for these funds. OERI would thus be able to tailor the nature of
a given competition to the issues and nature of the problem, not
to the limited capabilities of a certain kind o. research entity.

OERI would extend analogous practices to research .4nters as
well, *caning we would use center funds in a more varied manner
than at present. We would have varied models for centers, some
larger and some smaller, scam of lengthy duration, some of
shorter. We would allow capable entities other than
universities, such as think-tanks and other non-profit agencies,
to sponsor centers. And, we would allow centers more leeway in
"subcontracting" work to individuals, both those associated with
universities and those not. Simply pet, there would be more
chances for us to state topics for research, then have them
examined from various viewpoints and in various ways.

The \trice of Research would have to coordinate this
expanded and more varied role. Such coordination would include
not only running the various competitions, but ensuring that OERI
and the rest of the education research community, along with the
broader education community, are apprised of the results these
projects.

With regard to dissemination and technical assistance
activities, we would examine various mechanisms. including but
surely not limited to regional labs. For example, we might
support suitable entities in each of the 50 states. These might
be State education departments; they might be universities; they
might be consortia of school systems; associations. teacher
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groups, or National Diffusion Natwork facilitators. Such multi-
purpose organizations could use either direct or indirect service
strategies and would be expectei to serve governors, State
legislatures, education agencies, professional associations, and
practicing educators. They might also work closely with OERI on
data gathering and analysis activities. This arrangement would
involve a larger number of individuals and organizations than at
present, would mitigate the problems caused by the regional
character of the labs, and, since competitive bidding would be
used, would ensure the best use of available funds.

2. you believe you are getting a good return on your
investment with the current structure of educational
research at the federal level?

Answer: I believe that, on balance, we are not getting a
sufficient return on our education research investment at the
federal level. Spending nearly all our research dollars on labs
and centers has cost us severely in terms of research
opportunities. Funding for individual researchers has been all
but non-existent; this has no doubt stymied the development of
many potentially valuable ideas for systematic inquiry and the
improvement of practice. Second, other entities, such as
professional associations or loosely organized groups of
scholars, have been all but shut out of federal funding. Third,
we are limited in the number of education problems we can examine
at any given time to those under consideration by labs and
centers. And fourth, OERI has been greatly restricted in its own
intramural research activities.

In terms of our investments in the labs and centers
themselves, the news is mixed. The labs, I believe, have not
been a reliably remunerative investment. Their impact--while
admittedly difficult to assess--is practically invisible. For
decades, the labs were shielded from competition by Congress;
this has further diluted the value of the taxpayer's investment
in them. Finally, these institutions simply cannot provide
services to more than a few districts in our immense education
system. That we spend around half of OERI's research and
development funds on them is, then, almost by definition, a poor
investment.

Our investment in centers has been more fruitful. Though
their impact is also diffi alt to gauge, they do a different kind
of work than the labs. Indeed, research almost always has less
immediate impact than training and service. While some centers
do little work cf couspicuous value, others are solid and
productive. But the ,lirrent arrangement of a limited number of
relatively large centers--which we inherited from NIE--still has
the effect of confining the number of topics we research and the
approaches we can take to the study of each topic.

2
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3. What balance do you think should be struck between investing
in research by individual researchers and research conducted
by institutions such as labs and centers?

Answer: It is difficult to define precisely what the proper
balance should be. It will change over time. And it is not
clear that OERI or its predecessors have ever had an effective
balance. Our planning over the past few years has been based on
the vast majority of our funds being earmarked for labs and
centers, so we have not really been able to address this
question.

I should note briefly, as I stated in my testimony, that
other agencies with significant research budgets have a far
different spending distribution than OERI. NSF, NIH, DOE, DOD,
and NASA all spend over 65 percent of their research budgets on
individual researchers and projects. This fact is instructive,
though it should not necessarily prompt us to emulate another
agency'- specified formula.

My suggestion is, quite simply, that OERI be granted broad
flexibility with research funda, flexibility that would allow us
to target funds to projects, not to entities or institutions.
These projects, which would naturally focus on a great range of
education topics, might be large or small, might be of short or
lengthy duration, might involve one distinguished researcher or a
group of researchers, and might be located in one institution and
location or in several institutions and locations.

The point is that most significant education issues ought to
be examined from several perspectives, through several lenses, if
you will. Rather than having alternative certification of
teachers examined only by researcher in a single center, for
example, we might also have individual researchers in numerous
different school systems in several States, via grants or
fellowships and for varying lengths of time, also studying
alternative certification. These researchers would investigate
aspects of alternative certification not addressed by researchers
in the alternativ: certification center, and they would likely
offer Insights on the subject not deduced by those working within
the context of a center. Having such flexibility, of course,
means that we cannot accurately predict how our funds would be
distributed among individuals and institutions. But surely a
much greater proportion of our research dollars would go to
individual researchers than at present.

I should add that, in at least one instance, we have already
been able to do something like 1 just described. During FY
1987, we created a five-year Center for the Study of Reading.
But we were ilso able to spend about $500,000 on some small and
medium sized ri.,aing projects of varying duration that are being
carried out by a mix of individual researchers and groups of
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researchers. These "literacy grants" allowed us to examir,
problems related to reading that were not being coverel by the
larger center.

4. Do you see any alternatives to the present structure at OERI
that might be more productive?

Answer: I believe that the present structure of OERI is
serviceable and productive. But if we were allowed to spend our
research, development, and dissemination money differently, we
might need to make some alterations within this structure to
rtfine and hone our operations. Were we able to have greater
flexibility over this money, we might, for example, have to
modify some of the units within the Office of Research, Programs
for the Improvement of Practice, and Information Services to
administer these funds properly.

5. What should the priorities be for educational research in
-..he 1990's?

Answer: The Department publiol-ed a notice of proposed biennial
research priorities last November 20 in the Federal Register.
This NPRM contained a listing of some 19 topics for preference in
the Department's various grants programs; the topics include
literacy, assessment, success of 81ate reform efforts, education
of studento-at-risk, school management, parental choice,
international indicators, citizenship and character education,
and early childhood learning, to name a few. These priorities
were developed in concert with researchers, practitioners, civic
and business leaders, policymakers interested citizens, and
professional associations from all over the country, many of whom
participated in a series of regional forums sponsored by the
Department. I believe that these are good priorities, and these
categories should guide our efforts over the next few years.

I also think that the five "themes" in Secretary Bennett's
new report, American Education: Making It Work, offer a sound
guide for selecting research priorities. These are:
Strengthening content; ensuring equal in.ellectual opportunity;
establishing an ethos of achievement; recruiting and rewarding
good teachers and principals; and instl'uting accountability.
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PEPARTMENT OF EDUCAl1011

Proposed Research Pi:antes

AGINCY:Departmeas of Edtteat.CS.
CTIOX Notice of Proposed Biennial
Research V.zonties.

strusuan The Secretary plumes to
establish research onontses for Fiscal
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lusty Assam NW... Suite 610..
Washir' .Enn. DC 5 -1633.
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the rran=eat of measures of tritons e
stir: el teaching and classroom
practices.

Homo. Fczorir. Culture cad Corortirorty
1::fittence in E.:1=r=

Describing impact of
=Imre, and cesur.urat) on education.
As applicable. ider.sfvuu existing and
eiTemr. e strategies to mmurage or
fachtate parental Mach =erit in
education.
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Improvement of Educational Outcomes
for Sri:dens-of Risk

Identifying what makes some se-heels
and certatneducatimal strategies
successful In lo wenn dropout rates and
raising achievement levels of those
students having the greatest difficulty In
terms of learning and motivatien.

Student Achievement and Marro=
C.00dustos research on stoden.

achievement with a concentration on
conditions and practices that affect
student notivatinra and interest in
!isaing.
Teaching end Loom is: romp
Langucvs

investigating successful practices for
teaching and learning ferns languages.
Understanding effective training
practices for teat -rs of foreign
languages.

Managracni and Orscoaction of
Schools

Examining the ogia=cs of
educational orgarazacons. management
and leadership strategies and how
leadership practices can imams e
instructoral programs. school
discipline. and school produmnsty

Techadogy in Educotban

Applyng the adranc-t In
communication technol 'es to
problems of educational orodumnsty.
including the redurmon of costs its
services and the enhancement of the
quality of instruction.

Parental Choice la Schoolin's

Studying the e tiers of venous octions
in tducanen. [stelae:5 connet. pas are
and alterrative.schoe,s. as sse2 no herr e
and indectr.dent teaming.

Lima& Erslish P.-rase:ay
ln%estroting the etc:sot polices.

ac:ices. and programs on tie ctrantv
cf education for =dams sr:M.:mud
Engiish ascii= :nay

C.t:sess.=:?017Ci C =o'er Ed-so:spa

Understanding the ;rocestes of
cher-imp and maracas ecucarcn.
concentrating on sinst is taLght and
le amen la schools and comma ices.
hose learning takes Piace..ind
de term-ting h.se cuscatton inav affect
adult parrimpation an civic life.

Recramenr. Trortimp. and Ec:eas:on of
School Professiores

Analyang polices programs and
practices des,ned to =prose the
quality and el: oneness of the
professional and sepport personnel its
schools. and identifying staff

development and organizational ._
practices that contribute to Improved
educational outcomes.

Assessment of Paststos odor y Education

Investigating the effects of different
mumework patterns and other criteria
changes on both the general
achievement levels and lengerterm
attainments of college graduates:
developing new indicators of college
students teaming. and assessing the
armour state and future prospects of
graduate education In the traditional
arts and science fields. Analynng
evidence of program effectiveness and
instructional strategies in the area of
adult learning.

Early Cfulsthood Lconssfig

Obtaining new evidence and
examining the characteristics of early
childhood learning. which spans the
preschool through early elementary
school years. Idt.ritdying useful
information tor educators and parents
about the potential and aortal nearing
capabilities of young children.

Lihrory Research

Investigating the needs and data on
the resources and semas a. adabie to
young adults in public libraries.

LI:ems:dace/Education

Condusturr comp a rani e studies of the
experience of other democranc cultures
with problems and issues of spectal
interest In American education. e.g.
ctizenship eel= non. carsm.lum
content and educational choice.

E:7:.camocl Finance cod Prodoc::::4-

tdrstifros policies and finance
mechanisms that contribute to
tmnrovements in organcratier.al and
In:mot:oral troductimw in puliiic and
pi:ism educational inS:.:Xions.
age:tens. or par

Tecanny ors! Leon. Cn:rd
K:.ois ace

ins est:gating student achiei ement
sshat is taught are learned. arc hew it
is assessed in the s anous core
cr.-rico:tan areas (e yr. science.
mathematics, history. goegraphy. e,C)

Aec:n e C.-der 1:5C6-7.te Fcaav

Some of these reposed priorities may
Fs e a pontn e impact on the family and
a; consistent with the requirements of
F curls e Order 1=5The Family.
These proposed pnonties trengthes the
authonty and pan apation of parents in
the education of their children.
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Invitation to comment

Interested persona an Invited to
submit comments and recommendations
regarding the proposed research
priorities

All comments subtruttcd in response
to t. .s notice mil be available for public
Inspection, during and after the
comment period in Suite 610. Capitol
Place. SS! New jersey Avenue. NW..
Washington. DC. 20203 bens eta the
hours of 510 ans. and 4C0 pin Monday
through Friday of each e.etk except
Federal Holidays.

pusz. 1225.1
Date November 16.1987.

WC Lam I. atentet.

Searker y Eds-znoa.
(17 Die. 87-286e7 Filed 11-19-1. Oil am/

was..

1
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Propos tL' Research Pnonties

*cuter: Department of Edueldon.
AC 0 Sotice of Proposed Biennial
Rmearch Prionties

losses it.: The Seminary proposes to
estsblish re Sear= pn on ties for Fiscal
Years 1958 and 1909. and invites public
cm:mac These or:crams are principal
comeonems of the research and
&Ada:rant agenda to impto%e
education in the United Stems.
cars Comments must be received on or
before fanner), it ISIC.
ADORES= All comments concerning
these ;mewed funding enemies should
be addressed to Dr. Lawrence Battey.

Jr. Office of Educational Research and
improvement. Oface of Research. -

Department of Education.= New
Jersey Avenue NW-Suite 610.
Wastilr.gton.DC =3-1633.
WR FURTNER IXPORmATPON CONTACT:

Dr. ArtlumiShftkey. (=I 057-0379.
SUPPLEMENTARY 1NPORM AT:ON: Section
405 of the General Education Provisions
Am. as amended by the Higher
Education Amendments of 1986 requires
the Semstary to publish proposed
research pnonties in the Federal
Refster every two ye r: not later than
October 1. and to allow a period of sixty
days for public comments and
suggestions. Following consideration of
public comments. the Seme Icy will
publish these enmities in Baal form.

The proposed researa enmities were
developed in casette don with
researchers. practitioners. cvic and
Lusuiess leaders, policymakers.
interested mtmens. anti professional
as:onetime; a!1 over the commie. some
of whom partimpued in a cones of
regional forams sponsored by Ce
Doe= en t.The Stettery may
implement some or all of these priorities
as adopted in final form in competition.
in Fiscal Yearn 1989 and vete under the
Educational Research Cram Program
and the Regional Educational
Labora to nes and Research and
Develooment Centers Program. In
addition. the Secet ay may commission
papers and undertake research 'un thin
the Department to implement some or
all of the final pnonuts.

Proposed Research Priorities

English Literacy. rncluag Reading.
Writing. and Lang age Ski:

Conducting research on issues related
to the teaching and learning of reading.
venting. or language skills.
Understanding how effective programs
work. how they are developed. and bow
:hey influence student competencies in
these areas.

Improsement Ed:mot:an

Assessing the implementation and
impact of Slut and local reform
iflthatts es. wan particular emphasis on
the refinement of measures of effective
school. teaching and classroom
practices.

Haire. Fannie. Caltut :1 and C4.-accantty
hat nu in Edocarrn

De mbing the impact of famay.
=NUM. and community.= education.
As applicable. identifying existing and
effect's e strategies to encoursge or
facilitate parental invoisement us
education.
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NEW YORK TIMES
AUGUST 24, 1987 Page A18

Needed: A Quango for Education
It is not enough o throw money, managers,

good intentions ant ;cod ideas at America's failed
education system. What's needed is credible assess-
ment of such intentions and such ideas and the way
lo get it is from a quango.

A quango is not a dance from Argentina, or a
luny. sharp-clawed mammal that feeds on eucalyp-
tus le..ves. A quango is what the British call a quasi-
autonomous nongovernmental organ, a private
agency that works closely with government on
issu2s like social policy.

There are useful quangos, though not often
called that, at work in the United States, some in
education. A wellfinanced, professionally led
quango could provide the forum to do what badly
needs doing. to discover what ideas do and don't
work, to what extent and at what cost. It would
bring together educators, hinders, program opera-
tors and researchers into an Education Demonstra-
tion Research Corporation to carry out rigorously
designed demonstrations in school systems
throughout the country.

Cities and states, with help from Washington,
are spending billions on school., yet studentsaren
learning. The result is a rash of efforts to reduce
truancy and dropout rates, to introduce comp er
literacy and foreign languages in the early year: , to
set up after-school programs, to beef up Job 1.2c11-
less programs, to encourage corporateschool
partnerships. Few of these programs produce reli-
able knowledge about what works. It is difficult to
generalize from experience that has not been meas-
ured or evaluated. Results are largely anecdotal.

A new education quango would be modeled on
the Manrower Demonstration Research Corpora-
tion, a remarkable quango that created the data
base that convinced Republicans and Democrats
that welfare recipients are willing and capable of
working. Randomly assigning students, and in some
cases teache-s. to experimental and control groups
would Li important in ascertaining what works in
education. Often wit 'n two or three years results
of . ell-designed demonstration can lead.to new
polit

There is need also for longitudinal studies, con-
ducted over many yearn, testing long-run effects.
Though of immense potential value, such studies
are costly and are rarely done. Nowhere has their
vatue been demonstrated more dramatically than
in the Perry Preschool Program in Ypsilanti, Mich.

The program started In 1962 and by 1965
spawned Head Start. Researchers followeu the
same students for 20 years. They have-established
that early childhood education has remarkable last
big benefits. Arrest rates and teen pregnancy were
markedly lower In later years among children who
participated in the program. Many more graduated
from high school, wunt to college and entered the
labor market.

Whenever people tai. about what works in
education, this longitudinal study always ...ernes up.
The Ford Foundation is rightly proud of having
created M.D.R.C. and deserves credit for having
stayed with it for 15 years. The experience makes
the case for someone, whether Ford, another foun
da...an or a consorttum, to build the same base for
progress in education.

'
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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE OFFICE OF EDU-
CATIONAL RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT
[OERI]

THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 1988

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,

COMMITTSE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:07 a.m., in room
1310A, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Major R. Owens
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Member present: Representative Owens.
Staff present: Maria Cuprill, staff director; Laurence Peters, leg-

islative counsel; Bob Tate, legislative analyst; Jillian Evans, com-
mittee clerk; and Gay Granefsky, research assistant.

Mr. OWENS. The Subcommittee on Select Education will come to
order.

Today's hearing is a continuation of the hearing begun yester-
day. I will not at this point attempt to summarize some of the testi-
mony we heard yesterday. However, during the course of the dis-
cussion here with the panelists, I will summarize when pertinent
some of the discussion that took place yesterday.

We have supplied each one of the panelists appearing today with
a copy of the testimony of Chester Finn, the Assistant Secretary,
and we certainly &IA expect you to read it today, but we think it's
important that you do read it late/ on.

We do invite all of tht. panelists ,o be part of an ongoing process.
We are very much interested in seizi.tg the initiative and taking
advantage of the fact that we do have time between now and the
reauthorization for OERI. We don't think we should wait necessari-
ly until that reauthorization process is 1:.,:gun in order to make cer-
tain recommendations and to take certain actions. The issue is
there is a need for urgency in a number of areas, and we certainly
will not nec'ssarily wait.

We will summarize at the end of today's hearing some steps spe-
cifically that will be taken by the subcommittee, but in case some
of you do have to leave before then, I just want briefly to state that
the subcommittee is committed to moving this process as fast as
possible. We will enlist the aid of the full committee. We will issue
a report on these hearings separate from the hearing proceedings
themselves, a report with some concrete recommendations, no later
than June 15.

(263)
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We do hope that we can call upon all the panelists and others for
other additional consultations as this process goes forward.

So, I want you to bear that in mind, and I do wish to say at the
outset that I have read and reviewed the testimony of the panelists
appearing today and found it very enlighten'aig, and some of it
quite inspiring. The intensity and thoroughness of some of the
statements is quite impressive and luite inspiring. We think Ciat
we certainly have a partnership wita the people who have been in-
vited to testify, a partnership in this process, and we are quite
pleased about that.

At this time, without objection, I would have my prepared open-
ing statement included in its entirety in the record.

[The prepared statemenl- of Hon. Major R. Owens follows:]
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SELECT EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE OFFICE OF
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT (OERI), APRIL 20, 21, 1988

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN MAJOR R. OWENS

A WELL.. FOCUSED AND ADEQUAT...a.. FUNDED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM WILL I...-DUCE THE DAME QUALITY AND AMOLaT OF RESULTS AND BENEFITS

FOR AMERICAN EDUCATION THAT SIMILAR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

PRODUCE IN OTHER SPHERES Of HUMAN ENDEAVOR. OUR PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAMS,

OUR SPACE RACE, AND OUR DEFENSE APPARATUS ARE ALL REPLETE WITH OBVIOUS

EXAMPLES OF THE FRUITS OF SUBSrANTIAL INVESTMERAS IN RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT.

SINCE, AMONG CIVILIZED PEOPLE IN GENERAL, AND PUBLIC DECISION MAKERS

IN PARTICULAR, IT IS NO LONGER 'ECESSARY TO OFFER ARGUMENTS TO PROVE THE

VALUE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, THIS HFARING WILL BE CONCERNED

PRIMARILY WITH THE FOCUS OF OUR PAST, CURRENT, AND FUTURE RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT EFFORT IN EDUCATION. WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED FROM OUP

INVESTMENT TO DATE? ARE WE HAVING AN IMPACT CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS?

IS THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF RESEARCH CENTERS, LABORATORIES, INFORMATION

BUREAUS AND INDEPENDENT RESEARCHERS MEETING THE NEEDS OF Tue. EDUCATION

COMMUNITY? GIVEN THE INEVITABLE LI1ITATIONS ON RESOURCES, ARE WE

CONCENTRATING FIRST ON THE MOST URGENT NEEDS?

LAST BUT NOT LEAST IS THE QUESTION OF HOW WE CAN ENLIST THE SUPPORT

OF THE LARGER DECISION MAKING COMMUNITY AS WE STRIVE TO CLOSE THE AWESOME

GAP BETWEEN THE PRESEI.1' RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT FOR

EDUCATION, AND T! AMOUNT OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FUNDS NEF D TO

MOUNT A REALISTIC AND SCIENTIFICALLY RESPECTABLE LEVEL OF ACTIV .Y. THE

PRESENT PAUCITY OF APPROPRIATIONS IS A SCANDAL. THERE IS NO TIMATE

DEFENSE FOR THE FAILURE OF THIS NATION TO APPLY STANDARDS TO ITS MISSION
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IN ESUCATIM. SIMILAR TO THE STANDARDS APPLIED To ITS MISSION FOR THE

EXPLORATION OF SPACE. I4DEED, THE SPACE EXPLORATION EFFORT HAS REACHED A

PLATEAU PARTIALLY DUE TO THE ABSENCE OF THE BRAIN POWER NEEDED TO

OVERC,IE OBSTACLES AT MANY LEVL,,Z -- ADMINISTRATIVE AND ORGANIZATIONAL AS

WELL AS TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC. THE COMPLEXITIES OF OUR PRESENT

SOCIETY MANDATE A CLOSE RELATIONSH.P BETWEEN THE QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF

OUR EDUCATION EFFORT AND THE QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF ALL OTHER SOCIAL,

SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES.

THE PROCESS OF WINNING SUPPORT FOR HIGHER AUTHORIZATION AND

APPROPRIATION LEVELS MUST BEGIN INTERNALLY WITHIN THE EDUCATION

COMMUN1rY. CAN WE AGRFE ON PRIORITIES? CAN WE AGREE ON THE NEED FOR A

GREATER SENSE OF URGENCY IN MEETING CERTAIN CRIT:CAL EDUCATION NEEDS?

CAN WE FORGE MEANINGFUL SYSTEMS OF ACCOUNTABILITY TO COMBAT ACADEMIC

APATHY AND ACADEMIC CORRUPTION? CAN WE CORRECT OUR OWN SHORTCOMINGS IN

THE AREAS CF COMMUNICATION AND CROSS-COORDINATION; ELITISM AND SCHOLAR

TRIBALISM? AND FINALLY, TO DOUBTING DECISION MAKERS, CAN WE PLRDGE TO

ACHIEVE MEANINGFUL RESULTS IF OUR EFFORTS ARE ADEQUATELY FUNDMD?

PERHAPS THE LONG OVERDUE NEW INITIATIVE OF IJE OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL

RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT WHICH PROPOSES TO :UND A CENTER ON THE STUDY OF

THE EDUCATION OF DISADVANTAGES STUDENTS CAN BE UTILIZED AS A LIGHTNING

ROD TO OPEN A NEW ERA OF ADEQUATE FUNDING FOR CRITICAL PROBLEMS. PERHAPS

THE LIMITED AMOUNTS PRESENTLY BEING PROPOSED FOR SUCH A CENTER SHOULD BE

USED TO FINANCE INDEPENDENT RESEARCH ON THIS URGENT ToP:C, AND TO DEVELOP

THE MASTER PLAN FOR A RESEARCH CENTER WORTHY OF THE TASK TO BE FUNDED A'

A MUCH HIGHER LEVEL IN THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR. PERHAPS ADDITIONAL FUNDS

SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE FOR -XISTINki CENTERS, LABORATORIES, AND

INFORMATION BUREAUS WHICH JOIN THE EFFG-T TO ESTABLISH SUCH A PIVOTAL

-2-
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CENTER BY OFFERING TO COLLABORATE WITH EACH OTHER AND WITH INDEPENDENT

RESEARCHERS ON ACTIVITIES WHICh ARE RELEVANT TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE

GOALS OF THE CENTER.

AND FINALLY, PERHAPS WE CAR MAXIMIZE AN EFFORT TO REACH OUT TO THE

PRIVATE SECTOR FOR ITS CONTRIBUTION TOWARD THE I...AA AMBITIOUS BUT

WORTHWHILE GOAL OF IMPROVING OUR EFFORTS TO EDUCATE DISADVANTAGED

STUDENTS. PUBLISHERS, CONSULTANTS, COMPUTER MANUFACTURERS, AND OTHERS,

SHOULD BE VIGOROUSLY RECRUITED. AND BEYOND THE SPECIAL THRUST TO LAUNCH

THIS NEW CENTER, THE PRIVATE SECTOR SHOULD BE INVITED TO BE AN ONGOING

PARTNER WITa THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN THE NATION'S OVERALL RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT MISSION. THE EXPLORATION OF NEW WAYS TO STRUCTURE SUCH A

PARTNERSHIP -- POSSIBLY EVEN A "QUANGO" -- IS AN ITEM OF GREAT INTEREST

TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION. WE ARE ANXIOUS TO HEAR NEW

IDEAS AND PROPOSALS.

IT IS FITTING TO BEGIN THIS SET OF HEARINGS BY QUOTING rROM THE

LEGISLATION THAT FOUNDED THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, LANGUAGE

STILL PRESERVED UNDER CURRENT LAW GOVERNING THE OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL

RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT (OERI):

"THE CONGRESS DECLARES IT TO BE THE POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES TO

PROVIDE EVERY INDIVIDUAL AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY TO RECEIVE AN EDUCATION OF

HIGH QUALITY REGARDLESS OF RACE, COLOR, RELIGION, SEX, AGE, HANDICAP,

NATIONAL ORIGIN, OR SOCIAL CLASS. ALTHOUGH THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL

SYSTEM HAS PURSUED THIS OBJECTIVE, IT HAS NOT ATTUNED THAT OBJECTIVE.

INEQUALITIES OF OPPORTUNITY TO RECEIVE HIGH QUALITY EDUCATION REMAIN

PRONOUNCED. TO ACHIEVE TE GOAL OF QUALITY EDUCATION REQUIRES THE

-3-
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CONTINUED PURSUIT OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT EDUCATION THROUGH RESEARCH,

IMPROVEMENT ACTI"-TIES, DATA COLLECTION AND INFORMATION DISSEMINATION."

THE ENAP4.ING LEGIELATION, WHILE ACKNOWLEDGING THE RESPONSIBILITY OF

THE STATEF AND LOCAL COVERNMENT IN THE AREA OF THE NATION'S SCHOOLING,

MAKES CLEAR THE CENTRAL MISSION OF THE FEDERAL RESEARCH DEVELOW

DISSEMINATIoN ENTERPRISE. THESE HEARINGS WILL BE AN EFFORT TO t

HOW FAR WE ARE FROM REACHING THE CENTRAL GOAL OF REDUCING INEQUALIcIEN

OPPORTUNITY. TO WHAT EXTENT IS THE PRESENT STRUCTURE OF OERI ADEQUATE To

THE CHALLENGE OF MEETING THESE HISTORIC GOALS? How HAVE RESOURCES 1J EN

DIRECTED TO MEET THE EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH NEEDS OF THE NATION, AND HAVE

THEY BEEN USED EFFICIENTLY AND EFFECTIVELY? WHAT PROGRESS HAS BEES MAOE

IN THE FIFTEEN YEARS SINCE THE DETARTMENT'S FOUNDING AND THE TWO DECADES

OF WORK CARRIED OUT BY THE LEGISLATIVELY OLDER LABS AND CENTERS? THESE

QUESTIONS MAY BE COMPLEX, BUT THEY HAVE BEEN MORE URGENT, GIVEN :HE

BLEAK ASSESSMENTS OF THE NATION'S SCHOOLS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE

CONTINUOUSLY SINCE THE PUBLICATION OF THE LANDMARK 1981 REPORT A_MII2N

AT RISK.

WE CONTINUE TO EXIST WITHIN AN EDUCATIONAL CRIS ,, ONE MARKED BY

DECAYING INNER-CITY SCHOOLS, UNACCEPTABLE DROPOUT RATES OF AS MUCH AS

FIFTY PERCENT IN OUR MAJOR URBAN CENTERS, AND DECLINING LEVELS OF

ACHIEVEMENT, PARTICULARLY WHEN WE COMPARE AMERICAN STUDENTS TO THOSE OF

OUR LEADING INDUSTRIAL COMPETITORS. THE COSTS TO SOCIETY ALONE WuULD

FORCE US TO COME UP WITH CREATIVE SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEMS OF WELL OVER

HALF A MILLION DROPOUTS EACH YEAR.

THE SOCIAL CO S1 OF ONE DROPOUT IS APPROXIMATELY $4,6000 A YEAR IN

HIGHER SOCIAL SPENDING AND LOST TAXES. EACH CLASS THAI DROPS OUT COSTS

THE ENTIRE NATION APPROXIMATE.Y $240 BILLION DOLLARS. WHERE IS THE

-4-
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FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH TO OFFER US THE HOPE THAT THIS STATE OF

AFFAIRS CAN BE CORRECTED?

IN THE EARLY 1960'S THE PERRY PRE - SCHOOL PROJECT, DEVELOPED IN

YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN WITHOUT FEDERAL SUPPORT, SHOWED US THAT BY OFFERING A

PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM TO THREE-YEAR-OLDS FROM POOR EJMES A DIFFERENCE COULD

BE MADE. THE CHILDREN WHO WERE PROVIDED WITH THE EXTRA ONE OR TWO YEARS

OR EARLY SCHOOLING GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL AND WENT ON TO JOBS AT

TWICE THE RATE OF CHILDREN WHO DID NOT BENEFIT FROM THAT EARLY

INTERVENTION. THE CAREFUL WAY THAT LONGITUDINAL STUDY WAS ORGANIZED

BUILT UP A POWERFUL MOMENTUM FOR FEDERAL INTERVENTICN WHICH HELPED PAVE

THE WAY FOR THE HEAD START PROGRAM. IN THESE HEARINGS WE WILL BE ASKING

WHERE THE RESEARCH IS THAT CAN EFFECTIVELY DEMONSTRATE TO CONGRESS NEW

SOLUTIONS TO EDUCATING DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN.

WHILE THE U.S. SPENDS A LARGER PERCENTAGE OF ITS GNP ON EDUCATION

THAN JAPAN, ONLY SEVENTY-THREE PERCENT OF OUR STUDENTS RECEIVE A DIPLOMA,

AS OPPOSED TO NINETY -EIGHT PERCENT OF JAPANESE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS.

CONFP1NTED WITH A POSSIBLY SEVERE LABOR SHORTAGE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE

NEXT CENTURY, PARTICULARLY OF HIGHLY SKILLED WORKERS, WE FACE MORE THAN

JUST HIGHER SOCIAL COSTS IF WE FAIL TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM OF

DISADVANTAGED AND "AT RISK" STUDENTS. OUR CAPACITY TO COMPETE

EFFECTIVELY IN THE NEW WORLD ECONOMY IS ALSO JEOPARDIZED, AND SO IS OUR

ABILITY TO RETAIN OUR TECHNOLOGICAL EDGE WHEN AMERICAN STUDENTS COME NEAR

THE BOTTOM IN INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS OF SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT. WE

ARE TOLD THAT THE 1OVIET'S LAUNCHING OF THE SPUTNIK SATELLITE IN THE

1950'S JOLTED AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION INTO RAPID AND INNOVATIVE

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT. WHAT HAS OERI DONE TO STIMULATE THE NEW KINDS OF

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMEh THAT MUST TAKE PLACE, GIVEN THE DISTURBING
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (TEA) WHOSE

CHA:RMAN WILL TESTIFY THIS MORNING?

THE UNITED STATES RANKS FORTY-NINTH AMONG 04E HUNDRED EIGHTEEN

NATIONS IN LITERACY LEVELS. TWENTY FIVE MILLION AMERICAN ADULTS CANNuT

READ THE HEADLINES OF A DAILY NEWSPAPER. FIFTEEN PERCENT OF RECENT

GRADUATES READ AT LESS THAN A SIXTH GRADE LEVEL. ONE MILLION TEENAGERS

BETWEEN AGES TWELVE AND SEVENTEEN CANNOT READ ABOVE THE THIRD GRADE

LEVEL. IN THIS CONTEXT, IT IS NECESSARY TO WONDER WHAT RESEARCH DATA

INFORMED SECRETARY BENNETT'S DECISION TO CUT NEARLY $17 MILLION DOLLARS

IN FUNDING FOR THE LITERACY TRAINING FOR HOMELESS ADULTS AND WORKPLACE

LITERACY PARTNERSHIPS PROJECT IN NEXT YEAR'S FY '89 BUDGET PROPOSALS. IT

IS A NATIONAL SCANDNL THAT A SOCIETY THAT PURPORTS TO CALL Iloi.LF

COMMITTED TO EQUAL EDUCATION CANNOT TEACH ALL OF ITS CITIZENS TO READ AND

WRITE.

IN THESE HEARINGS, hE MUST cIESTION THE ADMINISTRATION'S COMMITMENT

IN SO MANY OF THESE AREAS TO R2SEAICH DESIGNED TO HELP EDUCATE ALL 3F THE

NATION'S CHILDREN. THE DEPARTMENT'S VIEW OF EDUCATION RESEARCH APPEARS

TO BE, UNFORTUNATELY, YET ANOTHER ADMINISTRATION EFFORT TO ALLOW FORM TO

TRIUMPH CVER SUBSTANCE. INSTEAD OF ACTING WITH THE KIND OF URGENCY IT

SHOULD ON SOME OF THE KEY EDUCATIONAL PRIORITIES EVIDENT TO MOST

AMERICANS, SUCH AS THE NEEDS OF "AT RISK" CHILDREN, THE PROBLEMS OF

ILLITERACY AND SCIENCE EDUCATION, OERI'3 POLICIES HAVE MADE IT MORE

DIFFICULT TO ATTRACT THE KINDS OF RESOURCES NECESSARY TO TACKLE THE REAL

JOB AT HAND.

THE RECORD OF THIS ADMINISTRATION IN THE YEARS BEFORE THE ASSISTANT

SECRETARY TOOK OFFICE HAS BEEN WELL DOCUMENTED BY A RECENT GAO REPORT,

EDUCATION INFORMATION: CHANGES IN FUNDS AND PRIORITIES__H_AT AFFECTED
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PRODUCTION OUALITY. THE AUTHOR OF THAT DOCUMENT WILL BE TESTIFYING

BEFORE uS TODAY. AS THAT REPORT MAKES CLEAR, SHIFTS AWAY FROM BASIC

Ft:SEARCH GATHERING BETWEEN 1980 AND A985 TOWARDS DISSEMINATION HA7E

WORKED TO UNDERMINE THE RESEARCH ENTERFRISE ACROSS THE ENTIRE DEPARTMENT

OF EDUCATION.

IN TH7 AREA OF SPECIAL e(PULATIONS, READING AND WRITING INFORMATION

GATHERING DROPPED DRAMATICALLY. FG- EXAMPLE, IN 1980 THERE WERE FORTY

AREA STUDIES COMMISSIONED IN THE AREA OF READING AND WRITING; IN 1985

THERE WERE TWO.

INSTEAD OF HELPING TO COALESCE AND COORDINATE AN ALREADY FRAGMENTED

SYSTEM OF LABS AND CENTE.S IN ADDITION TO DISSEMINATION AGENCIES SUCH AS

ERIC, THE ADMINISTRATION HAS SOUGHT TO FRACMENT THE SISTEM EVEN FURTHER

BY FUNDING AN ENTIRELY NEW SERIES OF "MINI-CENTERS." USING SOME DOUBTFUL

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY, FOUR AWARDS HAVE BEEN MADE FOR STUDIES IN THE

CONTENT AREAS. THEIR RATIONALE MUST BE QUESTIONED WHEN WE NOW HAVE TWO

DIFFERENT CENTERS STUDYING THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ONE MAJOR CENTER AT

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY IN BALTIMORE STUDYING EFFECTIVE ELEMENTARY

SCHOOLS AND A NEW "MINI-CENTER" DEVOTED TO ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS SUBJECT

AREAS AT MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY IN EAST LANSING. DUE TO CONGRESSIONAL

PRESSURE THE ADMINISTRATION WAS PREVENTED FROM DEFUNDING EVEN FURTHER AN

EXISTING SYSTEM OF SIXTEEN ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES, IN AN EFFORT TO DEVELOP

SOME NOT VERY WELL THOUGHT OUT VEW PROPOSALS.

IN HIS LAST YEAR IN OFFICE, THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY HAS BEEN

CONVINCED OF THE NEED TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM OF THE DISADVANTAGED, FROM

THE SAFETY OF FISCAL YEAR 19.0. YET THE PROPOSED "MINI-CENTER" CONTINUES

TO REFLECT THIS ADMINISTRA":ION'S LACK OF UNDERSTANDING AND BASIC

INSENSITIVITY TO MINORITY ISSUES. OERI HAS SOUGHT TO DAMAGE THE

-7-
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CREDIBILITY OF THE PROJECT FROM ITS INCEPTION Bit INCORPORATING WITHIN THE

PARAMETERS FOR STUDY, BILINGUAL RESEARCH. THIS FIELD OF INQUIRY REQUIRES

SEPARATE INSTITUTION STAFF AN° RESOURCES. CONGRESS MANDATED SUCH A

SPECIAL EMPHASIS UNDER TITLE VII OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL

ACT FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION. IN AN EFFOP.T TO CIRCUMVENT THE WILL OF

CONGRESS, THE ADMINISTRATION IS IN THE PROCESS OF TERMINATING A KEY

BILINGUAL EDUCATION CENTER AND TRANSFERRING ITS FUNCTIONS TO THE PROPOSED

CENTER ON THE o.SADVANTAGED. NEARLY AS OUTRAGEOUS IS THE ASSISTANT

SECRETARY'S OMISSION OF LEADING MINORITY RESEARCHERS IN HELPING TO FRAME

THE NATURE OF THE CENTERS' MISSION.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO CHANGE THIS STATE OF AFFAIRS? WE NEED TO USE

THESE HEARINGS IO CAREFULLY EXAMINE HOW WE MAKE THE EXISTING STRUCTURE

INSIDE OERI AND THE NETWORK OF LABS AND CENTERS MORE RESPONSIVE TO

NATIONAL PRIORIIIE.. FROM A RJUGH SAM. LING OF THE WORK PRODUCED FROM THE

LABS AND CENTERS IT IS CLEAR THAT THE EXTREMELY MINIMAL EFFORTS BEING

CARRIED OUT TO IMPROVE THE EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE OF "AT RISK" AND

DISADVANTAGED YOUTH ARE INSUFFICIE. ONE "MINI-CENTER" DEVOTED TO THIS

ISSUE IS NOT ENOUGH; WE NEED AT LEAST ONE MAJOR RESEARCH INSTITUTE

VORKING WITH A MANHATTAN-PROJECT LIKE INTENSITY TO DEVELOP SOLUTIONS FOR

PERSISTENT UNDERACHIEVEMENT.

AN ATTEMPT SHOULD BE MADE AT A :LILLY INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH.

USING THE BEST RESEARCHERS FROM THE FIELDS OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, HEALTH,

AND COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY, WORKING TOGETHER Wild EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHERS

AND PRACTITIONERS WHO HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF THE REALITY OF URBAN SCHOOLS, WE

CAN FIND THE KIADS OF TEACHERS, SCHOOL LEADERSHIP, COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

AND CURRICULA THAT ACCOMPLISH MEANINGFUL RESULTS.

MECHANISMS ALSO NEED TO BE DEVELOPED WHEREBY CAN LEVERAGE THE

-8-
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MORE SIGNIFICANT RESOURCES SUCH A RENEWED EFFORT WILL CONSUME. WE SHOULD

LOOK AT THE KINDS OF PUBLIC-PRIVATE rARTNERSaIPS THAI A RESEARCH AGENCY

-,"! AS THE MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORPORATION (MDAC)

EXEMPLIFIES.

MDRC PRODUCES UNDER CONTRACT WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CAREFULLY

EVALUATED STUDIES WHICH, LIKE THE PERRY PRE-SCHOOL PROJECT REFERRED TO

EARLIER, HAVE THE CAPACITY TO EFFECT REAL AND POSITIVE CHANGES IN PUBLIC

POLICY.

MDRC MAY NOT BE THE ONLY MODEL OF SUCH PARTNERSHIPS THAT MIGHT BE

DEVELOPED. WHAT WE NEED ABOVE ALL IS THE COMMITMENT TO INVOLVE ALL

SECTORS OF SOCIETY IN THE VITAL RESEARCH ENTERPRISE AND HELP TO

COORDINATE THEIR EFFCRTL; WE NEED, FOR EXAMPLE, EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHERS

BETWEEN PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND BUSINESS SUCH AS THE BOSTON COMPACT. SUCH

PARTNERSHIPS NEED TO BE INCORPORATED WITHIN AN EXPANDED gISION OF THE

ROLE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.

IN SHORT, WE NEED LEADERSHIP. THE NEXT ADMINISTRATION, WHATEVER ITS

POLITICAL PERSUASION, WILL UNDOUBTEDLY WANT TO MAKE EDUCATION "A

PRIORITY." SUCH A POLICY WILL BE IN ACCORD WITH PUBLIC OPINION SURVEYS

WHICH SHOW THAI THE AMERICAN PEOPLE RANK SPENDING ON EDUCATION ABOVE

POURING HONEY INTO THE BOTTOMLESS DEFENSE BUDGET. IT IS ALSO CONSISTENT

WITH THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF A WHOLL HOST OF BLUE RIBBON COMMISSIONS WHICH

HAVE COMMENTED ON THE CURRENT CRISIS. WITHOUT EXCEPTION, THESE

COMMISSION REPORTS HAVE ADVOCATED INCREASED FEDERAL SPENDING ON THE

NATION'S PUBLIC SCHOOLS. HOWEVER, UNLESS WE HAVE THE KINDS OF RESEARCH

NECESSARY 11 SHOW HOW TO EFFECTIVELY SPEND THE MONEY THAT WILL

UNDOUBTEDLY FOLLOW FROM THE WAVE OF RHETORIC, WE MAY WELL FIND OURSELVES

NO BETTER OFF.

THE KEY TO OUR FUTURE PRODUCTIVITY AND SURVIVAL AS A NATION RESTS ON

EDUCATION AND THERE CAN BE NO BETTER INVESTMENT IN THAT FUTURE THAN

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH. IT IS TO THIS SIMPLE PROPOSITION THAT THESE

HEARINGS ARE DEDICATED.

-9-
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Mr. OWENS. To begin, we have on panel one: Mr. Charles Wall-
gren, the executive vice president of High/Scope Educational Re-
search Foundation; Dr. James Hyman, the vice president of Man-
power Demonstration Research Corp.; Dr. Itzhard Rowberg, Chief,
Science Policy Research Division of the Congressional Research
Sei _ce, and with Dr. Richard Rowberg will be Br. Michael Kaplan,
Director, Basic Research, U.S. Army Research Institute.

We would like to begin with you, Mr. Wallgren.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES WALLGREN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, HIGH/SCOPE EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION

Mr. WALLGREN. Good morning. I am Charles Wallgren, executive
vice president of the High/Scope Educational Reseal . Foundation,
an independent nonprofit research, development, and training or-
ganization with headquarters in Ypsilanti, MI. I have served as an
administrative officer at High/Scope since 1972.

The foundation's principal goals are to promote the development
of children from infancy through adolescence and to support teach-
ers and parents as they help children learn and grow. The fGanda-
tion conducts national and international projects in research and
program development, training, publishing, public outreach, with
funding support from governmental, private, and internally gener-
ated sources.

The High/Scope Foundation is mos. widely known for the Perry
Preschool Project, a continuing 26-year study that has documented
the lasting benefits of high-quality preschool programs for children
who live in poverty. The roots of the foundation's work, however,
can be traced back to 1962, when Dr. David P. Weikart, High/
Scope's founder and current chief executive officer, was pivotal in
the design and operation of the Perry Preschool Project, which was
a program within the Ypsilanti public school system. This project,
a forerunner to the national Head Start effort, received national
attention when Robert Egbert, director of HEW's follow-through
program, invited Dr. Weikart to extend the Perry curriculum into
the early elementary grades for demonstration purposes in the na-
tional foll' v.through effort which began in 1968.

Shortly . Ireafter, he was also invited by the office of child de-
velopment to demonstrate the Perry preschool curriculum in thc
Planned Variation Head Start project.

Since that time, the foundation has pe. formed research work for
our Government on such projects .Ls the national homestart evalua-
tion, project developmental cc ntinuity, and program elements of
the Perry study.

We have also concLcted research efforts sponsored by private in-
stitutions such as Carnegie Corporation in New York, Ford Foun-
dation, the Spencer Foundation, and the Skillman Foundation.

As you can see, High/Scope is an independent nunprofit institu-
tion that emerged out of local public need. We have been encour-
aged and allowed to conduct our research to fulfill our goals with
program support from both the Federal and private sectors of this
count-ey.

My testimony addresses the organizational issues that an organi-
zation like High/Scope experiences in conducting long-term re-
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search efforts. It will focus on those elements that I believe have
been essential in the success of High/Scope's work. I also hope to
paint out the pitfalls that face longitudinal research projects and to
offer this committee some practical advice as to how they can
assist in determining the course of future Federally supported edu-
cational resew, 'h.

Longitudinal research is difficult to accomplish in education. The
social issues that drive the questions for study are often transitory
in nature. Issues of great importance at one point in time become
less relevant as new forces converge to bring new problems or op-
portunities to the fore.

In addition to social issues, of course, there are many operational
questions: How does a project maintain funding over many years
when most Government and private grounds fund in 1- or 3-year
cycles, when matching support is required or when no or limited
overhead is allowed? With funding uncertain, how does a project
attract, challenge, and keep talented staff? Where do you find key
staff for a project that are willing to stay and maintain the work
over a period of years? Finally how does an institution organize
itself to allow the work to continue and to see that the mission is
achieved?

Perhaps High/Scope Fcandation Ypsilanti Perry Preschool
Project best illustrates these es over time and indicates the po-
tential value of solving these Jlems. Begun in 1962, poor 3- and
4-year-olds were randomly as i either to a group that attended
the preschool program at Perry elementary school or to a group
that did not. The project demonstrated that high-quality early
childhood education helps children become successful adults.

The leap from a narrow research project asking questions about
the impact of early education on the lives of young children to a
project useful in public policy formation was a long process.

The first stage in the cycle must be a tightly controlled study ad-
hering closely to experimental design. The purpose of the program
should be viewed as experimental and the specific outcomes of the
work truly unknown. The next stage calls for develof ing training
materials and methods if the experiment works.

In the third phase, the developed educational program is demon -
strated in a stetting that approximates a regular field operation.
The fourth stage is a limited field tes_ under natural circum-
stances. In the fifth stage, the education program is ready for dis-
semination to many sites. Finally, in the sixth stage, the project is
ready to work with Federal, State, and corporate decisionmakers
supporting the development of public policy recommendations and
decisions.

The sixth stages represent a multiyear sequence, not a means of
providing information quickly for policy decisienF.

Perhaps only a few projects have ever operated so comprehen-
sively and had such an impact as the Perry Preschool Project. The
accident of history that allowed all the pieces to fit together occurs
rarely in most settings, least of all in education. However, one
could ask is it the social drive of the 1960's that has allowed us to
work on this effort for the past 26 years, or have other social issues
entered the picture? If you look closely at today's Federal legisla-
tion for early childhood programs, you will notice the inclusion of
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daycare provisions In fact, the daycare need is probably the driv-
ing social force at the moment for early childhood programs at
least equal to the issue of improving the educational and social per-
formance of disadva:itaged children.

In this case, both forces can be served by the Perry data, a situa-
tion that helps sustain our work. Yet, if researchers have to identi-
fy an issue to study that must be sustained for two and a half dec-
ades and predict the social forces that will be in effect when the
study and important mechanisms are complete, we would be ex-
pecting t'iem to do the impossible.

How does this relate to the Perry study? It is relevant in the
sense that we are fortunate that Weikart chose the study he did in
the early 1960's and that he had the commitment, vision, and
energy to see the work develop over the past 26 years. It was im-
portant that he surrounded himself with staff who shared his
vision and commitment to see the project through, which allowed
others to reap the same benefits as those in the original treatment.

It is equally important that society's interest in preschool didn't
take a different direction in those 26 years. High /"tope's success

id flourishing i^ partly due to our personnel policies which pro-
vided staff with the opportunity of spending their entire career at
High/Scope rather than being hired solely on a project basis. We
refused to load our organization with graduate students who would
learn more from the experience than what they coula contribute to
High/Scope's research over a limited period of time. We found that
the collective and accumulative knowledge of a staff is critical in
achieving success over the long run.

High/Scope was also fortunate to be a nonprofit organization.
Tax relief has helped. But even more important has been the fact
that we could independently shift our funding targets from govern-
mental to private sources to our own resources and back again as
the financing environment changed. To depend upon one fnne.;ng
source for 26 years would not have allowed us to complete the
project.

conclusion, there seem to be two main ingre,lients in making
a major project like the H!gh/Scope Perry Project work. First, it
requires a visionary leader willing to devote 'ais life to the task.
Second, it needs to i 'antify the resources to maintain the effort.
Legislating the qualifications for a social reformer seems out of the
question, but legislation that allows these leaders te draw upon
Federal resources to accomplish their work is essential.

I would suggest that Federal funding be made available to pri-
vate organizations like High/Scope based on the merits of their
work and ideas. Moreover, this funding should not always be pro-
vi'led for preconceived projects or in restrictive ways such as high
matching requirements and preset indirect costs. To realize the vi-
sions of the social leader, we need flexible Federal programs that
assist them and their staffs in carrying out their work.

I wish to thank this subcommittee for allowing me to share the
High/Scope story. I hope it can help in some small way to shape
the future.

[The prepared statement of Charles R. Wallgren follows:]
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TESTIMONY

Subcommittee on Select Education Oversight Hearing
on the Office of Educational Research and Improvement

Charles R. Wallgren
Executive Vice President

High/Scor.e Educational Research Foundation
600 North River Street

Ypsilanti, Michigan 48198

Thursday, April 21, 1988

Introduction

Members of Congress and distinguished guests, I am Charles

Wallgren, Executive Vice President of High/Scope Educational

Research Founda*ion, an independent, nonprofit research,

development, and training oryanization with headquarters in

Ypsilanti, Michigan. : have served as an administrative officer

at High/Scope since 1972. The Foundation's principal goals are

to promote the development of children from infancy through

adolescence and to support teahers and parents as they help

children learn and grow. The Foundation conducts national and

international 1., jeccs in research, program development,

professional training, publishing, and public outreach, with

funding support from governmental, private and internally

generated sources.

The High/Scope Foundation is most widely known for the Perry

Preschool Project--a continuing, 26-year study that has

documented the lasting benefits of high quality preschool

programs for children who live in poverty. We have also

conducted long-term research on early childhood curriculum

1
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approaches. Over the years, our teacher-training efforts have

been based on the High/Scope Curriculum, a developmentally

appropriate approach that encourages children to initiate their

own learning activities. In recent years, c,ur Training of

Teacher-Trainers projects throughout the country have enabled

trainers to grovide High/Scope curriculum training to many early

childhood teachers.

History of High/S(101

s4 The High/Scope Foundation was founded in 1970. The roots of

the Foundation's work, however, can be traced back to 1962 when

Dr. David P. Weikart, High/Scope founder and current Chief

-xecutive Officer, was pivotal in the design and operation of the

Perry Preschool Project which was a program within the Ypsilanti

Public School system. This project, a forerunner to the National

Head Start effort, received national attention and Robert

Egbert, Director of h7W's Follow Through Program, invited Dr.

Weikart to extend the Perry curriculum Into le early elementary

grades for demonstration purposes in the National Follow Through

effort which began in 1968. Shortly thereafter, he was t.lso

invited by the Office of Child Development to demonstrate tne

Perry Preschool Curriculum in the Planck-1 Variation Head Start

Project.

At that point, the carious projects in which Dr. Weikart was

involved extended far beyond the scope of his responsibility at

the Ypsilanti Public Schools. He found himself in a posataon of

having to operate these prcjects from different institutions,

such as Eastern Michigan University and a private company,

2
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High/Scope Inc., which he established specifically to operate a

simmer :amp program for gifted and talented teenagers. Upon the

...1ce of professional associates and guidance from the

Superintendent of Ypsilanti Public Schools, Dr. Weikart

established the High,'ScmPe Fducational Research Foundation on

July 1, 1970. Since that time, the Foundation nas performed

research work for our government on such projects as the National

HAme Start Evaluation, linkages between preschools and elementary

schools, in Project Developmental Continuity, studies on

handicapped children, and the program elements of the Perry

study. We have also conducted research efforts sponsored by

private.: ..nstitv ions, such as Carnegie Corporation of New York,

Ford Foundatic Spencer Foundation, and the Skillman Foundation.

In the words of C.'Aon Ambach, former New York Commissioner

of Education and President of the Council of Chief State Scnool

Officers, "There .s overwhelming evidence that the research

results and publications of the High/Scope Foundation have had a

significant part in focusing the attention of educators,

policymakers in the government and private sector, and the public

at large on the vital importance of investment in early

childhood."

As you can see, High/Scope is an independent, nonprofit

institution that emerged out of local public need. We

have been encouraged and allowed to conduct our research and

fulfill our goals with program support from both the federal and

private sectors of our country. The establishment of High/Scope

7as it made to develop and then impose a r,.earch prngram and

instructional model on our educational community based on some

3
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preconceived notion. Nor was it developed to satisfy some

entrepreneurial urge of ' founders. However, I must point out

.nat the High/Scope Foundation does have a philosopLacal position

based on developmental theor:, which is reflected in all our

curriculum development and program training efforts.

My testimony addresses the operational issues that an

organization, like High,Scope, experiences in conducting long-

term research efforts. It will focus on those elements

that I belielm have been essential in tt success of High/Scope's

work. I also hope to point it the pitfalls that fac,,

lcagitudinal research projects and to offer this committee some

practical advice as to how they can assist in dete.mining he

course of future federally supported educational research.

Longitudinal Research

Longitudinal research is difficult to accomplish in

education. The social issues that drive the oqestions for study

are often transitory in nature. Issues of great important:e at

one point in time be-ome less relevant as new forces converge to

bring new problems or opportunities to the fore. For example,

the movement to establish vocational education in our publlc

schools in order to solve employment problems has been dampened

by corporate America's preferring to do their own specific

training. Corporations are seeking candidates who have a good

education in the basics. The tvpes of skills corporate America

looked for 10 to 20 years ago aren't as important to them today.

They can buy those old skills at a cheaper rate from foreign

sources.

4
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In addition to social issues, of course, there are many

operational questions. How does a project maintain funding over

many years when most government and private groups fund in one-

or three-year cycles, when matching support is required, or when

no or limited overhead is allowed? With funding uncertain, how

does the project attract, challenge, and keep talented staff?

Where do you find key staff for a project that are willing to

stay and maintain the work over a period of years and forego

opportunities for personal and financial advancement? Finally,

how does an institution organize itself to allow the work to

continue and to see tha. the mission is achieved?

Perhaps High/Scope Foundation's Ypsilanti Perry Preschool

Project best illustrates these issues over time and indicates the

potential value of solving these problems.

Perry Preschool Project

Interest in evaluating the effects of early childhood

education as a means if improving the educational and social

performance of disadvantagkd youtn began to emerge in the early

1960s. The Perry Preschool Project, a program from this period,

currently illustrates he benefits of high quality early

childhood programs for poor children. Begun in 1962, poor three-

and four-year-olds were randomly assigned either to a group that

attended the preschool program at Perry Elementary School or to a

group that did not. Follow-up on both groups at age nineteen

showed that:

5
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In education:

Fewer are classified as mentally retarded (15% vs. 35%)
Fewer are school dropouts (33% vs. 51%)
More attended college or job training programs (38% vs. 21%)
More are literate (61% vs. 38%)

In the world of work:

More hold jobs (50% vs. 32%)

In the community:

Fewer are arrested for criminal acts (31% vs. 51%)
Fewer are on public assistance (18% vs. 32%)

In addition, the teenage women who participated in preschool had

a lower birth rate than those who did not '64 children vs. 117

children per 100 women).

The project demonstrated the. u4i:h quality early chilJaood

education helps children become successful adults. It also

:.'aces major social and economic problems within a community.

Preventing lifelong problems in high-r'sk children is a better

. %.,. Ly goal than attempting to correct these problems. While

not the only answer, the project documented the idea that high

quality early childhood educatior an be a major tool for society

to use in :nproving the quality of life of the participants and

their families as well as the community at large.

In a step unusual for educational projects, a rigorous

economic study was undertaken to determine the return on

investment in high qualit. early childhood education. While

helping children is worthwhile in itself, benefit cost analyses

provide a clear method of comparing various investment

opportunities across program options. Analysis of the High/Scope

Foundation's Perry Project indicates that such early childhood

education programs can be an excellent Investment, returning as

6
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much as S6 for every dollar invested.

In 1985 the Committee for Economic Development said. "It

would be hard to imagine that society could find a higher yield

for a dollar )f investment than that found in preschool programs

for its at-risk children." 1

Figure 1

PERRY PRESCHOOL PROGRAM PER-CHILD
COSTS AND BENEFITS TO TAXPAYERS

Benefit (thouundsl
Approximate Dollar Value (thousands)10 S 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

K.12 school cost savings S

Added college cost 1
Crime reduction savings' 3

Welfare savings 16

Additional tax dollars
paid by participants

Total benefits to taxpayers 28

Program Cost Ithousands) BenefitCost Ratio

ryear program

Twyear program

-5

-g

6 to 1

31,31

Note- Table entries are constant 1981 dollars. discounted at 3 percent annually.
Adapted from John R. Berrueta-Clement. Lawrence J. Schweinhart, W. Steven
Barnett. Ann 5. Epstein, and David P. Welton. Changed Lives: Effects of the Peny
Preschool Program on Youths through Age 19, Monographs of the High/Scope
Educational Research Foundabon, 8 (Ypsilanti, Mich High/Scope Press), 1984, p.
91,

SavIngs to omens as taxpayers and as potential cnme victims.

1
Committee for Economic Development. (2985.) Investing in Our

Children.

7
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The leap from a narrow research project asking questions

about the impact of early education on the lives of young

children to a project useful in public policy formation was a

long process.

Cycle of Project Development Research and Policy

he cycle begins with a tightly controlled research project

that validates a treatment and moves to the development of

training materials, to demonstration and field testing, to the

dissemination phase, and finally to a public policy stage. The

first stage in the cycle must be a tightly controlled study,

adhering closely to true experimental design. The purpose of the

program should be viewed is frankly experimental, and the

specific outcomes of the work truly unknown.

The next stage calls for developing training materials and

methods if the experiment "works." To meet the needs identified

in the experimental study, film, videotape, manuals, handbooks,

reading list- and practical systems for gaining experience

rapidly may be required. They will be used principally in the

third phase to instruct trainees in the program operation.

Development of training materials will continue throughout the

experiment to meet the needs of different staff and situations,

as will development of instruments for measuring outcomes.

In the third phase, the developed educational program is

demonstrated in a setting that approximates a regular field

operation. In this phase the essential components for effective

field operations are developed. the curriculum, the system to

deliver it, the training procedures necessary to the program's

8
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implementation, the staff model to be used, and quality control

methods to assure successful field implementation. Within the

framework of the original research project, adaptations and

improvements are made to build on experience and to meet

practical demands, political and otherwise. However, the central

focus of the project is retained; the basic design is not

changed. In this, the most critical phase, retaining the intent

of the original project is very difficult. The special

objectives are to test the training systems, to further the

development of measurement instruments, and to replicate the

design established in the first phase. Evaluation is focused on

the program's form in order to develop quality control measures

and to link specific procedures with desired outcomes.

The fourth stage is a limited field test under natural

circumstances. The number of sites is held down so that

effective control will not be lost. The quality control

procedures are primarily aesigned to produce monitoring

information and to indicate comparability with the original study

and demonstration project. The original sponsor usually remains

active in this stage.

In the fifth stage, the education program is ready for

dissemination to many sites. The curriculum, training program,

delivery system, staff model, and quality control procedures are

clearly known and available. Research on the effect on differing

populations and under differing circumstances may continue, but

the basic program is well-documented and capable of achieving the

intended results. Both sponsorship and the number of proyl,ms

10
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are broadened at this stage.

Finally, in the sixth stage the project is ready to work

with federal, state, and corpora.e decision-makers to support the

development of public policy recommendations and decisions.

Given the diffusion of decision-making in our country, this means

that the project staff must reach out to a wide range of

agencies, national associations, and levels of government.

The six stages represent a multi-year sequence--not a

means of providing information quickly for policy decisions-

whose goal is the effective delivery of a valid educational program

with the ability to consistently obtain the desired results

across a wide geographical area. The process starts with an

experimental hypothesis, as validated and tested at each level,

until finally "going to scale" after many years of work.

Perhaps only a few projects have ever operated so

comprehensively and have had such an impact as the Perry

Preschool project. The accident of history that allowed all the

pieces to fit together occurs rarely in most settings, least of

all in education. Several important lessons can be extracted

from the success of the Perry Preschool Project.

First, the initial research was done in such a way as to

satisfy generally accepted and rigorous scientific criteria. Too

often, studies in education are compromised from the outset by

various adaptations that undermine the overall results to the

point of defeating the purpose of the entire project. Perhaps

because of its limited goals and local focus, the Perry Preschool

Project resolved that problem.

Second, the project was operated well enough to give A clear

11
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set of findings, all consistently positive. In addition, the

findings were drawn no from psychological or education

variables, but from the real world concerns of the general

public, such as jobs, welfare, crime, teenage pregnancy, and

education participation.

Third, it was recognized early in 1970 that the real

importance of data from this project was actually not in the

internal relationships of the data, but in how the data are

applied to the early childhood education public policy debate,

particularly the economic findings. This transmission of useful

and pertinent information has opened the door for corporate

decision-makers and government officials to become involved an

supporting early childhood education.

However, one could ask, is it the social drive of the 1960s

that has allowed us to work on this effort for the past 26 years

or have other social issues entered the picture? If you look

closely at today's federal legislation for early childhood

programs, you will notice the inclusion of daycare provisions.

In fact, the daycare need is probably the driving social force at

the moment for early childhood programs, at least equal to the

issue of improving the educational and social performance of

disadvantaged children. In this case, both forces can be served

by the Perry data--a situation that has helped sustain our work.

In general, it seems that social need is what drives societal

change and not research data by itself.

Now, if this principle is understood to mean that

researchers have to identify an issue to study that can be

12
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sustained for two and one-half decades, and predict the social

forces that will be in effect when the study and support

mechanisms are complete, then we would be expecting the

Impossible. How does this relate to the Perry Study? It is

relevant in the sense that we are fortunate that David Weikart

chose the study he did in the early 1960s and that he had the

commitment, vision, and energy to see the work develop over the

past 26 years. It was important that he surrounded himself with

staff who shared his vision and commitment to see the project

through the research, the development, the demonstration, the

dissemination, the implementation, and the public policy phases,

which allowed others to reap the same benefits as those in the

original treatment group.

High/Scope's success in surviving and flourishing is partly

due to our personnel policies which provided staff with the

opportunity of spending their entire career at High/Scope rather

than being hired solely on a project basis. We refused to load

our organization with graduate students who would learn more from

the experience than what they could contribute to High/Scope

research over a limited period of time. We found that tile

collective and accumalative knowledge of a staff is critical in

achieving success over the long run.

High/Scope was also fortunate to be a non-profit

organization. Tax relief has helped, bat even more important has

been the fact that we could independently shift our funding

targets from governmental to private sources to our own resources

and back again as the financial environment changed. To depend

on one funding source for 26 years would not have allowed us to

13
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complete the project.

In conclusion, there seems to be two main ingredients in

making a major project like the High/Scope Perry Preschool

project work. First, it requires a visionary leader willing to

dedicate his life to the task and second, it needs to identify

he resources to maintain the effort. Legislating the

qualifications for a social reformer seem out of the question.

but legislation that allows these leaders to draw upon federal

resources to accomplish their work is essential. I would suggest

that federal funding be made available to private organizations

like High/Scope based on the merits oz their w,rk and ideas.

Moreover, this funding should not always be provided for pre-

conceived pzojects or in restrictive ways, such as high matching

requirements and pre-set indirect cost rates. To realize the

visions of the social leader, we need flexible federal programs

that assist them and their staffs in carrying out their work.

I wish to thank this Subcommittee for allowing me the

opportunity to share the High/Scope story. I hope it can help

you in some small way to continue to shape the future of this

great country.

14
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you, Mr. Wallgren. I'm sorry I didn't warn
you. There will be a bell ringing after 7 minutes. You are not re-
quired to confine yourself to that 7 minutes, but we hope you will
round it as soon as possible after that and take no more than 10
minutes.

Dr. Hyman.

STATEMENT OF JAMES HYMAN, VICE PRESIDENT, MANPOWER
DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORP.

Mr. HYMAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am James Hyman,
vice president, external affairs, for the Manpower Demonstration
Research Corp. We are pleased to be here this morning.

As you may know, MDRC has a 14-year history of researching
and evaluating programs geared towards increasing the self-suffi-
ciency of the disadvantaged. In that context, we have focused our
efforts mostly on what is called second-chance programs, and as a
result have not had any direct involvement with evaluating the
Nation's schools. As such, we are very pleased that this Subcom-
mittee would see fit to invite us and find some use in our experi-
ences.

As we talk to our colleagues in education, we have come to be-
lieve that any lack of progress in approaching the pressing educa-
tional problems in this country is probably not likely the result of
a dearth of new ideas, nor is it likely the result of a lack of net-
works through which new ideas can be disseminated.

Rather, we believe that perhaps the new ideas combined with
rigorous research evidence suggesting effectiveness may be the
missing link in educational improvement.

As such, my remarks today will suggest that demonstration re-
search combined with rigorous research design may be a useful ap-
proach to generating reliable knowledge on which programs and
dissemination efforts may be based. When I speak of dissemination,
I am using it in a very narrow way. I mean a specific model operat-
ed for a specific period of time subject to rigorous analysis over an
acceptable follow-up period to determine the impacts of these pro-
grams.

The term "demonstration" is not always used in that way. Some-
times it implies no more than the provision of resources to allow
for the exploration of different program ideas. In that context,
demonstrations are not often highly structured and occasionally
lack provision for evaluation altogether.

But in my use of this term, I should say that there are at least
four conditions when we think demonstrations are very valuable.
One is where the problems are very complex and not amenable to
easy solution. The second condition is where the issue is of national
scope and therefore has potential for broader legislative initiative.
Third is where the need for research children evidence is critical,
therefore, research is justified. And fourth is where resources are
very limited.

Let me say, too, however, that there is an overriding concern
over those four points, and that, is whether or not the demonstra-
tion promises to yield anything that we can regard as new knowl-
edge. The question of generating new knowledge is going to be
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largely dependent upon how rigorous the research design to deter-
mine whether or not at the end we can say we learned something.

The history of research is really littered with a lot of argument
about both findings and their interpretation. The general issue is
whether or not the research findings actually captured the unique
contribution of the program over what it would have been in its
absence.

As an example, if an ad campaign were launched by a major
pretzel-making firm and 2,000 persons bought that pretzel a week
after that ad campaign was launched, it would be a mistake to
assume that the campaign were responsible, since many of the per-
sons who might have purchased that pretzel might have been unex-
posed to the campaign and there may have been people with brand
loyalties who would have purchased it anyway.

We have the same situation in social science research. Estimates
of employment figures from employment programs will overstate
their impacts because they do not net out what would have hap-
pened to certain persons in the absence of _heir exposure to the
program.

What MDRC is trying to do to avoid this pitfall is to engage in
experimental design research much like the medical profession
does in its research. We assign people at random to an experimen-
tal group who will receive the treatment versus a control group
that will not. And because we do have a control group that does
not receive these services, their activities and behaviors and out-
comes give us the reading on what would have happened in the ab-
sence of the program, and from that we can net out the program's
unique impacts.

We have very reliable evidence ourselves from our own experi-
ence that reliable Endings can be a catalyst for policy. MDRC has
enjoyed a very prominent role in providing information to Con-
gressmen this year in the welfare reform debate. In 1981 the Omni-
bus Budget Reconciliation Act offered States a new flexibility to
change the way they dealt with the work side of the AFDC pro-
gram. MDRC seized an opportunity at that point to try to structure
a demonstration to see whether or not these programs would work
and make a difference in the lives of AFDC recipients.

MDRC talked to 33 different States and recruited 8 into its dem-
onstration. Our findings are about complete. We have been dissemi-
nating them to policymakers here and in other States around the
country. And we have out that there is a very consistent story
being told so far:

One is that it is feasible to operate these programs;
Second, that these programs are not punitive on the one hand,

they don't impart skills on the other;
Third is that they are positive with modest impacts on their em-

ployment earnings;
And fourth :s that these programs are cost beneficial for States

to operate.
These findings have been extremely well received by persons

here on the Hill, in the Administration, among advocates, national
organizations, and the press, and we believe there are really three
reasons:
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The first is that the; are reliable. The methodologies used to gen-
erate these findings are not subject to debate over whether or not
they are accurate and how we interpret them. The debate over our
findings is not how to interpret them but how to apply them.

Second, we think we receive high marks on the objectivity with
which these findings are reported.

Third, I think the timing of these findings is clearly at issue.
These findings come forward at a time when the Congress is very
interested in looking at the welfare system. But I would submit
that the timing is not a crucial factor. This timing would not have
made a difference or the findings less reliable.

I would like to share with you what I think are some parameters
that one might think about in doing demonstrations and go on
from there to suggest whether or not these kinds of t',ings are ap-
plicable in education.

First, of all, it seems to us that demonstrations must be based en
very thorough investig of major causes of the problem if the
demonstration or intervention is to have any hope at all of amelio-
rating the difficulty.

Second, we think that the demonstration must embody clearly
testable propositions clearly articulated so that we know when
we're going in what questions we are asking and know at the
outset how to monitor the research to make sur- that those ques-
tions are not obscured in the process.

Third, we think the demonstration must be practical. The first
issue is whether any institutions or providers can be convinced to
run the thing. Too ambitious an intervention may inhibit institu-
tions or make them unable to run various demonstration programs
without massive new dollars. In addition, very ambitious demon-
stration approaches may require lengthy and expensive startup
times.

I am going to abbreviate these remarks. You will find them in
my written testimony. I do want to go on to say that there are a
number of other parameters here, that careful site selection gets to
be important. We don't want to deal with anomalous populations
and anomalous circumstances. We need technical assistance to
make sure that the model is preserved intact. Monitoring is neces-
sary to preserve the integrity of the research design.

And the question that you would ask us in all of this is whether
or not it takes new entities to do this. I don't think we know that. I
don't think we're an appropriate judge of that. But we can state a
number of roles that we think are important tha+ we have played
that I think go beyond the normal course of education research.
They are as follows:

We have done exploratory research to define the problem. We
have actually designed programs. We have brokered those program
ideas to communities, providers, and funders to package the dem-
onstration. We have had to deliver technical assistance to ensure
that operators were up to the rigors of the model and that the com-
ponents of the model were going to be implemented successfully.

We have had to manage the demonstration and the research to
make sure that the model and the research design had integrity.
We have collected and monitored the data, have performed the
analysis, produced the reports, findings, and recommendations, and
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mounted aggressive dissemination programs both here on the Hill,
with the administration, and throughout V. States that broker
these notions.

Applicability to education is a major question. We have, as I said
before, mostly researched second-chance programs. On the whole,
they have been embodied in fairly simile bureaucratic structures.
They have had limited objectives, focusing on employment and
earnings of welfare and other dependent individuals. They have
also been short treatment. Education on the other hand is a com-
plex enterprise with a variety of actors offering complex treat-
ments with a variety of goals over a longer period of time than any
other social service provided in this country.

In addition, there is debate in education as to whether interven-
tion is the way to go. Many education researchers argue in favor cf
systemic form rather than add-on programs. Education reform
tends to be highly process-oriented and as such will likely touch all
participants. Since a basic tenet of experimental research is being
able to withhold something from a control group, process research
is very difficult using educational design because of the pot. q
for what we call contamination effects.

I should add also that the random assignment technique we use
is a very difficult one at times because it poses ethical issues about
withholding services. In most of the programs we have studieJ, be-
cause they weren t fully funded, most of the persons eligible were
not able to be served. So, random assignment was sort of a fair lct-
tery system that really did not withhold services but rather
fled the deck.

In compulsory fully funded education, this is a differe,it situa-
tion.

Mr. OWENS. I am smiling because the paucity of re.so):.,:ces is su.:h
that no ethical issue is there except the ethical issue of the failure
of the Government to appropriate enough money to serve every-
body in the beginning. We have had such a paucity of rel;urces, so
I don't think you have had a great deal of decisionmaking about
that. So much has been withheld by Government.

Mr. HYMAN. I would agree.
But random assignment in education poses some difficulties. It

may be a case where random assignment is applicable in only a
limited set of circumstances, circumstances where you are featur-
ing intervention approaches which target specific populations.

Even with that, there is a potential for a vast array of very im-
portant questions to be answered up;ng this technique.

I should also say that in education you should expect to find
longer followup periods for research, depending upon whether an
intervention is designed for elementary, junior, and senior high
school, and it may be somewhat more expensive.

But I do believe that demonstration research can be a viable tool
in these contexts. In other contexts, I think researchers can make
judgments about the extent to which other methodologies will sac-
rifice some precision and whether even with that sacrifice of preci-
sion the method can advance the cause of knowledge in these pro-
grams sufficiently to make it worthwhile.

My feeling is demonstration research allows for the formulation
of policy and programs c the basis that the approach is proven ef-
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fective as opposed to on the basis of good ideas merely thought to
be good ideas.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of James B. Hyman follows:]
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Good manning I =Games Hyman, Vice President of Este=a1 Affairs for the

!empower Demonstration Research ozporation (MDRC) in NiarYott. On behalf

of the Corporation, I would like to express our thanks to Chairman Owens

and theAmombers of this subcmezdttee for inviting MDRC to testify in these

proceedings. As you may know, 24DRC has had a 14-year history of research

and evaluation aimed at assessing the effectiveness of pnograms geared

toward increasing the self - sufficiency of the disadvantaged. ln this

context, our reset:Arch has focused primarily on "second- chance" programs and

on certain adaptations of employment and training programs. As such, the

Corporation has not been directly involved in evaluations of the nation's

school systems. Given thin perspective, we are particularly pleased that

the sUbomemittee is interested in YMHC's experience, and we are hopeful

that you will find this experience useful to your deliberations.

As we at MDRC have consulted with research colleagues in education, we have

omne to suspect that any lack of progress in addressing the nation's

pressing educational issues probably does not result frau a lack of good

ideas. Nor does it likely result frame lack of networks thmmOutich

gocrd ideas can be disseminated. Rather, it may be amatter of overcaning

inertia and of building momentum for change. It maybe that good ideas

combined with reliable evidence of effectiveness is the missing link in

educational improvement.

This theme will guide my remarks today. I will argue, from MDRC's

perspective, that demonstration research supported by rigorous research

-1-
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designs may offer a useful approach to the generation of reliable knowledge

woe which policies and programs can be based and on which dissemination

and replication efforts can be founded. The prominence of ADRC's research

in the =rent:welfare reform debate will serve as a metal ezreple. Tamp

remarks, Twill also attempt to: clarify what we mean by the term

demonstration, its purpose and when it may be useful; discuss several

important considerations and trade-offs involved in the design and

implementation of dessnstrations; and present acme issues and cautions

about their application in education.

=C is a relatively young organization. It was established in 1974 by the

Ford nundation and several federal agencies for the expressed purpose of

managing an immwativv research and demonstration programthe National

Supported Work Demonstration. Since that time, the scope of the

Corporation has greatly widened from its original focus on the

demonstration and evaluation of discrete pregame initiatives like Supported

Work, to the evaluation of major service systems such as the Job Training

Parinership Act (JIM and California's new welfare program, Greater

!.verses for Independence (GAIN). Throughout the Corporation's history, the

focus has been on the deliberate generation of knowledge through the

testing of alternative interventions for specific national social problems.

The Utility of Demonstrations and the Imnortanos of Rigorous Research

As we focus today on the federal research agenda in education, our

experience suggests that the use of demonstration reseam.hrlay offer a

-2-
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prising approach to addressing many of the nation's pressing educational

pattlems. A program of carefully managed research demonstrations could

alloWpolioymakers to evaluate the filagibil'ity of proposed programs and

their short- and long -tare effectiveness. In suggesting this approach, I

take great care in the use of the term demonstration. By damoastration I

refer to a specific program model that is operated for a specified duration

and subjected to rigorous evaluation to determine over some acceptable

follow-up period, the impacts it has bad on its participants. Many

udemmuMModUoreel financed by the federal government, particularly in

education, are not conceived in these terms. Often they are not highly

structured and lack any provision for evaluation. So I draw a distinction

between my use of the term and its use in other contexts where it implies

only the provision of funds to allow the exploration and operation of

different program approaches. As I have defined it, the demonstration

approach has proven especially useful When four conditions prevail:

First, mbere the problems to be addressed are complex and rot
amenable to easy solution;

Second, Where the problem is national in scope and therefore has
potential to be addressed by broader program legislation;

e Third, mbere the need for information,is critical and therefore
research justified; and

Fourth, Where only limited resources are available.

But, the overriding consideration is Whether something can be learned from

the deuonstration-lparticularly whether the intervention made any

difference. remonstrations are laundhed principally for their knowledge

value, and whether or not knowledge Will be advanced by a demonstration

depends critically on the extent trY Which rigorous research can be
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performed.

The history of research is littered with arguments over the meaning and

interpretation of findings. Flaws in research designs have often elicited

controversy over the miters generated and over what gave rise to them.

The controversy most often revolves around Whether or not the research

results measure the masa impact of the program above and beyond what

eight have happened in its absence. For example, if 2,000 people were to

buy a particular brand of pretzel the week following a new ad cappaign, it

would be incorrect to assume that the campaign was responsible, since many

people may have purchased the pretzel without being exposed and others may

have bought it regardless. The same problem exists in research on social

programs. For example, outcome data from employment programs will

overstate their impacts because the data cannot ""net out!' participants who

would have gotten jobs on their own.

MOW has sought to avoid this pitfall by making extensive use of

experimental design research wherein persons eligible for the intervention

are randomly assigned into either an experimental group that will receive

the treatment or into a control group that will not. Random assignment

offers a greater degree of assurance than other methods, that, on the

whole, persons treated and parsons not treated will not differ in their

overall characteristics. The control group then yields a measure of what

would have happened in the absence cl treatment and allows us to onetoutll

the unique effects of the intervention.

-4-
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MEMC's use of rigorous =south methods employing random assignment has

Changed the nature of the debate from how to interpret findings to how best

to apply them. Indeed, producing reliable findings can greatly influence

the advance of policies and programs. IIERC's work in the welfare area is a

pointed example.

Catal or Bo

Respcnding to the passage of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBR)

of 1981 which offered states a range of options for restructuring the work

side of the nation's AFDC program, MDRC seised an important opportunity to

test the impact and cost effectiveness of different and highly

controversial welfare reform approaches. This demonstration posed

interesting new challenges for the CLrporation. Because it was not a

federal demonstration, MORC as an evaluator would not be providing the

funds to operators for the implementation of a particular approach to be

tested. Instead, the programs tested were those that states actually chose

to implement. As a consequence, the treatments in this demonstration

varied with local political and other considerations. The programs tested

then, rather than representing only one model, represented a range of

approaches that were expected to be significant and representative of the

variation in programmatic strategies, economic conditions, target

populations and program designs across the nation. The funding of the

research was also atypical. MDRC received a challenge grant from the Ford

Foundation under which a state could be added to the study only if half the

necessary research funds could be raised either from the state or another

foundation.

-5-
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Given the non - uniformity of the treatments and this unusual funding

structure, it was clear that NnIcfs demonstration would not be a single

experiment but rather a series of parallel tests which MDRC would structure

miniturly to assure some cross-state comparisons. in actuality, each

consisted of a freestanding evaluation of a state project. Eight states

and over 35,000 individuals were involved in the research.

What bas amerced from these studies is a fairly consistent story suggesting

that: it is feasible to require AFDC recipients to participate in work-

related activity as a condition of welfare receipt; that, in general, the

work programs designed in these states were not punitive, though they did

not tend to build Skills; that, in general, these programs had positive

impacts, although modest, on the employment and earnings of participants:

and that they were cost-effective.

This research has been well received and sought after by members of the

press, of the Congress, and by Congressional staffers, beads of national

associations and advocacy groups. Two factors arc responsiblethe

reliability of the findings as earlier discussed and the objectivity with

which they are reported. Though the timeliness of the issue was also a

factor, timing would not have mattered if the findings were not credible.

-6-
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The Design and Implementation of Demonstrations: Some considerations

Demonstration research must be carefully designed and intensively monitored

by the researcher in order to assure that samsthing is learned and, as

importantly, that what is learned is important and of value. The following

are some considerations on the design and implementation of demonstrations.

This series of issues is not intended to be a cceprehensive list nor does

it pretend to treat these issues in sufficient depth. Rather, it is

offered as a seams of highlighting some of the considerations, trade-offs

and judgements that must be made in designing demonstration research.

Demonstrations should be based on the best evidence available about
the nature and causes of the problem if an intervention is to
produce the desired outcomes.

MDRC,s current JOB:9TA4 demonstration for dropout youth stems from an

hypothesis generated by an extensive literature review and prior experience

with youth programming. While the Literature Showed mixed results, several

fAndings seemed clear: that programs providing only work experience, and

short-term interventions, offering primarily job search and other placement

assistance, were insufficient to improving the long -term employability and

earnings of severely disadvantaged youth. The Job Corps, a residential

program providing intensive services incIrding education an occupatianal

skills training, was the only program for which credible evidence existed

that suggested positive impacts. Yet, the Job Corps model is every

expensive one with an estimated cost of approximately $5,700 in 1977 terms

(or apprcodmately $10,500 in current dollars) per participant over the

average six-month participation period. These findings led MEM to test

whether an intensive services model offered on a non-residential basis, and

therefore less expensive than the Jab Cope, could also be effective.

-7-
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Demonstrations should contain clearly specifiable and testable
propcsiticus.

The Supported Work Demonstration, operate:: in 15 localities with ever

10,000 participants, was an effort to demonstrate whether al/work:program,

which gradually increased the rigor of its work requirements and its

empectations for participants, could increase the apployetility and

earnings of members of our society felt to be the most severely

disaa-antaged--long -term welfare recipients, ex- offenders, ex-addi.ts and

unemployed dropout youth.

The Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects (YIEPP) eperv.md between

1978 and 1980 were one of the nation's most ambitious attempts tc intervene

in the employment and schooling behavior of disadvantaged youth and tested

whether the promise of guaranteed employment would increase the youths,

enrollment and rates of employment and lessen the dropout rate. As many as

76,000 low - income teenagers in 17 localities were employed by aver 1.1,000

work sponsors during this demonstration.

our current demonstration, =MART, which is operating in 13 communities,

involves over 2,300 individuals in a test of whether a program model

combining instruction in basic skills with occupational skills training,

support services and job placement assistance can effectively increase the

employment and earnings and decrease the long-term joblessness of severely

disadvantaged youth dropouts--a group on which YIEPP and Supported Work had

little effect.

-8-
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Other NEMC interventions have been devised to address the problems faced by

school-aged pregnant and parenting teens. Project Redirection, operated

from 1980 to 1985, involved a total of 11 sites and over 1,300

participants. The program provided guidance to pregnant and parenting

teens both through senatorship arrangements and through program staff. It

encouraged them to take advantage of a variety of community services, from

health care and family planning to education and employability development,

in accordance with individual participation plans developed in the program.

New Chance is a current Mite pilot program which in part is an outgrowth of

our Project Redirection experience. New Chance focuses on an older

population of yang mothers (aged 17 to 21) and is more geared toward

helping participants enter employment as opposed to the focus in

Redirection on completing education. It offers a structured sequence of

services to provide an intensive exposure over a period of 18 to 24 months.

The objective in both interventions was to test approaches which would

prove effective in breaking the cycle of lover-term dependency.

The intervention must be designed so as to be practicable.

Since the expected yield fran a demonstration is knowledge to be used for

the improvement of policy and practice, the intervention demonstrated must

be practicable in some real'policy env: went. The major question here is

whether or not relevant institutions will be either willing or able to

operate these programs. Interventions that are too ambitious may hamper

both the willingness and ability of institutions to run and sustain them in

the absence of sufficient new resources. Such initiatives may also involve

-9-
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lengthy and costly program development efforts. Ch the other band,

prograes reguiringemlymeaginal changes in current mervices and

interegemcy relations, while having the potential for quicker and less

expensive implementation, 'Nye:aria:ugly limit the degree to which the

demonstration will test innovative ideas.

it some sense, then, the design of intervention should be mindful of,

though net wholly captive of, the policy and resource environment in which

prograes are envisioned to exist. In the abeance of new legislation or

resources, the demonstraticm amid test whether and bow the new

intervention can be implemented within the current context. MDBC's

JOWBART demonstration, in addition to testing a model, will also geterate

observations on bow the model interacts within the nation's primary 1,6b

training system, the OTTR. The objective is to test programs that if

effective can be replicated and to avoid designing a "hot house'. program

that could be operated only in an artificial world.

Bites should be ce.trefapar selected no the intervention can be tested
under realistic carom:stances in a credible environment.

Demonstration findings will be of little value if based to anomalous

populations. At the same time, it may not be plausible in many cases to

adhere to a strict doctrine of representativeness. Compromises will be

necessary. But, the objective in structuring the demonstration is to

assure that, in aggregate, the sample can which findings are based is

sufficiently credible to allow for plausible application and inference

beyond the demonstration sites.

Technical and operational assistance must be patvided for program
development and to ensure the integrity of the model.
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In order for the demanstration to produce meaning= results, the model

must be given a fair test. Competent operators must be dhosen and

technic/el assistance made available to ensure the proper development and

implementation of each local program. Additional care must be taken to

preserve the integrity of the model. Local situations will differ and

operators may used Mosaics adaptations to meet their particular

circumstances. Researchers must take great care to ensure that local

adaptations do not significantly alter the basics model to be tested.

Further, nines various operators may have varying degrees of experience

with model components, technical assistance must be delivered to ensure

that operators have appropriate systems in place and that those systems are

well oriented and well trained to the rigors of the model. Taking these

precautions will belpminimize the extent to which implementation flaws and

peculiarities will confound test results.

e The de=natration design will inquira an active monitoring role by
the researcher throughout the duration of the experiment in order to
maintain the integrity of the evaluation.

As has been stressed in this presentation, the major consideration in

launching a demonstration is to establish a rigorous evaluation process

that will ensure that something is learned from the experiment. Rigorous

evaluation methods require constant vigilance. 1n the context of NDRCIs

wort/Welfare demonstrations, MOM maintained control over the entire

research intake process determining who would be included in the

experimental group, and who would be included in the control group. WIN

and welfare offices would collect certain information from each candidate

for the study and in phone conversations with mac would relate information
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gathered. NEW staff, an the basis of this information, would determine

whether the candidate was eligible to be included in the experiment (for

example, people who were already employed of who bad children under clx

years old 'were typically excluded) and, if so, ducked whether the person

was already represented in the ample. If the person was not already in

the sample, NEW staff, using a randomly -generatod list of research codes,

would assign the person to control or experimental status. But, a process

that is initially random can be quickly corrupted if it is not regularly

loliced to ensure that persons already in the ample who reapplied for

welfare did not crossover into another status.

Bre_ft-EntitiNiitIVAInbia MSELUSID7
The foregoing then are major considerations in HDRC's design and

implementation of demonstrations. NEW is probably not an appropriate

judge of whether nee research entities are needed to pursue those

directions. But, it should be clear frau the above that in conducting

these efforts ITC has played a multiplicity of important roles1 some of

which may lie outside the seeps of conventional education evaluations. We

have condocted exploratory research to define the issuers; we have engaged

in program design in attempts to develop potentially effective approaches;

we have brokered program ideas to various communities, potential service

providers and feeders in efforts to package the demonstration; we have

delivered technical assistance and operational expertise to operating mite

to assure their readiness to implement demonstration coporents; we have

managed the demonstration and the research in order to assure the integrity

of the model and of the random assigroent promos; we have collected and

-12-
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monitored the data and performed the analyses; we have produced reports

with policy recommendations; and, we have mounted an aggressive

dissemination program tbrough presentations to national organisations and

through go:yawn:A:briefings at the federal, state and local levels. The

one role MAC has not played in demonstrations is that of program:operator.

Nevertheless, this is a much more expansive involvement than is normally

envisioned in the conduct of ediamtional evaluations. But, these roles are

critical to the implementation of demonstration research and filling these

roles may be the challenge facing educational research.

Application to Educational Research: Some cautionary Notes

In the context of these deliberations, it is fair to ask whether a

demonstration model, as we have presented it, is applicable in education.

Our primary thesis has been that supporting good ideas with reliable

evidence of effectiveness maybe the recipe for educational improvement.

So, the answer to the question of epplieAbil4ty rests on the feasibility of

employing rigorous evaluation methods in the education context. Several

considerations are important here.

As mentioned earlier, 24DRCss research has been based mostly on seoand-

chanoeprovams. contrasted to education, those programs have been

embedded in comparatively simple prop= structures such as JTPA and the

WIN program in the welfare area. These programs generally have had limited

objectives, (e.g. employment and earnings) and involve participants for

relatively short durations. Education, on the other hand, is an

extraordinarily ccmplea enterprise involving a variety of actors, in a

-13-
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this methodology to mazy questions of interest to policymakers. In other

combats: other methodologies may prove useful. ladle there is evidence of

consensus among researchers that random assignment is generally a superior

approach for generating reliable impact findings, judgements can and should

betas& about the level of imprecision inherent in other methodologies

(such as matched onaptrisamgreops and discontinuous time series) and the

extent to /each these levels of imprecision, if tolerated, will still

advance the cause of knowledge about these programa.

Finally, I Should point out that, while there are certain discrete outcomes

of educational demonstrations that are amenable to ehort-term follow -up

(e.g. program impacts on attendance, dropout and graduation rates), most of

the major questions of interest - those focusing on the life consequences

of particular program designs - will require extended longitudinal studies

which may be expensive. Even the shorter term may require longer

follow-up than has been typical of second-chance programs. For instance,

to determine the ultimate impacts of dropout prevention initiatives

designed for middle grades (5-9), it will take at least four to eight years

of follow- p. 7te necessary follow-up period will vary then opon the point

at which the educational intervention is designed (e.g. elementary, junior

or senior high).

Nevertheless, it is our view that demonstration research, properly applied

and managed, can be a valuable tool for policy and program development in

education. It allows for the formulation of policy and the implementation

-15-
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education, adult secondary education and the English-as-a-second-language

programs, has ever been conducted. 7s such, policymakers contemplating

compulsory programs have no guidance op= which to base their expectations

for this peculation or for the adult education network's ability to serve

them. The State of Calfornia, which currently houses 1/9th of the nation's

welfare peculation, estimates that as many as 65 percent of participants in

their welfare employment program (GAM) maybe inroad of, andltherefore

required to enroll in these services. Moreover, welfare legislation

currently pending in the House of Representatives woad require states to

provide education for all welfare recipients without& high school diploma

or a GED.

These are all major policy decisions grounded in conventional wisdom

concerning the importance of education to employability and self-

sufficiency. Yet, there is no research that lends policy guidance to these

directions. We neither know: how much education is enough; which types

dependent individuals require; the characteristics of persons suet and

least likely to benefit from these programs; nor, bow long and at what cost

these services need to be provided. Or current research, evaluating the

GUN program, will yield some valuable first insights into 90010 of these

important issues.

The current movement towards compulsory education for certain dependent

individuals, if sustained, may be potentially one of the more dramatic

developments in the education arena in decades. Yet, its impetus stems

from outside the education establishment, and it is not clear that

-17-
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educators are either prepared to deal with it or are aware of its coming.

So, while I do not presume to be able to judge the adequacy of the federal

government's effort in educational research, nor to present a schematic for

the directions it should take to future, I do note at least this one area

where additional research sem= to be warranted.

I hope you will find our comments useful, and again, we are pleased for the

opportunity to share these thoughts with you this morning
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you, Dr. Hyman.
Dr. Richard Rowberg, and I understand that Dr. Rowberg is ap-

pearing with Dr. Michael Kaplan.
Richard Rowberg is the Chief of the Science Policy Research Di-

vision for the Congressional Research Service. Dr. Kaplan will
serve as a resource to the subcommittee. He is Director of Basic Re-
search for the U.S. Army Research Institute for the behavioral and
social sciences. Dr. Kaplan speaks only for the institute and not for
the Army as a whole.

Mr. Rowberg will begin by outlining some aspects of the military
R&D structure, and Dr. Kaplan will assist later on in the discus-
sion period.

Dr. Rowberg.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD ROWBERG, CHIEF, SCIENCE POLICY
RESEARCH DIVISION, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE;
ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL KAPLAN, DIRECTOR, BASIS RE-
SEARCH, U.S. ARMY INSTITUTE; AND MICHAEL DAVEY, ANA-
LYST IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, CONGRESSIONAL RE-
SEARCH SERVICE

Mr. ROWBERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's a pleasure to be
here to testify before the subcommittee this morning. Also with
me, I would like to introduce Michael Davey, an analyst in science
and technology at the service, who is a coauthor of several of our
reports on research and development, including those dealing with
the Department of Defense.

I w-11! describe this morning the Department of Defense's budget
for research, development, testing, and evaluation.

The purpose of the DOD R&D program is to produce the science,
technology, and engineering needed for the Department to provide
for the Nation's military security. In the table which accompanies
the written testimony, the DOD R&D budget obligations for fiscal
year 1984 to the fiscal year 1989 requests are shown.

These obligations have grown from $26.7 billion in fiscal year
1984 to a request of $38.8 billion in fiscal year 1989, an average
rate of increase of about 7.8 percent per year.

Because the entire DOD R&D budget contains activities which
are distinct from most civilian Federal R&D budgets, however, it is
useful to examine the components of the DOD budget. In the table,
these components are presented.

First, there is research, which is primarily fundamental or basic
science and engineering research, although it does include some ap-
plied science.

Second, exploratory development is concerned with practical ap-
plications of the knowledge gained from basic research.

Third, advanced development takes this process one step further
to the construction of prototypes which can be used to demonstrate
whether a particular application will work. DOD has chosen to
place the Strategic Defense Initiative program within the advanced
development component.

Finally, a component which we have labeled "other" but which
DOD has a more definitive description, includes the engineering de-
velopment of complete weapons systems which have .lot yet been
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approved for procurement and the research and development
needed to develop and test these weapons systems once they have
been approved for such procurement.

The first three of these R&D componentsresearch, exploratory
development, and advanced developmentare usually called the
technology base programs within DOD, including a portion but not
all of the SDI Program. This group, particularly research and ex-
ploratory development, more closely approximates the kind of re-
search and development undertaken by such Federal agencies as
the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of
Health.

As seen in the table, the request in fiscal year 1989 for these cat-
egories, including just a portion of the Strategic Defense Initiative,
totals about $5.7 billion and makes up about 14 percent of the total
DOD R&D budget. The major portion of the total DOD budget for
R&D falls within the so-called "other" component because the de-
velopment, testing, and evaluation of the large-cost items such as
new aircraft or missiles is carried out under this budget item.

In the defense area, basic research is the pursuit of knowledge
about fundamental properties and behavior of physical objects and
the physical and human systems that may have application for or
are related to defense purposes. Not all defense basic research has
defense applications, however, and some may have commercial ap-
plication.

Of the approximately $900 million spent in this year on DOD
basic research, about 50 percent is done at the Nation's universi-
ties, 30 percent in Government labs, and the rest in industry.

In addition to DOD, of course, the Federal Government funds
other basic research and development programs. In fiscal year 198'
the Administration requested about $4.5 billion in nondefense basi,
research obligations and physical sciences and engineering, mostly
at the National Science Foundation, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and the Department of Energy.

While the DOD R&D budget request is very large by most stand-
ards, the largest share of funds to the development of specific
weapons systems chosen to augment the Nation's defense capabil-
ity. The remaining funding is still large, however, although compa-
rable to funding for science and engineering R&D in several other
Federal agencies.

Thank you again for the opportunity to make this presentation,
and we will be happy to answer any questions you may have on
this testimony.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Richard E. Rowberg follows:]
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April 21, 1988

The Research and Development Budget of the Department of Defense

Hy name is Richard Rowberg and I am Chief of the Science Policy Research

Division of the Congressional Research Service. With me today is Michael

Davey, Analyst in Science and Technology at CRS, who is the co-author of

recent CRS reports on research and development and science in the Department of

Defense, and is the author of a forth-coming report on the Department of

Defenze's technology base program. This testimony is based on these reports as

well as a recent report of the Office of Technology Assessment, The Defense

Technology Base: Introduction and Overview. Today I will describe the

Department of Deferse's budget for research, development, testing and

evaluation (RDT&E). I will summarize the various components of the RDT&E

budget, present trends in budget authority over the last five years, and

discuss in more detail the basic research portion of the budget. The

testimony will not discuss policy issues or comparisons to education R&D.

Structure of the DoD R&D Budget

The purpose of the DoD RDT&E program is to produce the science,

technology and engineering needed for the Department to provide for the

nation's military security. In table 1, DoD R&D budget obligations from FY84

to FY89 are shown. The table shows an increase in the total from $26.7 billion

in FY84 to a request of $38.8 billion in FY89, an average rate of increase of

7.8 percent per year. The FY89 R&D total is about 12.8 percent of the total

DOD obligations and about 62 percent of all Federal R&D obligations requested

88-078 0 - 88 - 11
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for FY89. Because the entire DoD R&D budget contains activities which are

distinct from most civilian Federal R&D budgets, however, it is useful to

.examine the components of the DoD budget.

In table 1, the DoD budget is presented in four components: research,

exploratory development, advanced development (including the Strategic Defense

Initiative (SDI)), and a component we are calling "other". DoD divides this

"other" category further into three more parts. Briefly, the definitions of

the four components are as follows. (1) Research is primarily fundamental or

basic science and engineering research although it includes some applied

science. An example of this is in the field of advanced engineering

materials, such as composites which are basically reinforced plastics. Basic

research would be concerned with determining the basic properties of these

materials such as their strength and heat resistance. (2) Exploratory

development is concerned with practical applications of the knowledge gained

from basic research. In our advanced materials example, such application could

mean the development, construction and testing of parts that may be used on

aircraft. (3) Advanced development takes this process one step further to the

construction of prototypes which can be used to demonstrate whether a

particular application will work. With advanced materials, for instance,

either a new aircraft using the new parts could be built or the parts could be

integrated with or tested on an existing aircraft. DoD has chosen to place the

SDI program within advanced development. The purpose of SDI is to perform R&D

leading to the development of technology and weapons which could be used for a

ballistic missile defense system. (4) Finally, the "other" category includes

the engineering development of complete weapons systems which have not yet been

approved for procurement, and the R&D needed to develop and Lest those weapons

systems that have been approved for procurement. A more detailed description
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of these components is contained in a recent CRS report for the Task Force on

Science Policy of the House Committee on Science, Space and Technology. A copy

of these definitions is attached to this testimony.

The first three R&D components -- research, exploratory development and

advanced development -- are usually called the technology base programs within

DoD. Because only about 10 to 15 percent of the SDI budget consists of

technology base activities, DoD does not consider the SDI program to he part of

its technology base program. The primary goal of these three components is to

provide the scientific and engineering data and skills required to design and

develop the weapons systems that may be needed for the Nation's defense. This

group -- particularly research and exploratory development -- more closely

approximates the kind of research and development undertaken by such Federal

agencies ns the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Institutes

of Health (N111). As seen in table 1, however, in FY89 these three components,

including SDI, would make up only about 14 percent of the RDT&E budget. The

major portion of the DoD R&D budget falls within the "other" category because

the development, testing end evaluation of the large cost items, such as new

aircraft and missiles, is carried out under this budget item. Summarizing

table 1, we see that from FY84 to the FY89 request, research would increase

from $842 million to $916 million, exploratory development from $2.2 billion to

$2.4 billion, advanced development from $1.4 billion co $6.5 billion (including

SDI which would grow from $49 million to $4.5 billion), and the "other"

category from $22.3 billion to $29.1 billion.

Discussion

Since the objectives of the DoD research component (which is essentially

basic research) are most similar to typical research programs, I will discuss

this activity in greater detail. In the defense area, basic research is the
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pursuit of knowledge about fundamental properties and behavior of physical

objects or systems that may have application for defense purposes. Not all

defense basic r! h has defense applications, however, and some may have

commercial applications. For example some of the basic properties discovered

about advanced engineering materials may be applied to the construction of

commercial buildings or civilian transportation equipment.

About 50 percent of defense basic research is done at the nation's

universities. About 30 percent of DoD basic research is done at government

laboratories -- mostly DoD labs, and about 20 percent is done in industry.

The DoD University Research Initiative program LS included within the basic

research category.

In addition to the DoD, of course, the Federal government funds other

basic research and development programs. In FY89, the adm....stration requested

about $4.5 billion for non-defense basic research obligations in physical

sciences and engineering. Most is for the NSF, the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration and the Department of Energy. In addition, requests of

$3.9 billion were made for basic research in the life sciences in the

Conclusion

I have reviewed the DoD RDT&E budget including a discussion of the

different components, funding trends and the FY89 request. While the DoD RDIZE

budget request is very large by most standards, the largest share of the funds

go to the development of specific weapons system? ,nosen to augment the

nation's defense capability. The remaining funding is still large, however,

although comparable to funding for science and engineering R&D in several other

Federal agencies. Thank you for the opportunity to make this presentation and

I will be happy to answer eny questions you may have on this testimony.
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Table 1. - DoD Research and Development Fundingl

(billions of dollars)

Category FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY892

Research 0.84 0.85 0.95 0.89 0.90 0.92

Exploratory Devct 2.22 2.27 2.28 2.34 2.39 2.36

Advanced Deve13 1.41 2.70 4.07 5.03 5.43 6.51

(SDI) (0.05) (1.39) (2.66) (3.26) (3.53) (4.52)

Other 22.27 25.28 26.20 27.82 29.17 29.09

Total 26.76 31.10 33.50 36 09 37.90 38.87

1 Data provided by the Office of Secretary of Defense

2 Current administration request

3 Includes funding for the Strategic Defense Initiative
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The second taxonomy for DOD lira& E funding is based on funs
Ronal categories. The 1)01) does not routinely crsploy the cater).
ries of "basic mearch", "applied research", and 'development" In
its budgeting and program management. Instead, it used n series of
six 111.1T&E functional categories numbered G.I to 6.6, 'line ore de.
fined by DUD as follows:,

6.1 Ilesearrh. Includes scientific study and experimenta
lion directed toward increasing knowledge and under.
standing In those fields of the physical, engineering, envi.
ronmental, biologicamedital, and behnvioral.Aucls1 ad'
cores related to longterm national security needs. It pro
vides fundamental knowledge for the solution of identified
military problems. It also provides part of the base for sub
sequent exploratory and advanced developments in the de-
fense.related technologies and of new or Improved military
functional capabilities In areas such as communications.
detection, tracking, surveillance, propolsion, mobility.
guidance and control, navigation, energy conversion. mate
risls and structures, and personnel support.'

62 Erploratory lkvelopment. Includes all effort directed
toward the solution of specific military problems, short of
major development projects. This type of effort may vary
from fairly fundamentil applied research to quite eophisti.
cited breadboard hardware, study programming and plan
ring effort. It would thus Include studies Investigations
and minor development effort. The dominant chsracterise
tic of this category of effort is that it be pointed toward
specific military problem areas with a view toward deed.
aping and evaluating the feasibility and practicability of
proposed solutions and determining their parameters. Pro .
grain control of the Exploratory Development elements
will normally be exercised by general level of effort.

64 Advanced Devetcpment., Includes all prslects which
have moved into the development of hardware for experi-
mental or operational test. It is characterized by fine Rein
projects, and program control Is exercised on project

DOD MST ITS IslOrtiAV 3111114, *ed..* p 54.1L
Sonnredol Cl report* ems 1.1 uo awn ix W.., do s..1 pro.. S.e.Sis is su4
orykrolseas fooranal, .A4 k IM &Mop.** a Oa tow. %Leh
.1,1441 In. at 11.41 a MO Motoliat Agai oh. & so mu, p e NJ ma.,plero mew& NrLol. IimaJwge& L. Awl MDOI t&a.I NW. I. 0041

eteea5Alwam4 1.11w u&soirpoited y I0.. WU Jora 5....... LIKI.wrs Mos..

basis. A further deseriptive characteristic
lies the designof such fteins being directed toward hardware

in
for test orexperimentation as opposed to ilea: designed and eitgi.steered for eventual Service use.

6.1 Elguteerine Ikvelopnient. Includes nil those develop.
melt Programs being engineered for Service use but whichhave not yet been Approved for procurement or operationThis urea is characterized by major line item projects and
program control by review of individuol projects.

6.5 Alanueentent nnd Suppwt. Includes research and de.velopment effort directed tuware, odpport of installations
or operations required for generei research and develop.lent use. Included would be test ranges, military con.
struction, maintenance support of laboratories, operationsand maintenance of test aircraft and ships, and studiesand analyses ht support of the It&D program. Costs of lob.oratory personnel, either Inhousa or contract.opernted,
would be assigned to appropriate projects or as a !me itemin the Research, Exploratory Development, or Advanced1Sevelopment Program areas, as appropriate. Military Cm
struction costs directly related to major development
program will be included in the appropriate element.

66 Operattonut Entente Development, Includes research
and development effort directed toward development, engi.
fleecing and test of system% support programs, vehicles
and weapons that have been approved fur production and
Service employmert. 6.6 is irtt an official category as ars
fi 1.6,fi. but is a term used for convenience In reference
and discussion. Thus, no program element will exist nun:-
hered G.G. . this are. are major line item
projects wh '' &E costa of weapons systems
elemen" Near control will thus be
exercised ....view of the individ: .1 research and develop.
ment effort In each Weapon System Element.

Note: Science Policy Study Background Report No. 8. ScienC Support by the Derc. of Defense. Report
prepared by the Congressional Research Service. Library of Congress. 'or the Task Force on
Science Policy. Committee on Science and Technology. U.S. Nouse of .epresenzativea. Dec. 1986.
p. 66-69.
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you very much, Dr. Rowberg.
Perhaps Dr. Kaplan could elaborate a bit for us on the pattern of

contracting for research, basic research, with universities.
One of the issues raised by Mr. Wallgren and others is the issue

of the short-term nature of funding for research making it almost
impossible to get the kind of staffing you need and conduct the
kind of research which is viable.

Or perhaps you can tell us a little bit more about what the pat-
tern of letting contracts is with your operation.

Mr. KAPLAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OWENS. Pull the microphone closer to you, please.
Mr. KAPLAN. First of all, the U.S. Army Research Institute for

the Behavioral and Social Sciences deals with topics and problems
which are quite different from most of those which Mr. Rowberg
has been discussing. Rather than weapons systems and so forth,
our concern is with people.

The institute that I rep.sent is structured in terms of three lab-
oratories dealing with systems or new systems coming into being; a
group on manpower and personnel which is covering everything
from selection and ificlasscationlo issues of Army families and the
way they are affecting the men and women who are soldiers in the
Army; and finally, to a laboratory which is called the training re-
search laboratory, whose problems in man:,; ways are very, very
similar to the problems that all of you are dealing with.

Most of these groups within our institute are avoting them-
selves to applied research, trying to solve rather specific problems
ultimately. On the othe. hand, we have a unit within my institute
which is known as the office of basic research, which is the unit I
represent, which is looking at much more fundamental issues relat-
ing to all of these problems.

Our institute is unique, I think, in the sense that the basic re-
search programs, the exploratory development programs, the ad-
vanced development programs, arid finally engineering develop-
ment, the kinds of activities to which Mr. Rowberg alluded general-
ly, all of these kinds of activities are represented within our insti-
tute with respect only to these people-related problems.

My office ...t the present time is dealing with some 60 research
contracts, of which 80 percent have come to us from universities.
We are approached by university scientists and others in very
much the same way that the National Institutes of Health and the
National Science Foundation are approached, and we review these
proposals that we receive in an appropriate way for merit and for
ultimate relationship to the applied programs that my institute has
to deal with.

Once basic research is concluded by our university scientists and
so forth, these men and women are free to publish in the open lit-
erature, and indeed their results are available to all of you and to
the community at large. But because within the institute we do
have this mechanism, this representation of the other three types
of activity, we are able to do things that we call transition from
basic research to exploratory development and ultimately from
there to the more advanced approaches and finally to engineering
or program development where activities lead to the field.
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One example in the area of training that might be of interest to
all of you

Mr. OWENS. Would you pull the mike just a little closer?
Mr. KAPLAN. Yes. I'm sorry.
One example in the area of training which I think might be of

interest to many of my colleagues here is in fundamental research
on learning strategies. A simple example of one of these would be
the notion of using mnemonics, for example, to help memory. But
there are many more, and many of our university people are look-
ing at issues that relate to training in a much more fundamental
way.

In any case, some work, some of it conducted by one of the pro-
fessors at the City University of New York, another professor at
Texas Christian University, and so on, some of this work, has
found its way to the exploratory development program, one of our
units within the institute, a unit that deals with technologies for
skill acquisition and retention. And it has contributed in a signifi-
cant way to a more applied or exploratory program called the job
skills educational program, whose concern is with the issue of
teaching men and women, in the forces the fundamental skills that
they would need as a precursor to going on to performing many
Army jobs.

This work is now in a kind of a demonstration status at a
number of units of the Army throughout the country, and in fact
some of this work has been adopted by General Motors and some
institutions within the State of North Carolina.

It's a nice little example, quickly cited, of this notion of transi-
tioning from some efforts in fundamental research to ultimate ap-
plication. I think it's also a nice example of the fact that some of
the research which starts under the auspices of my little office
within the institute not only has a bearing on th ) problems of the
Army and the young men and women who are making their way
through the Army but it also has a bearing on what we might
roughly call the civilian community. As you see, this is an example
that I have given you Well shows, if you will, how work which
started with us found its vAy to the country at large, if one might
say so.

So, I think it is fair to say that a goodly amount of the research
which we start in a very fundamental way also has implications
not only for the military but let me say again of all of us, for the
country at large.

Let me just stop there. I think that may have perhaps answered
your initial question.

Mr. OWENS. Well, you fund research which goes all the way from
literacy to the high cognitive development type of research and the
people who do the research are free to publish. And do they pub-
lish widely?

Mr. KAPLAN. Oh, they do indeed. And indeed we are very proud,
sir, of their record of publication and their recognition. One of our
scientistsperhaps I might name himis Prof. George Miller at
Princeton, who at the moment has a very exciting program going
on in the field of language acquisition, and there is a variety of rea-
sons for encouraging this research. But for example, Professor
Miller is a member of the National Academy of Sciences, and so, if
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I may say so, we feel quite pleased and privileged that such a dis-
tinguished scientist is in a sense collaborating with us to look at
some very, very fundamental issues.

We recently had him with us in process review of the basic re-
search contracts, and he and I had a little discussion about how the
fundamental work that he was doing on the acquisition of language
in young people might also have a very strong bearing on the
teaching of foreign languages to young people. When one considers
the world we live in, if I may interject that thought, the need to
begin to communicate with other people I think is very strong. And
so Miller's work, I think, is going to have long-term implications
for that.

Mr. OWENS. My first question, I still don'tI would like you to
clarify. Could you give us some examples of the length of funding
you have provided for certain researchers?

Mr. KAPLAN. Yes.
Mr. OWENS. Have you funded projects to cover 5- or 10-year peri-

ods?
Mr. KAPLAN. No, sir.
Mr. OWENS. What is the average length?
Mr. KAPLAN. Typically, most of the projects, I would say, within

the last few years have tended to be for the most part 3-year
projects. You have fundamental pieces of work. In some cases they
are 1-year projects to get at a particular point. We have one or two
which will be finishing up soon that are 5-year projects.

Mr. OWENS. This is in the basic research area.
Mr. KAPLAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. OWENS. Now, the projects that are funded in the applied sec-

tion of your institute, are they also funded, do you also contract to
universities and outside groups, or do you do most of that inhouse?

Mr. KAPLAN. That is variable from year to year. It is the case
now that within our institute a great deal of the applied research
is contract research because we don't have sufficient personnel to
conduct a lot of these programs inhouse.

But an amount, from 30 to 40 percent of research, applied re-
search is conducted within.

Mr. OWENS. Does it follow the same pattern in terms of the
length of time, both contracted and not, or do you have longer peri-
ods?

Mr. KAPLAN. It varies by virtue of the nature of the problem. For
example, there has been continuing within the institute or under
the auspices of the institute for some years some very long-term re-
search relating to the prediction of performance of young men and
women who are soldiers in the military and how when they predict
their performance in terms of something known as the Armed
Services vocational battery and indeed other aptitude tests, there
are other issues relating to the performance of soldiers which are
being investigated as well in terms of more applied research, trying
out various predictive procedures.

But some of those projects may last a year, depending on what
the senior military leadership would like our institute to take or it
may go on for many, many years, depending on the nature of the
problem and how it is proc eding. But thd length of time varies.

Mr. OWENS. Have you ever had any funding for 10 years?
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Mr. KAPLAN. Pardon?
Mr. OWENS. Ten-year contracting?
Mr. KAPLAN. I am going to say that I don't think so, but I really

can't answer that with absolute certainty.
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Wallgren, what is the longest contract you have

been able to get from a Government source? You get your funding
from a number of sources, and one of the problems is this funding
over a period of time. What is the length of time for Government-
funded contracts?

Mr. WALLGREN. The normal length of time for a specific contract
is 1 year. However, they are renewable up to as long as 5 years.
That would have been project like project development for continu-
ity and our evaluation.

Mr. OWENS. Now, are you familiar with the labs and the centers
in the area of information dissemination units in the federally
funded setup?

Mr. WALLGREN. Somewhat.
Mr. OWENS. Could you comment on the capacity of this appara-

tus in terms of some of the kinds of things that you felt had to be
done as research proceeded? Do you think it's suitable for the kind
of process that you outlined?

Mr. WALLGREN. My sense, Mr. Chairman, is that labs and centers
find themselves at a disadvantage compared to an organization like
High/Scope. I would say the disadvantage comes from basically two
elements. One, they are bound geographically to serve a clientele
and, therefore, they are responsive to that geographic area in
which those needs are. I think you will find there are projects like
that.

I think the second thing is that they don't have the flexibility to
get the funding, achieve the funding from external sources if the
Government agencyNIH, for exampleis not particularly inter-
ested in funding that particular piece of research. That is my im-
pression.

Mr. OWENS. Dr. Hyman, what about the stability of your oper-
ation, are you in a position to do long-term research?

Mr. HYMAN. Well, I think the answer to that question hinges
back on your original one.

Mr. OWENS. Can you pull the mike closer?
Mr. HYMAN. I think the answer to that question harkens back to

your original one as to whether or not there are sources for long-
term funding. MDRC has been very successful over time at wean-
ing itself from federally funded research. While we are currently
working with ABT Associates and with JTPA evaluations, as you
kno which are federally funded-

Mr OWENS. Can you pull the mike a little closer still?
Mr. HYMAN. While we are currently working on the JTPA eval-

uation, which has been federally funded, most of our projects of
late have been projects that MDRC has brokered itself both in
terms of putting the demonstrations together as well as connecting
funding from various sources with that.

Mr. OWENS. So, most of your funding is not Government funding
at this point?

Mr. HYMAN. Not at this point. I thinkand these numbers are
not going to be exactI think our funding from the Federal source
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is somewhere around 25 percent or less at this point. That's 25 per-
cent or less at this point. But I will provide you with some exact
numbers.

Mr. OWENS. You said 25 rercent or less?
Mr. HYMAN. I will provide you some exact numbers.
In fiscal year 1987, MDRC was receiving 24% of its funds from Federal sources.

Mr. OWENS. You made some very strong recommendations or ob-
servations, I might say, about the thrust of welfare reform legisla-
tion and the emphasis being placed on educating adults.

Mr. HYMAN. Yes.
Mr. OWENS. And you see no resources being made available or no

institutions out there. Could you comment on that? Were you con-
tracted or involved in any way in researching any aspects of the
welfare reform legislation?

Mr. HYMAN. Yes; let me say something about that.
Mr. OWENS. I mention this because I think in the context of wel-

fare reform legislation and the concern about parents on welfare,
there is a possibility of merging these two concerns with the con-
cern about greater education of parents of children, disadvantaged
children.

In my district, for example, 30 to 40 percent of the families on
welfare, we also have a tremendous problem with respect to educa-
tion, and if we are really serious about trying to develop some new
approaches to the involvement of families and the involvement of
parents and educating parents or involving parents in the educa-
tional process of young children, then it seems to me that here is
an opportunity to merge two Federal concerns.

For that reason I think the educational research community
should be looking very closely at what is happening with respect to
the education of welfare mothers or welfare fathers and the propos-
als that are being made in that area.

So, that is the background for my question.
You may pfoceed.
Mr. HYMAN. Indeed. Well, I think our observations are, from

doing a lot of work with welfare populations in the United States
and offering programs to them, our research basically shows at this
point that the programs we have evaluated in general have modest
positive impacts on employment and earnings.

One of the major unanswered questions that we have been trying
to think about is whether or not programs that do more intensive
kinds of things like education and training would cause those im-
pacts to increase; that is to say, participants on average, would
they have better employment opportunities and higher earnings if
they were provided services through these welfare programs that
were somewhat more intensive than the kinds of services currently
provided? I can describe those, but I don't want to take up too
much of your time with that portion of my response.

The movement that I think we see occurring right now is in sev-
eral places. Here in the House of Representatives, pending in Ways
and Means, is H.R. 1720 that would require States to provide edu-
cation for dependent adults lacking a high school diploma.
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Now, that legislation does not require those persons to partici-
pate in programs provided b' the State, but it's conceivable that
regulations promulgated for that bill might do that.

Outside of that, California has a new welfare/employment pro-
gram called GAIN that is now operational. It requires eligible
adultsthis is the WIN -ligible population, AFDC women with
children of school age to .participate in some work-related program.
One of the first activities that occurs is a test. If the welfare
mother scores less than 215 on that test, or fails to have a diploma
or a GED, she is required to take advantage of education, required
to do so.

Now, that is a major policy direction based, I think, on conven-
tional wisdom about the value added by education through employ-
ment and earnings. But there isn't any study ever conducted that
really tries to.determine what the impact of education is on adults,
particularly on this population.

Sc, policymakers trying to look at this direction, in my judgment,
have no guidance as to what their expectations from this popula-
tion ought to be, what subgroups of this population might best ben-
efit from this kind of service, is there a level of education and func-
tioning that is too low to require someone to go to these programs?
What do you do with someone who is illiterate and learning-dis-
abled who might be also a welfare recipient? And how do you
handle that person's requirement to take education? What do you
do with them if they don't achieve, what's their status in the pro-
gram?

In Wisconsin you've got a Learnfare Program that is operating
that goes beyond California's GAIN and requires not only that the
head of the caseload take education but that dependent children in
that caseload take education. You've got two pilot programs in Mis-
souri, one is voluntary, one is mandatory. The State of New Mexico
2 weeks passed legislation for Learnfare. Minnesota may very well
do so within the next few months. There has been lots of discussion
there. And there may be as many as 25 other States looking in the
direction of compelling certain dependent adul to attend educa-
tion.

It's my sense, from talking to education colleagues, that the edu-
cational establishment may not be aware of this issue. California,
as I say in the testimony, initially estimated that 15 percent of
those required to avail themselves of this program may need educa-
tion. They have revised that estimate up to as high as 65 percent.
That is a major, major potential additional demand for adult edu-
cation services.

Our current involvement with this issue extends only as far as
our current contract to evaluate California's GAIN progrcem. We
will be generating some observations from that program that may
touch on some of these questions. But we, frankly, are trying to at
this point refine our agenda in that question area about this adult
education question and probably we will need to broker additional
resources to get deeper investigations into that.

Mr. OWENS. In other words, through Federal and State Govern-
ment policies, we are pushing welfare recipients into a situation
where they will be out there forced to look for education or some-
body has to provide education for them, which means that the edu-
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cational community will be confronted with a major challenge in
terms of providing education for these adults.

It is also a major opportunity for school systems and people who
are concerned about the education of the mothers of young chil-
dren and the establishment of some kind of partnership with `-
parents in that educational process. It's an opportunity, it seeL ,o
me, that we should be aware of.

Before I leave the question of the education of adults, I wanted to
ask you to what extent are you aware of the research being done
by the Army, for example, or to what extent are their products
available to you, their publications? Js there any interaction be-
tween an entity like yours which is focusing primarily on adult
education and manpower training, which is very close to what the
Army is concerned with? Any close cross-coordination that is
taking place now?

Mr. HYMAN. Not to my knowledge, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KAPLAN. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OWEN:" Yes, Dr. Kaplan?
Mr. KAPLAN. May I comment on that?
Mr. OWENS. Could you move the mike closer, please?
Mr. KAPLAN. I thought I might mention that reports from the

Army Research Institute which are unclassified-
Mr. OWENS. They are unclassified and avail& le?
Mr. KAPLAN. Those which are unclassified, and certainly in these

areas they are.
Mr. OWENS. Do you disseminate or require that they be dissemi-

nated in any special way by the people who are contracting with
your unit?

Mr. KAPLAN. The institute has a distribution list. Howeverand
I don't know that it is quite that wideit's possible that copies of
some of these things, for example, would go to the office of educa-
tion. I'm not sure.

But the point I wanted to make, sir, is that when our technical
reports are published inhouse as they are, notification also goes to
the American Psychological Association, and there is a listing in
psychological abst;racts. Similarly, these things are reported in the
defense technical information agency.

So there are many ways, at least two that I can think of, in
which this kind of information is made available. Anybody search-
ing the various databases of current literature would find reference
to the work that our people are doing. It may not have been gener-
ally known, but this is indeed the case.

Mr. OWENS. On ;,he question of duration of funding, I have just
one last question, a comment and a question.

Mr. Waligren, not "Ar from here is a place called Newport News,
Virginia, and there is a shipbuilding company there that is unique.
There is nothing else like it anywhere else in the world because
they build nuclear aircraft carriers. Nuclear aircraft carriers are so
big and so complicated that until all of this is a private enterprise,
then I suppose other private enterprises could compete with them.

The tooling up process, the capitalization process is such that
only Newport News shipyards have developed this expertise and
have a big enough drydock and is a sole source. We cannot buy air-
craft carriers or have aircraft carriers built anywhere else except
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there. They also build submarines and a few other specialized
items.

So, we have a situation where there is this one entity which the
Government always contracts with. We contract with them for sev-
eral years ahead of time in many cases because that's necessary to
make sure you stay abreast in terms of weapons construction.

It seems to me that it is possible to reach this point when you
have an institution like yours, which has demonstrated its ability,
demonstrated its uniqueness, I think, in this area, and it would be
possible to make a case for some kind of special designation of
funding, Government funding, for the kind of research that you do
on a long-term basis.

My question is, Am I correct that you are almost unique in the
kind of longitudinal studies you do on the area that you focus on,
that there are no other organizations that are quite in the same
category?

Mr. WALLGREN. Mr. Chairman, you are correct.
I would like to make some comments about your statement,

though. I have read about the price of the toilet seats in those nu-
clear aircraft carriers as criticized by Congress.

My feeling about organizations like Newport News, that kind of
operation, is not what we need in educational research. I think
there are disadvantages if we --

Mr. OWENS. I assure you my comparison is quite h. Sited. We are
not talking any thing like those megabucks and we don't have to
take on the excesses.

Mr. WALLGREN. Right. Correct.
Mr. OWENS. Just the stability in funding and recognition of the

unique capacity.
Mr. WALLGREN. I think the problem is, in my perspect5ve, of

identifying specific institutional systems that are going to solve
this problem of educational research.

For example, you asked me earlier about the labs and centers.
High/Scope considered the RFP that was released a couple of years
ago when they were talking about adding new labs in centers, and
our board of directors and the people at the foundation decided not
to go that particular route because it would have destroyed the
mission of High/Scope in the particular work that we were in, not
that the labs' and centers' posture is wrong and that it's negative.
We think we should have them.

But the Government should not limit itself by identifying a par-
ticular source that is going to be the element that is going to pro-
vide us with all the answers in educational research. We need a
flexible system, one that the Government can allow people to do
the kind or research and achieve the kind of missions that we
think ought to be done.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you very much, Mr. Wallgren.
We have a vote on now. I will have to recess for about 10 min-

utes. However, I would like for you to stay in place and just make
one last response when I return as what would you recommend in
terms of bringing together, of taking steps to bring together the
vast array of research that is being done in the various Govern-
ment sectors along with the private sector on education.
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We have had one dramatic example, I think, of tremendous
amounts of money being spent by the Army on research which is
applicable in the civilian arena, and I very much doubt whether
much of that is being even read or picked up in the civilian arena.
I very much doubt if we have made an effort as the taxpayers who
finance the research, if we have made an effort to make certain
that it's disseminated to the larger community. Just that response
I would like to get from you when we return.

Thank you very much for waiting.
[Recess.]
Mr. OWENS. The subcommittee will come to order.
Gentlemen, you are not mandated to make that last comment in

response to my question. But if you would care to, we would appre-
ciate it.

Mr. Wallgren. Mr. Wallgren, my last question, I asked all of you
to make a comment on the problem of how do we best structure
research and development for education. We have a scandal in
terms of the paucity of resources allocated.

We are going to fight to get more adequate resources for re-
search and development in education. But part of the problem in
the fight is that there are people who question the structure and
question whether we have the kind of credibility and stability that
is necessary to really carry out the mission that we say we want to
conduct.

So, the question of structuring is a primary concern of this hear-
ing. One possibility that has been proposed was proposed in an edi-
torial by the New York Times which said for educational research
and development %.e should seek to create a quango or a combina-
tion or a quasi-public organization which combines the Federal and
the private profitmaking sector and the private nonprofit sector,
all under one overall guiding umbrella organization to conduct re-
search and development and the application of research, et cetera.

Mr. Hyman, your organization was suggested as a model by a
few people. Other people have said that it's such a problem we
need to establish a commission and ask for the National Academy
of Scicaces to conduct a study. And maybe we will do all that, but
while we have you here, if you have any commerqs to make about
how we can restructure the effort that we have or structure a Lo-
tally new effort. We have education labs and centers, individual re-
searchers and a number of other things going already. But either a
new structure or restructuring is one of our concerns.

If you have a comment, we would appreciate it as your final ..:om-
ment.

Mr. WALLGREN. Mr. Chairman, I dr have a comment.
I think my strong feeling is that the solution is not to focus in

and find the solution with one or two different kinds of organiza-
tions. I think the Government's posture needs to be one of opening
it up and allowing institutions to participate in the process.

Mr. Hyman's comment earlier about 20 percent of federally
funded programs at his institutions generated a thought in my
mind. In 1972, when I joined High/Scope, we were operating on
about 85 percent of federally funded programs. Today we are down
to 8 percent. That says something about the Federal availability of
research dollars, I think. I think institutions like High/Scope could
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take advantage of Federal dollars in promoting and completing its
mission, but by establishing an institution or an institute or an or-
ganization or one quango that is going to solve the problem of edu-
cational research, I don t think that will happen.

I just think the availability of resources to people who have the
vision, people who can tackle the mission and solve these problems,
those resources need to be available. And to restrict them in any
sort of way by establishing one mechanisms or labs and centers, as
if they are going to be the solution to this problem, sir, I don't
think is the way to go.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Dr. Hyman?
Mr. HYMAN. Mr. Chairman, I am not sure I can add anything to

Mr. Wallgren's point except to say that I do think that allowing a
diversity of approaches and research techniques to be brought to
bear on pressing issues might be a way of making sure that there
is a fertile atmosphere for productive research in this area.

What we have done in this testimony is to suggest that at least
one particular direction for research, we think, would offer some
promise of generating some usable knowledge. We have focused
mostly on the roles that we have played at MDRC in conducting
that type of research, and I would submit that it may be that an
important thing to focus on is who and how those roles might be
played in the conduct of certain educational research.

So, I have no real suggestions about structure. It's sort of I would
refer you back to the testimony, and I would suggest that we think
those roles have been very crucial to making sure that we were
able to learn something from the research in which we engaged,
and that might be the thing to focus on, in part.

Mr. OWENS. Dr. Kaplan.
Mr. KAPLAN. I don't think it's appropriate for me in my position

to comment on how all these things should be structured.
But on the other hand, I would like to add to one comment I

made earlier, which is that for our part, certainly my office and my
institute, 3'me considerable efforts of various types have bean
made to acquaint the public at large and relevant peoph, with some
of the work that's going on.

For example, Eorne years agc .4rector of our training lab was
engaged in a demonstration project.

Mr. OWENS. Can you pull the mike a little closer or tiLe tilt other
mike? Your mike seems to be rather weak.

Mr. KAPLAN. '..!aa you hear me now?
Mr. OWENS. Yes.
Mr. KA.PLAN. Is that a little bit better?
Some years ago the d::ector of training laborator; and some

of his people had sume demonstration projects presents': up h -e
on Capitol Hill, showing some of the research work that we were
engaged in. Earlier, a basic skills educational program which we
had developed was adopted by Motorola.

I would add that in relation to my ow office and the ,:arious re-
searchers who deal with us prom the university community, that
there is a very, very extensive interchaige. Indeed, we are in-
volved, I suppose, with most everybody, at least at the research
level.
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In addition to that, I would also point out that we have attemp
ed to, in inviting people, for example, from the educational comma.
nity, shall I say, the governmental educational community, to par
ticipate in some of our in-process reviews of contract research sc.
they could join with us in interviewing and discussing with some of
the researchers the work that is going on.

I guess the total point that I want to make is that we certainly
within this little institute of mine and this little office of mine, we
are certainly open in every conceivable way to exchange and inter-
change and not only that we welcome it but we feel that it is im-
portant for us to know about the problems of the educational com-
munity at large to help us perhaps make some judgments about
the worthiness of research proposals that come to us.

Finally, sir, I know that many statements have been made here
this morning about the large amounts of money that seem to go
into R&D within the Department of Defense and the Army. Some
of us never quite see these large amounts. My own little office has
something like a $3 million budget, and it's about to go into a third
year of no new starts. So, I guess the budgetary problem is some-
what more complex than we often seem to view it. Many critical
issues facing what we might call people research are not as well
funded even within the Department of Defense as we might wish.

We thank you very much.
Mr. OwENs. Thank you. I think that is an important statement.

People issues are not funded. People issues usually relate to educa-
tion.

Yes, Dr. Rowberg?
Mr. ROWBFRG. Well, I would like to have two closing comments,

not about structure because I am not qualified to speak about that,
but I would like to emphasize points that have been made and that
we have discovered in our research. on various issues.

First, stability of funding is quite important. In a study that the
Office of Technology Assessment recently released that Mr. Davey
was closely involved with, stability is a question there too and a
concern. It's a question and concern with a great deal of research,
whether it's science education and so forth.

Second, information transfer and information dissemination is
also a concern, whether it is passage of information about educa-
tion or passage about new discoveries in superconductivity. It is a
critical issue in the Nation and throughout the world.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you very much.
I want to thank all the panelists, and we might want to submit

some additional written questions to you and ask for your response,
and we might want to consult with you in the near future as we
seek to carry out this process.

Thank you all very much.
Our second panel will concigt of: Mr. Chris Cross, the president of

the University Research Corp., chairman of the laboratory review
panel of OERI; Dr. John E. Hopkins, the executive director of Re-
search for Better Schools; Dr. Susan Fuhrman, director of the
Center on State and Local Policy; Dr. Gordon Ambach, the execu-
tive director of the Council of Chief State School Officers; Dr.
Nancy Cole, the president of American Educational Research Asso-
ciation; and Ms. Judi Conrad, assistant director, ERIC Clearing-
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house on Handicapped and Gifted Children, and the chairman of
the Council of ERIC Directors.

Again, I would like to remind the panelists that I have reviewed
your testimony and been very much impressed with the great deal
of thought, the thoroughness and intensity reflected in your testi-
mony. I do appreciate the energy that you have invested in this
effort.

Your prepared statement will be inserted immediately following
your oral presentation. We would like for you to highlight your tes-
timony, and there will be a bell at seven minutes, but please feel
free to continue, hopefully not more than 10 minutes, in your testi-
mony.

We will begin with Mr. Cross.

STATEMENT OF CHRIS CROSS, PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CORP., AND CHAIRMAN OF THE LABORATORY
REVIEW PANEL, OERI

Mr. CROSS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be here
this morning representing the laboratory review panel of the.Office
of Education Research Improvement.

The laboratory review panel was appointed in June of last year
by Assistant Secretary Finn to assist the department in conducting
a review of the regional education laboratories and to assist the as-
sistant secretary on policy regarding the labs, with specific empha-
sis on the 1990 reprocurement. In addition to myself, the panel in-
cluded five other individuals, whose names are cited in the written
statement.

The panel's primary objectives during ]987 were to assist OERI
in evaluating the site reviews of the regional labs, to advise OERI
on improvements in that process, and to offer to the assistant sec-
retary an overall perspective on the review process.

We also reviewed the accomplishment of the labs in the first two
years of their operation and their plans for years taree through
five.

The report which we submitted to the assistant secretary and
which I understand was made part of his submission to the sub-
committee yesterday was divided into three parts. The first consist-
ed of observations of the review process; second, observations on
the 3- to 5-year plans submitted by the labs; and third, recommen-
dations regarding the future of the programs. Observations about
the review process are mentioned in my written statement. I will
not go into those orally.

With respect to the observations about the 3- to 5-year plans, the
laboratory review panel had eleven major recommendations and
observations.

First, we felt that the 3- to 5-year plans left us with questions
about the overall clarity and vision of the labs mission. We felt it
was almost impossible to get one picture of what the labs are
doing, and we found the plans too verbose and too obscure, prompt-
ed at least, in part, by Federal requirements regarding what they
had to cover. We were also concerned that the individual labs did
not seem to have a strategy as to when to offer, refuse, or stop
service to constituents.
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Second, we felt that the way the labs set priorities were not
clear. The needs assessment data which the labs collect could po-
tentially support many different strategies. The labs were not clear
in their statements in setting forth the reasons underlying the
actual choices that were made. For example, in the case of one lab,
it noted that the region it was serving was undergoing severe eco-
nomic problems, and yet proposed no specific programs to deal with
that problem.

Third, the panel felt that the indirect service strategy known as
with-and-through needs further examination. This strategy appears
to confound the issue of how one measures the impact of the labs,
especially in the area of school improvement. This also subjects the
labs to influences beyond their control, such as the case in Califor-
nia where the Governor cancelled major technical assistance cen-
ters which were the fundamental building block in the strategy of
the lab in that region.

Fourth, the lab review panel was concerned with how the labs
deal with the question of whether they are proactive or reactive in
their regions.

Fifth, we questioned to what degree should the regional labs
have some national identity for a specific arc-, Is it desirable, is it
realistic, or is it even achievable?

We also were concerned about the lack of collaboration between
the labs and the other Education-funded resources, and we have a
table which I have included in my testimony today which cites
those, and I wonid draw yours and the members of the subcommit-
tee's attention to that because I think there a significant issue
there around the proliferation of mechanisms which the Federal
Government funds which reaches out to school districts. I would
not want to be in the position of being in a school district looking
up at these 12 to 15 different entities that are supposed to be pro-
viding services and trying to understand how they coordinated, col-
laborated, or even related to one another.

Sixth, the laboratory review panel was concerned about the col-
laboration among labs. One of the tasks of each of their contracts
calls for this, and yet there appear to be few incentives for that to
occur.

Seventh, we saw very little evidence of services being provided to
nonpublic schools and saw little evidence of participation of non-
public school representatives in the policy councils of the labs.

Eighth, we were concerned that there seemed to be overregula-
tion of the labs. The degree of overreporting to OERI seems exces-
sive. And frankly, we felt that the current procurement mecha-
nism, and indeed none of the procurement mechanisms that we
could identify, seemed to be appropriate instruments to deal with
the support of the labs.

Ninth, we were also concerned about the relationship between
OERI and non-OERI-funded activities which occur in the labs. We
note that several of the labs have become quite entrepreneurial in
terms of their activities, while others, to use the phrase, have stuck
to their knitting. This creates some inequities, and it also raises a
question of whether OERI is unwittingly underwriting unfair com-
petition by labs in non-OERI-funded activities.
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Tmth, we thought there was a great deal of difference in the or-
ganizational maturity of the labs, and we felt that.the department
was not addressing that issue. Particularly, the newer labs have a
wsh flow problem that has been exacerbated by the way the de-
partment has handled that. And we also felt that the lack of fees to
the laboratories is an issue which needs to be addressed.

There are in fact unallowable costs which the labs cannot recov-
er, including floating a loan to wait until the next Federal check
arrives, and those are not costs which they have any way to handle
under current funding arrar.gements. That is an issue that needs
to be addressed.

Finally, the last recommendation dealt with some specific issues
regarding three of the newer labs, and I will not elaborate on those
here.

In the last section of the report we raise recommendations re-
garding the future of the program. We said first butt the depart-
ment needs to find a way to make the programmatic realities of
the labs more compatible with contractual requirements.

Next, that the department needs tc strengthen the Contracts
Office so that the long procedural delays that the labs face will be
eliminated.

We felt that there needed to be more examination to the prob-
lems of financing, especially cash flow and fees.

We believe that the entrepreneurial nature of the labs must be
examined; that the paperwork generated by the labs and by the
Department must be made more succinct and clear in terms of pur-
pose and need; that the implications of the with-and-through; the
indirect service strategy must be examined; the assumptions about
the needs assessment process need to be reexamined; that OERI
must do more to provide collaboration among the labs and with
other Education Department-funded resources; and filially, that
OERI should conduct further examination of the lab programs at
the level of the field recipient.

As I mentioned, the full report of the lab review panel is includ-
ed in the Assistant Secretary's statement of yesterday. I would be
happy to answer questions at the appropriate time.

[The prepared statement of Christopher T. Cross follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee. It is a pleasure to be here this
morning on behalf of the Laboratory Review Panel of the Office of Educational
Research and Improvement of the U.S. Department of Education.

The Laboratory Review Panel was appointed in June 1987 by Assistant Secretary
Finn to assist the Department in conducting a review of the Regional Education
Laboratories, and to advise the Assistant Secretary on policy regarding the labs, with
specific emphasis on the 1990 reprocurement. In addition to myself, the members of
the panel include Ernie House, a professor at the University of Colorado; Joy
Frechtling, an administrator of the Montgomery County Schools; Alex Law, an
official of the California Department of Education; Garry Mc Daniels, an
educational software developer; and Carl Sewell, an educational consultant.

The panel's primary objectives during 1987 were to assist OERI in evaluating the
site reviews of the Regional Labs, to advise OERI on improvements in that process,
and to offer to the Assistant Secretary an overall perspective of the review process.
We also reviewed the accomplishments of the labs in the first two years of their
operation, and plans for years three through five. As a part of that process, most of
the panel members also accompanied a team on its visit to one of the regional labs
last summer. We also reviewed the original proposals of the labs, their self-
evaluation reports, their three-to-five-year plans, and the comments of the OERI
Institutional Monitors.

Following the site visits, LRP convened in late August to meet with the Chair of
ea..h of the site visit teams to review their findings. We discussed our general
concerns such as the impact of the labs in assisting practitioners and the
Department's sensitivity to the unique needs of the individual labs. We also met
with each of the institutional monitors for OERI. In early September, each panel
member reviewed his/her notes and reports of the site visit teams in preparation
for a two-day meeting in late September. During that meeting, each lab director
was asked to share his/her concerns and comments, and we cuestioned them about
the panel's areas of concern and issues that had arisen througn the review process.
We began the drafting of our report to the Assistant Secretary. The report was
submitted in late October, and copies of it have been made available to the
Members of the Subcommittee.
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The report is divided into three parts.

I. Observations on the review process.

U. Observations on the 3-5 year plans submitted by the labs.

III. Recommendations regarding the future of the program.

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE REVIEW PROCESS

First, let me make it clear that the LRP did not examine the impact or the programs
of the individual labs. Rather, we examined the review process itself and drew from
our studies global, overarching questions. The individual site review teams
concentrated on issues of specific lab programs. Also, OERI is planning some
farther work which will trace the effectiveness of specific lab programs.

Secondly, the LRP found the review process itself to be exceptionally well organized
and implemented. We did, however, make several recommendations for future
reviews: giving reviewers exemplars of good lab pi ctices, having each team visit
more than one lab, and spending more time examining the quality and impact of lab
products. We felt that site review team members should be paid an honoraria, and
that OERI needs to assign more staff to work with the labs. We also felt that in any
future site review, it is critical that the review teams spend a considerable time in
the field talking with recipients and potential recipients about the services of the lab
in that region.

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE 3-5 YEAR PLANS

The bulk of the report of the LRP is o.voted to our observations about the 3-5 year
plans submitted by the labs. Our comments are also informed by our own site visits,
our meetings with the site team leaders, the lab directors, and the OERI staff
responsible for the lab programs.

The panel had 11 major recommendations and observations.

1. For the most part, the 3-5 year plans leave questions about
the overall clarity and vision of the labs' mission. We felt

2
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that it was almost impossible to get one picture of what labs
are doing. We found the plans too verbose (prompted at
least in part by Federal requirements), and far too obscure.
We felt that this very vagueness was contributing to the
difficulty in setting expectations for lab performance, and
then in the ability to measure that performance. We were
also concerned that the individual labs do not seem to have
a strategy as to when to offer, refuse, or stop services to
constituents. We were uncertain as to the role of the labs in
the school improvement process.

2. We felt that the ways in which labs set priorities are not
clear. The needs assessment data which the labs collect
could potentially support many different strategies, and take
many more resources than any lab has available. We felt
that the labs were not clear in setting forth the reasons
underlying the actual choices that were made. For example,
in the case of one lab, it noted that the region was
undergoing severe economic problems and yet proposed no
specific programs to deal with that, such as how assisting
districts cope with declining revenues.

3. The panel felt that the indirect service strategy, known as
with and through," needs further examination. Created by
the Department in connection with the recompetition of the
labs in 1985, this strategy appears to confound the issue of
how one measures the impact of the labs, especially in the
area of school improvement. We also felt that in some
areas this strategy is easier to follow than in others, simply
because of the presence of a wider range of partners. We
also noted that this strategy subjects the labs to influences
beyond their control, such as was the case in California
when the Governor cancelled the technical assistance center
program which was a major component to the strategy of
the lab in that region.

-I. The LRP is concerned with how labs deal with the question
of whether they should be pro-active or reactive in their
region. Should the labs create a mission in advance and
then impose that in the service area, or should they react
only to constituents? And, if the labs are reacting to

3
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concerns expressed in the field, are they casting solutions in
terms of the staff and resources they have available, or do
they make judgements and seek solutions that are without
regard to their existing staff?

5. To what degree should regional labs have some national
identity for a specific area, such as higher order learning
skills? Is this desirable, realistic, or even achievable? The
panel was also concerned that there appears to be almost no
collaboration between the labs and other ED funded
resources (see table). Nor did there appear to be
coordination within ED between the various offices
responsible for these operations. We are concerned that,
from the viewpoint of the potential recipiznt in an LEA, it
must be very confusing to deal with this variety of Federally-
sponsored activities.

6. The LRP is concerned with collaboration among labs. Task
five of each contract calls for that collaboration, as well as
with the OERI-funded centers, and yet there appear to be
few incentives for that to occur.

7. In the reports the LRP received from the site visit teams, we
saw very little evidence of services being provided to non-
public schools, even though they represent a considerable
portion of the enrollment in some regions. We also found
little evidence of the participation of non-public school
rep,esentatives in policy councils of the labs.

8. A constant theme which appeared in many different ways,
related to the over-regulation of the labs. The degree of
reporting to OERI seems excessive. In addition, the use of
a contract, while appropriate in some ways, leads to greater
specificity by OERI at a time when greater autonomy might
be in order. The panel felt that there is currently no
procurement mechanism that is really appropriate for the
labs.

9. Another area of concern to the LRP involves the
relationship between OERI and rion-OERI funded

activities. Several of the labs have become quite

4
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TABLE 1

Othzr Assistance Resources Funded By the U.S. Department of
Education With Whom Regional Laboratories Might Collaborate

Office/Activity Funding
(S in millions)

Educational Research and Improvement (OERI)

Educational Research Centers (18) S 17.8

ERIC Clearinghouses (16) 4.8

National Diffusion Network (NDN)
State Facilitators (53) 4.8

Leadership in Educational Administration
Development (LEAD) Program Centers (51) 7.1

Elementary and Secondary Education (OESE)

Chapter I Technical Assistance Centers (4) 3.6

Indian Education-Regional Resource Centers (5) 2.2

Drug Free Schools Centers (b) 8.8

Spvcial Education and Rehabilitative Services
(OSERS)

Regional Resource Centers (5) 2.2

5
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TABLE I (continued)

Other Assistance Resources Funded By the U.S. Department of
Education With Vt.tom Regional Laboratories Might Collaborate

Bilingual Education and Minority Language Affairs
(OBEMLA)

Multi-Functional Resource Centers (16) 10.0

Evaluation Assistance Centers (2) 0.7

Bilingual Education Clearinghouse 1.0

Civil Rights (OCR)

Desegregation Assistance Centers (10) 8.2

Vocatior..ti and Adult Education (OVAE)

National Center for Research on
"ocational Education (NCRVE)

Community Coordination Centers (6)

6.0

0.8

Total Funding $ 78.0

The regional o.Eces of the Department (Secretary's Regional Representatives) are
also resources with whom the labs might work.

6
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entrepreneurial in their behavior, aggressively seeking other
sources of funding. Other labs have "stuck to their knitting."
What is the right model? And, is OERI, through its
inrdtutional support of the labs, underwriting unfair
competitkm when the entrepreneurial labs seek to compete
against other organizations that do not have such an
arrangement with the government?

10. There is a great deal of difference in the organizational
maturity of the labs. The newer labs have a cash flow
problem that has been exacerbated by the Department.
Labs need some level of fees since there are some costs that
are not allowable, like interest on loans to carry a lab until
the next Federal check arrives. By not providing fees,
especially to newer labs, they risk starvation. We also
believe that it might be possible for older labs to help newer
labs get established. Finally, in this area we felt that the
problem of ir w to deal with matching a staff to the
changing needs of a region is a major concern.

11. Finally, in this section of the report, the LRP dealt with
spacific concerns regarding three newer labs. These matters
dealt with service strategies, financing, and aspirations.

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING THE FUTURE OF THE PROGRAM

In the final section of the report, the panel made a number of suggestions regarding
the future of the program. Many of the suggestions could not be incorporated until
the next recompttition, and we intend to spend more time later this year dealing
with this issue in greater depth.

In brief, the panel's recommendations are:

the Department needs to find a way to make the
programmatic realities more compatible with
contractual requirements;

the Department needs to strengthen the Contracts
Office so that the long procedural delays that have
been encountered are eliminated;

7
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further examination must be given to problems of
financing, especially cash flow and fees,

the entrepreneurial nature of the labs must be
examined t ermine what is appropriate;

the paperwork generated must be made more
succinct ai-td clear in terms of purpose and need;

the implications of the with and through (indirect
service) strategy must be examined;

assumptions about the needs assessment process
need to be reexamined;

OERI must do more to provide coordir ation among
the labs and with other ED resources; and, finally,

OEM should conduct further examinations of the lab
programs at the level of the field recipient.

As I noted earlier, the Lai Review Panel will continue to meet for the next two
years, and will provide to the Department its recommendations and observations. I
hope that you will Sad the full report of value to you and to the Subcommittee. I
am available for any questions you might have.

8
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Mr. OWENS. Thank ,,,,u.
Dr. Hopkins.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. HOPKINS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
RESEARCH FOR BETTER SCHOOLS

Mr. HOPKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am John Hopkins, di-
rector of Research for Better Schools. I am speaking to you today
on behalf of the Council for Educational Development and Re-
search, which is an association of laboratories and centers. We ap-
preciate the invitation to participate in this hearing.

Our testimony today will address three issues: funding of educa-
tional R&D, the history of the regional labs, and the need to create
new R&D institutions. First, the funding of educational R&D:

We believe that the funding for educational R&D will increase
when Congress is confident that the meaey will be used to support
legitimate activity. The legitimacy of the activities will always be
in question, though, when a handful of officials accountable only to
themselves, determine both the research agenda and those who
will carry it out. Unfortunately, the current structure of the De-
partment of Education does not provide any separation, between
these funct' )ns. As long as that is the case, the situation is ripe for
abuse. The structure needs to be changed.

The Educo.tion and Labor Committee has removed the Center for
Educational Statistics from OERI and given it independent status.
We recommend that the Congress give to educational research the
same degree of autonomy that is now being restored to the Center
for Educational Statistics.

Second, the history of the regional labs: During 1966, 20 labs
were given developmental grants by the U.S. Office of Education.
On November 15 of that very same year, 2 weeks before the initial
grants were to be renewed, the Secretary of Health, Education, and
;Velfare put a freeze on contract negotiation and thereby began 22
years of innumerable reviews, reconsideration, and debate about
the regional labs, which continues to this day. The debate has re-
volved around the role of the laboratories, their individual and col-
lective merit, regional versus national mission, regional versus na-
tional agenda-setting, direct versus indirect strategies, and the
range and type of functions they, are to perform, for example, R&D
versus technical assistance versus service.

Along the line, all regional laboratories have been affected. Of
the original 20, 14 have been terminated, and 3 new ones have
been created, with a fourth one on the boards. For the continuing
labs, funding has seen essentially level for the last 12 years and
will remain level for at least 2 more.

I have given to Mr. Peters, Mr. Chairman, copies of a table that I
prepared, showing the funding of my particular laboratory. You
can see if you look at the figure on the left, we are one of the origi-
nal laboratories. Funding increased very quickly, and in 1972-73
we had funding of over $5 million. In the course of 3 years after
that, the f .nding was cut in half. It dropped by $2.5 millior. So
that for the past 12 years we have essentially been level funded. I
have made no effort to take into account the effects of inflation,
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but I think we all know what the impact of inflation has been on
these dollars.

On the right-hand side it shows that at one point we had 153 full -
ti: ?. staff persons. That has declined now to the point where we
have 48, and we assume that we will continue to decline as we con-
tinue with level funding.

The comment was made yesterday time and again that the insti-
tutional support is consuming an ever greater proportion of the
funds that are available for educational R&D. And that is correct.
But I do want it to be clear that the laboratories, the institutions,
have not been growing increasingly as a consequence. We indeed
have been declining and have not been experiencing increases in
money or staff. It is a function of decline in the Lverall dollars, not
in increased dollars going into our institutions.

At the same time that this has been occurring, expectations have
continually expanded for the services we will offer and the groups
we will serve. I will just use my institution as an example; 21/2
years ago, we had previously been serving the States of Pennsylva-
nia, New Jersey, and Delaware. At that time, added to our respon-
sibility was the State of Maryland and the District of Columbia,
and we received not a single adeltional dollar to compensate for
this increase in responsibility.

Following all of this, we believe three things are clear:
One, the concept of regional labs remains as viable today as it

was 22 years ago; two, the laboratories perform a valuable role
which can be performed by no other existing educational organiza-
tion or agency; three, the laboratories could do more with add;tion-
al funds, but they are not now capable of engineering the kind of
fundamental change people are seeking in the Nation's educational
system.

Which brings me to my third point: the need to create new R&D
institutions. When President Lyndon Johnson we:, designing his
Great Society, he asked John Gardner, president of the Carnegie
Corp., to I ok at the needs of education. Gardner and his colleagues
told President Johnson that he needed to create national laborato-
ries, like the great institutions developed by the Atomic Energy
Commission, the Argonne and the Brookhaven labs. These new or-
ganizations, Gardner said, and I quote, "should pay ample atten-
tion to research, but their central focus will be on the developm3nt
and dissemination of educational innovation."

We think it's time to seriously consider creating such inAitu-
tions, whether they be called quangos or national labs. Investiga-
tors continue to tackle educational problems separately as though
there were no relationship ketween and among them. But is
clear that there is an important relationship.

We need institutions that are large enough and strong enough to
take on entire problem areas, not just pieces of them, and develop
solutions powerful enough to succeed 'n large numbers of schools
and classrooms in this country for the benefit of tens of thousands
of its students. We don't know exactly what these new labs should
look like, but to convey a sense of the magnitude we have in mind,
we suggest the following:

One, there should be perhaps four to six of them to start with;
two, they should each be funded at $6 million to $8 million annual
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ly, with long-term funding, on the order of 10 years, so they can
attract the interdisciplinary talent needed to address the critical
problems facing our educational system; and three, they should be
given a high degree of independence to go wherever the problems
lead them.

Four, they should emphasize development and dissemination. Ex-
isting restrictions on curriculum and major program development
should be lifted.

Five, they should supplement the existing regional labs, R&D
centers, and ERIC clearinghouses, not supplant them.

We respectfully recommend that this subcommittee take the lead
in securing renewed investment of funds and talent in educational
R&D. Specifically, we recommend the subcommittee take the fol-
lowing three steps:

One, obtain an appropriation which will enable the department
to commission the National Academy of Education, the National
Academy of Science, and similar organizations to study new insti-
tutional arrangements for conducting educational R&D. Wide-
spread public comment should be obtained on the results of these
studies.

Two, if a new arrangement emerges, the subcommittee should
seek to have the new institutions authorized and funded.

Three, once created, the subcommittee should nurture and pro-
vide some stability for them to give them time to deliver on their
promise.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, may I say that the members of the
Council for Educational Development and Research appreciate this
opportunity to share our views with the Select Education Subcom-
mittee. Thank you.

[The. prepared statement of John E. Hcpkins follows:]
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Introduction

The Council for Educational Development and Research is pleased to present
testimony before Chairman Major Owens and his Select Education Subcommittee.

The Council is a Washington-based, nonprofit education association. The members
include regional educational laboratories and university -based research centers.

In his letter of invitation to us, Chairman Owens cited the pitifulcondition of
federally funded educational research and development. The enterprise has never
been adequately funded. But never has the inadequacy been so glaring. While
education emerges as the priority of politicians, the subject of numerous national
commissions, and the hope of a nation, educational R&D continues to languish.

The late 80s should be growth years for educational R&D. Blue-ribboneducation
panelists have said "the nation's at risk." Tie status quo isn't acceptable anymore.
Change isn't desired, it's demanded. More of the same won't do. Policymalcers are
talking aboui "new approaches" and "restructuring." And they're serious about it.
The need for educational R&D hasn't been this obvious since Lyndon B. Johnson
wrote similar goals into his declaration of war on poverty over 20 years ago.

But education) R&D in the late 80s finds itself waiting for a mobilization call. The
nation may be at risk. But the annual appropriation for The Office of Educational
Research and Improvement (OERI) suggests otherwise.

Chairman Owens' letter hints at some possible reasons for this situ 'In. He
mentions the acrimonious relationship between the educational rest -It community
and the federal research leadership. And he wonders if the current educational R&D
structure is sufficient to meet the challenges posed by reform mandates. Finally,he
asks if the country might not need a new research and development entity, something
we suspect he believes might bring some credibility to the enterprise.

The chairman is right on the mark. There's something basically unhealthy about
having the head of the Office of Educational Research and Improvement publicly
exchanging babs with the head of the educational R&D community's national
association.

The current R&D structure --the regional laboratories, the ERIC clearinghouses, the
um:ersity-based centers is certainly lean. .'ut it includes strong, viable institutions
that have twenty-some years of experience and accomplishments. The structure is
insufficient for the job at hand. but it's capable of contributing far more than its
current resources allow.
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Finally, we agree with Chairman Owens' instinct that something : ..w .s required if
we intend to realize educational R&D's promise. We ric el a new set of institutions.
The chairman suggests a "quango" as a possibility. Perhaps. But we'd be more
comfortable with something that didn't sound like a boomerang careening off a stop
sign. Frankly, R&D is already the runt among the federally funded education
programs. Hanging the label "quango" on it might just further erode its credibility.
We'd prefer to see institutions created that reflect the nation's interest in making great
strides in educational improvement. Therefore, we will advocate the creation of
"National Educational Research and Development Laboratories."

Opr testimony today will address three issues.

Fir: t, why is educational R&D so poorly funded? Our colleagues within the
American Educational Research Association (AERA) say the fault lies with this
administration's educational leadership. Those officials say it's because the
educational researchers are inept lobbyists. We have a somewhat different point of
view. Educational researchers could lobby like bankers and it wouldn't change the
funding level of the Office of Educational Psese-arch and Improvement (OEM) if
Congress doesn't trust its leadership. And clearly Congress doesn't. But we doubt
if a change in assistant secretaries will be sufficient to fill educational R&D's coffers.
More drastic changes are required. Congress needs to insert some checks and
balances in the Department's internal decision- making structure. Without them, high-
ranking political appointees will continue to use educational research as fodder for
their ideological broadsides.

Second, we intend to say something about the history of the educational R&D
enterprise ... labs, centers, and the ERIC clearinghouses. These institutions have
been receiving federal dollars for over twenty years. Do these War on Poverty
veterans still have what it takes? We'll answer for the regional laboratories.

Finally, we want to propose the establishment of National Laboratories. The idea
isn't new and it isn't ours. It surfaced riginally back in the mid-60s when the Great
Society planners were addressing many of the same problems highlighted by today's
commissions and task forces. The government decided back then to go with
"regional" rather than "national" laboratories. A decade later another group of
federal planners came together and resurfaced the notion of national laboratories. In
all honesty, we helped bury the concept. We saw it as a threat to the existing
regional laboratories. We're older and wiser today. In retrospect, the challenge
facing education probably requires both kinds of institutions.

Why Is Educational R&D So Poorly Funded?

Chester E. Finn, Jr., is the assistant secretary in charge of the Office of Educational
Research and Improvement. He has written that "education researchers have few
friends, few admirers, ani have scored few victories in the battle for scarce federal
dollars."

Richard J. Shavelson is lie immediate past president of the American Educational
Research Association. He has recently written: "What ails education research first
and foremost is the federal government's failure, particularly the U.S. Department of
Education's failure under the current administration, to provide political leadership
and financial support for education research."
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Both Dr. Finn and Dr. Shavelson's successor at AERA intend to appear before this
subcommittee. Therefore, well leave it to them to pass the blame back and forth for
educational R&D's woefully inadequate funding today. We'd only remind the
subcommittee that federal support for educational R&D has beenon the skids for
decades. And while it's true that Dr. Finn has been on the field longer than most
players, he's not the only one to fumble the ball trying to score points for educational
R&D.

We've been agonizing over the plight of federal support for educational R&D since
the mid-60s. The funding levels have never been adequate. But some years have
been better than others. And it's possible to identify several factors that account for
the "good" years and explain the "bad" ones.

Factors That Influence Congressional Support for Educational McD

Administration Request - Congress doesn't seem to be terribly interested inOMB's
assessment of the worth of educational R&D. Therefore, it doesn't really make
much difference if the Department seeks increases or decreases in educational R&D
spending. However, an interesting turn of events seems to occur whenever the
administration such as the current one seeks an increase for educational research
but also asks for major decreases in other programs. When faced with these
requests, Congress normally denies both. Educational research does best when the
Department seeks an across-the-board increase for education spending.

Discretionary Spending and Earmarks - As stated, Congress tends to be distrustful
of administrations that seek to curtail or eliminate popular federally funded education
progarns. Secretaries making such requests generally have a hard time getting
Congress to provide them with discretionary money. And here's therub for
educational research: its total appropriation consists of discretionary dollars.
Thezefore, when an admitustration, such as the current one, seeks to reduce funding
for popular educatiwal programs, it has a difficult time obtaining increases for its
discretionary accounts. If Congress wisht to boost spending for educational R&D
and yet deny a hostile administration dollars for new initiatives, theincrease is
normally earmarked for specific activities or beneficiaries.

Earmarks, though, cause havoc within the educational R&D establishment.
Department officials view them as personal affronts. The Department normally treats
the unrequest:d nds as "dirty money" and considers the activities itsupports as
insignificant and irrelevant.

To make matters worse, federal officials frequently tell other stakeholders in the
broad educational community that the research dollars would have gone to them "had
it not been for the earmarks." Consequently, the research profession frequently ends
up turning on itself. The resulting squabble further alienates the broader educational
community. To many observers, the annual cycle for educational R&D
appropriations is little more than an intramural struggle among a self-destructive set
of competing research interest groups.

Federal fundir,; for educational R&D will increase when Congress is confident that
the money supports legitimate activities. The legitimacy of the activitieswill always
be in question, though, when a small hanc.7u1 of fedral officials,accountable only to
themselves, determine both the research agenda and those who will carry it out.
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A quote in a recent issue of the Chronicle of Higher Education says the same thing:
"Congressional aides have said that federal lawmakers have refused to approve more
for research conducted by individual scholars because they feared that the Reagan
administration will award the money to researchers who share its politicar views."

Labs and Centers - That same Chronicle article quotes Dr. Finn as telling the AERA
annual meeting two weeks ago that "laboratories and centers have been successful in
winning most of the federal money for education research because they had
dispatched influential lobbyLus who are all over Congress." Dr. Finn frequently
zings the labs and centers when expressing outrage over his inability to secure
funding for his private initiatives. But his rage is misdirected.

The fact is, since Dr. Finn has been assistant secretary Congress has provided the
labs, centers, and ERIC clearinghouses with exactly the funding levels requested by
the Department. Not a penny more. In fact, given the recent Gramm-Rudman cuts,
Congress has actually provided these institutions with less funding than the
Department requested.

It is true that Congress gar.. the regional laboratories $4 million one year and about
$3.4 million a second year to operate a new rural, small school initiative. But these
funds were added to OERrs spending ba-c, not taken from it.

Dr. Finn protests that labs, centers, and the ERIC clearinghouses have a stranglehold
on his money. Its true that since Ronald Reagan was elected President and
support ft,: educational R&D nosedived these institutions have commanded a
higher percentage of the available research dollars. But the only thing that has shot
up is the percentage -- not the actual dollars. The dollars supporting labs centers,
and ERIC clearinghouses have remained fairly constant for nearly a decade. What
caused their percentage of the total to shoot up is the simple fact that the total has
fallen off badly (See GAO's November, 198; report, Education Information:
Changes in Funds and Priorities Have Affected Production and Qgglity). And that's
due, in large part, to Congress' basic dist-at of Ronald Reagan's appointees in the
Department of Education.

Congress appears willing to protect the nation's educational R&D infrastructure by
maintaining level support for the labs, th. centers, and the ERIC clearinghouses.
But Congress doesn't appear willing to giN e these institutions any significant
increases in funding unless, as in the case of the lab: 'rural education initiative, the
money is somehow kept away from the dictates of tee OERI leadership.

Educariznal R&D appropriatirms undoubtedly would rise if the Department and the
research community supported increases for its instituE mai infrastructure. But that
common-sense solution would deny OERI its discretionary dollars. And OERI's
leadership wants nothing to do with additional dollars it can't spend to further its
own ager:a.

Agenda-setting - The Secretary of Education is a political animal. Bill Beni . makes
no apologies for it. His predecessor, T. H. Bell, was less comfortable in the role.
But he, too, acknowledged tt.-. the Reagan administration's attitudes and policies
toward education influ' Ids behavior (see his recent book, The Thirteenth Man:
A Reagan Cabinet Mern..ir).
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But should such politics drift down to the Office of Educational Research and
Improvement? Educational researchers would agree: "No. Decisions about what
statistics to collect or what research to fund shouldn't be driven by the ideological
bias of political appointees."

We havvt no idea how hard Secretary Bennett leans on OERI's decision-making
apparatus. Actually, strong-arm tactics probably areunnecessary. Assistant
Secretary Finn is so closely aligned with Secretary Bennett that the two essentially
run OERI's research branch as a sideline out of the Secretary's Office.

Astant Secretary Finn doesn't seek, nor does he want, independencefrom
Secretary Bennett and the political wir is that swirl within his office. Dr. Finn has
made this perfectly clear to everyone. Besides adopting the "counselor to the
secretary" title, Dr. Finn moved himself into an office within the Secretary's suite.
Pr. Finn communicates with his across-town agency by electronic mail.

The two officials carried out the reorganization of OERI (or, as it might be called, the
dismantling of the National Institute of Education) early intheir public-service
careers. In so doing, they made sir a no other official had the authority or clout to
interfere with their mode of operation.

The reorganization eliminated all presidential appdnteez below the assistant
secretary and stripped the National Council for Educational Research of its policy-
making responsibilities. By reorganizing, Secretary Bill Bennett and Assistant
Secretary Finn eliminated everyone who might have independent authority to
question or circumvent their agenda. The reorganization,in other words, created an
educational "research czar" answerable only to the Secretary.

Historically, federal research officials have had to convince Congress of their
independence from the Secretary to receive an adequate appropriation. Dr. Finn
took the opposite tack; he embraced the Secretary and his bully pulpit approach to
school improvement. The entire educational R&D enterprise suffers for it.

Some of our colleagues placate themselves by suggesting things will improve when
the administration changes. Perhaps. But every Secretary of Education is going to
want to use his or her research arm as an instrument to further theadministration's
ideology. Democrats are as likely to do this as are Republicans. Obviously, a
successful research official needs rapport with the Secretary'sOffice. But the
research branch also needs some autonomy. The definition ofa good research
administrator is one who can strike a balance.

Unfortunately, the current departmental structure makes it difficult for a research
official to seek some autonomy. The only thing between the Secretary's "ice and
the decision-making :apparatus about research priorities and award rtcipi, , is the
Secretary's personal' .y appointed OERI Assistant Secretary. As long as mars the
case, the structure is ripe for abuse.

The structure needs to be changed. The Education ail,. Labor Committee, as part of
its deliberations on H.R. 5, has already removed the Center for Education Statistics
from OERI ant; given .1t independent status. The same thing ought to be done for
those activities within OERI that used to constitute the National Institute of Education
(NIP-
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Regional Laboratories Concept Reaffirmed, Again and Again

Someday somebody will write a book about the regional laboratories. For our
purposes today we need only mention a few highlights.

The U.S. Office of Education made grants to 111aboratories in February of 1966.
In June of that year, eight more were given developmental grants. The White
House announced the awards. So far so good. In September of 1966 one more
grant was made, bringing the total to 20.

On November 15,1966, two weeks before these initial grants were to be renewal,
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare placed a freeze on the negotiations.
The laboratories, not yet a year old, were introliuced to federal decisionmaking.

The laboratories had s..an.ely begun and already their critics were at their heels.
Most of these critics were within the government, some from the Bureau of the
Budget, today's Office of Management and Budget. Others were influential
outsiders, including several who thought all along a few "national" laboratories
would be a better idea than 20 "regional" ones (more on this later).

Francis S. Chase, then de..n of the Graduate School of Education at the University
of Chicago, was called in to conduct the first of what tuned out to be many
laboratory reviews.

Chase found much to admire, if not a few things to correct. In a nutshell, he said to
the HEW Secretary:

The labs must concentrate on the processes that have been missing in
education and that have prevented the systematic adaption of knowledge and
technology to educational use through a set of closely related processes
ranging from the design of models and prototypes through the successful
modification of materials, technologies, strategies, and systems for the
achievement of specified effects. They must view research and
development as a closely integrated system for producing specified changes
in educational institutions and processes. The end products of laboratories
must be the development of tested products, operable systems, or other
demonstrably useful contributions to the improvement of educational
institutions and processes.

HEW Secretary John Gardner bought Chase's assessment and the labs were given
their funding. Others within the Department, Bureau of the Budget, and the White
House remained skeptical, however. By 1968 the debate about the worth of
regional laboratories had reached Capitol Hill. Congress responded to the
uncertainty by appropriaing only level funding for the laboratories. Faced wiu. this
loss of momentum, the. Office of Education brought in consultants to finger the
"weaker" institutions. rive were then terminated. (This cannibal policy haunted
the labs throughout their early history. When money was tight, a review team
world be assembled to review the laboratories. Some would end up with
increases, others would be told to struggle along, and a handful would be picked
clean.)
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Richard Nixon's election brought a new group of policy planners to the White
House and HEW's Office of Education. Key among these newcomers was Daniel
P. Moynihan of Harvard. Accompanying him to the WhiteHouse was one of hi'
graduate students, Chester E. Finn, Jr. The two organizeda task force that had the
chore of putting together new educational initiatives.

The work of the task force is best described by Dr. Finn in his book on that era,
Education and the Presidency. What it reveals is the total disregard the White
House staff had for anything that existed before their arrival on the scene. Held in
particular scom were the Office of Education's programs. Amongthem, of course,
the regional educational laboratories.

The White House task force came up with what it thought was a perfect approach
for President Nixon to take ... if the administration didn't like its inherited
education programs, but felt powerless to get the Congress to eliminate funding for
them, why not propose to start over by creating a new educational research and
development thrust? Consequently, in March of 1970 President Nixon proposed
the creation of a National Institute of Education "... that was intended to become
the focus for educational research and experimentation in the United States."

The proposal didn't generate any excitement with the Congress and the White
House quickly lost interest in it. Moynihan soon returned to Harvard. The idea
might have died with his departure had it not been for one congressman, John
Brademas of Indiana, the chairman of this Select Education Subcommittee.
Congressman Brademas sponsored hearings, rallied interestgro"ps, soothed the
doubts of his Senate counterparts and, after a two-year struggle, managed to bring
into being a new federal agency.

The labs coni& t have been happier. Congress made it clear that NIE was to
incorporate the laboratories ant' :emus and build on their successes. But that's not
what happened.

Congress may have created ME to its liking, but the White House still determined
who would run it. And the first officials on the scene were alumni of Moynihan's
White House Task Force, the very group that dreamed up NIE in the first place.
Their vision of the agency didn't reflect congressional understanding. Particularly
when it came to the laboratories and centers.

The histori of NIE can best be told elseC:ere. It's referenced here only to make
the point thr the laboratories never had ao easy go of it. The NIB officials, much
as their 0E10. counterparts today, wanted complete flexibility to design theirown
program and to choose their own funding recipients. Federal research and
development policy, as far as they were concerned, was best dictated from
Washington. Regionally governed laboratories had no place in their schemeof
things.

0mgress quickly soured to the arrogance; of NIE. In two years the new agency's
appropriations dropped 50 percent. By the third year the Senate had voted the
agency no money at all. The Senate Appropriation Committee recanted in
conferenz only because it didn't want to climit.ate the laboratories enters, and
ERIC clearinghouses. But ME received no new dollars for new initiatives. In
response, NIB began to turn on its inherited institutions. Budgets for labs and
centers were cut to free up dollars for new activities. Finally Congress intervened
and started providing appropriation setasides to these institutions to keep them from
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being destroyed by NIE. The intervention came too late for several of the
institutions: By 1975 only 7 of the original 20 regional laboratories remained in
business. Three of the original 12 centers were gene and a handful of the ERIC
clearinghouses had been eliminated through consolidation with others. Educational
R&D was at its lowest ebb.

In 1976 Cuabress reauthorized NIE. This time the Select Education Subcommittee
and its counterpart in the Senate took peat pains to ensure the continued viability of
the laboratories and centers. They were written into the law 4r,d given a measure of
independence from hostile NIE officials.

As part of the authorization, Congress created a Panel for the Review of Laboratory
and Center Operations. It did an extensive, year-long study of the labs and cent
and released a report to Congress that summarized its content in its title:
"Laboratories and Centers Need To Be Strengthened."

If there ever was a heyday for the labs, it came with the release of the Panel's
report. Its distribution coincided with the arrival of a new team of presidential
appointees within NIE. They took the report to heart and eventually entered into
five-year contracts and grants with the lat atones and centers. The year was
1979. The next year the American public elected Ronald Reagan president. The
heyday was over.

The Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 had a profound impact on federally funded
educational R&D. The administration's proposed legislation capped NIE's funding
at about a third of its current level and, in the process, eliminated all funding for the
laboratories and centers. Thanks to this subcommittee and its Senate counterpart,
the labs, centers, and EkiC clearinghouses survived. But that's a! ut all that could
be funded within NIE's reduced authorizing ceiling.

Secretary T. H. Bell, acting on ceters from the White House, continued to go after
the laboratories and centers. He wanted the dollars tied up in their awards for new
initiatives sought by the White House. Consequently, he announced in 1981 that
the five-year awards held by the labs and centers would end two years early.

The congressional appropriation committees had a different idea. Already fed up
with the calibre of leadership within the Department's research agency, Congress
ordered Secretary Bell to honor the lab and center contracts and grants.

Secretary Bell carried out congressional intent. But he did insist upon recompeting
the contracts and grants held by the la .oratarie and centers.

Tilat competition occurred in 1985. Thanks to congressional intervention, he
Department was ordered to increase the number of laboratories to provide R&D
services to all parts of the country. Consequently, nine laboratories emerged from
the competition: three new ones and six incumbInts.

The competition was well done. With Congress providing oversight, the
Department wrote a reasonable RFP and conducted a fair and open process.

The competitors were allowed to propose work based on a Tonal needs, not federal
fiat. And each was told to:
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o Focus on school and classroom improvement
o Feature dissemination and assistance strategies
o Engage in applied research and development that supports improvement
o Serve designated regions of the country
o Have independent governing boards
o Be part of a nationwide system.

The winnii.g labs were encouraged to wr and through" other organizations.
These include organizations that provid, vement assiAnce directly to schools
and classroom teachus. The assumptic i this policy is simple enough: the
labs are too few in number to provide hano,on assistance to every local agency
that may want it.

Many of the incumbent laboratories had been large product developers. Many had
developed andior field tested curriculum. No longer. The RFP stated:
"Laboratories may not use NM funds to engage in long-term curriculum
development efforts." Related to this directive, the labs were instructed to be
"regional'' rather than "national" in their orientation.

Dr. Fr n "oecame OERTs assistant secretary at the start of Prsident Reagan's
second term. He arrived too late to interfere with the laboratory competition. But
he was present when the awards were announced. However, he took no credit for
the competition and suggested that had he been in office when the process started
the outcome might have been different.

As the laboratories neared the end of second year G. their five-year awards Dr.
Finn ordered another review of the inst 'ons. Its chairman, Chfistopher Cross,
intends to appear before the Subcommittee during this hearing.

Among other things, Finn's review panel raised questions about the "with and
through" strategy and the strict regional focus. The Panel commented:

The 1985 recompetition rtsulted in a transition of laboratories from
institutions which conducted some significant R&D on their own, to ones
providing assistance services, primarily with and through others. While the
change has clear benefits, one cost is the loss of practitioner-oriented R&D
that laboratories used to conduct. In part, this transition makes the choice of
the R&D that laboratories incorporate in their services more critical. Based
on knowledge presently available to it, the review panel is not sure that there
is a sufficient loc- of practitioner-oriented research emanating from other
sources which the laboratories may draw upon.

The Panel has inquired about the extent to which labs perceive themselves
as being oriented enthel:, to their regions, or whether they have, or should
have, some national identify or outlook as well.

The Panel's perception is that the labs are very strongly oriented to their
regions. This is a strength. On the other hand, there are some legitimate
roles outside the region which labs might become involved with.

One important national role might be to exert leadership in one or more areas
of school improvement. This might be done through original collaborative
arrangements with part:!' outside, as well as within, the laboratories'
regions.
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Twenty-three years of history and dozens of laboratory reviews point out three
important facts about regional laboratories

o The concept c` regional educational laboratories remains as viable today as it
was tweaty years ago. Howe\ er, different reviewers and federal officials
would InNve them perform new or different roles (e.g., rnre practitioner-
oriented research and development).

o The laboratories have found a niche for themselves. fhLy're heavily tied to
me educational community. And, with their regional boards of directors,
the labs resist constantly shifting mandates and directives from Washington
officials. This independence creates problems for these institutions.
However, thus far Congress has ensued the labs' auto, only and provided
them with sufficient funding to carry out their mission.

o Se;ious questions remain about the adequacy of the educational R&D
system to address the task confronting it. The laboratories have an
important role to perform. But they, along with the centers and ERIC
clearinghouses, are not capable of shouldering responsibility for the kinds
of changes sought in the nation's educational system. They could do more
with heditional funds. But given the history of federally supported
educational R&D, additional funds of the magnitude required are probably
not forthcoming.

National Laboratories - Time To Reconsider

When President Lyndon B. Johnson began designing his Great Society, he asked
John Gardner, then president of the Carnegie Corporation, to head what became
known. as the Gar her Task Force on Education. In its report, a fore-runner to the
blue-ribbon panel reports of today, Gardner wrote:

Education needs to be better than it is ... not just somewhat better, but a
great deal better. We now know, beyond all doubt, that educationally
speaking, the old ways of doing things will not solve our problems. We are
going to have to shed outworn educational practices, dismantle outmoded
educational facilities, and create a new and better learning environment.

Gardner and his colleagues told President Johnson that he needed to create new
research institutions to help turn education around. These institutions, said the
report, should be national laboratories. "As we conceive them, the laboratories
would be more closely akin to the great national laboratories of the Atomic Energy
Commission (e.g., Argonne lab outside Chicago and Brookhaven lab on Long
Island) and should share many of their features."

These national laboratories. said Gardnef Task Force. "should pay ample attention
to research. But their central focus will be '.,n the development and dissemination of
educational innovations."

Gardner went on to become Secretary of Hvjth, Education, and Welfare.
Meanwhile, staff within the Office of Education began playing with the idea of
laboratories and emerged with a proposal for 20 regional institutions rather th .n the
handful of national laboratories envisioned by the Task Force.
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Reasons vary as to why the laboratories became regional rather than national. One
high - tanking HEW official at the time said it bluntly: "Our labs are going to be pork
barrel. Every congressman is going to want one in his region." He was probably
partially correct. It was no accident that a regional laboratory and an R&D center
ended up in President Johnson's hometown of Austin, Texas. Or that a lab and a
center were established in states that sent to Congress the chairmen of the Senate's
Appropriation Committee and Labor and Human Resources Committee.

But others present at the time of the dee: n say multiple factors went into the
decision. Some argued for a large number of laboratories spread across the coritry
to enable them to work closely with state and local interests.

Besides, some Members of Congress had a concern about "national"laboratories.
They raised the specter of federal control over education that "regional" institutions
didn't seem to trigger.

Many of those who advocated national labs were not pleased with the decision to go
regional. And they made life miserable for regional labs, accusing them, among
other things, of being too closely identified with the people who needed to be
::-norrwed.

Several of these pr - national and anti - regional laboratory observers resurfaced with
the creation of the National Institute .)f Education. Consequently, three years after
NIE came into being, a blue-ribbon panel was pulled together to look again at tIte
country's research and development needs. Roald F. Campbell, formerdean of we
Graduate School of Education at the University of Chicago, chaired the panel.

The Campbell panel didn't trash regional labs. To thecontrary, it said:

Failure of the laboratories to reach some goals held for themat the outset
seems to us chiefly a failure of the government to guide and encourage them
toward these goals, not a failure of the concept. The concept of a
specialized, separate agency in touch with schools but ableto retreat from
direct service to test ideas and develop new programs still seems distinctive
and sound and worthy c r extensive support.

Nevertheless, the Campbell panel went on to recommend that NEE conduct a review
of the existing labs to identify "a small number" that could be designated"large,
high-quality national R&D organizations" and share certain features:

o Emphasis on a single mission, closely tied to one of NEE's nationalR&D
priority areas;

o A purpose of following ideas from inception to utilization, with specific
tasks along the way fun ly agreed to in advance;

o Stable funding for three to five years, at a level of at least $3-$4 million per
year;

o Funding chiefly from a sinfle source -- the NIE, with other funds subject to
review and pocsible limitation to maintain essential mission - focus;
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o Protection from demands to give local services unrelated to field activity that
is part of the R&D mission; and

o Close ties to the major spc awr--NIE, for review of the entire institution at
intervals during and at the close of the contract term, including review of
finances and management, as well as program.

Some of the existing labs were excited about the prospect of qualifying for "national"
status. Others wondered where the money would c .ne from. The Campbell task
force also worriedzbout the funding, having observed NIE's inability to win
appropriations from Congress. The task force, though, was prepared to sacrifice the
existing labs and centers.

"The consequence of c-dr recommendation to create national laboratories mny mean
that some existing labs and centers actually close, or must reorient their work away
from R&D in areas supported by NIE. We are prepared to recept that."

Needless to say, the recommendation made the regional laboratories nervous. But
they had a strange ally: the senior staff within NIE were not fans of the national labs
either. The staff had plans on the drawing board for a host of small, easily
controlled studies and projects. National labs could potentially absorb all these
dollars and more.

The National Council on Educational Research, the institute's policy-making body,
which included Chester E. Finn, Jr., warmly embraced Campbell's
recommendation. And it wasted little time in implementing a policy that called for a
review of the existing laboratories ar' the subsequent naming of no more than four
as national laboratories.

The Council's action triggered a top-level meeting between NIE officials and the
laboratories. Meeting in St. Louis on September 27, 1975, they discussed their
mutual concerns about these new national labs. Congress had just set-aside funds
for "regional" labs and centers in the FY 86 appropriation bill. Consequently, NIE
Director Harold HodgIdason agreed that "t.dditional funds required for the
conversion of a lab to 'national' status following NCER policy will not be
cow:idered a part of the floor funding for labs and centers."

The NCER reluctantly concurred that national labs would have to await higher
appropriations. Then the issue became moot entirely when, in 1976, this
subcommittee and its C late counterpart reauthorized NIE and said specifically that
"regional" as opposed to "national" laboratories would be funded.

The possibility of national laboratories didn't surface again until the New Y
Times recently published an editorial suggesting that something called a 't :Ingo"
be created to "build a base for progress in education."

The editorial caught Chairman Owen's eye. And he's been asking about it ter
since. One of those quizzed about it was Dr. Finn.

Not surprising, giver. his vision of OERI, Dr. Finn said: "OERI, : the totality of its
activities and those it sponsors, already rek.mbles a quango." Having said mat, Dr.
Finn went on to say he's "... not cor Anted that the existence of such entities
would lead to the kind of dramatic improvements hinted at in the Times. I think you
should proceed with caution."
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We concur with the ,mutionary note. But we think it's time to consider seriously
cresting something rim a la quangos or nvional laboratories.

And what brings us to this point is our growing concern that we lack the collective
clout to address thr, problem before us.

Numerous existing blue-nbhon reports and commission findings make our point.
But one most recently really hit home. les a Ford Foundation report entitled,
Toward a More Perfect Union: Basic Skills, Poor Families, andOur Economic
Future.

The authors Gordon Berlin and Andrew Sum, remind us that were so busy
struggling with the problems of at-risk children that we've lost our perspective.
Frankly, as a society were going off willy-nilly in our efforts to do something
quickly.

Here's how they put it:

Teenage parenting, youth joblessness, and dropping out of schoolare
closely intertwined. Yet the researchers and practitioners who work on
theb,s issues generally view them as distinct problems. Sociologists and
social workers focus on the family and teenage pregnancy, educators
concentrate on schooling and dropouts, and labor economists emphasize
employment and training. This has led to a circle lf endless 'mystssies' and
'puzzles' that has some of the finest researchers and leaders in thecountry
concluding that we simply do not know what to do about these problems.

Do we need to look beyond two bills now pending befe:e Congress to make our
point? Both the Trade Hill and the Stafford-Hawkins Bill create new programs or
expand old ones to tackle multiple ills facing at-risk children. But ifOne problems are
related, and they certainly seem to be, shouldn't we be channelingour tfrents to get
at the heart of the problem?

Mr. Chairman, its time to reconsider the national laboratory concept.

We don't know exactly what they aught to look like. We do know they must be
significant enough to attract the kind of inter-disciplinary talent needed to address the
critical problems facing our educational system. We figure four to six is a logical
number to start with. TI.eir individual funding levels oughtto be $6.8 million a
year. They should have a long-term contract with the Department. But they should
be given a high degree of independence to carve out a workscope. That workscope
should emphasize development and dissemination; restrictions on curriculum and/or
program development ought to be lifted. And these institutions ought to be left to go
where the problems lead them.

In essence, we're describing the national laboratories first broached by the Gardner
Task Force and then revisited by the Campbell panel.

National laboratories ought to supplement, not supplant the existing labs, centers,
and ERIC clearinghouses. We believe the national labs will undoubtedly spring
from the network of regional laboratories. Frankly, it doesn't makesense to create
thee- institutions from scratch; the problems are too immediate and the needs too
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Nevertheless, the creation of national labs doesn't lessen the need for regional
institutions. The regional laboratory concept is as valid today as it was 20 years ago.
A set of regionally governed ins;tutions is still necessary if we expect local and state
agencies to receive the focused, R&D support they need for the kinds of changes
society expects of them.

Recommendations

We respectfully rtr-onunend to this Subcommittee that it take the lead in addressing
the challenge facing all of us who worry that we are not investing sufficient dollars
and talent in educational R&D. We would recommend the following steps:

1. Examine the relationship between the Secretary's Office and the Office of
Educational Research and Improvement. Would it make sense to give
educational research the same degree of autonomy now being restored to the
Center for Education Statistics?

2. Order the Department, through a sec rate appropriation, to begin a study
of new institutional arrangements for the conduct of educational research
and development. The Department should be commissioning outfits such as
the National Academy of Science, the National Academy of Education, and
others to study the idea of creating quangos or national labs. These studies
ought to be the focus of Subcommittee hearings. The educational
community researchers as well as practitioners-- should be asked to
comment.

3. If a new arrangement makes sense, as we believe h would, then the
Subcommittee should seek an adequate authorization and subsequent
appropriation to bring these new institutions into being.

4. Once created, these institutions should be able to view this Subcommittee as
its congressional godfather. The Subcommittee should nurture and protect
these institutions to give them time to deliver on their promise.

Conclusion

The challenges facing education today suggest that the country ought to be investing
heavily in education research and development. However, Congress has shown a
reluctance to increase spending for educational R&D because of its distrust of the
Department of Education. Federal administrators, in turn, bemoan the percentage of
their dollars going to sustain a small but viable network of lab:, centers, and ERIC
clearinghouses. This circle of distrust and discrediting dooms the entire enterprise to
its low status. Nothing is likely to change in the short run. What's needed to lireak
the cycle is a new institution. Call it a quango, if necessary. Or a national
laboratory. But challenge it with the toughest problems facing education. Fund it
with sufficient resources to attract and hold the best talent in the country. Sign it to a
long-term agreement that gives its staff time to make a difference. And throw out the
rules and regulations that shackle innovation and enslave ideas to the acceptable
norms of petty bureaucrats and ideologically driven political appointees.
Above all, provide it with congressional godfathers. Let the country know that these
institutions are important and nobody ought to mess with them until they've had a
chance to deliver.

National laboratories ... a twenty-yearold idea who's time is now.

The membership of the Council for Educational Development and Research
appreciate this opportunity to share its views with the Select Education
Subcommittee.
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Without objec4ion, your tables will be added to your testimony

and entered into the record.
Dr. Fuhrrt, un.

STATEMENT' OF SUSAN FUHRMAN, DIRECTOR, CENTER ON STATE
AND LOCAL POLICY, DEVELOPMENT AND LEADERSHIP, RUT-
GERS UNIVERSITY

Ms. FUHRMAN. Thank you, Chairman Owens and the
subcommittee. Thank you very much for the oppot . if:ty
this morning.

I direct 1 of the 10 research and development centers established
in 1985, the Center for Policy Research in Education at Rutgers
University, and I speak here as chairperson of the American Re-
search Association's organization of research centers.

There were a number of statements and questions yesterday
about the achievements of research centers. I would like to focus
this morning on those achievements and then move to a discussion
of why centers are an integral part of a Federal research effort.

It is easy for me to speak about the achievements of the research
centers, even though the trausration of research into practice is not
a linear process, even though some critical research surfaces prob-
lems, creates frameworks for thinking about solutions, and enlight-
ens discussion rather than directly leading to specific interven-
tions.

Let me cite some examples of center complishments without
any attempt at being comprehensive.

The Center for the Study of Reading, which was much cited yes-
terday for the report "Becoming a Nation of Readers" has also de-
veloped improved methods for assessing reading that are now being
used by several States as well as a number of teaching methods es-
pecially effective with underachieving students.

The Center for Research on Elementary and Middle Schools at
Johns Hopkins University has conducted critical research on coop-
erative learning. The program is being used in at least 1,000 ele-
mentary schools.

The Learning Research and Development Center at Pittsburgh
has developed the critcrion reference test and has dune significant
work on higher-order thinking skills.

The Center for Research on Evaluation Standards and student
testing's work has influenced writing and reading assessments in
several States as well as the design of both international and ,ra-
tional assessments; the NAEP assessment, for example.

The educational technology center has developed the "Geometric
Supposer," a software approach which is spreading at the rate of
500 classrooms per month.

CLEAR, the bilingual center, has developed instructional ap-
proaches that integrate the teaching of language w:*'t subjects like
math and science

Let me move A to some of the newer centers that have only
been in existere for 2 years and indicate some of the important
research that they are doing.
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The Center for the Study of Writing in estigates writing across
the curriculum, particularly in the area of science. The Center on
Effective Secondary Schools has published a handbook on alterna-
tive assessment methods, alternatives to standardized testing. The
National Center for Postsecondary Governance and Finance's work
on tuition savings plan has influenced policy deliberations at the
State and institutional levels. The Center for Education and Em-
ployment has researched the skill requirements of various jobs.

And finally, my own center, the Center for Policy Research in
Education, has undertaken the kind of study Mr. Shanker advocat-
ed yesterday on the impact of recent reforms, and we are finding,
for example, more academic coursetaking by students in the wake
of high school graduation requirements but much of that course-
taking in basic and general level courses, a finding we are continu-
ing to explore.

These are just some of the centers and some of the achievements.
As I mention in my testimony, we will be gathering some letters
from practitioners and policymakers who have used and appreciat-
ed the work of centers and submitting them to the subcommittee,
and we urge the subcommittee to solicit opinions from those in the
field about the utility of research.

I would like to move on now to the question of how centers fit
into the ft,11 strategy of research and why they are an integral part
of any full research effort.

Centers are intended to conduct mission-oriented, systematic,
programmatic research. They address major educational issues or
problems, like the nature of student learning or how a school's con
text affects teaching, that are profitably attacked by a series of co-
ordinated research projects rather than isolated studies. They draw
on the perspectives of varied disciplines. They are long term in
nature so that they can conduct longitudinal studies as well as
studies that build on one another to progressively address a prob-
lem. They have the capacity to conduct both basic and applied re-
search in the same setting.

Because they are designated hubs of research activity around a
problem area, they can attract the sustained involvement of senior
scholars an provide national leadership in a particular research
activity. Any centers also have mechanisms for disseminating and
for collaboration with practitioners and policymakers to facilitate
the translation of research into practice.

While centers fully support a balanced portfolio and urge in-
creased funding to support other efforts such as field-initiated re-
search, the advantages of research organized around centers that I
have just cited argue for the inclusion of centers as a part of any
Administration's research strategy.

There are a number of concels that centers consider particular-
ly important that I would like to raise in conclusion:

Centers support widespread consultation with the field with the
research and practitioner and policymaker community on the defi-
nition of missions for new centers, when it comes to major competi-
tions and in between major competitions when new centers are cre-
ated.

We feel that centers need to be of sufficient size to execute the
research, dissemination, and leadership activities integral to the
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definition of a center as a national leadership effort. There is no
specific dollar amount that could be attached to this concept of suf-
ficient size, but certainly there needs to be enough to create a criti-
cal mass around which several integrated projects and several
senior scholars can engage.

We support rigorous peer review. We applaud the agency for its
efforts in the 1985 competition in regard to peer review, and we
support the paying of peer reviewers so that senior scholars can be
attracted to this effort.

We appreciate the review and monitoring of our work that OERI
engages in, and we especially appreciate professional relationships
with the individuals who serve as liaisons to our centers and urge
that funds be provided for travel for the liaison so they may visit
our center sites and attend the meetings we have with practition-
ers and policymakers and with the research community.

We reiterate our support for the balanced portfolio and for in-
creased funding to achieve a variety of research strategies. We be-
lieve that skimping on existing important projects is 't the
answer to expanding research activity.

Finally, I would like to reiterate Mr. Shanker's suggestion of yes-
terday for a study of the structure and governance of educational
research at the Federal lei el, drawing on the experience of other
agencies such as N5F and the National Institutes ofHealth.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Susan Fuhrman follows:)
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Greetings, Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Select

Education. I am Susan Fuhrman, Director of the Center for Policy

research in Education at Rutgers University, and Chairperson of the

American Educational Research Association's Organization of Research

Centers (ORC). I am here today on behalf of the national research and

development centers which are supported by the Office of Educational

Research and Improvement (OERI) and which together constitute ORC. I

would like to offer a brief account of the history of federally-funded

education research and development centers, and then focus my testimony

on five major questions: (1) What is the scope and nature of a research

center? (2) What are some of ;he accomplishments of research centers?

(3) How are research centers created? (4) How can centers best relate

to OERI? (5)How can centers fit into the full panoply of education

research strategies?

Prior to the center competitions in 1983 and 1985, the National

Institute of Education's (now OERI) national research and development

centers had not been openly competed since their inception some twenty

years ago. In the early 1980s NIE exerted considerable effort to

establish peer review procedures for the conduct of national

competitions for the centers. More than 380 organizations attended

public hearings across the country during 1983 and 1985. NIE convened

study groups comprising 125 researchers and educators to review the

results and to recommend mission areas for centers, which were later
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more fully developed by NIE staff.

2

NIE next consulted with experts in the research community ,n the

design of a peer review system. NIE ala. turned to the research

community for help in identifying potential peer reviewers. AERA

contributed the names of more than 300 researchers willing to assist

in the peer review process. The centers created through that

competition are listed in the appendix to this testimony, along with

the new centers created since that time.

The Federal Goveniment and the educational research community have

a lot invested in the integrity of the competitions and the quality of

the award winners. We are pleased, therefore, to have this opportunity

to report on our progress and to offer our opinion about the critical

issues related to the establishment and maintenance of a strong fedcral

educational research effort.

What is the Scope and Nature of a Research Center?

Research centers are intended to conduct mission-oriented

systematic, programmatic research. They address areas of inquiry that

constitute major educational issues and problems, such as the nature of

student learning and the way a school's context interacts with

teaching. Centers provide a mechanism for addressing such significant

issues with a program of integrated research strategies that draw on

the perspec.ives of varied disciplines yet complement one another.
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Becausa centers have a relatively long life (five years for current

OERI centers), they can develop research that is longitudinal

as well as design studies that build on one another in a way that

progressi-ely narrows in on key research questions. They have the

capacity and flexibility t conduct both basic and applied research in

the same setting.

Because centers are designate hubs of research activity around

particular problems, they can attract the sustain participation of

senior researchers and provide national leadership in both substantr e

and methodological areas. Centers also have mechanisms for actively

disseminating findings and through various dissemination and advisory

activities create long-term interaction with practitioners nd

researchers. All centers have national advisory panels that contribute

the expertise of practitioners and polLcymakers as well as outside

leading scholars to the design and ovi.rsight of center activities.

These characteristics suggest that, while there may not be a

specific minimum dollar level that can be associated with a center,

there must be sufficient resources to support a critical mass of-

scholars over a sustained period. A center, in contrast to a study,

should involve several integrated projects conducted by

multi - disciplinary teams. Resourerd must also be available to support

networking and dissemination activities in addition to the research.

ORC 'embers feel that several new centers, called mini-centers because

of t. .r low level of funding, address mission areas worthy of linger

scale examination. Some of the mini centers exist for om.y three
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years; all lack sufficient support to conduct a full range of research,

dissemination, and leadership activities integral to the nature of

centers. We feel that the full-scele approach to research and

leaders p responsibilities ara essential components of national

centers focusing on national problems. Reductions in size, scope, and

expectations of centers provide incomplete coverage of vital issues.

What Have Research Centers Accomplished?

ORC is pleased to testify to the progress of its members in

Contributing to the educational knowledge base and in effecting

practice. It should be noted that the translation of research into

practice is a complex process that is diffizult to track in linear

fashion. R '.search can influence practice and policy in a number of

indirect ways, for exa ple, by surfacing problems, developing

frameworks to assist peo 'n thinking through solutions, and

enlightening discourse . education improvements. It can also

influence practice more directly by developing and testing promising

improvements, and in a more applied fashion, examining the

effectiveness and feasibility of various research strategies that

progressively lead to more finite and definitiJe improvement

strategies.

Each of tae national Centers won an award throLgh a well-contested

competition and represents important, quality research efforts. Some

have existed longer than others, and the levels of funding as well as

the specific nature of the inquiries tondutted vary considerably.
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However, each .Ls making important contributions to knowledge and

practice. Without any attempt to be comprehensive, let me offer some

illustrations o. center contributions:

o The Center for Research on Elementary and Middle Schools

at Johns Hopkins University, and its predecessor NIE

center,has conducted research over the past decade on

cooperative learning instructional practices. This

research has lead to the development of processes now used

in mathematics, language arts, and other subjects in

elementar rnd secondary schools nationwide. Just this

past year, snore than 10,000 manuals for using cooperative

learning in classrooms were requested by teachers and

administrators, and the commercially published

cooperative learning math program was used ir.

approximately LOU elementary schools, grades 3-6.

o The Center for the Study of Reading at the University of

Illinois has developed and evaluated innovative teaching

methods to help children at risk of educational failure,

including: easy to read books for parents and Headstart

children; improved comprehension teaching methods for

elementary and junior high school students; me6;was for

helping underachieving students discern and use the

organization provided in textbooks t.1 better learn and

remember wh.a. they have read; and improved methods for

assessing student reading ability,. The
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nationally- isseminated report,Bel)ming a Nation of

Readers, was written at this center. Approximately 175,000

copies have been requested and distributed.

o The Center for Research on Evaluation Standards and

Stadent Testing, CRESST, at the University of California

at Los Angles, has conducted research that has directly

influence testing practices. In states such as Illinois

and California this research has been central to the

development of r.ading and writing assessment:, as well as

to establishment of procedures for statistically

presenting and analyzing such results. The center's

writing assessment work provided the technical core for

the TEA international comparison. CRESST has also

providel technical assistance to t..e Center for Education

Statistics on NAEP and other quality indicators,

paaticularly in NAEP redesign, analysis, and

inierpretation. Its earlier NIE supported work resulted in

sales of over 150,000 of the TEST EVALUATION KIT, a

product designed for school districts, health, and social

service personnel.

CRESST, is also collaborating with the National Council

of LA RAZA and the National Urban League in adapting these

materials for use in community-based programs for at-risk

students.
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o The Educational Technology Center at Harvard University

has created the Geometric Supposer, a software package

based on the Center's research. The Geometric Supposer

provides a software environment that allows youngsters and

teachers to make and explore conjectures in Euclidian

geometry. Intellectual authority in the classroom is now

based on argument and evidence rather than assertion, and

everyone learns that mathematirb is not a spectator sport

but a live, growing discipli.le. ETC instructional methods

based on this finding are spreading across the country at

a rate of 500 classrooms per month.

o Work at the Learning Research and Development Center of

the University of Pittsburgh includes: a) the development

of the concept of criterion-referenced testing; b) work on

decoding in reading and on vocabulary development that has

reached practitioners in curricular and computei

instruction programs and through the 1985 NIE/NAE report

Becoring a Nation of Readei c) a national conference in

1978 on higher order thinking skills that brought together

teachers, the major developers of thinking skills

programs, and cognitive scientists and that yielded a much

cited two-volume repor,; d) programs for various sectors

of special education, including a classroom manavement

scheme for mainstreaming and a program of school survival

skill for learning-disabled and socially-emotionally

disturbed children; and e) a model approach to school
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evaluation t. -t lays out tactics for monitoring and

tailoring the process to individual ,:ystemu and

institutions.

o Resetrch conducted at the National Center for

Postsecondary Governance and Finance at the University of

Maryland has included work on tuition savings plans that

have influenced legislative considerations in several

states and policy deliberations at several private

colleges and universities The Center's study of

factors that most affect minority degree Achievement has

enjoyed widespread attention.

o Finally, the Center for the Policy Res arch in Education

that I direct has published reports and worked with policy

makers to understand the educational and feasibility

issues involved in developing educational indicators,

designing early childhood programs and crafting public

school choice programs, among other issues. Our long-term

study of the education reform movement is leading to

findings about the impact of new student standazds, such

as graduation requirements, on student course taking in

academic subjects.

The work of the centers is important to the field. While ORC has

not undertaken a systematic survey of user reactions I will be happy tt

provide the Committee with a collection of letters from practitioners
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and policy makers who have taken time to express their appreciation for

our efforts.

How Are Research Centers Cres'..ed?

As originally defined by NIE, centers are established around

critical research priorities. The specific center missions designed to

address these priorities should be identified by OERI through extensive

consult.,ion with key constituencies; practitioners and policymakers

who identify problem areas and needs; and scholars who identify

research gaps, the problem areas most amenable to progra.matic research

approache. and the most promising areas for the building e.isting

research.

There should be a standard procedure far 4Q&iciting field input at

various planning stages. Field consultation should start at the time

when OERI begins to identify missions .or major new competitions of

several centers, such as the competition ttat will occur in 1990, or

when it believes that new research issues merit the creation of

additional centers in between major competitions. The process for

involving researchers and practitioners in the definition of center

missions, which worked so well in the case of the centers competed in

1985, should be activated each time a decision regarding center

creation approaches. To our knowledge this approach has not been

employed in the recent past. The existing centers have not been made

aware of or involved in the mission definition process for a number of
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recently-created censers, in particular the several mini-centers and

the Center of Civics and Citizenship Educa,..on. Researchers affiliated

with the existing centers constitute a significant number of the senior

scholars in education: if we remain uninformed about the process, we

are left with the impression that these new center missions were

defined without widespread field consultation.

The process of competing center awards once missions have been

defined also deserves comment. Researchers are especially supportive

of a rigorous peer review process that is managed with integrity.

Speaking on behalf of several major institutions which have both won

and loct in past competitions, I would like to commend the agency on

its demonstrated ability to conduct fair peer review competitions,

especially in the case of the centers competed in 1985. In that

competition, funds were available to support the participation of

recognized scholars for the time it took to give proposals the scrutiny

su h significant awards .erit. We urge that funding be continued for

the peer review activity, to assure that top researchers lend the

creditability of tl,eir reperztion to the process.

A final issue c,ncerning center creation is the nature of center

awards. The majority of existing center awards are grants. A grant

provides the kind of institutional support that a center needs to

fulfill its role and responsibilities. In contrast, some new centers

are funded by cooperative agreements, a type of award used when the

federal government anticipates substantial involvement with the

recipient during the period of performance. ORC believes that
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cooperative agreements hinder creation of the stable and predicable

environment that centers need to accomplish their long-term missions.

Cooperative agreements should not be used to fund centers.

How Can Centers Best Relate to OERI?

Centers report many positive experiences in dealing with OEM.

Collegial relationships with the men and women serving as liaison with

the various centers are welcomed, as are the good efforts of OERI to

keep centers informed about activities of the canters other than our

and activities of other grantees, such as regional laboratories.

Concerns had been raised that OERI Intended to require the

equivalent of new applications each year of the five-year grant.

Centers were dismayed at this proseect, not because they feared

taluation of their work, but because the enormity of the resulting

drain on resources and time. Such extensive paper work would prevent

the centers from doing the re-^arch that the five-year grant was

intended to support.

Discussions with OERI appear to have resulted in a situation in

which only new projects undertaken by a center would be subject to

review as new applic, ms. This appears to be a most reasonable

procedure but questions remain in the minds of several centers about

how the clarified policy will be implemented. In particular, there are

concerns on ego part of some Centers about the definition of "new" as
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opposed to continuing research. Centers welcome evaluation of their

performance but wish to be free to build on existing research without

fear that a modified or expanded research tack will jeopardize their

funding. We are happy to continue working with =RI and anticipate that

it will ontinue to refine the renewal procedures to provide adequate

flexibility to build on existing research and to preclude the need for

submitting major new applications yearly.

(Interestingly, the National Science Foundation is seeking a

one-time appropriation of $150 million to provide uninterrupted

five-year funding for their proposed new centers. In large part they

are taking this approach to assure applicants that they will have a

stable environment in which to operate it they secure a grant.)

We welcome OERI's oversight of our work through monitoring and

review activities, particularly when those activities are designed to

minimize intrusion and overspecification ..hat inhibits quality research

and detracts form our ability to address our mission. We strongly

recommend that OERI study procedures by other fede*al agencies that

support scholarly research. For example, OERI might study how NSF and

NIH set funding priorities and monitor research centers.

A key way to improve OERI's ability to review our work is to

enable the center liaisons to visit centers and field sites and to

attend meetings, including the professional any practitioner meetings

where we present our research, meetings of individual centers, and the
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collaborative meetings we hold around substantive issues. OERI

currently lacks funding to support travel that would strengthen

professional bonds between federal staff and center researchers.

How do Research Centers Fit into . Pull Range of Research Strategies?

We are fully supportive of a balanced portfolio of research

strategies. Centers conduct large-scale sustained investigation, build

on their basic research activities with applied efforts and provide

national leadership. By involving graduate students and supporting

post-doctoral fellowships, ...enters make critical contributions to the

training of the next generation of research scholars. Regional

laboratories conduct applied research and synthesis, dissemination and

technical assistance activities that facilitate the translation of

research into practice and respond to specific regional needs.

Field-initiated projects by individual researchers permit the field to

identify important well-defined issues and add a variety of

perspectives on particular problems. There is also a need for specific

research projects that result from problem definition by OERI staff

after surveying the needs of the practitioner world. Each approach, as

well as enhanced data collection activities, is essential to the

maintenance of a sound knowledge base in a field as critical to the

nation's future as education.

We sympathize with OERI's frustration about operating on

insufficient resources. Federal support for education research has
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declined by more than 108 since the early 1970's, according to the

recent GAO report, Education Information: Changes in Funds and

Priorities Have Affected Production and Quality. The report also

highlights a significant reduction in knowledge production efforts

between 1980 and 1985. There are many national educational problems

currently being left off the national research agenda. For example,

studies of special issues associated with schooling in large urban and

small rural settings are needed. We endorse OEhI's desire to launch

new investigations and strongly support funding increases to enable

OERI to expand federally-supported education research. We feel that

the only acceptable manner of addressing additional issues is by

securing additional funding to support new efforts. Skimping on

existing important projects is no solution.

Finally, I wish to thank the Subcommittee and in particular

Chairman Owens for taking such an active interest in educational

research. I hope I have been able to provide you with a clearer

understanding of what we are doing. I will be pleased to answer any

questions you may have.
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APPENDIX, FUHRMAN TESTIMONY

CENTER FOR RESEARCH ON ELEMENTARY
AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS (CREMS)

James McPartland and Edward McDill
Co-Directors
Education R&D Center
Johns Hopkins University
3505 Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21218
(301) 338-7570

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF EVALUATION (CSE)

Eva Baker, Co-Director Robert Linr, Co-Director
UCLA Center for Student Testing,
Los Angeles, CA 90024 Evaluation and Statistics
(213) 825-4711 270 Education Building

1310 South Sixth Street
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 333-3770

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF LEARNING (CSL)

Robert Glaser and Lauren Resnick, Co-Directors
Learning, Research, and Development Center
University of Pittsburgh
3939 O'Hara Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
(412) 624-7485

CENTER FOR POLICY RESEARCH IN EDUCATION (CPRE)

Susan Fuhrman, Director
Eagleton Institute of Politics
Rutgers State University
Woodlawn/Neilson Campus
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
(201) 828-2210

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF READING (CSR)

Richard Anderson, Director
University of Illinois
51 Gerty Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 333-2552
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CENTER ON EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT (CEE)

Sue E. Berryman, Director
Teachers College
Columbia University
Box 174
New York, NY 10027
(212) 678-3091

CENTER ON EFFECTIVE SECONDARY SCHOOLS (CESS)

Fred Newmann, Director
Wisconsin Center for Educational Research
School of Education
University of Wisconsin
1025 West Johnson Street
Madison, WI 53706
(608) 263-7575

CENTER FOR LANGUAGE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Amado M. Padilla, Director
1100 Glendon Avenue, Suite 1740
Los Angeles CA 90024
(213) 286-1486

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF WRITING (CSW)

Sarah Freedman and Wallace Chafe, Co-Directors
School of Education
University of California-Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94820
(415) 642-9592
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EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER (ETC)

Martha Stone Wiske and JLJah Schwartz, Co-Directors
College of Education
Havard University
15 Appian Way
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 495-9379

NATIONAL CENTER FOR POSTSECONDARY GOVERNANCE AND FINANCE (NCPGF)

Richard Chait, Executive Director
Institute for Research in Higher Adult Education
Room 4114, CSS Building
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

NATIONAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH ON TEACHER EDUCATION (NCRTE)

Mary Lennedy, Director
College of Education
Michigan State University
Erickson Hall
East Lansing, MI 48824
(517) 355-9302

CENTER FOR THE LEARNING AND TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS

Thomas A. Romberg, Director
Wisconsin Center for Education Research
University of Wisconsin at Madison
1025 West Johnson Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
(608) 263-4285

CENTER FOR THE LEARNING AND TEACHING OF LITERATURE

Arthur N. Applebee, Director
State University of New York at Albany
School of Education
1400 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12222
(518) 442-5006
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NATIONAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH TO IMPROVE POSTSECONDARY
TEACHING AND LEARNING

Joan Stark, Director
NCRIPTAL
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
(313) 764-9472

CENTER FOR THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF ELEMENTARY SUBJECTS

Jere Brophy and Penelope Peterson, Co-Directors
Michigan State University
College of Education
East Lansing, Michigan 48824
(517) 353-6470

ARTS EDUCATION RESEARCH CENTER

Jerrold E. Ross, Co-Director
School of Education, Health,
Nursing, and Arts Professions
32 Washington Place, #31
New York, New York 10003
(212) 998-5050

Theodore Zernich,:;o-Director
University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign
College of Applied and Fine
Arts, 105 Davenport House
809 South Wright Street
Champaign, Illinois
61820-6219
(217) 333-2186

RESEARCH SYNTHESIS CENTER IN THE TEACHING, LEARNING,
AND ASSESSMENT OF SCIENCE

Senta Raizen, Director
The Network, Inc.
290 South Main Street
Andover, Massachusetts 01810
(617) 470-1080

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF TEACHERS AND TEACHING IN THE SCHOOL CONTEXT

Milbrey McLaughlin
School of Education
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305
(415) 723-9613
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Dr. Ambach.

STATEMENT OF GORDON AMBACH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS

Mr. AMBACH. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
staff. Thank you for tnis opportunity to speak on the issues of the
Federal role in education research and development.

May I commend you first, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
staff, for the bold vision that you are expressing in looking at these
issues. Parts of the exchange this morning, it seems to me, cap-
tured that. Your fliscussion with Mr. Hyman about the issues of
welfare reform, the questions of reforms in child care, questions of
reforms in health deliverythese are all very closely related to re-
forms in education, and research with respect to those areas as
well as education ought to be seen together.

Your exchange on the issue of the Department of Defensenot
just the Department of the Army but the Department of Defense-
research agenda, and seeing the several parts of Federal research
efforts whole toward the objectives of education is extraordinarily
important.

Clearly brought out this morning, what happens in the Depart-
ment of Defense alone in education and in training research or de-
velopment absolutely dwarfs anything that is available directly for
education research in the other sectors of Government, and as you
pointed out, we must find the ways in which we genuinely tap that
source as well as the sources in other parts of the Federal Govern-
ment to bring them to bear on what is happening and making
changes with education.

I commend the Congress for action just taken on H.R. 5, with the
expansion of NAEP and with the expansion of cooperative statis-
tics. These basic information sources are extremely important, and
we as representing the different States have been advocating that
there be better information State by State on achievement or on
other indicators of education so that they can be used for compari-
sons. And :ndeed we have advocated the increase in this capacity.
A sevenfold increase, I might point out, has been our advocacy of
this function in OERI over the past several years so that we could
be in a better position nationally to compare ourselves in education
with other countries.

Good steps have been taken in H.R. 5. We commend them, and
we want to assure you of our support in any appropriations to
make sure that happens.

The overall agenda for research and development in education is
a starved one, as you have pointed out repeatedly, Mr. Chairman,
and things must be done to make sure that that agenda is well
nourished.

I want to make two perhaps rather simple points here this morn-
ing. You have had a rather generous spread of ideas about struc-
ture and ideas about purposes.

The first point that I would like to make is that I think it's es-
sential that we start with what is the main objective of the re-
search to be done, and I would like to suggest that perhaps one of
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the main problems in the past is that we have had very much of a
scattershot approach of a lot of different pieces and bits here and
there, but without a kind of an organizing concept as to what was
the objective for all of the research and the development.

We don't speak about education research in terms of moon shots
or in terms of Manhattan projects, as you referred to in your own
statement yesterday. And perhaps it's time that what we ought to
do is to pick up on something which our own council advocated last
November; and that is, an objective, a broad objective for this
Nation that in fact by the 21st century we have virtually a 100-
percent graduation rate.

Now, there is a specific target, a target in terms of student
achievement, something toward which there will be a need for an
enormous amount of research, of development, of demonstration,
an enormous need to pull together what the labs do, what the cen-
ters do, what can be done with a High/Scope center, what can be
done with MDRC and other places.

The point is that we need that kind of organizing concept or
force, and I think that if there is one thing that you can contribute
through these discussions, it would be for a congressional expres-
sion of that kind of a target so that then we may see around that
mission the orchestration of the different types of providers in
order to assure that an agenda of research and development is car-
ried forward.

I said it's a rather simple concept, but I think it's rather surpris-
ing, if one looks back over the years and you find that there
haven't been these kinds of organizing objectives in terms of expec-
tations for student achievement that have really driven the
agenda. I think that if that were in place, you would be in a much
better position to carry through what you want by way of advocacy
for an increased resource and increased funding for this purpose.

The second point I would like to make, Mr. Chairman, has to do
with the issue of making those connections among the research,
the development, and actual practices in the field. Many of your
witnesses have spoken to this, whether it be from the perspective
of teachers, whether it be from the perspective of Mr. Hyman's tes-
timony this morning, on actual demonstrations of what will work.

What I am suggesting is that unless we be certain that the re-
searc:i and the development agenda is driven from the perspective
of the policies which we seek to put in place and in fact is driven
by those who have responsibility for the policymaking and for the
administration and the practice of the program, then you are not
going to get a very close link between what happens in the R&D
agenda and what actually happens in practice.

John Gardner was referred to just a short time ago, and the em-
phasis that he placed early on was not so much on invention, it
was more on the transmission of innovation, so that in fact it
would be well incorporated throughout a vast and a diffused educa-
tional system.

We do not have a singlc operational entity for education in this
country. We have many different centers for decisionmaking. It
makes the task of trying to orchestrate R&D more difficult, but
certainly not impossible.
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So, I leave you with these two key points. One is the critical im-
portance of establishing what our objectives should be, broadly put
and with great vision; and secondly, that whatever the array of dif-
ferent providers of R&D ought to be, that there is clearly a driving
factor both in the planning and in the use of that research that
comes from those who have operational responsibility as the practi-
tioners to make sure that the educational system is in fact chang-
ing and is producing effectively.

To connect these two concepts toward the objective which we
stated as a council unanimously of a virtual 100-percent graduation
rate in the 21st century would, in my judgment, mean a strategy
which has a combined route for funding.

In part, it is the necessity for the continuing core funding of cer-
tain institutions. You were asking questions about this this morn-
ing: 10-year frames, 12-year frames. Let's take it to 2000, a 12-year-
plus frame, so that there is a commitment to those personnel and
those institutions which are necessary at the core to maintain a
continuity of effort. But then, I would submit, a substantial use
and perhaps the most substantial useof the money which flows
through those who have practitioner responsibility for them, in
turn, to purchase those aspects of the R&D program which are
most important to make sure that their mission is carried through.

That is not really happening now. It would take great care to
design it. But I would like to leave you with those two concepts. It
is very important for your own thinking and for deliberation on
the next steps for education R&D at the Federal level.

Once again, Mr. Chairman, you and I go back to our library con-
ferences, the White House conference, and other activities in New
York. I have always admired the great vision and the great scope
that you have with all of these issues. I think you have a marvel-
ous opportunity at this point to bring that sense of comprehensive-
ness and scope and vision to the issue of reshaping this agenda.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Gordon M. Ambach follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee on Sele.at --Sucation.

and Members of the Staff:

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on the Federal role

in supporting educational research and development. I commend

the Chairman and Members of the Committee for conducting this

hearing and inviting a bold vision for setting the course of

research and development in education in the United States and

for the Federal role in supporting and conducting such education

R&D.

Our Council offers strong support for increasing Federal

funds for education R&D and the budget of the OERI for education

statistics and assessment. Since 1984. we have urged a

sevenfold :acreage in the budget for statistics and

assessments. We commend action taken through the reauthorization

of HR.5 to strengthen the National Assessment of Education

Progress and the Cooperative Statistics Program. We support

greater appropriations for these activities which are essential

to provide information for education policy making and to help

understand and compare education progress among the states and

across the nations.

Durtng your hearings, you have heard discriptions of the

current Federal design for research and ,avolopment :n education

and the structural arrangements for carrying that agenda.
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You have also had discussion about types of structures--labs.

enters, clearing houses, "quangos," counterparts of NIH or

'NSF--which might provide the most effective and efficient way to

carry through the agenda. I will not repeat those comments,

although I would be pleased to respond to questions on them. I

would rather concentrate on two points for your consideration.

The first and most important point is the necessity for

setting a clear, overall objective toward which Federal education

R&D is to be be supported. To my knowledge, we have never viewed

educat.on R&D as centered on a major accomplishment, such as a

moon shot, construction of a major water system, cancer cure, oz

Manhattan Project. We need to Frovide such an organizing force

The Council of Chief State School Officers last November

unanimously approved a polio statement, "Assuring School Success

for Students at Risk." The Lead sentence in that paper (copies

of which are attached) follows; "An imperative for America's

21st Century is high school graduation for virtually all

students."

I invite your consideration of taking that objective to

organize the major systematic Federal R&D effort. It would be an

enormous task. It would require a reexamination of the several

activities of the laboratories. centers, and clearing houses now
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in place. It would require systematic review of R&D in Federal

agencies other than the Department of Education. It would invite

assembling efforts from R&D capacities outside the Government.

It would force the focus on the questions of whether

differentials in high school graduation rates at various schools

is a matter of inequitable resources, lack of know-how, or lack

of will. It would systematically connect a large number of

separate probes in education, such as analysis of expenditures

for the earliest years and parent education, changes in school

structure and the decision-making authority of teachers, changes

in content and assessment, uses of learning technologies; most

effective size and arrangement of facilities.

Most important. the R&D agenda would be organized toward and

driven towar4 a bold objective of student results! The R&D would

be focused on a mission.

The second point is that R&D focused on this objective

should be guided primarily by those who are in elementary and

secondary education policy making and practice. For R&D

expenditures to be more effective, the transmission of research

results to development to practice must be more tightly made. In

some cases today the connection is very good. That occurs

typically where the practitioners or policy makers have

commissioned the research and development related to particular

problems their organizations need solved. Where these persons

have little "ownership" of the R&D, unfortunately, they pay

little attention to the research design or results.
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The critical need now for education in the United States is

for applied research, applied development, and implementation of

what is known to be effective. In those places where schooling

is least effective today the task of change is mainly the

application of known good practice rather than invention.

Management of that change, including R&D, is best done by the

persons responsible for practice.

For the Federal R&D agenda, the concept applied to the major

objective of virtual 100% graduation from high school would

translate as follows. Provide core Federal support directly to

such centers or labs or other enterprises which make

commitments to focus on the objeccive. This support is essential

for attracting a nucleus of continuing key personnel. Provide

most of the funding through operating agencies--state or local-

with discretion to purchase their R&D from among these labs or

centers or other research and development facilities. Do not

limit use by region, let the competition work across the nation.

Through the choice of provider, practicing agencies will provide

closer attention to design and accountability for investment in

R&D related directly to their practice. The standard by which

the practitioner is to be measured is accomplishment of the

objective -- virtually 100% rate of high school graduation.

I am not addressing the complete Federal R&D education

agenda. There are some specific shore-term projects to be
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supported. There are also long-term programs of research in

learning theory or the content of subject areas that require

special, long7cerm, basic research support. But the concern

raised in your invitation, Mr. Chairman and Members of the

Committee, is for commitment to a major R&D program necessary to

raise the effectiveness of American education co provide the

capacity for all students to compete in a global economy and to

share in the mainstream quality of American life.

To assemble the resources for that cask requires first a

vision of higher expectation for education achievement by the

21st Century. We would be very pleased co work with the

Subcommittee to shape the Federal education R&D coward that

objective. Thank you.
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Dr. Cole.

STATEMENT OF NANCY COLE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

Ms. COLE. Thank you, Mr. Chai... ., I am dean of the College of
Education at the University of Illinois. However, I am speaking
today primarily in my role as president of the American Education-
al Research Association [AERA]. We are very pleased that you
were able to attend the association's annual meeting last week, and
I am sorry that I did not have time to meet with you at that time.

AERA finds itself very much in agreement with your character-
ization of the poverty of educational research. In fact, I want to
focus first on a few of the problems that this poverty bind that we
are in raise for us, particularly with the purpose of thinking about
what that means for how we get out of such a bind and the things
we need to attend to as we try to get out of the poverty bind.

First of all, the poverty bind creates too narrow a research base.
Funding presently, as it has been noted, is for lab centers and a
very small portion for field-initiated research. Labs and centers
take the substantial portion of what is a decreasing pool of funds
and in fact themselves are considerably more poorly funded than
they were a decade ago.

Labs' mission at the regional mission and their tie to districts
have taken a very heavy service orientation, and we end up with
Federal dollars for research going primarily to centers, a small
number of centers.

This funding base affects a number of things. It affects the talent
that gets brought to the educational research task. And among the
other things that I haven't heard mentioned that it affects is that
it affects the training opportunities for the next generation of edu-
cational researchersI think this is a major point that I will come
back to lateras well as affecting the ability to attract minority
scholars, for example, and other special groups to the special tasks
of educational research.

Another implication of the poverty bind is that it leaves us with
a beleaguered research community, and we, as you will hear in tes-
timony from some of us who are recipients of Federal funds, that's
the way we end up feeling. We face constantly threatened reduc-
tions; accountability hurdles; threats of cooperative agreements;
constant expectation of accomplishing more with fewer funds; the
need to expand missions, which occurs very naturally and under-
standably but then that comes at the expense of present missions;
the constraints that will force us into situations of setting up mini-
centers that are really substantial deviations from the notion of
the original center notion.

So, we get through a poverty bind that produces several very un-
desirable kinds of circumstances. And I would like to talk then
briefly about the implications of some of these things for our future
needs as we think about future directions.

One is the climate setting. We end up with a very negative cli-
mate, often, with respect to educational research. Educational re-
search gets caught in the midst of bipartisan political battles, bat-
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ties between whatever administration is in the White House and
the Congress. And yet throughout, in spite of that, we usually
share substantial concerns for the directions for improvement of
our educational system and a number of critical educational prob-
lems which we have great agreement about need and attention.

So, we need to establish a kind of climate in which we can ad-
dress together the particular problems on which we have wide-
spread agreement, and instead of holding this research enterprise
hostage to our fate. We need long-term directions because we need
the kind of stability that the people in the last panel mentioned, in
educational research.

We need a variety of kind of mechanisms to help to separate at
least to some extent the research process from the political process
and the political issues that are very natural to get involved in in
the educational research enterprise. Some of those we have often
very active in in the AERA in the competitive objective measures
for the awardcompetitive award of funding. And there are others
that might be considered as well.

A major concern, probably the most dominant one in your con-
siderations, I hope will be with the whole structure of a support
system for the strengthening and support of educational research. I
think this has at least three components that I would like to men-
tion.

One is the training system I mentioned. I think we totally ne-
glected who's coming along to be our next generation of education-
al researchers, and we have some serious problems there because
we have not only had a period of declining Federal resources that
indirectly support funding in a number of ways, but we have had
universities in a period of other kinds of financial binds that hurt
that same system.

A second part of this structure has been mentioned by several
people, and that is a diversified support, support for a diversified
research base. I have mentioned our existing support of labs and
centers, and its decrease and the problems that that causes.

In addition, what we have come to, though, with the notion of,
for example, centers being our primary research mechanism is we
are naw asking them to play a role that they were not intended to
play originally and are not adequate to be our total way to direct
attention at a single problem area. We need other kinds of funding
for the kinds of problem areas that we now have centers for.

Centers do not encompass all the talent in this country or all the
opportunities from which we can learn about the problems, and we
need to supplement centers with other forms of programmatic
funding with competitive granting to supplement the center-type
activity.

We, AERA, has often talked about the importance of field-initiat-
ed research. I think we have often talked about it to mean the pro-
grammatic research that I have just referred to as well as leaving
funds for which scholars can submit proposals for developing areas,
areas that we can begin to support the study of before they reach
the level of being such substantial problems that we need to make
a center to level focus to address them.

And right now, there is a real paucity of support in this country
for the creative idea, the notion that doesn't quite fit with our
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present fairly narrow priorities, and we need more attention in
that area.

Perhaps we need to consider as well the notion of research fund-
ing tied to other program areas of Federal funding in research. I
fear that in many areas we don't support a research endeavor to
examine what we're doing in a number of regular Federal pro-
grams.

Then, a third piece of the structure that was related to what Mr.
Ambach just mentioned is the need to tie together research and
practice. We cannot afford a research community ignorant of prac-
tical problems any more than we can afford a practitioner commu-
nity ignorant of the findings of research, and there is much more
to be done in that particular area.

Let me just mention one final area of needed direction, and I
think that's in the staff development in the Education Department.
We are very concerned that OERI staff, for example, cannot make
site visits to the centers and labs with which they are working.
They can't often attend substantive conferences.

There seems to be a real paucity of opportunity for that staff to
even stay up to date in their fields. And that is a terrible handicap,
I think, to the whole research enterprise, and activities that are
commonplace in other Federal agencies seem to not be funded ade-
quately in OERI, another implication of our poverty bind that we
must overcome.

The theme of AERA's 1989 annual meeting is the interdepend-
ence of research and practice. It's an important theme emphasizing
how good research and good practice go hand in hand, and we need
much more good research.

I assure you that AERA stands ready to work with this commit-
tee in fulfilling its mandate to provide more and better research to
help the Nation achieve the potential of its educational system.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Nancy S. Cole follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF NANCY S. COLE

*1 the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION

APRIL 21, 1988

Good morning. My name is Nancy S. Cole. I am Dean of the
College of Education at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign and President of the American Educational Research
Association (AERA). AERA, founded in 1917, is an organization of
14.000 members dedicated to improving education through research.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to address the important
issues raised by this Subcommittee. In particular, I share your
desire to see educational research and development become a vital
endeavor, as noted in your letter of invitation to testify here. AERA
believes that, with a concentrated joint effort by the Congress, the
administration, and the education research and practitioner
communitites, educational research can make substantial
contributions to the continuing improvement of educational practice.

What is Wrong?

What is wrong with the way the federal government is meeting
its responsibility for educational research? Two things. First, there
are simply not enough resources being devoted to educational
research, and we have been steadily losing ground over a number of
years. Second, we have not developed together a sufficiently clear
vision of what we should be seeking to accomplish or how to get
there. AiRA views these oversight hearings as critical to setting the
federal research enterprise on a more productive path. Let me
briefly review the shortcomings of our present research effort.

Too Few Funds

Our expenditure on educational research is totally inadequate.
Compared with other federal agencies, the research and development
activities in education are pitifully small. Education research is
provided less than the research funds provided in either Commerce
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or Transportation. Funding for research represents less than one-
half of one percent of the federal expenditure for education. This is
of special concern since the federal government is the primary
source of funding for such research as there is no education industry
investing in educational research as we find in other areas. Not only
are we not producing enough research, but the recent GAO study
documents the decline of research support provided by the Education
Department over a number of years.

Too Narrow a Research Base

Our funded research base is too narrow. As Dr. Finn and others
have noted, federal research dollars are almost totally consumed by
the existing regional labs and centers. Although the existing
activities are important they are grossly insufficient as "the" federal
investment. Further, the $500,000 presently avialable for field-
initiated research (or the one million dollars requested by the
Department) is grossly inadequate. In addition to the center funding,
we need major resources directed to at least two additional areas.
This funding should go in part to targeted problem areas (but outside
the centers) for which the best scholars in the nation can compete
with diverse approaches and directions. We also need some funds
no' tied to preset problem areas so that new areas, novel approaches,
-.ad emerging problems can be addressed. The limitation of funding
to several centers at a few institutions provides far too narrow a
base.

There are other implications of the narrow research base.
Researchers require sub5antial, in-depth study and training. The
number of strudents getting strong training is almost surely
decreasing as university funds for graduate student support and
federal research dollars decrease simultaneously. We are failing to
build our next generation of researchers. Yet we have few areas of
training support for researchers through federal programs. The
narrow agenda results in the best support for research training in
narrow areas at a few institutions. A special case of this issue is our
failure to attract minority scholars to educational research; there are
insufficient opportunites for them (or anyone else) to be attracted to
educational research at present.
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sups or the "Poverty Bind"

The "poverty bind" that education research is in creates a
number of unique and troublesome problems. One is that the
agencies funded by the Department are constantly beleaguered by
evaluations and by real and threatened funding reductions. It is, in
the words of on Center director, "as though the Department is always
wishing it had given the money to anotlr,r program." We must seek
adequate accountability but at the same time create a supportive
environment that present monitoring pr cedures, threatened funding
cuts, and switches to cooperative agreements do not provide.

The "poverty bind" also shows as we shift and broadcn
missions. We naturally try to cover as many problems as possible.
However, the adequacy of resources to attack problems by these
expanded missions when not accompanied by an expansion of
resources must be questioned. We end up spreading our pitifully
small resources too thinly to reasonably expect an impact. (TI:e
present move to "mini-centers" is a case in point. Another is the
considerable reduction in funding for existing centers over the past
decad:;.) In addition, when the administration has a particular
interest, there is no way for it to be pursued without intruding upon
the rest of the small, on-going enterprise.

Where Should We Be Moving?

These negative observations suggest the magnitude of our
problems, but it is time to turn to positive directions. This
Subcommittee secms uniquely situated to take the leadership in
working toward a more productive research environment. Here are
some things that we encourage you to examine closely in your
deliberations.

Climate Change

First, the Select Subcommittee can provide leadership in
creating a climate that will make it possible to substantially increase
funding to educational research. It can do so (I) by establishing
mechanisms for setting priorities and realistic funding targets for
those priorities, (2) by marshalling bipartisan support for these
directions, and (3) by ensuring that objective procedures for the
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award of grants and contracts are followed. We must put behind us
the controversy and conflict of the past and work together to create a
positive climate for research in education that will provide stability
of directions and procedures, recognizing that the potential for
educational improvement will be severely limited if we do not invest
in the future through educational research.

Building a Research Structure

Production of good and useful educational research requires a
structure .nat has not yet been carefully and systematically built.
Such a structure must include a strong training system, an adequate
system of research funding, and a constructive link of researchers
with practitioners who know educational problems first time. The
needed training system must include the capability for excellent
training as well as the capability to attract outstanding students as
trainees. I see this as a period in which the nation's research
universities are recognizing anew their role in this training system
and are reinvesting in capable faculty with outstanding research
training skills. A federal role in support for training in this critical
area could, at this time, be especially valuable. We cannot assume
good educational research will come automatically. In fact, it will
start With the training of good researchers.

The structure for research funding must have a built-in
diversity to encourage creativity and new approaches. For example,
the present concentration on of funding is on regional labs and
centers with a trivially small portion for field-initiated research. The
labs are primarily involved with service activities, not research,
leaving the centers as the primary mechanism for research funding.
The funding of research through centers has distinct advantages as
well as some disadvantages. On the positive side, it allows several
major, established problem areas to be identified and to consolidate
and focus resources on those areas. How.,er, even for these
problem areas there needs to be diverse funding options in addition
to centers. It is important that multiple approaches be pursued and
capable researchers not on the staff of existing Centers be funded.
The centers were never conceived as the sole approach to a problem
area and yet, with funding trends of recent years, they have come to
be precisely that. As noted earlier, we need program/project
funding in forms other than centers. In addition, we must have
funding to help us explore the developing areas in advance of their
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becoming such substantial problems that a center is warranted. We
probably should consider as well other approaches to major problem
areas than the present lab, center, field-initiated, or program modes
already discussed. Perhaps a very small number of major,
overriding problems might be targeted (e.g., urban schools or
children at risk for school failure) for attention that might include all
four modes plus others as well.

Finally, the needed structure requires close ties between
practicing educators and researchers. Many positive efforts are
being made in this direction and they should be encouraged. Both
the practitioners (teachers, administrators, etc.) and the researchers
have important and mutually supportive roles to play in setting a
positive climate for education, in setting agendas and directions, and
in working collaboratively toward improved approaches. We cannot
afford a research community ignorant of practical problems any
more than we can afford a practitioner community ignorant of the
findings of research.

Assisting Staff Development

With decreasing resources, one trend of considerable concern is
the insufficient funding for OERI staff to pursue what, in other
federal agencies, are normal and appropriate staff activities. If staff
do not have opportunities to make site visits, to attend substantive
conferences, and to grow and stay up-to-date on their jobs, the whole
research enterprise is harmed. We need the best possible staff in
OERI. To recruit and keep good staff, opportunities for growth and
development must be made available. Attention to the use of
resources internal to the Department is another role this Committee
can play.

Concluding Remarks

The theme of AERA's 1989 Annual Meeting is "The
Interdependence of Research and Practice." It is an Important theme
suggesting that good research and good practice go hand in hand. We
need more good research. I can assure you that AERA stands ready
to work with the Select Subcommittee in fulfilling its mandate to
provide more and better research to help this Nation achieve the
potential of its educational system.
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Ms. Judi Conrad.

STATEMENT OF JUDI CONRAD, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, ERIC
CLE1RINGIIOUSE ON HANDICAPPED AND GIFTED CHILDREN,
AND CHAIR, COUNCIL OF ERIC DIRECTORS [COED]

Ms. CONRAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Judi Conrad. I am
the associate director for the ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped
and Gifted Children. I am chair of the Council of ERIC Directors.
ERIC is very pleased to be here today.

Mr. OWENS. Would you be a little more comfortable if the mike
was pulled a little closer?

Ms. CONRAD. You can't hear?
Mr. OWENS. You seemed to be straining.
M. CONRAD. Oh. ERIC is very pleased to have the opportunity to

participate in these hearings today. ERIC is committed to the
premise that educational research and development is essential to
the future of the Nation. As the preeminent education information
system in this country, ERIC both contributes to and depends upon
R&D information.

We can attest to the fact that reductions in Federally funded
R&D dramatically affect our ability to provide adequate informa-
tion to the information user.

The following basic principles reflect the larger issues that
should influence the future of the research and development and
dissemination agencies in this Nation:

One, the security and economic stability of our country are tied
to our ability to understand the problems of change both at home
and within the international arena.

Two, the ability to understand and deal with change is largely
dependent upon the quality of our educational system.

Three, the quality of our educational system is directly tied to
rigorous and regular assessment of educational theory and prac-
tice.

Four, the fact of the impact of well-researched educational
theory and practice is tied to the emphasis placed upon the dis-
semination of this information.

And finally, the ability to effectively translate and disseminate
educational information is dependent upon the degree to which we
help our legislators understand the awesome responsibility of edu-
cation and educational accountability as revealed by the research
and development effort.

Educational research and development efforts ntubt be conceived
within the context of the interdependent nature of the research,
development, and dissemination triad because the impact of R&D
knowledge is dependent upon how effectively that knowledge h, de-
livered to educational practitioners and policymakers.

Current funding mechanisms tend to fragment rather thaa co-
ordinate RD&D acti.ities. Today, we have a huge conglomeration
of educational entities concerned with the research, development,
and dissemination of educational information. In addition to the
OERI-funded regional education laboratories, national research
centers, national diffusion network, and ERIC, there are myriad
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other similar organizations. For example, there are clearinghouses
which are not a part of the ERIC system, research centers which
are not a part of the national research center system, and develop-
ment and demonstration efforts which belong neither to the region-
al laboratory system nor to the NDN.

Research, development, and dissemination are going on in State
education agencies, in intermediary education units, and in local
education "agencies throughout the country. We have thousands of
independent researchers operating out of our institutions of higher
ed, and there are hundreds of professional organizations that also
produce and disseminate information.

Additionally, educational R&D is going on in the private sector,
within the military complex, and even within classrooms through-
out the country. Fragmentation of the R&D effort seriously under -
mines usage of educational information.

An example of the magnitude of the fragmentation problem can
be illustrated by recent experience of the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Handicapped arid Gifted Children. In an effort to respond to
OERI's mandate to establish ERIC partners and develop collabora-
tive relationships, the Clearinghouse established a task force as a
subset of its national advisory board, charged with working to-
wards development of a national information system, which is also
an OERI mandate.

This task force is comprised of four other Federally funded
projects within the special education arena, which for the most
part also call themselves clearinghouses. While all are Federally
funded, none are funded by OERI. Though they are all familiar
with the generic difficulty of gathering, repackaging, and dissemi-
nating special education information, to some extent all of these
four projects currently produce similar, if not duplicative, informa-
tion products.

One of the objectives of the task force then is to identify those
products which are duplicative, determine which products best
serve our users' needs, and then use those products rather than
any other for dissemination.

We know, for example, that three of these projects produce fact-
sheets on various disabilities that are quite similar to the ERIC
Digest. If the ERIC Clearinghouse finds a perfectly acceptable piece
on dyslexia, for example, has already been produced, chances are
that piece will probably be adapted to the ERIC Digest format and
the Clearinghouse will put its resources into another area.

A second objective of this task force is to identify information
gaps and to determine collectively which of the projects should o:
could best address that gap Additionally, the task force plans to
put together information packages tl. at include information on all
five projects with sample products included fro:n each.

The ERIC system, the ERIC experience, is really a microcosm of
the larger R&D problem. The 16 clearinghouse and supporting
units which comprise the ERIC system are extremely diverse. ERIC
contends with problems of turfdom, overlap, and communication
comparable to those that plague the players in the larger R&D
ccmplex.

Because the system ha, a common goal, is computer-based, and
contributes to the development of a common product, it has had to
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devise a set of rules and regulations to which all components could
subscribe. While each of the 16 clearinghouses provide services for
very different educational constituencies, the process by which that
information is delivered is highly regulated, since all ERIC data
must conform to the demands of computer technology.

however, it is the commonality of clearinghouse functions which
best bonds these potentially very independent clearinghouses. Each
clearinghouse performs three major functions which are inextrica-
bly interrelated and which feed upon and support one another.
These functions are: data base building, user services, and informa-
tion analysis. The data base building function is dependent upon
the acquisition of document and journal literature. The informa-
tion analysis function is dependent upon the degree to which the
data base is adequately supplied. And the user services function is
dependent upon the quality of the information analysis function
and the degree to which our synthesis products entice use of the
data base and stimulate development of new information.

Each clearinghouse within the ERIC system understands and
subscribes to the importance of interdependence, both within clear-
inghouse functions and the ERIC system as a whole. Just as the
ERIC functions are interrelated, so are those of RD&D. Research
feeds development and both feed dissemination. The relationship is
naturally interdependent.

Virtually all the components for a national education informa-
tion system are already in pia, a. Collectively, the national research
centers, the regional laboratories, and ERIC constitute the frame-
work for a national RD&D system. If properly orchestrated, all the
other educational research, development, and dissemination efforts
going on in Federal, State, local, and private sectors could feed into
this triad, which would then constitute a national information
system.

What is missing is the policy to guide development of such a
system. We need a national research information policy that de-
fines respective roles, coordinates activities, and encourages cooper-
ative ventures. But such a policy would have to be supported. Im-
plementation would have to be effected through a coordinating
entity charged with responsibility for tracking the national RD&D
efforts, analyzing the impacts of those efforts, communicating with
all system participants, and otherwise promoting educational re-
search, development, and dissemination as vital to the national
welfare.

I have a list of specific recommendations which is included in the
testimony. I heard the bell. If you do not wish me to go through
these, I will be happy to not.

(The prepared statement of Judi Conrad follows:)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Educational research and development efforts must be conceived
within the context of the interdependent nature of the research,
development and dissemination triad, because the impact of R&D
knowledge is dependent upon how effectively that knowledge is

delivered to educational practitioners and policymakers.

Current funding mechanisms tend to fragment rather than
coordinate RD&D activities. Today we have a huge conglomeration
of educational entities concerned with the research, development,

and dissemination of educational Information. In addition to the

OERI-funded regional education laboratories, national research

centers, National Diffusion Network (NDN), and ERIC, there are
myriad other similar organizations; for example, there are
clearinghcuses which are not a part of the ERIC system, research

centers which are not part of the national research center
system, and development and demonstration efforts which belong
neither to the regional laboratory system nor to the NDN.
Research, development, and dissemination are going on in state

education agenies (SEAs), in intermediary education units (IEUs),

and in local education agencies (LEAs) throughout the country. We

have thousands of independent researchers operating out of our
institutions of higher education, and there are hundreds of

professional education associations that also produce and
disseminate information. Additionally, educational R&D is going

on in the private sector, within the military complex, and even

within classrooms throughout the country.

Fragmentation of the RD&D efforts seriously undermines usage of
educational information. An example of the magnitude of the

fragmentation problem can be illustrated by recent experience of
the ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children. In an

effort to respond to OERI's mandate to establish "ERIC Partners"

and develop collaborative relationships, the clearinghouse
established a task force (as a subset of its National Advisory

Board) charged with working toward development of "a national
information system." This task force is comprised of four other
federally funded projects within the special education arena
(which for the most part also call themselves "clearinghouses").
While all are federally funded, none are funded by GERI, though

they are all familiar with the generic difficulty of gathering,
repackaging, and disseminating special educat.on information. To

some extent, all of these four projects currently produce similar
if not duplicative information products. One of the objectives of

the task force, then, is to identify those products which are
duplicative, determine which products best serve our users needs

and then use those products rather than any others for
dissemination. We know, for example that three of these projects

produce fact sheets on various disabilities that are similar to

ERIC Digests. If the ERIC clearinghouse finds that a perfectly
acceptable piece on dyslexia has already been produced, chances

1
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are that piece will probably be adapted to the ERIC Digest format
and the clearinghouse will put its resources into another area. A
second objective of this task force is to identify information
gaps and to determine collectively which of the projects
should/could best address that gap. Additionally, the task force
plans to put together information packages that include
information on all five projects, with sample products from each.

The ERIC experience is a microcosm of the larger RD&D problem.
The sixteen clearinghouses and supporting units which comprise
the ERIC system are extremely diverse. ERIC contends with
problems of turfdom, overlap, and communication comparable to
those that plague the players in the larger RD&D complex. Because
the system has a common goal, is computer based, and contributes
to development of a common product, it has had to devipe a set of
rules and regulations to which all components could subscribe.
While each of the 16 clearinghouses provides services for very
different educational constituencies, the process by which that
information is delivered is highly regulated since all ERIC data
must conform to the demands of computer technology. However, it
is the commonality of clearinghouse functions which best bonds
these potentially very independent clearinghouses. Each
clearinghouse performs three major functions which are
inextricably interrelated and which feed upon and support one
another. These functions are database building, user services,
and information analysis. The database building function is
dependent upon the acqgasition of document and journal
literature; the information analysis function is dependent upon
the degree to which the database is adequately supplied; and the
user services function is dependent upon the quality of the
information analysis function and the degree to which our
synthesis products entice use of the database and stimulate
development of new information. Each clearinghouse within the
ERIC system understands and subscribes to the importance of
interdependence both within clearinghouse functions and the ERIC
system as a whole.

Just as the ERIC functions are interrelated so are those of RD&D.
Research feeds development and both feed dissemination. The
relationship is naturally interdependent. Virtually all the
components for a national education information system are
already in place. Collectively, the national research centers,
the regional laboratories and ERIC constitute the framework for
a national RD&D system. If properly orchestrated, all the other
educational research, development, and dissemination efforts
going on in the Federal, state, local, and private sectors couldfeed into this triad which would then constitute a national
information system.

What is missing is the policy to guide development of such a
system. We need a national education information policy that
defines respective roles, coordinates activities, and encourages
cooperative ventures.

2
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But such a policy would have to be supported. Implementation
would have to be effected through a coordinating entity charged
with responsibility for tracking the national RD&D efforts,
analyzing the impact of those efforts, communicating with all
system participants, and otherwise promoting educational
research, development, and dissemination as vital to the nation

welfare.

Specifically, the following is recommended:

1. The Department of Education needs to establish a
National Education Information Dissemination Policy.

2. That policy should be directed at development of a
National Education Information Dissemination System.

3. That system should capitalize upon the naturally
interdependent relationship of the research,
development, and dissemination triad.

4. The RD &D triad should be supported by a
quasi-independent agency charged with the following
responsibilities:

Coordination.

development of an RD&D project-tracking
database

development of a product-and-service
tracking database

development of research-results-tracking
database

development of a needs-sensing mechanism
designed to gather data from information
queries

development of a mechanism whereby the
schedules of all RD&D projects and
personnel are available at a central
location

development of a mechanism for equitably
placing major players in the RD&D arena
on each other's advisory boards

development of a national RD&D Advisory
Board to serve the National Research,
Development, and Dissemination System

3
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OERI Lab/Center Oversight Hearing

Judi Conrad, Associate Director,
ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children,

Chair, Council of ERIC Directors
April 21, 1988

The ERIC system considers it both an honor and a considerable
responsibility to participate in the Congressionally sponsored
oversight hearings on the regional laboratories and the national
research centers funded by the Department of Education through
the Office of Educational Research and Improvement.

The following comments and recommendations are presented on
behalf of the ERIC system. Because ERIC can offer the
institutional history of some 21 years of experience as the
conduit through which the results of educational R&D passes, I
think it is appropriate and important that ERIC is represented
here. However, I will be addressing the triad of research,
development, and dissemination, since I think that R&D efforts
are rendered impotent without adequate discemination.

IC is committed to the premise that educational research and
.evelopment is essential to the future of the nation. As the
preeminent education information system in this country, ERIC
both contributes to and depends upon R&D information. We can
attest to the fact that reductions in federally funded R&D
dramatically affect our ability to provide adequate information
to the information user.

The following basic principles reflect the larger issues that
should influence the future of the research, development, and
dissemination agencies in this country:

the security and economic stability of our country are
tied to our ability to understand the problems of
change both at home and within the international arena;

. the ability to understand and deal with change is
largely dependent upon the quality of our educational
system;

the quality of our educational system is directly tied
to rigorous and regular assessment of educational
theory and practice;

the impact of well researched educational theory and
practice is tied to the emphasis placed upon the
dissemination of this information; and

1
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the ability to effect'vely translate and disseminate
educational information is dependent upon the degree to
which we help our legislators understand the awesome
responsibility of education and educational
accountability as revealed by the research and
development effort.

It is within the context of these principles that we would like
to suggest that the problem of our educational research,
development, and dissemination agencies stems from a fragmented
approach to the educational problems in America. This
fragmentation promotes lack of communication among the major
players which, in turn, defeats cooperation and collaboration and
ultimately the efficient utilization of limited resources. It is
our intent to suggest by way of examples drawn from the ERIC
experience how we might begin to develop a model that would bring
us out of the mode of individual survival and into a posture of

strength and influence. We are convinced that the reason the
agencies of research, development, and dissemination continue to
operate in a survival mode is because the Federal Government has
not coordinated our efforts. We have not communicated regularly
with the Department of Education nor with one another and we
have, therefore, failed to engage in cooperative efforts. Thus,
the three issues we will address are:

(1) Coordination

(2) Communication

(3) Cooperation

THE COORDINATION PROBLEM Many factors militate against
coordination of the research, development, and dissemination
enterprise, but a principal factor is the fragmented way in which
our policymakers create the funding mechanisms that support
educational RD&D. That is to say, many projects are created and
funded without taking into consideration those efforts that
already exist, without building upon well-established agencies
and organizations such as the labs, centers, and ERIC.

Today we have a huge conglomeration of educational entities
concerned with the research, development, and dissemination of
educational information. Besides the OERI-funded labs, centers,
National Diffusion Network (NDN), and ERIC, there are myriad
other similar organizations; for example, there are
clearinghouses which are not a part of the ERIC system, research
centers which are not part of the national research center
system, and development and demonstration efforts which belong
neither to the regional laboratory system nor to the NDN.
Research, development, and dissemination are going on in state
education agenies (SEAs), at intermediary education units (IEUs),
and within local education agencies (LEAs) throughout the
country. We have thousands of independent researchers operating
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out of our institutions of higher education, and there are
hundreds of professional education associations that also produce
and disseminate information. Additionally, educational R&D is
going on in the private sector, within the military complex, and
even within classrooms throughout the country.

The problem is that all of these information providers and
producers operate more or less independently. Consequently,
information does not systematically flow from information
producer through the information disseminator to the information
user. Given the fragmentation of the R&D community, the ERIC
system has had remarkable success in acquiring educational
information, but we are, perhaps, more sensitive than most to the
fact that there is a vast amount of educational information that
continues to go uncaptured. ERIC is a relatigely small program
and is not adequately funded to reach all the Lzfrmation
producers in this country, nor is it funded to reach the vast
numbers of potential education information users. Better
coordination at the federal level would greatly enhance our
ability to capture and deliver relevant information.

Despite this fragmented state of affairs, the ERIC database
manages to acquire enough information to make it the single most
used education information resource in the country, and,
perhaps,the world. The fact that ERIC is widely used suggests
that the government ought to capitalize upon this resource and
focus development and expansion on such proven entities.

Duplicative Products

An example of the magnitude of the fragmentation problem can be
illustrated by recent experience of the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Handicapped and Gifted Children. In an effort to respond to
OERI's mandate to establish "ERIC Partners" and develop
collaborative relationships, this clearinghouse established a
task force (as a subset of its National Advisory Board) charged
with working toward development of "a national information
system." This task force is comprised of four other federally
funded projects within the special education arena (which for the
most part also call themselves "clearinghouses"). While all are
federally funded, none are funded by OERI, though they are all
familiar with the generic difficulty of gathering, repackaging,
and disseminating special education information. To some extent,
all of these four projects currently produce similar if not
duplicative information products. One of the objectives of the
task force, then, is to identify those products which are
duplicative, determine which is best, and then use that product
rather than any other for dissemination. We know, for example
that three of these projects produce fact sheets on various
disabilities that are similar to ERIC Digests. If a clearinghouse
finds that a perfectly acceptable piece on dyslexia has already
been produced, chances are that piece will probably be adapted to
the ERIC Digest format and the clearinghouse will put ita
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resources into another area. A second objective of this task
force is to identify information gaps and to determine
collectively which of the projects should/could best address that
gap. Additionally, the task force plans to put together
information packages that include information on all five
projects, with sample products from each.

While OERI is to be commended for promoting the "ERIC Partners"
concept, the point is, there are all these "clearinghouses"
working in the field of special education and there is no
coordinating structure at the federal level which really
facilitates systematic interaction. Moreover, the roles of these
organizations inevitably overlap which is confusing both to the
agencies themselves and to the information user.

Costs

Finally, it should be noted that this kind of field based
coordination is costly. It takes considerable time and effort to
interact at the operational level, which is precisely where that
interaction must take place if it is to be successful, and ERIC
does not believe it has been adequately funded to invest the kind
of time this effort demands. Moreover, we believe that the
increased emphasis on outreach will inevitably generate more and
more information users which we will serve less and less
adequately if the funding situation does not improve. In the
words of one of our directors, "We have been set up for failure."

Fragmentation

The degree to which our RD&D efforts are fragmented is related to
the degree to which the bureaucracy is fragmented. That is, the
Department of Education funds projects and even systems without
adequate regard to the way in which they could or should
interact. As a result, we have a regional laboratory system
controlled by various mandates that have not been successfully
coordinated with other government-funded systems. The lack of
coordination promotes competition, because no one really
understands how one system or one project can or should support
another. Further compounding the problem is the fact that the
respective roles of the major players in this arena are not
carefully delineated so there is a great deal of functional
overlap. While there has been some attempt at role delineation by
specifying the population to be served (as in regional
laboratories and national research centers), the functions of our
various information producing and disseminating mechanisms are
blurred at best. A lab, for example, both produces and
disseminates information and often extends its purview beyond the
region it ostensibly serves, while an ERIC clearinghouse located
on a university campus may also provide any number of regional
services (e.g., local workshops, computer search services, etc.)
and may draw heavily upon regional resources.

4
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Focal Point

The Federal Government can and should better orchestrate the
entire research, development, and dissemination system. Because
the Department of Education is the principal funding agency for
the U.S. educational R&D efforts, it is incumbent upon the
Department to steamline the process by logically structuring both
its own offices and the projects it supports. Dissemination
should be that focal point for creating such a structure, since
the dissemination function is the natural point of convergence
for the information producer, developer, and user. At a minimum,
the Department could facilitate a dissemination forum wherein we
collectively address our respective roles in the dissemination
function. If, however, these hearings were to result in a
concerted effort to clarify the respective roles of the research,
development, and dissemination agencies and to allocate funds
accordingly, we would have taken a giant step forward on behalf
of education.

THE COMMUNICATION PROBLEM

Lack of coordination of the RD&D components results in a lack of
communication. The communication problems with which we are faced
are multifaceted and pervasive.

It is ironic that we find ourselves living in an era of
communication technology increasingly sophisticated at the same
time that our communication problems dust seem to multiply.. But,
because we each operate out of our own specialized areas, we are
necessarily connected to very specialized electronic networks,
and there is no standard electronic communication vehicle to
which all of the RD&D community subscribes. At the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children, for example,
we subscribe to SpecialNet. We do not subscribe to the Source/
Edline, nor do we subscribe to any other electronic network.

One aspect of the communication problem stems from wholesale
acceptance of the superiority of the hard sciences and their
adherence to the concept of specialization. The specialization of
education has led to rampant compartmentalization, and
compartmentalization has fostered myriad special interests groups
which often end up working against each other "on behalf of
education."

Consequently, we tend to talk about the "foreign language
community" as if it existed independent of the "reading
community" and the "research community" as if it existed
independent of the "dissemination community." Consequently,
researchers do not, by and large, naturally communicate with
disseminators and vice versa.

5
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The educational bureacracy is plagued with the same phenomenon
insofar as project officers communicate more with their projects
than they do with each other, and offices within the Department
of Education tend to operate in isolation from one another. The
fact that most ERIC Clearinghouses have not been called upon by
other offices within the Department of Education for progammatic
support suggests that the Department is unaware of the resources
ERIC could provide. The Office of Special Education Projects is
exemplary in its use of an ERIC clearinghouse to abstract and
index funded research proposals and create and disseminate
research syntheses. Surely there must be other opportunities for
cooperation between OERI clearinghouses and other Department
projects (e.g., bilingual education, vocational education, etc.).

We all spend a fair amount of energy categorizing ourselves and
others into discrete identities from which we can generate
statistics that can be used to capture dollars for our programs.
But in our fervor to garner support for one target, we inevitably
end up robbing another, and the end result is that education
loses.

The ERIC example that comes to mind is creation of "Access ERIC,"
a new coordinating and marketing contract that is scheduled to
come into existence later this year. While the ERIC system wants
and needs such a component, it is coming at the same point in
time when clearinghouse budgets are no strapped that many
clearinghouses are having to cut back long established user
services.

The point is, many factors impede the communication process, but
there are equally compelling reasons for overcoming some of these
impediments. The most obvious is the responsibility we have to
provide the country with the best educational information we
have. This simply cannot be accomplished when the major
information producing, developing, and disseminating agencies arc
not systematically communicating with one another.

A second and, perhaps, even more compelling reason is that we
will inevitably be better informed, and the better informed we
are, the more effective we will be at communicating the
educational needs of the country to the policy making bodies
which determine the breadth and depth of RD &D support. Put
another way, the more we understand about the intricacies of the
RD&D enterprise, the better able we will be to help our
legislators understand the need to think about education from a
more wholistic perspective. Otherwise, we will continue to
operate within a survival mode because we have not effectively
marketed our respective and collective strengths to the
policymakers. The old adage "United we stand, divided we fall"
obtains.

Finally, effective communication among the RD&D players in the
field should enhance the ability of the Department of Education
to establish research-based priorities and make more responsible
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funding decisions. That is to say, if we can collectively
determine our respective strengths and weaknesses and come to
some minimal agreement as to who should be doing what, we all
stand to gain, because each component could focus on what it does
best.

One of the problems we have encountered in the ERIC system is
that the information we can provide is nothing more nor less than
what has been created. Sometimes there is not a one-for-one match
between the information requested and the information produced.
For example, we frequently find that the information sought by
our clients is just not available or if it is, we do not know
about it.

Collectively, we probably already have an excellent needs-sensing
mechanism, but we do not systematic...ly share information. The
Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children, for example,
keeps elaborate statistics on the information requests which
address one or more of some 20 disabilities.

The point is, the research, development, and dissemination
agencies in this country can and should inform the policymakers,
and they can best inform those policymakers when they,
themselves, share information and when they collectively promote
the information they have in hand. The more our policymakers
understand about the intricacies of the education enterprise, the
more inclined they will be to legislate the dollars needed to
support the research, development, and dissemination triad.
Therefore, it is in our vested interest to communicate among
ourselves.

COOPERATION

Cooperation is the end result of coordination and communication.
Cooperation implies collaborative and mutually beneficial
activities. But, cooperation rarely manifests itself without some
kind of structural impetus.

The degree to which individuals and organizations can cooperate
is probably measured by the degree to which each entity derives
equal benefits. In the ERIC system, we know that if any one
clearinghouse fails to abide by the rules which guide the
selection of subject index terms, the entire system suffers;
index terms determine access and retrieval; access influences
usage, and usage influences future information acquisitions,
which, in turn, feed the database. Consequently, we all subscribe
to the same basic indexing rules. It is that simple. But, ERIC is
guided by systemwide rules and regulations which "help" its many
components to cooperate with one another.

7
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Interdependence

The definition of a system is "a group of units so combined as to
form a whole and work in unison." Such a definition presupposes
a common goal, and for ERIC that goal is information acquisition
and access. ERIC is in many ways a microcosm of the larger RD&D
problem. The sixteen clearinghouses and supporting units which
comprise 'lc ERIC system are extremely diverse. ERIC is as
plagued with turfdom, overlap, and communication prohlems as any
of the players in the larger RD&D complex. Because the system has
a common goal, is computer based, and contributes to development
of a common product, it has had to devise a set of rules and
regulations to which all components could subscribe. While each
of the 16 clearinghouses provides services for very different
educational constituencies, the process by which that information
is delivered is highly regulated since all ERIC data must conform
to the demands of computer technology. However, it is the
commonality of clearinghouse functions which best bonds these
potentially very independent clearinghouses. Each clearinghouse
performs three msJor function- which arc inextricably
interrelated and which feed upon and support one another. These
functions are database building, user services, and information
analysis. The database building function is dependent upon the
acquisition of document and journal literature; the information
analysis function is dependent upon the degree to which the
database in adequately supplied; and the user services function
is dependent upon the quality of the information analysis
function and the degree to which our synthesis products entice
use of the database and stimulate development of new information.
Each clearinghouse within the ERIC system understands and
subscribes to the importance of interdependence both within
clearinghouse functions and the ERIC system as a whole.

Cooperation within the ERIC system is highly structured, but it
works. By way of extension, then, we would like to suggest that
the agencies of RUB consider development of a structure that
would facilitate comparable interdependence, comparable
coordination, communication, and cooperation, because we do not
believe that it will happen without benefit of a structured
framework.

If we think of the educational information enterprise as
comprised of information producers, information developers, and
information disseminators which exist across a wide variety of
organizations, groups, and individuals functioning within the
private, federal, state, or local sectors, and which converge in
the common goal of serving the information user, the
interdependence is obvious. The information or knowledge producer
is inextricably tied to information gathered about the needs of
information users, and the information developer is largely
dependent upon feedback from the information user. The
information disseminator is absolutely dependent upon the
information producer.

8
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Structure

To move from the conceptual framework of interdependence to an
operational reality requires a structure that will facilitate
coordination, communication, and ultimately cooperation. And,
cooperation cannot take place in any meaningful way unless and
until there is understanding at the operational level of what it
is that any given organization or group is attempting to do.
In ERIC we make that happen by creating a directory which clearly
delinca' 's the responsibilities of the staff of the entire
system, so that if a cataloger, for example, has a problem, there
arc 15 other catalogers with whom he/she may consult. We also
have a long established history of providing annual technical and
directors meetings wherein systemwide problems and concerns are
discussed in open forum. Additionally, we have a technical
steering committee and an elaborately strectured vocabulary
review process.

While such an elaborate structure is probably not necessary for
the REMO components, some structure is essential. At a recent
ERIC meeting, Sharon Horn brought together representatives from
the OERI divisions which monitor the work of the labs, the
centers, and NON and announced that these representatives were
forming a task force to address the issues of cooperation and
collaboration. This is a step in the right direction. This 18 the
beginning of a much needed structure; however, we believe that
the bureaucracy cannot possibly provide such a structure by
itself.

A number of issues which have plagued the ERIC system for yearn
should help to illustrate the difficulties inherent in the
bureaucracy.

ERIC's Coverage of Literature

ERIC would like to be able to say that it provides comprehensive
coverage of the educational literature produced by this nation.
But the fact is, there is a considerable amount of literature
that escapes our acquisition efforts. The reasons for this 4re
many, varied, and complex. There is, for example, the notion that
if an organization wishes to sell a product, it should not go
into ERIC, because availability of a product through ERIC would
cut into organizational profit. We maintain that this is just rot
so. In fact, we think that availability through ERIC can and does
enhance sales for the producer, but there has never been a study
of this issue, so we have no evidence to support our supposition.
We believe this is so, because we know that reproduction of paper
copy from microfiche is often more expensive and less appealing
than purchase of the product from the originating organization.
Secondly. we know that because ERIC clearinghouses as a matter of
course, regularly monitor what products are being produced and
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regularly alert their respective constituencies to quality
materials, the ERIC system can and does promote quality
publications.

Acquisition of Federal Documents

The ERIC system is particularly concerned about its inability to
acquire federally funded documents. We know that we are not
acquiring all the lab and center publications. We become
particularly concerned when a lab or a center terminates its
contract, and years after the fact, some conscientious individual
calls up and says, we have 50 titles that are out of print; we
have no funds to print; and there is still a demand
for these products or there should be access to these products
for historial purposes. While we try to accommodate the needs as
they arise, we believe the better procedure is to get the
documents into ERIC at the outset, and we believe that putting
them into ERIC will only increase the demand.

It should be noted that "- Central ERIC staff is attempting to
rectify this situation by al ocating time and personnel to
support a new OERI policy which would mandate that project
officers on lab, center, and other OERI research and practice
projects systematically provide the ERIC system with documents
produced by the projects they monitor. However, we are concerned
that OERI has not adequately assessed the person hours involved
in making this happen, since NIE used to allocate one full-time
person solely for this job.

Revenue Generation

Finally, the ERIC syste. would like to recoup some of the monies
which the private sector makes on our products. Because we know
that we are no longer able to provide the services we once took
such pride in, we are casting about for ways to supplement the
funding we have. We have talked about recouping money for years,
and NIE and then OERI have made attempts to find a mechanism
whereby we could attach a royalty to the database, but we have
been told again and again that it would Lake an act of Congress
to make this happen, and it does not appear as if OERI can
initiate such an action. We have talked about adding commerical
literature to the listings in the ERIC database thereby making
ERIC u one-stop shop. And we have talked about the possibility of
charging the publishers a small fee for inclusion in the ERIC
database, Luc this too would probably take an act of Congress.

Yet, we know of at least one information vendor who is willing to
consider payment of a royalty fee on the database and who has
indicated comparable interest in the EDO (ERIC Digests Online)
file.

10
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Coordinating Body

The educational enterprise needs some separate but integrated
entity that is not encumbered by the restrictions placed upon the
Department of Education and its projects. Education needs an
agency which can facilitate the coordination, communication, and
cooperation necessary to put forth a united education front. And,
such an agency needs the freedom to generate the funds necessary
to identify and address the nation's educational research,
development, and dissemination problems.

The "quango" concept comes closest, perhaps, to what we have in
mind. According to the New York Times (August 24, 1987), a quango
is what the British call a "quasi-autonomous nongovernmental
organ, a private agency that works closely with government on
issues like social policy." The example cited is the Manpower
Demonstration Research Corporation, "a remarkable quango that
created the data base that convinced Republicans and Democrats
that welfare recipients are willing and capable of working."

Suffice it to say that ERIC knows from experience that it takes a
carefully crafted structure to promote and sustain cooperation;
that degree of cooperation is directly related to equitable
benefits; and that real cooperation can only take place at the
operational level.

RECOMMENDATIONS

While these remarks have been general and conceptual, the
recommendations that follow are both specific and concrete.

1. The Department of Education needs to establish a
National Education Information Dissemination Policy.

2. That policy should be directed at development of a
National Education Information Dissemination System.

3. That system should capitalize upon the naturally
interdependent relationship of the research,
development, and dissemination triad.

4. The RD&D triad -hould be supported by a
quasi-indepene- it agency charged with the following
responsibilities:

Coordination.

development of an RD&D project-tracking
database

development of a product-and-service
tracking database

11
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development of research-results-tracking
database

development of a needs-sensing mechanism
designed to gather data from information
queries

development of a mechanism whereby the
schedules of all RD&D projects and
personnel are available at a central
location

development of a mechanism for equitably
placing major players in the RD&D arena
on each other's advisory boards

development of a national RD&D Advisory
Board to serve the National Research,
Development, and Dissemination System

Communication.

development of an information dissemination
mechanism to communicate information derived
from all tracking mechanisms

selection of a standardized electronic
network to be used by all RD&D components

development of a publicity, public relations,
and marketing component to serve all RD&D
educational entities, with emphasis on
collective contributions

development of national forums whereby major
players are afforded opportunity to interact
on a regular basis

development of a national RD&D newsletter to
be disseminated both via print and online
mediums

development of a national RD&D referral
system whereby researchers, developers, and
disseminators can be referred to appropriate
iaormation sources development of a
technology task force to promote
state -of- the -art information delivery systems
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Cooperation.

development of a training component designed
to cross-train information delivery
specialists

development of a mechanism whereby the RD&D
system delivers a state of the art report to
Congress on an annual basis

. development of a research, development, and
dissemination foundation which can both
recoup and disperffie funds to the RD&D
community.

13
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Mr. OWENS. Thank you very much, Ms. Conrad.
I want to thank all of the panelists and say at the outset of the

question-and-answer period that there are obviously two levels of
concern, two levels of action necessary here. One deals with the
fact that it's like we were looking at the forest, we hope we're look-
ing at the forest in the total, comprehensive nature of the forest,
but there are a lot of rotten trees in the forest, and I would first
just like to get rid of that concern.

We would like to address SOME of these issues. We are aware of
them: the payment of peer reviewers, the failure to provide travel
money and forcing the staff to take their own annual leave to go to
conferences. Those kinds of things are indicators, however, of the
second-class status of research and development and educational
activities in general.

It's difficult to do business with the Federal Government. All en-
tities find difficulties, but I assur you the difficulty is not always
as great as some of the things you have cited.

You know, the Newport News shipyard, I assure you they don't
have any problem getting back their interest. They factor all that
in, and it's understood that the money they borrow and pay inter-
est on is going to be taken care of. And a number of other difficul-
ties, when you're dealing with other DepartmentsCommerce and
Energy and TransportationI have not noted the severity of diffi-
culties that are encountered in the programs related to education.
So, that is part of the second-class status, probably part of the low-
priority status that is assigned by OMB and it's part of what we
have to contend with.

But we are aware of these kinds of problems, and without going
into them in great detail, I want you to know that we will address
them. As I said before, we intend to issue a report on this hearing
calling for action no later than June 15, and we intend to follow up
on that by seeking the support and assistance of the full committee
by doing everything possible to implement the recommendations
that we make step by step. So that we are concerned about the
total situation. There are certain urgent problems that have to be
addressed, and we would like to begin to address those problems.

If you have any comment on this kind of problem, you are free to
make those comments, of course. But let's open with the bigger
issue, the bigger concern of the forest.

Dr. A.mbach, your statement, written statement, your oral state-
ment, was quite exemplary, and I thank you for the statement.
You made a statement about a goal of a 100 percent graduation
rate might be the tide that lifts all boats, that if we set such a goal
as a unifying factor for a national research and development effort,
it would be the cement that would be the catalyst, that it would do
what needs to be done in terms of revamping research and develop-
ment in the area of education.

I want to get a response from the rest of you. Do you think that
such a goal would lift all boats, that cognitive research into higher-
order thinking and cognitive development would be lifted at the
same time, and research on exceptional children, would that be
lifted, testing research? Would we get a better dissemination oper-
ation and process? Any comments?

Yes, Mr. Cross.
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Mr. CROSS. Mr. Chairman, my concern would be, although I
think there is a greet deal I. value to having that piece of glue to
hold things together, is that much would not be attended to if that
were a single focus.

Now, in addition, I think there could be some element of packag-
ing things that might be ,arginal to that goal to make it appear as
though it was part of that goal in the interest of trying to force
things or shape things around policy.

I think the idea of an agenda that has some overall coherence is
a good ore. I would only be concerned with having a single issue
that would drive everything, because education is not driven by
single issues. There are a lot of different issues out there.

I think one of the problems with the community has been identi-
fying a few issues to concentrate on, and I would suggest that as an
alternative: select a few, rather than a single one.

Mr. OWENS. Let's leave out higher education for the moment,
adult educationwell, not adults; we will not leave that out. Leave
out higher education for the moment. Can you indicate a single
issue that would not be driven by this goal? Certainly, early child-
hood education would be a high priority if you wanted to guarantee
that you get a 100 percent graduation rate. From what we know
about early childhood education, putting the first effort there
would certainly be a necessity if you're going to try to guarantee a
100 percent. Educational technology research? What would not be
driven by such a goal?

Yes, Dr. Fuhrman.
Ms. FUHRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I think you mentioned some of

them earlier, the questions revolving around higher-order thinking
and intensification of the entire curriculum to produce better
achievement for all might not necessarily be addressed by that
goal.

Mr. OWENS. Would they not?
Ms. FUHRMAN. Might not.
Mr. OWENS. In order to graduate, these youngsters are going to

have to pass a curriculum that includes scien,.e and math. We're
raising those standards.

Ms. FUHRMAN. We are raising those standards.
Mr. OWENS. Those requirements.
Ms. FUHRMAN. We could have people going through three years

in math and science and not necessarily address what they're
learning in math and science, particularly with our current level of
assessment and testing. So, we could have a 100 percent graduation
rate with people passing basic skills test perhaps to graduate and
not necessarily raise the level of the work force to address the
problems of the 21st century.

I think it's a very useful goal, but again not a single goal.
Mr. OWENS. We could look at the definition of graduation again,

too.
Ms. FUHRMAN. That's right.
Mr. OWENS. Dr. Cole.
Ms. COLE. Well, I think the notion of a coherent goal is a very

useful one, and I think that if done properly most things could be
tied in with, take kindergarten or below through graduation, to a
goal like that.
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Let me tell you a related concern, though, that I have. I think in
this country we look to simplistic solutions very often, and we look
to our educational system to solve our broad societal problems, and
I get nervous when we turn that same thing to now look to edu--
tion research to now solve all the problems of our educat: .1
system. Our educational system is a very extremely diverse syst ..1,
and we gain a lot from that, and among the things we suffer from
it is some of the confusion and overlap and lack of systemization in
attacking our educational problems in this country.

We could have a much more unified system if we chose in this
country, and we have not chosen. We would simplify many of the
kinds of problems we have talked about for dissemination, a
number of thing, if we had a more central system. We would also
lose some things.

But as we think about a goal and something driving our educa-
tional research activities, I would hope we would keep in mind very
carefully wh -t the reasonable contribution of educational research
is and how much of it iswe can spend a tremendous amount of
time and money in this country in linking and getting anything
that's known, in some sense known, to the point of having it imple-
mented in every school in this country. And if we would take that
implementation out of educational research pi of of resources, the
implementation is going to take all the funds and there's going to
be none for the research base for the next wave of implementation
to correct some of the mistakes that we made in this present one.

The role of research and what kind of funding base it should
have and how it links to the implementation problems is a really
huge one to keep in mind in this.

Mr. OWENS. Well, it's the problem of which comes first, the
chicken or the egg. And you're assuming that researchers and the
research and development process will never have a significant
impact, that great an impact, on what happens in education in the
Nation. That may be true, looking at what past- -

Ms. COLE. No. No.
Mr. OWENS [continuing]. Experiences and looking at the present

situation.
But are we locked into that? Is it not possible for research and

development to have a far greater impact and be an overall guid-
ing influence on how education develops in the Nation? For exam-
ple, we can't have adequate research and development unless it is
centralized, unless we do have it. So, it is the component in educa-
tion which is going to be centralized, of necessity. So, it has a prob-
ability of having a greater impact in the other kinds of activities.

Ms. COLE. That's r;ht. And I think we could trace historically
the tremendous impact that educational research has had in the
past in a number of areas. And I am not suggesting it can't have
an impact, I am suggesting that we shouldn't assume that impact
is a real direct, linear, that we learn it here and then we figure out
how to get it all out over here. And what we're doing is putting it
out in systems that are operating independently and with their
own driving forces, and it's just a more complex process.

Mr. OWENS. What about the education of the disadvantaged. Dr.
Ambach, would your goal of a 100 percent graduation rate solve
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that pressing problem, the problem which has greatly been ig-
nored?

Mr. AMBACH. That is precisely what the--
Mr. OWENS. These reports show that urban education and inner-

city education has been ignored and has been left out of what ad-
vances have been made as a result of educational reform, have not
impacted in the inner cities where you have the largest number of
disadvantaged youngsters.

Would your overall goal lift that boat, too, your tide?
Mr. AMBACH. Mr. Chairman, that is precisely the boat to be

lifted by that objective. Indeed, the difficulty in the past has been
that there has been a kind of a sense that every child can learn
and there has been a kind of a sense that all children should have
the objective of graduation from high school. And yet, there has
not been, in my judgment and in the judgment of our counciland
the reason for having that policy statementthat we make very
explicit that that is the "bjective and the vbjective for all children.

The policy statement, which I did not describe in any detail be-
cause of time this morning, provides explicitly and focused on the
State level for the establishment of guarantees for children who
are at risk of not graduating from high school. or the disadvan-
taged children, in order to try to assure that they are going to
graduate from high school. So, that is precisely the t rget.

Mr. OWENS. Let me reread the statement I read yesterday, quot-
ing language still preserved under current law governing the Office
of Educational Research and Improvement, which is in the original
langauge when we founded the National Institute of Education:

The Congress declares it to be the policy of the United States to provide every
individual an equal opportunity to receive an education of high quality regardless of
race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, national origin, or social class. Although the
American education system has pursued this objective, it has not obtainec that ob-
jective. Inequalities of opportunity to receive high-quality education remain pro-
nounced. To achieve the goal of quality education requires the continued pursuit of
knowledge about education through research improvement activities, data collec-
tion, and information dissemination.

Why have we done such a bae job when this is a clear statement
of purpose of the Federal Government? We have centers and labs,
and whatever the shortcomings are, why has so little been done in
this area? Why is the assistant secretary now proposing a center
for the study of the education of the disadvantaged? Why have we
not addressed these issues more in our literature?

You will find situations like the ones cited by Arsistant Secre-
tary Finn, where when he queried leading educational researchers
to list what the priorities should be in research, all of the items
related to the educationally disadvantaged were on the bottom.
They got the lowest priorities.

Why at this late date do we have this kind of phenomenon in the
research community? I mentioned in my opening statement yester-
day the possibility of a problem of academic apathy and academic
corruption and scholar tribalism.

Could you comment on this phenomenon? It is quite baffling to
find that here, a major problem that also in the language of Con-
gress and the intent of .Congress was highlighted, and yet it was
not sufficiently addressed.
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Secretary Finn says that 25 percent of the activities of the labs
and centers are dedicated to the educationally disadvantaged. I
don't dispute that. But you know, the evidence in terms of high-
lighted results as far as Congress can see is not just not there.

Could you comment? I would like to have a comment from all of
you on that.

Mr. HOPKINS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment on that.
You were given information yesterday, and at one point yesterday
it was cited that perhaps five percent of the activity of the labora-
tories and centers was devoted to work with minorities and disad-
vantaged. I will tell you that that is not a correct statement. I will
tell you thatI'm sorry?

Mr. OWENS. What percent?
Mr. HOPKINS. I will tell you that at my laboratory the vast ma-

jority of our effort is devoted towards at-risk children, and I would
put the figure at my laboratory at 75 or 80 percent of our effort.

The reason for that is our funds are so slim that we only work on
the highest-priority activities of the people with whom we partner,
and their greatest concern is the advancement and benefit of at-
risk children.

Since that is their concern and our concern, we have no difficulty
whatsoever in finding willing partners to work in this area, wheth-
er you're talking about field studies, whether you're talking about
development or dissemination, technical assistance or training, the
focus of our work is predominantly on at-risk children.

Mr. OWENS. Can you speak for the labs in general and give us a
figure, an estimate?

Mr. HOPKINS. I cannot speak for them generally, but I am aware,
as was reported to you yesterday by Dr. Goldberg, that collaboi a-
tively we are joined in an effort to work and concentrate on at-risk
children, and I know personally of large programs at every institu-
tion that are focused on at-risk children.

Mr. OWENS. You think the general statement or thesis of the
Carnegie Corporation report issued by Dr. Boyer recently, saying
that urban schools have been bypassed and have not received suffi-
cient attention, that that is in error?

Mr. HOPKINS. No, I do not. I think that what we are seeing today
and the needs that we have today and the reason that we re con-
centrating there is a product of that past attitude.

Mr. OWENS. Yes, Dr. Cole.
Ms. COLE. The language you read referring to opportunity allows

a rather passive interpretation, and one has to thinkI think po-
litically one of the things we have to think about with respect to
these issues nationally is the "whose responsibility is it." The pro-
viding opportunity gives the notion of kind of laying something out
that somebody has got to come and take the opportunity.

I think one of the interesting things about Mr. Ambach's propos-
al is it does place a different kind of responsibility on the whole
educational system for the accomplishment of goals that we may
have failed to adequately place in general.

But let me, in your more general question, I think I should raise
an issue that T. think is one that we go back and forth on, and that
is the extent to which many of the tliiiigs which are being studied
in educational research have unique or special answers for disad-
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vantaged students, at-risk students, or the extent to which things
that are being learned in general are in fact very applicable and
helpful for disadvantaged students, and it makes this kind of "what
research is directed at whom" a difficult issue to deal with.

For example, I know things that we've learned in reading and
higher-order thinking, just to mention two examples, not necessari-
ly simple ones, are things that are very relevant to thinking about
how to take at-risk children very early in the school system and
produce the kind of strategies towards learning to read and learn-
ing to think that are very effective with disadvantaged populations.

It's one of those binds we get into as weI mean, we argue on
the hand that these children are not essentially different from
other children in what they're capable of doing, and that's in fact
what we find in our research, that when we can get the things
we've learned and actually make them available to these children,
that they do profit from them.

Mr. OWENS. Do you think the problem is in applying the re-
search, not in the research; is that it?

Ms. COLE. Oh, no. I think I am not going to let us off the hook as
researchers that cleanly, because there are I think a lot of the con-
texts of applications that need study, that need considerable study.
But at the same time I think a lot we know in general is informa-
tion that we can use in particular.

Mr. OWENS. The charge has been made that tribalism among
scholars is a major problem and that they tend to focus on those
subjects that they are most familiar with and their particular
circle of academic colleagues and that's the way the research tends
to go as a convenience h. terms of personal connections and that
that drives and motivates a lot of the priority-setting.

That kind of charge has been made, and black scholars have
made the charge that they are locked out of research and develop-
ment activities. Not a single historically black college has a con-
tract with the Federal Government in this area.

So, we have a situation which must be answered.
Ms. COLE. That's right.
Mr. CROSS. Mr. Chairman, if T may make one brief comment on

this. I think one of the situations you're looking at is the reality of
political influence. The political influence of the groups that sup-
port special education, .'ocational education, studont aia, for exam-
ple, is quite substP.itial. There no corollary gi lup that has that
kind of influence or pressur a upon both the Congress and the de-
partment in the area such as disadvantaged children aryl the prob-
lems that surround the+ I think what you're looking at is a conse-
quence, in part, of that.

Mr. OWENS. So, if the Congressional Black Caucu , were able to
push through a requirement of a 10-percent set-aside for all future
research and development funds, would that be a corrective action,
or would it be viewed as unprofessional, corrupting, and pork-
barrel setting, et cetera?

Dr. Fuhrman.
Ms. FUHRMAN. I would reiterate what Dr. Coie said about the

tension in research between believing that good practice is good
practice for all, and in wondering whether there aren't spc.:al
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techniques, practices, instructional methodologies that are particu-
larly effective with disadvantaged children.

I think what's missing, in particular, is the urgency of addressing
the special issues of disadvantaged children even if good practice is
good practice for all is in some sense focusing in on how that good
practice can be applied in settings where there are lots of disadvan-
taged children and in the best manner is something that is not
done because the urgency hasn't been there.

I also would remind the Chairman, as Dr. Kilgore said yesterday,
a number of the centers have significant activities across their mis-
sions on students at risk. But it may not be as visible because it's
not focused as the new center will be.

Mr. OWENS. Ms. Conrad.
Ms. CONRAD. I would have no comment to add.
Mr. OWENS. Let me move to my next question and make a bridge

here. Army basic research, how much of it appearP in ERIC cen-
ters? How much of that material is available for us to disseminate?
The Army makes use of or somehow trains disadvantaged young-
sters, you know. They have become rather elitist now. We haven't
had a grinding war for a long time.

But as you can see from the statistics and who died in the war in
Vietnam, they had a large number of disadvantaged youngsters in
the Army that they trained to do some rather complex tasks. The
Nary, the Air Force, obviously, they have ways of educating that
should be looked at. I think they use more audio-visual devices and
there are a number of things they do which we have known for a
long time but that are not applied to the public schools. We ought
to take a hard look at that.

But certainly, we heard this morning that there is a tremendous
amount of research being done by the Army relating to the train-
ing of people and the education of people, and it is available, it's
not classified.

How much of it gets into the ERIC centers?
Ms. CONRAD. Very little, if any.
Mr. OWENS. Did you know about Ei.e fact that it's unclassified

and available?
Ms. CONRAD. Yes. I was aware that there was considerable infor-

mation within the military complex. We do not have what we call
an acquisitions arrangement whereby automatically that informa-
tion flows to us. We are not funded to go out and drum up that
kind of information at this point in time.

Mr. OWENS. Your statement sets forth a brilliant justification for
some kind of overall new structure which links the military, the
other Government sectors, the private sector, the nonprofit sector.
I would like to have from the Group wid some of you did address
thatdo you want to have. any final additional comment to make
on what might be? Some people said we don't need that kind of
structure or we need a diversity or plurality of quangos.

But is there any other person who wants to make a statement on
the restructuring issue, whether that would help or hinder the
long-term problem, the grooming of the forest, the perfection of a
new kind of environment in which to operate?

Yes, Mr. Cross.
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Mr. CROSS. Mr. Chairman, to go back to your analogy of the
forest and some of the conversation from the first panel, I think
the idea of having lots of different varieties of trees out there, if
you will, and a variety of practitioners and people who are engaged
in research is very important.

I would associate myself with the remarks of Mr. Wallgren from
the High/Scope Foundation that the idea of having competition
there is very important and is, I think, one of the issues which you
might look at.

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Wallgren declined to compete. He didn't com-
pete. He wouldn't become a part of the competition for centers or
labs.

Mr. CROSS. That's right. But he has clearly competed in some
other things. He does receive some Federal aid. I don't know the
details of what that is.

But I think one of the issues in education research may be that
it's very hard to get new people into it and to get in the new faces
and new ideas, and I would speculate that if you had a single small
set of providers that had an ongoing set of relationships that locked
out other competit.on, that the enterprise could suffer from that.
And I think that competition is a value that I would certainly like
to see the subcommittee preserve in what's done in this field.

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Cross, I had a question I meant to ask you
before about the disadvantaged. In your review of the labs, what
percentage did you find of that activity which could be reasonably
said to be related to the problem of educating the disadvantaged?

Mr. CROSS. Mr. Chairman, I can't answer that because we did not
do the individual site visits to the labs. There were site visit teams
that went to each of those labs. I could go back and ask that infor-
mation to be pulled out and to be supplied for the record to the
extent that we have that information. But I can't answer that this
afternoon.

Mr. OWENS. Another question would be why wasn't that consid-
ered important enough to be given more emphasis?

Any other comments on the overall structure? Yes, Dr. Ambach.
Dr. AMBACH. Mr. Chairman, as I said in my opening statement,

the structure of what you want to do really needs to follow from
the purpose of the mission, and if one takes as a major purpose
over a period of years . n objective such as I suggested or if I am
testing that one Ands araJther objective is a better one, then you
craft what should be the structural arrangement from that.

In order to undertake that, it seems to me that there has got to
be a considerable design task. I don't think that we can provideI
can't certainly provideyou with a suggestion that indicates this
mix of lab centers, private enterprises, and so on. I think that
needs much more careful design. You've had several suggestions
made as to task groups or commissions that would need to be
funded in order to do that, and I would recommend doing just that.

I think there are a couple of other pieces, though, structurally,
that can be done in the short term. The references made here to
Department of Defense research, made to NASAthat is an
agency which hasn't parlicularly come upbut many of the State
education agencies have been involved with NASA, with findings
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from their own research and the application of those toward educa-
tion issues.

Incidentally, we've got a couple of joint projects with the Depart-
ment of Defense and our council related to some of their research
work having to do with the identification of job skills that are nec-
essary, in the Navy to be specific, and whether or not those jobs
skills are being provided in the secondary schools.

We are about to launch a joint effort examining several high
schools with the Navy in order to make that determination. There
are, as you pointed out, a number of different applications of learn-
ing devices and technologies that the military has used: hand-held
calculators or computers which are taken out into the field for pur-
poses of training troops on site in the use of weapons and tanks
and so on. These are incredibly powerful techniques. That is avail-
able. Th6 to imology is not mysterious there, its not hidden. The
transmission of that information in to the educational system is
not adequate, and I think there are perhaps faults en both sides.

My point is, that a shortfall structural issue that could be dealt
with is providing the means through which, probably through the
Department of Education OERI, there is a place, a capacity to be
able to collect from the different Federal apt-16es those research
efforts underway and put them into the transmission belt so that
in fact they get out either through the labs, into the centers, direct-
ly to State agencies or local school districts.

That's not the end, but that would be, I think, an important ad-
vance, and it would help to round out this picture as to what is in
fact being supported at least by the Federal 0: vernment and how
it can be better tapped.

But I do believe that the issue of structure has got to borrow
some on existent labs, it's got to borrow some on existent centers. I
think it's got to tap on private enterprises, which have been repre-
sented here that have major efforts underway, whether it be in
education or in welfare and health or in child care.

The key to putting it together is the importance of having per-
haps that kind of joint administrative-congressional short-term ap-
paratus that tries to get your design in place so then at least you

isee what is going on in the different places and you have a grasp of
which ones of those you really want to put your money on by way
of your appropriations.

Mr. OWENS. Perhaps- -and you mentioned NASA is having con-
siderable problems now, and a lot of their problems relate to educa-
tion and the failure to develop the stream of scientists and techni-
cians and have a pool to replace those that have gone, left because
they've burned out or been fatigued or gone on to industry, and we
can't get rockets up anymore.

If you're following the news, we're falling further and further
behind the Soviet Union in the exploration of space, which we have
set as a high priority for the Nation.

Our educational system is failing us. Our German scientists have
gone home or they've grown old and died, and we have a serious
problem in a high-priority area, and I think it relates to education.

So, we need to do something in that area of high-priority science
and math education, higher education. So, they need a quango,
maybe. Maybe we should have a series of quangos to address these
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goals of the kind thr'. you have laid out. We need one for that. We
need one for the goal of 100 percent graduation rate, and there
should be others. Maybe four or five quangos instead of one are
needed to direct an overall effort which collapses into that effort
the labs, the centers, the independent researchers, the dissemina-
tion mechanisms, the private sector, the public sector, et cetera.

I was in Atlanta to visit the center for the assistance to the dis-
abled of the IBM Corp. While I was there, the Vice President in
charge of the "Writing to Read" Program talked to us, and I looked
at that project. I had been reading about it for some time. And
here is a private, profitmaking corporation that did all the develop-
ment, research and development on their own. Of course, they con-
tracted with knowledgeable educators to help develop it. But they
are now going to guarantee the dissemination of it, I assure you.
It's being used in far more places than I had realized, including 30
of our New York City schools. Their success rate is quite high with
the "Writing to Read" Program.

But this is the private sector, and of course as we all know, the
textbook publishers and a number of other people in the field are
another important part of this whole effort that must be consid-
ered. They need to be brought into the operation.

I want to just ask a few specific requests.
Mr. Cross, if you could give us any records or any material you

can find on work being dons: in the labs on disadvantaged, could
you submit that to us at a later date?

Mr. CROSS. I will do that.
[Information to be supplied follows:]
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%MARY SHEET-ESTIMATED LAB SERVICES
FOR DISADVANTAGED POPULATIONS

Estimated
amount spent OERI FY 1988

Laboratory on disadvantaged lab budget Total Lab Budget

Appalachia
Educational
Laboratory (AEG) $ 456,189 31% $1,494,000

Hid-Continent
Regional Educational
Laboratory (MOREL) 299,304 17% 1,726,000

North Central
Regional Educational
Laboratory (NCREL) 994,500 52% 1,927,900

Northwest Region.1
Educational
Laboratory (M EL) 518,000 17% 2,958,000

Research for Better
Schools (R8S) 922,000 30% 2,756,000

Mid Atlantic

Regional Laboratory
for Educational
Improvement of the
Northeast and Island
(NE /IL) 1,153,000 49.4% 2,334,000

South4est Educational
Development
Laboratory (SEDL) 860,777 45% 1,900,000

Southeastern
Educational Improve-
ment Laboratory (SELL) 539,588 27% 1,982,000

Western Regimi,
Educational
Laboratory (WRFC) 664,813 40% 2,460,000

Total 6,967,821 19,638,5E4

Across all labs, about 35% of the funds are directed toward activities intended
to benefit the disadvantaged student.
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Laboratory Appalachian Educational Laboratoj

Listed below is each lab project and the approximate percentage of funding
that is usedto serve the disadvantaged, where known. where unknown, an
estimate, based in part on the percentage of chapter I students in the
region, is given.

zject Disadvantaged
Populations
Served and % of
project that
serves them

FY 1988 FY 1989 FY 1990

Regional Liaison Ctr.
conducts five
activities working
with and through
existing organizations
to improve schools &
classrooms. Primary
emphasis on Urban
disadvantaged.

90%
Blacks & Urban
poor

Classroom Instruction 21%
Program conducts 4 Rural & Appalachian
activities working poor
with and through
organizations to
improve instruction.

School Governance and , 21%
Administration conducts Regional
4 activiti.ii: works with disadvantaged
and through organizations
such as school boards &
admin groups to improve
schools and classroom.

Policy and Planning Ctr 21%
conducts 5 activites Regional
responsive to task 3, disadvantaged
working with state 1evc.1
decisionmakers on schJol
improvement issues.

Professional 10%
Preparation and Regional
Research Program disadvantaged
works with region'o
higher ed. institutions
and personnel to produce
R&D and tech. asst relevant
to improvement of elementary
and Secondary education.

School Services Ctr 21%
conducts 4 activites Appalachian
creating R&D based
resources for school
improvement.
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53,725

53,725

39,361

13,544

68,852
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Page 2 - Appalachian

Rural, small schools 80%
deals with improving Rural & Appalachian
rural education in the poor
region.

38,870

AEL's total public school population, according to the 1980 census, Is
2,787,823 while the total disadvantage student population (Chapter I) in the
region was listed ev3 592,945, or 21% of the population. Out of an annual
budget of $1,494,000 AEL is spending $456,189 in FY 88, or approximately 31%
of its budget on disadvantaged. In FY 89 and FY 90 a slight increase in the
percentage allocated to serving disadvantage youth in the AEL region is
projected.

Area covered: West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee
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Laboratory Far West Regional Laboratory

Listed below is each lab p ?oject and the approximate percentage of
funding that is used to serve the disadvantaged, where known. Where
unknown, an estimate, based in part on the percentage of Chapter I
students in the region, is given.

Project Disadvantaged FY 1988 FY 1989 FY 1990
Populations
Served and 4 of
Project and
serves them

Middle Grade
Coursework. Enable
teachers to nake
concrete changes in
their coursework that
facilitate student
thinking & writing
skills and content
retention.

17% 20,747.48
Blacks. Asians
Hispanics
Native Americans
Whites

Networking & knowledge 17%
for Effective Hispanics
Teaching. Serve Native Americans
a regional resources; Whites
identify, synthesize Blacks, Asians
& disseminate knowledge
om effective teaching.

7.735.68

Arizona Rural Schools: 17% 3,162.68
Teaching for Scientific Native Americans
Literacy InservIce Prg Whites
Assist in the Improve-
ment of science ed in
Arizona rural public
schools.

Improving the Self- 17%
Directed Learning of Blacks
At-Risk Elementary
Students im the Oakland
Unified School district
Help Oakland elementary
teachers learn how to
foster students' self-
directed learning.

Organization Analysis 50%
& Design: Resource Blacks
Development for Hispanics
Distr:et & School Whites
Impro,ement. Develop
resource materials to
help districts conduct
organizational impreve-
ment & renewal.

14,553.60

44,406.00
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Assistance to State- 17% 21,697.61
Level School Blacks, Asians
Improvement Project Hispanics
Provide technical Native Americans
assistance to State Whites
education agencies in
conducting school
improvement projects.

Providing Effective 80% 115,343.20
Training for Beginning Blacks, Asians
Teachers. Exchange Hispanics
information and devise
improved methods &
materials for training
and supporting beginning
teachers.

Preparing Teachers for 80%
Work with Diverse Blacks, Asians
Studcnt Populations Hispanics
Exchange information
and devise improved
methods for preservice
& inservice training
for teachers in settings
with diverse student
populations.

Support for School- 17%
Level Leadership Blacks, Asians
Provide technical Hispanics
assistance, training Whites
and information to
improve leadership
skills of school personnel.

Regional Resource Ctr 80%
for Students a. Risk Blacks, Asians
Monitor regional needs Hispanics
develop a capacity for Whites
dissemination & referral,
and prepare synti.Jses
of research & theory.

Educational Partncrship 80%
& Urban Development. Blacks, Asians
Gather, synthesize & Hispanics
disseminate information Whites
about partnerships
between schools &
businesses.

68,335.20

38,536.28

98,020.00

28,634.40
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Page 3 - ?WI

Instructional Programs 80%
for At-Risk Students Blacks, Asians
Chronicle the change Hispanics
process or document Whites
success indicators in
California schools.

25,851.20

Intensive Early 80% 48,905.60
Interventions for Blacks
At-Risk Students.
Longitudinal study of
at-risk Black Children
from birth through high
school who are enrolled
in an intervention
program designed to
prepare them for success-
ful schooling.

Total 40% 664,813.68

Hence, approximately 40% of IPWL funds from OERI (62,460.000) are
targeted at disadvantaged populations. Approximately 17% of the
students in the region are eligible for Chapter 1 funds.

Area Covered: Arizona, California, Hevaea and Utah.
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Laboratory Mid-Continent Regional Educational Laboratory

Listed below is each lab project and the approm:mete percentage of funding
that is used to serve the dis.AdvAntaged, where known. Where unknown, an
estimate, based In part on the percentage of Chapter I students in the
region, is given.

Project Disadvantaged
Populations
Served and % of
project that serves
them

FY 1988 FY 1989 FY 1990

Disseminate infor 15% 91,980 91,980 91,980

foster netrorks, Black/Hispanics/
and provide Nat. Amer/Whites
technical assistance
to improve education
practice

Strengthen the 15%
region's capacity Black/Hispanics/
to design and Nat. Amer/Whites
implement policies
that support school
improvement

Develop new 30%
resources aimed Black/Hispanics/
at improving Nat. Amer/Whites
education for
students most in
need

Foster Region Comm 15%
by identifying Black/Hispanis/
emerging regional Nat. Amer/Whiteb
school improving
needs

Rural Small Schools 15
effort designed to Black/Hispanics/
Im': student Nat. Amer/Whites
acc., 4 to infor-
mation about post
secondary choices,
expand course offering
in technology and
school focus on
economic development

39,496 39,496 39,496

80,824 80,824 80,824

43,211 43,211 43,211

67,553 63,825

15% Eligible Chapter I

Fifteen percent of the students in McREL's regional are classified as
economically/academically disadvantaged. Projected over the next three
years, approximately $299,304 (17%) out of McREL's $1,725,949 annual budget
will be directed towards effort designed to improve the educational
development of disadvantaged students.

Area Cover^d: Colorado, NeJraska, North & South Dakota, Kansas, Missouri
and Wyoming.
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Laboratory North Central Regional Educational Laboratory

Listed below is each lab project and the approximate percentage of funding
that is used to serve the disadvantaged, where known. Where unknown, an
estimate, based in Tart on the percentaged of Chapter I students in the
region, is given.

Project Disadvantaged Populations FY 1988 FY 1989 FY 1990
Served and % of
project that serves

them

Urban Ed Network 80%
Radiating out from Black,,Hispanic
sites in Detroit, Whites
program provides
support, materials and
Technical Asst to urban
schools

Thinking Skills 80%
Develops & Meek/Hispanic
Disseminates and Whites
materials/technology
workshops to improve
the teaching of
strategic thinking
skills

Szudents at Risk
Focuses on the TT /TA,
info. and technolog}
needs of educators
working with at-risk
students in urban and
rural areas

75%
Black, Hispanic
and Whites

Rural Education 50%
Uses telecommunications Black, Hispanic
for staff development and Whites
for the improvement of
teaching reading and other

'skills in rural creeks

$221,000

65,000

188,500

520,000

There are approximately 8,500,000 students in NCREL's region. Out of this
total there are some 1,275,000 students who are eligible for Chapter I
assistance. Consequently, approximately 15% of the student population in
NCREL's region are academically/economically disadvantaged. As far as we
can parcel out and estimate, the lab spends about 52% (F094,500) of it
total budget ($1,927,900) on disadvantaged students in its region.

Area covered; Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Ohio, Minnesota, Michigan and
Wisconsin.
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Northwest MegicemI idacatimal Laboratory

Laboratory: EMIL

Listed below are MIL projects that appsar to be directed, in part or in
whole, toward disadvantaged in the rr.. 1, along with the total funding
for each of these projects. MIL dm, not specify in its
three-to-fivq-vear-plan document those projects that Sr. directed
specifically toward the disadvantaged, nor does MIL specify or provide
any way to Citerains, the proportion of disadvantaged served by specific

projects or programs. Thus, it is not possible to detersive exactly what
proportion of those or any other INIREL project funds ere directed toward

disadvantaged..

Project

Policy Boards and
AdvAsory Committees

R&D Access for Rural
Schools

School Improvement
for Indian Education

Pacific Local
Capacity Building

Promising Zracticas
for At-Risk Youth

Dissemination of In-
formation and
Documents

Disadvantaged
Populations IT 1988

Served

Pacific Region Program $108,000
Board; Indian Prograa
Board; Urban Iducation
Comaitvole; Rural Educa-
tion Committee

TY 1989

$108,000

PT 1990

$108,000

School hoard *embers,
administrators, and
staff of small rural
seller).* in the region

$ 95,104 $ 95,104 $ 95,104

Administrators ena $166,410
teachers in public an:

$166,410 $166,410

tribal schools serving
significant numbers o2
Indian students

Region's educational $143,362 $143,382 $143,362
Isadore, particultriy
On-Bite School baprove-
sent Teams

Practitions in educa-
tion end in savior's:It
and training

$ 45,001 $ 65,001 $ 45,001

Rural educators, sup-
erinfendents of =ten

$155,467 $166,487 $156,467

school districts, Indian
educators and organiza-
tions, Alaskrn natives,
end educators of the
Pacific
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Indian Education Admin-
istration Eandbnok

Effective Education in
the Pacific

Parent Training a. an
Effective Schooling
Practice

442

Disadvantaged
Populations

Served
FY 1988

Admin)strators of
schools serving
Indian students

$ 41.842

Professionals in $200,000
education in the
Pacific

Culturally approp- $ 75.000
riot. training mat-
erials will be pre-
pared for nue with
Fleck and Eispanic
parents and th
teachers of their
children throughout
the Northwest region

FY 1989 FY 1290

5 41.542 $ 41.562

$200,000 $200,000

$ 75.000 5 75.000

Note; The NWREL does not provide breakdowns of those served who are and
are not disadvantaged. No projects are clearly and specifically targeted
as serving only disadvantaged populations. A formula has been developed
and applied ar follows to provide a surrogate estimate of the percent of
those served the region who are disadvantaged.

The total number of school enrollments for each State in the region was
obtained. These numbers were added to obtain a total number of school
enrollments in the region. The total is 1,926,318 (FY87). The number of
Chapter 1 eligible students in each state was then determined. These
numbers were added to .btain a total Chapter 1 eligible *tulle:It population
in thi region. This flusher is 292,014. By dividing the total number of
students in the region by the number of Chapter 1 eligible students. it io
possible to determine the percentage of students in the region who are
Chapter 1 eligible. This percentage is 232,014 divided by 1.326,319 or
17.53

The NNREL is funded et 52,858,000 sa4h year, by OIRI (not including the
spacial "Rural Education Initiative" funding, which has not yet wen
iccosplished for FY 1188). Asmualng Slat NWRID. serves all stugients in its
region. one say assume that ths proportion of disadvantaged served is
17.53 ofY, the total. The dollar *sonata of MEL funds (under the URI
laboratory contract) that Awe directed toward serving the population of
disadvantaged in the region can then be calculated by taking 17.8% of the
total oxpenditomts. those dollar amount? are $817,680 in each fiscal
year.

The RWRIL serves Region IX eon Region X. Region IX consists of the States
of Llanka, Naimoli, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington. Region X
comprises the Pacific Basin, including American Samoa. the Commonwealth of
the Northern Mariana Islands, and Curia. The MEL also serves the
Republic of the Marshall Islands. the Federated States of Micronesia. and
the Republic of balms. all formerly part of thu U.S.-administered Trust
Territories of the pacific.
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Laboratory Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement of the

an

1990

Fortheast and Islands (NE/IL)

approximate percentage of funding
where known. Where unknown,
of chapter I students in the

FY 1988 FY 1989 FY

Lisced below is each lab project and the
that is used to serve the disadvantaged,
estimate, based in part on the percentage
region, is given.

Project Disadvantaged
Populations
Served and % of
project that
serves them

Leadership for School 33% 21,000 11

ImprovementResearch,
Development, & Technical
Assistance to Strengthen
Training of School &
District Administrators.
Teacher Development- -33% 50,000 11

Improving Teacher Trig.
and Inservice Development

Public Policy for 33% 68,000 11

School Improvement- -
Developing Reliable Data
to support policy making
for Educational Reform.

Improving Schools for 100% 313,000 11 11

At-Risk Youth -- Programs At risk youthtoreduce academic
failure and school dropout.

Improvement of Rural 67% 336,000
and Small Schools- -
Implementation of the
Rural School Improvement
Initiative.

State Specific Education 33% 129,000
Improvement Activities- -
Services that are designed
and conducted for
individual states rather
than across States.

Laboratory Operations, 33% 236,000
likpagement, Evaluation,
Regional Dissemination,
and Co/labors:Ave Work
with other regions.

Total 1,153.000 "

Of the 5,540.000 N-12 public school enrollment in this region in 1980, /3%
were Chapter I eligible. The 1988 expenditure of 81,153.000 represents
approximately 49.4% of the laboratory's budget for 1988. ($2,334,000)

Area Covered; New York, Rhode Is:nnd, Connecticut, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Masschusetts, Maine, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
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Laboratory Research for Better Schools, Inc.

Listed below le each lab project and the approxlmately percentage of
funding that Is used to serve the disadvantaged, where known. Where
unknown. an estimate based, in part, on the percentage of Chapter I
students in the region Is given.

Project Disadvantaged PY 1988 PY 1989 PY 1990
Populations
Served and % of
project that
serves them

Coop. school Impr.
Works with and-
through existing
organizations to
improve schools and
classrooms

APolled ResearcA
Works to dcv. R&D
based resources for
school Improvement

National Networks 25%
Works with other Bltek/hispanics
labs and R&D Centers
on regional and
national Ed. problems

Products for Special 80%
Populations - Dev's Black/Hispanics
learning/teaching Whites
materials for non-
urban minorities
students

50% 385,000
Black/Hispanics

30% 120,000
Black/HIspancls

State Leadership
Assistance - Works
with state level
decIslonmakors on
school .:mprovelent

25%
Whites /Blacks
Hispanics

Rural Education 25%
Works to Increase Whites /blacks
student achievement Others
In rural/small schools

58,000

104,000

145,000

110.000

TOTAL 922,000

111

The funding level for FY 88, Is $2,756.000 of that amount, RBS spent
30% ($922,000) . the disadvantaged. According to Chapter I
statistics, be seen 20-25% of the studePts In RBS's region are
classified as educatIonally/eLonomIcally alsadvantaged.

Area Covered: Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey, Maryland and
Washington. D.C.
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Laboratory Southeastern Educational Improvement Laboratory

Listed below for each lab project and the approximate percentage of
funding that Is used to serve the disadvantaged, where known. Where
unknown, an estimate based in part, on the percentage of Chapter I
students in the region, is given.

Project Disadvantaged FY 1988 FY 1989 FY 1990
Populations
Served and % of
priject that
serves them

Improving 60% 6 84,107
Mathematics Black/Hispanic
Instruction White and others

Improving 40%
Writing Black /Hispanic/
Instruction Whites and others

Dropout 50%
Prevention Dlack/HIspanIc/

Whites and others

Improving 35%
Educational Dlacm/HispanIc/
Leadership Whites and others

Making 30%
Effective Use Black/Hispanic/
of Technology Whites and others

State Policy 20%
and Black /Hispanic
Educational Whites and others
Reform

33,508

28,634

25,126

59,400

31,258

Teaching 30% 30,704
Profession Black /Hispanic

Whites and others

Rural Educa-
tion 30% 246,849

Of the total enrollment in the region of 5,918,344; 1,337,748 or
approximately 2:% have been identified as being economically and
educationally disadvantaged, Of its total budget ($1,983,000), SEIL
devotes an estimated $539,588 or 27% which exceeds the number of
disadvantaged (Chapter I eligibles) identified in 1980.
Area covered: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina. and
South Carolina.
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Laboratory: Sonthweet Eciumtional_bey
Listed below is each lab project and the approximate percentage of funding
that is used to serve the disadvantaged, where k.low. %here unknown. an
estimated. based in part on the percentaged of Chaptar I students in the
region. is given.

Project Disadvantaged Populations FY 1988 FY 1989 ry 1990
Served and % of
project that serves

them

Ihas22
Administrator Tng 22% 8
and Staff Development (Chapter I figure

for the region)

52,000 5 52,000 3 52,000

IIIIIII1
Collaborating on Sch tO% 330,630 330,630 330,630
Improvment in 5 Indian. Black.
Demonstration sites Hispanic & Low

Income White

The/lenAM
Assisting ata:e level 22%
policy & declsionmakers (Chapter 1 figure

64,950 64,950 64.950

In making better for the region)
decisionc through rapid
response to their requests
for information

These E
Facilitating student 22% 61,600 61,600 61.600
AcWevnment through (Chapter 1 figures
Improving programs for for region)
Teaching of Reading.
Writing and Thinking
Skills

22% 32.472 32.472 32.472
Collaboration with (Chapter I figures
other labs and for region)
organizations

Ural Small Schools
3n.tiatime 75% 319.125
Turnkey Training in Indian, Black.
Thinking Skills Hispanic and Low
Instruction for 30 Income White
Demonstration sites
using SEA, ESA. IHE
staff to train teachers
at the 30 sites

Total for SEDL FY 1988 is 3860.777 which is 45% of the lab's (31.900.000)
budget.

Area Covered: Arkansas. Louisiana, New Mexico. Oklahoma and Taxer
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Mr. OWENS. Also, I want you all to know thc,t this was a biparti-
san effort, very much encouraged by A..qistant secretary Finn, who
wanted to see the results of these hearings, and my colleague the
ranking Republican on the committee who couldn't be here today,
Mr. Bartlett, is also very supportive. We all want to see if we can
develop the very best, most credible research and development
effort by the Federal Government.

As I said to Mr. Bartlett, we probably are inevitably going to dis-
agree when it comes time for authorizations and appropriations.
And we agreed not to discuss levels of authorizations and appro.
pHations in these hearings.

But, at a later point, I would be very interested in any thoughts
you have on what kinds of monies are needed to have a credible
and scientifically valid research and development effort.

Mr. OWENS. We had testimony yesterday from representatives of
business and industry who said you don't have a viable research
and development effort going unless it's one percent of your overall
total effort. And whether you want to look at the overall effort in
education as being financed by every level of Government or you
just want to look at the level of effort in education financed by the
Federal Government, we are still far below the 1-percent invest-
ment for research and development.

I think if these time-honored standards of industry and science
can't be our guide, then what can. We certainly should start look
ing at that one percent figure as a goal that we have to move Cot.-
gress in that direction.

We are going to need all the help we can get from the members
of the education family. Tile internal educational community has
to agree on a number of things as we move towards getting the
kind of funding for research and development we need.

But most of all we do want to not back away from being able to
commit ourselves to achieving some visible results in thi short
term and in the long run.

These hearings have been vital to us. They have confirmed the
fact that educational research and development is indeed in some-
thing of a crisis, a crisis that has largely been silent and unnoticed.
We spend $150 billion -.1 education in this country, but only some-
where around $100 million on education research and development
by the Federal Government.

We were told 34. sterday that Xerox alone spends $700 million on
research and development, a far greater proportion of its total
income than the Federal Government.

The questicn of education for the disadvantaged in this Nation
has also not been well addressed, and we are shocked to find it has
been neglected to such a great extent. We haN. e an enormous prob-
lem, problems of 50 percent. dropout rates in the inner cities, lack
of basic literacy, numeracy and scientific knowledge among even
those students who do graduate.

One example was pointed 9Ut to us by Dr. Coleman yesterday
that even our very best stuck its in biology and science and chemis-
try, when tested and measured against European Asian students,
do not show very well.

Priorities need to be examined, need to be looked at as well as
higher funding levels. All of it must be done at the same time. This
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Subcommittee will deal with the crisis in two stages. Then: is a
short-term emergency to get education of the disadvantaged listed
as a top priority. A short-term emergency to deal with the fact that
educational researchers and the activity in general is being treated
as a second-class activity within the Federal Government and ham-
pered by all kinds of obstacles that need not be in place.

The Secretary has proposed a center on the study of the educa-
tion of the disadvantaged. We think that's a good initiative. Such a
center must draw upon the best minds and thinking in the Nation.
It must have an unquestioned and unbending commitment to
change.

The long-term issue is how we can begin to make educational re-
search and development relevant to the Nation's needs and prior-
ities. And we must also make the decisionmakers understand how
relevant it is.

In this context, we will look at the possibility that several wit-
::::3ses have already referred to, the establishment of some mecha-
nism, a commission or committee, to study the state of educational
research and to maybe comm:ss:on other entities to study it and as
swiftly as possible make recommendations about the overall prob-
lem of restructuring and setting priorities.

The Subcommittee will also be preparing, as I said before, our
own legislative report on these hearings as a result of these hear-
ings, and wa intend to issue that no later than June 15 of this year.
It will contain an analysis of the testimony presented in these
hearings as well as the continued input of the panelists who testi-
fied who might be consulted L'terwards and other persons.

We also will make some concrete recommendations that we hope
will serve as a catalytic agent for the larger effort to es tblish a
commission or to conduct studies.

All of this activity will play a role when the Subcommittee comes
to reauthoi 'ze the General Education Provisions Act beginning in
1990. We are not limited, however, to activities which will take
place in 1990. Amendments of the present act can take place, and
we will consider the possibility of immediate amendments to deal
with the urgent nature of the problems that we face.

Again, I want to thank all of you for your written testimony and
for being here today to take part in this discourse with us. The
Subcommittee will be in close touch with each one of you in the
future.

Thank yOU again.
The hearing is now adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:07 p.m., the subwmmittee was adjourned.)
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